IMPORTANT NOTICE
IMPORTANT: You must read the following disclaimer before continuing. The following disclaimer applies
to the Base Prospectus following this notice, and you are therefore advised to read this disclaimer carefully before
reading, accessing or making any other use of the attached Base Prospectus. In accessing the attached Base
Prospectus, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions, including any modifications to them
from time to time, each time you receive any information from the Issuer, the Arrangers and the Dealers (each as
defined in the attached Base Prospectus) as a result of such access.
Confirmation of Your Representation: By accessing the attached Base Prospectus you have confirmed to the
Issuer, the Arrangers and the Dealers that (i) you understand and agree to the terms set out herein, (ii) you are
either (a) a person who is outside the United States and that the electronic mail address you have given is not
located in the United States, its territories and possessions, or (b) a person that is a Qualified Institutional Buyer
(a QIB) within the meaning of Rule 144A under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the Securities Act), (iii)
you consent to delivery by electronic transmission, (iv) you will not transmit the attached Base Prospectus (or any
copy of it or part thereof) or disclose, whether orally or in writing, any of its contents to any other person except
with the consent of the Arrangers and the Dealers, and (v) you acknowledge that you will make your own
assessment regarding any legal, taxation or other economic considerations with respect to your decision to
subscribe for or purchase any of the Notes.
You are reminded that the attached Base Prospectus has been delivered to you on the basis that you are a person
into whose possession the attached Base Prospectus may be lawfully delivered in accordance with the laws of the
jurisdiction in which you are located and you may not, nor are you authorised to, deliver the attached Base
Prospectus, electronically or otherwise, to any other person and in particular to any U.S. person or to any U.S.
address. Failure to comply with this directive may result in a violation of the Securities Act or the applicable laws
of other jurisdictions.
Restrictions: THE FOLLOWING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION MAY NOT BE FORWARDED OR
DISTRIBUTED OTHER THAN AS PROVIDED BELOW AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY
MANNER WHATSOEVER. THIS DOCUMENT MAY ONLY BE DISTRIBUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
REGULATION S UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT AND TO QIBS PURSUANT TO RULE 144A UNDER THE
SECURITIES ACT (RULE 144A). ANY FORWARDING, DISTRIBUTION OR REPRODUCTION OF THIS
DOCUMENT IN WHOLE OR IN PART IS UNAUTHORISED. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS
DIRECTIVE MAY RESULT IN A VIOLATION OF THE SECURITIES ACT OR THE APPLICABLE LAWS
OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS. IF YOU HAVE GAINED ACCESS TO THIS DOCUMENT CONTRARY TO
ANY OF THE FOREGOING RESTRICTIONS, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORISED AND WILL NOT BE ABLE
TO PURCHASE ANY NOTES DESCRIBED THEREIN.
NOTHING IN THIS ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION CONSTITUTES AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE
SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION. ANY NOTES TO BE
ISSUED HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OR WITH
ANY SECURITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF ANY STATE OR OTHER JURISDICTION OF THE
UNITED STATES AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN THE UNITED STATES EXCEPT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATION S OR RULE 144A.
Under no circumstances shall the attached Base Prospectus constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer
to buy nor shall there be any sale of the Notes in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would
be unlawful.
This Base Prospectus does not constitute, and may not be used in connection with, an offer or solicitation in any
place where offers or solicitations are not permitted by law. If a jurisdiction requires that an offering of securities
described herein be made by a licensed broker or dealer and an Arranger or Dealer or any affiliate of the applicable
Arranger or applicable Dealer is a licensed broker or dealer in that jurisdiction, the offering shall be deemed to be
made by the Arranger or such Dealer or such affiliate on behalf of the Issuer or holders of the applicable securities
in such jurisdiction.
The attached Base Prospectus has been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents
transmitted via this medium may be altered or changed during the process of electronic transmission and
consequently none of the Issuer, the Arrangers or the Dealers, any person who controls any of the Issuer, the
Arrangers or the Dealers, any director, officer, employee or agent of any of them, or any affiliate of any such
person accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between the attached Base
Prospectus distributed to you in electronic format and the hard copy version available to you on request from any
of the Arrangers or the Dealers. Please ensure that your copy is complete. You are responsible for protecting
against viruses and other destructive items. Your use of this document is at your own risk, and it is your
responsibility to take precautions to ensure that it is free from viruses and other items of a destructive nature.

BASE PROSPECTUS

STATE OF KUWAIT, ACTING THROUGH THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Global Medium Term Note Programme
Under this Global Medium Term Note Programme (the Programme), the State of Kuwait, acting through the Ministry of Finance (the
Issuer) may, subject to compliance with all relevant laws, regulations and directives, from time to time issue notes (the Notes)
denominated in any currency agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer (as defined below).
Notes may be issued in bearer or registered form (respectively Bearer Notes and Registered Notes). The Notes may be issued on a
continuing basis to one or more of the Dealers specified under “Overview of the Programme” and any additional Dealer appointed under
the Programme from time to time by the Issuer (each a Dealer, and together the Dealers), which appointment may be for a specific
Tranche (as defined under “Terms and Conditions of the Notes”) of Notes or on an ongoing basis. References in this Base Prospectus to
the relevant Dealer shall, in the case of an issue of Notes being (or intended to be) subscribed by more than one Dealer, be to all Dealers
agreeing to subscribe such Notes.
An investment in Notes issued under the Programme involves certain risks. For a discussion of these risks see “Risk Factors”.
This Base Prospectus has been approved by the Central Bank of Ireland as competent authority under the Prospectus Directive (as defined
below). The Central Bank of Ireland only approves this Base Prospectus as meeting the requirements imposed under Irish and European
Union law pursuant to the Prospectus Directive. Such approval relates only to Notes that are to be admitted to trading on the regulated
market of the Irish Stock Exchange (the Main Securities Market) or on another regulated market for the purposes of Directive
2004/39/EC and/or that are to be offered to the public in any member state of the European Economic Area.
Application has been made to the Irish Stock Exchange plc (Irish Stock Exchange) for Notes issued under the Programme during the
period of 12 months from the date of this Base Prospectus to be admitted to its official list (the Official List) and trading on the Main
Securities Market.
An application will also be made to the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (the UK Listing Authority) for Notes issued under
the Programme during the period of twelve months from the date of this Base Prospectus to be admitted to the official list maintained by
the UK Listing Authority (the UKLA Official List) and to the London Stock Exchange plc (the London Stock Exchange) for such Notes
to be admitted to trading on the London Stock Exchange’s regulated market. The Issuer intends to make a request to the Central Bank of
Ireland to provide the UK Listing Authority with a certificate of approval attesting that the Base Prospectus has been drawn up in
accordance with the Prospectus Directive so that Notes issued under the Programme may be admitted to the UKLA Official List and to
trading on the London Stock Exchange’s regulated market.
References in this Base Prospectus to the Notes being listed (and all related references) shall mean that, unless otherwise specified in the
applicable Final Terms (as defined below), the Notes have been admitted to the Official List and/or the UKLA Official List, as the case
may be, and trading on the Main Securities Market and/or the London Stock Exchange’s regulated market, as the case may be.
Notice of the aggregate nominal amount of Notes, interest (if any) payable in respect of Notes, the issue price of Notes and certain other
information which is applicable to each Tranche of Notes will be set out in a final terms document (the Final Terms) which will be
delivered to the Central Bank of Ireland and the Irish Stock Exchange.
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the Securities Act) or any U.S. State
securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the United States unless an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities
Act is available and such offer or sale is made in accordance with all applicable securities laws of any state of the United States and any
other jurisdiction. See “Form of the Notes” for a description of the manner in which Notes will be issued. Registered Notes are subject to
certain restrictions on transfer, and sales of such Registered Notes may be made in reliance upon the exemption from the registration
requirements of Section 5 of the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A, see “Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”.
The Issuer has been rated Aa2 (with negative outlook) by Moody’s Deutschland GmbH (Moody’s), AA (with stable outlook) by Standard
& Poor’s Credit Market Services Europe Limited (S&P) and AA (with stable outlook) by Fitch Ratings, Ltd. (Fitch). The Programme has
been rated AA (with stable outlook) by S&P and AA (with stable outlook) by Fitch. Each of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch is established in the
European Union and is registered under the Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 (as amended) (the CRA Regulation). Notes issued under the
Programme may be rated or unrated by any one or more of the rating agencies referred to above. Where a Series of Notes is rated, such
rating will be disclosed in the Final Terms. A security rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and may be subject to
suspension, reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency.
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The date of this Base Prospectus is 28 February 2017.

This Base Prospectus comprises a base prospectus for the purposes of Article 5.4 of the Prospectus Directive.
When used in this Base Prospectus, Prospectus Directive means Directive 2003/71/EC (as amended,
including by Directive 2010/73/EU) and includes any relevant implementing measure in a relevant Member
State of the European Economic Area.
The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information contained in this Base Prospectus and the Final Terms
for each Tranche of Notes issued under the Programme. To the best of the knowledge of the Issuer (having
taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the information contained in this Base Prospectus
is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information.
Certain information under the headings “Risk Factors”, “Overview of Kuwait”, “The Economy”, “Balance of
Payments and Foreign Trade”, “Monetary and Financial System”, “Public Finance”, “Indebtedness” and
“Book-Entry Clearance Systems” has been extracted from information provided by sources identified
therein. These sources include the UN Conference on Trade and Development, the World Bank, the Oil &
Gas Journal, the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries, the BP Statistical Review of World Energy,
Boursa Kuwait, the Central Bank of Kuwait, the Kuwait Central Statistics Bureau, the Public Authority for
Civil Information, the Kuwait Ministry of Finance, the Kuwait Ministry of Oil, the Kuwait Ministry of
Education, the Kuwait Investment Authority and the clearing systems referred to in “Book-Entry Clearance
Systems”. The Issuer confirms that such information has been accurately reproduced and that, so far as it is
aware, and is able to ascertain from information published by each of the relevant sources, no facts have been
omitted which would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.
The Arrangers, the Agents and the Dealers have not independently verified the information contained herein.
Accordingly, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility
or liability is accepted by either of the Dealers, the Agents or the Arrangers as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this Base Prospectus or any other information provided by the
Issuer in connection with the Programme. None of the Dealers, the Agents or the Arrangers or any of their
affiliates accepts any liability in relation to the information contained in this Base Prospectus or any other
information provided by the Issuer in connection with the Programme.
No person is or has been authorised by the Issuer to give any information or to make any representation not
contained in or not consistent with this Base Prospectus or any other information supplied in connection with
the Programme or the Notes and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied
upon as having been authorised by the Issuer or any of the Dealers, the Agents or the Arrangers.
Neither this Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in connection with the Programme or any
Notes (i) is intended to provide the basis of any credit or other evaluation or (ii) should be considered as a
recommendation by the Issuer or any of the Dealers, the Agents or the Arrangers or any of their affiliates that
any recipient of this Base Prospectus or any other information supplied in connection with the Programme
or any Notes should purchase any Notes. Each investor contemplating purchasing any Notes should make its
own independent investigation of the financial condition and affairs, and its own appraisal of the
creditworthiness, of the Issuer. Neither this Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in
connection with the Programme or the issue of any Notes constitutes an offer or invitation by or on behalf
of the Issuer or any of the Dealers, the Agents or the Arrangers or any of their affiliates to any person to
subscribe for or to purchase any Notes.
Neither the delivery of this Base Prospectus nor the offering, sale or delivery of any Notes shall in any
circumstances imply that the information contained herein concerning the Issuer is correct at any time
subsequent to the date hereof or that any other information supplied in connection with the Programme is
correct as of any time subsequent to the date indicated in the document containing the same. Without
limitation, the Dealers, the Agents and the Arrangers expressly do not undertake to review the economic
condition or affairs of the Issuer during the life of the Programme or to advise any investor in Notes issued
under the Programme of any information coming to their attention.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION RELATING TO THE USE OF
THIS BASE PROSPECTUS AND OFFERS OF NOTES GENERALLY
This Base Prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any Notes in
any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make the offer or solicitation in such jurisdiction.
The distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Notes may be restricted by law in certain
jurisdictions. The Issuer, the Dealers, the Arrangers, the Agents and their affiliates do not represent that this
Base Prospectus may be lawfully distributed, or that any Notes may be lawfully offered, in compliance with
any applicable registration or other requirements in any such jurisdiction, or pursuant to an exemption
available thereunder, or assume any responsibility for facilitating any such distribution or offering. In
particular, no action has been taken by the Issuer, the Dealers, the Arrangers, the Agents or any of their
affiliates which is intended to permit a public offering of any Notes or distribution of this Base Prospectus
in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required. Accordingly, no Notes may be offered or sold,
directly or indirectly, and neither this Base Prospectus nor any advertisement or other offering material may
be distributed or published in any jurisdiction, except under circumstances that will result in compliance with
any applicable laws and regulations. Persons into whose possession this Base Prospectus or any Notes may
come must inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions on the distribution of this Base
Prospectus and the offering and sale of Notes. In particular, there are restrictions on the distribution of this
Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Notes in the United States, the European Economic Area (including
the United Kingdom), the State of Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates (excluding the Dubai International
Financial Centre), the Dubai International Financial Centre, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Kingdom of
Bahrain, the State of Qatar and Japan, see “Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”.
This Base Prospectus has been prepared on a basis that would permit an offer of Notes with a denomination
of less than €100,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency) only in circumstances where there is an
exemption from the obligation under the Prospectus Directive to publish a prospectus. As a result, any offer
of Notes in any Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus
Directive (each, a Relevant Member State) must be made pursuant to an exemption under the Prospectus
Directive from the requirement to publish a prospectus for offers of Notes. Accordingly any person making
or intending to make an offer of Notes in that Relevant Member State may only do so in circumstances in
which no obligation arises for the Issuer, any Arranger, any Dealer or any of their affiliates to publish a
prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article
16 of the Prospectus Directive, in each case, in relation to such offer. Neither the Issuer, any Arranger, any
Dealer nor any of their affiliates have authorised, nor do they authorise, the making of any offer of Notes in
circumstances in which an obligation arises for the Issuer, any Arranger, any Dealer or any of their affiliates
to publish or supplement a prospectus for such offer.
The Notes have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission or any other securities commission or other regulatory authority in the United States, nor
have the foregoing authorities approved this Base Prospectus or confirmed the accuracy or
determined the adequacy of the information contained in this Base Prospectus. Any representation to
the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.
None of the Dealers, any Arranger, any Agents, any of their affiliates or the Issuer makes any representation
to any investor in the Notes regarding the legality of its investment under any applicable laws. Any investor
in the Notes should be able to bear the economic risk of an investment in the Notes for an indefinite period
of time. Each investor should consult with its own advisers as to the legal, tax, business, financial and related
aspects of the purchase of any Notes.
Prospective purchasers must comply with all laws that apply to them in any place in which they buy, offer
or sell any Notes or possess this Base Prospectus. Any consents or approvals that are needed in order to
purchase any Notes must be obtained prior to the deadline specified for any such consent or approval. The
Issuer, the Arrangers, the Dealers, the Agents and their affiliates are not responsible for compliance with
these legal requirements. The appropriate characterisation of the Notes under various legal investment
restrictions, and thus the ability of investors subject to these restrictions to purchase any Notes, is subject to
significant interpretative uncertainties.
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U.S. INFORMATION
This Base Prospectus is being submitted on a confidential basis in the United States to QIBs (as defined
under “Form of the Notes”) for informational use solely in connection with the consideration of the
purchase of certain Notes issued under the Programme. Its use for any other purpose in the United
States is not authorised. It may not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part nor may it be
distributed or any of its contents disclosed to anyone other than the prospective investors to whom it
is originally submitted.
The Notes in bearer form are subject to U.S. tax law requirements and may not be offered, sold or
delivered within the United States or its possessions or to United States persons, except in certain
transactions permitted by U.S. Treasury regulations. Terms used in this paragraph have the meanings
given to them by the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Treasury regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Registered Notes may be offered or sold within the United States only to QIBs in transactions exempt
from registration under the Securities Act in reliance on, and in accordance with, Rule 144A under the
Securities Act (Rule 144A) or any other applicable exemption. Each U.S. purchaser of Registered Notes
is hereby notified that the offer and sale of any Registered Notes to it may be being made in reliance
upon the exemption from the registration requirements of Section 5 of the Securities Act provided by
Rule 144A.
Each purchaser or holder of Notes represented by a Rule 144A Global Note or any Notes issued in
registered form in exchange or substitution therefor (together Legended Notes) will be deemed, by its
acceptance or purchase of any such Legended Notes, to have made certain representations and
agreements intended to restrict the resale or other transfer of such Notes as set out in “Subscription
and Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”. Unless otherwise stated, terms used in this paragraph
have the meanings given to them in “Form of the Notes”.
SERVICE OF PROCESS AND ENFORCEMENT OF CIVIL LIABILITIES
The Issuer
Immunity from suit
The Issuer is the State of Kuwait, acting through the Ministry of Finance. Under Kuwaiti law, no
governmental entity in the State of Kuwait is immune from suit. The position is confirmed through Articles
5 and 10 of Law No. 38 of 1980 (as amended) concerning the Code of Civil and Commercial Procedures
Law which provide, among other things, that a service notice may be delivered to the State of Kuwait, any
branches thereof, or any public juristic person through facsimile or any other means of electronic
transmission provided that such transmission is capable of preservation or retrieval or, in relation to process
documents, notices may be served directly on the Department of Legal Advice and Legislation (Fatwa).
Immunity of public assets from attachment
Although no governmental entities are immune from suit, public and private funds and assets of the
sovereign State of Kuwait are protected from enforcement proceedings pursuant to Article 216 of Law No.
38 of 1980 (as amended) concerning the Code of Civil and Commercial Procedures Law. This provides that
the publicly and privately owned funds and assets (whether movable or immovable) of the sovereign State
of Kuwait are immune from enforcement actions such as, but not limited to, precautionary or executive
attachment or seizure orders in the State of Kuwait. This immunity is absolute and may not be waived.
Enforcement of Judgments and Arbitral Awards in Kuwait
The Issuer is a foreign sovereign state outside the United States and the United Kingdom, and a substantial
portion of the assets of the Issuer are located outside the United States and the United Kingdom. As a result,
it may not be possible for investors to effect service of process within the United States and/or the United
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Kingdom upon the Issuer or to enforce against it in the United States courts or English courts judgments
obtained in United States courts or English courts, respectively, including judgments predicated upon the
civil liability provisions of the securities laws of the United States or the securities laws of any state or
territory within the United States. The Notes are governed by English law and disputes in respect of the
Notes may be settled under the Arbitration Rules of the London Court of International Arbitration in London,
England. In addition, actions in respect of the Notes may be brought in the English courts.
A substantial part of the Issuer’s assets are located in the State of Kuwait. In the absence of any bilateral
treaty for the reciprocal enforcement of foreign judgments, the Kuwaiti courts are unlikely to enforce a
judgment obtained in United States courts or English courts and may not observe the choice by the parties
of English law as the governing law of the Notes. Investors may have difficulties in enforcing any United
States or English judgments or arbitration awards against the Issuer in the courts of Kuwait. These factors
create greater judicial uncertainty than would be expected in certain other jurisdictions. See “Risk Factors—
Factors which are material for the purpose of assessing the market risks associated with Notes Issued under
the Programme—Risks relating to enforcement”.
NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF THE STATE OF KUWAIT
Unless all necessary approvals in Kuwait pursuant to Decree Laws No. 50 of 1987, No. 13 of 1989, No. 7
of 1991, and No. 3 of 2009 (and the ministerial resolutions by the Minister of Finance related thereto) (all
as amended or replaced) together with, and only to the extent applicable, Law No. 7 of 2010, and its
executive bylaws (each as amended) in addition to the various resolutions, regulations, directives and
instructions issued pursuant thereto, or in connection therewith (regardless of nomenclature) or any other
applicable law or regulation in Kuwait, have been given in respect of the offering, marketing, and sale of the
Notes, the Notes may not be offered for sale, nor sold, in Kuwait. The Capital Market Authority (the CMA)
has by way of a letter dated 30 January 2017, confirmed that no issuance or prospectus approvals are required
to be obtained from the CMA in relation to the issuance of the Notes (and regardless of whether the Notes
are offered, sold, or marketed within or outside of Kuwait).
This Base Prospectus is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait nor will the Notes be sold by way
of a public offering in Kuwait. In the event where the Notes are intended to be purchased onshore in Kuwait,
the same may only be so purchased through a licensed person duly authorised to undertake such activity
pursuant to Law No. 7 of 2010 of Kuwait, and its executive bylaws (each as amended). Investors from
Kuwait acknowledge that the CMA and all other regulatory bodies in Kuwait (save in its capacity as an
issuer) assume no responsibility whatsoever for the contents of this Base Prospectus and do not approve the
contents thereof or verify the validity and accuracy of its contents. The CMA, and all other regulatory bodies
in Kuwait, assume no responsibility whatsoever for any damages that may result from relying (in whole or
in part) on the contents of this Base Prospectus. Prior to purchasing any Notes, it is recommended that a
prospective holder of any Notes seeks professional advice from its advisors in respect to the contents of this
Base Prospectus so as to determine the suitability of purchasing the Notes.
NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
This Base Prospectus may not be distributed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia except to such persons as are
permitted under the Offers of Securities Regulations issued by the Capital Market Authority of the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia (the Capital Market Authority).
The Capital Market Authority does not make any representations as to the accuracy or completeness of this
Base Prospectus, and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in
reliance upon, any part of this Base Prospectus. Prospective purchasers of Notes issued under the Programme
should conduct their own due diligence on the accuracy of the information relating to the Notes. If a
prospective purchaser does not understand the contents of this Base Prospectus he or she should consult an
authorised financial adviser.
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NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF THE KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN
In relation to investors in the Kingdom of Bahrain (Bahrain), Notes issued in connection with this Base
Prospectus and related offering documents may only be offered in registered form to existing accountholders
and accredited investors as defined by the Central Bank of Bahrain (the CBB) in Bahrain where such
investors make a minimum investment of at least U.S.$100,000 or any equivalent amount in another currency
or such other amount as the CBB may determine.
This Base Prospectus does not constitute an offer of securities in Bahrain pursuant to the terms of Article
(81) of the Central Bank and Financial Institutions Law 2006 (decree Law No. 64 of 2006). This Base
Prospectus and related offering documents have not been and will not be registered as a prospectus with the
CBB. Accordingly, no Notes may be offered, sold or made the subject of an invitation for subscription or
purchase nor will this Base Prospectus or any other related document or material be used in connection with
any offer, sale or invitation to subscribe or purchase securities, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in
Bahrain, other than to accredited investors for an offer outside Bahrain.
The CBB has not reviewed, approved or registered this Base Prospectus or related offering documents and
it has not in any way considered the merits of the Notes to be offered for investment, whether in or outside
Bahrain. Therefore, the CBB assumes no responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of the statements
and information contained in this Base Prospectus and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any
loss howsoever arising from reliance upon the whole or any part of the content of this Base Prospectus. No
offer of Notes will be made to the public in Bahrain and this Base Prospectus must be read by the addressee
only and must not be issued, passed to, or made available to the public generally.
NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF THE STATE OF QATAR
Any Notes to be issued under the Programme will not be offered, sold or delivered at any time, directly or
indirectly, in the State of Qatar (including the Qatar Financial Centre) in a manner that would constitute a
public offering. This Base Prospectus has not been and will not be reviewed or approved by, or registered with,
the Qatar Financial Markets Authority, the Qatar Central Bank, the Qatar Stock Exchange or the Qatar
Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. The Notes are not and will not be traded on the Qatar Stock Exchange.
PRESENTATION OF STATISTICAL AND OTHER INFORMATION
Certain figures and percentages included in this Base Prospectus have been subject to rounding adjustments;
accordingly figures shown in the same category presented in different tables may vary slightly and figures
shown as totals in certain tables may not be an arithmetic aggregation of the figures which precede them.
Statistical information reported herein has been derived from official publications of, and information
supplied by, a number of agencies and ministries of the Issuer, including the Central Bank of Kuwait (the
CBK), the Ministry of Oil and the Kuwait Central Statistical Bureau. Real GDP data is presented on a factor
cost basis. Some statistical information has also been derived from information publicly made available by
third parties such as the World Bank. Where such third party information has been so sourced, the source is
stated where it appears in this Base Prospectus. The Issuer confirms that it has accurately reproduced such
information and that, so far as it is aware and is able to ascertain from information published by third parties,
it has omitted no facts which would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.
Similar statistics may be obtainable from other sources, but the date of publication, underlying assumptions,
methodology and, consequently, the resulting data may vary from source to source. In addition, statistics and
data published by one ministry or agency may differ from similar statistics and data produced by other
agencies or ministries due to differing underlying assumptions, methodology or timing of when such data is
reproduced. Certain historical statistical information contained herein is provisional or otherwise based on
estimates that the Issuer and/or its agencies believe to be based on reasonable assumptions. The Issuer’s
official financial and economic statistics are subject to internal review as part of a regular confirmation
process. Accordingly, the financial and economic information set out in this Base Prospectus may be
subsequently adjusted or revised and may differ from previously published financial and economic
information. While the Issuer does not expect such revisions to be material, no assurance can be given that
material changes will not be made.
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All references in this Base Prospectus to U.S. dollars, U.S.$ and $ refer to United States dollars, being the
legal currency of the United States of America (the United States or U.S.) and all references to dinar and
KD refer to the Kuwaiti dinar, being the legal currency of Kuwait. In addition, all references to Sterling and
£ refer to pounds sterling, being the legal currency of the United Kingdom and to euro and € refer to the
currency introduced at the start of the third stage of European economic and monetary union pursuant to the
Treaty establishing the European Community, as amended.
References to a billion are to a thousand million.
The language of this Base Prospectus is English. Certain legislative references and technical terms have been
cited in their original language in order that the correct technical meaning may be ascribed to them under
applicable law.
THE NOTES MAY NOT BE A SUITABLE INVESTMENT FOR ALL INVESTORS
Each potential investor in the Notes must determine the suitability of that investment in light of its own
circumstances. In particular, each potential investor may wish to consider, either on its own or with the help
of its financial and other professional advisers, whether it:
(a)

has sufficient knowledge and experience to make a meaningful evaluation of the Notes, the merits and
risks of investing in the Notes and the information contained in this Base Prospectus or any applicable
supplement;

(b)

has access to, and knowledge of, appropriate analytical tools to evaluate, in the context of its particular
financial situation, an investment in the Notes and the impact the Notes will have on its overall
investment portfolio;

(c)

has sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear all of the risks of an investment in the Notes,
including Notes with principal or interest payable in one or more currencies, or where the currency
for principal or interest payments is different from the potential investor’s currency;

(d)

understands thoroughly the terms of the Notes and is familiar with the behaviour of any relevant
indices and financial markets; and

(e)

is able to evaluate possible scenarios for economic, interest rate and other factors that may affect its
investment and its ability to bear the applicable risks.

Legal investment considerations may restrict certain investments. The investment activities of certain
investors are subject to investment laws and regulations, or review or regulation by certain authorities. Each
potential investor should consult its legal advisers to determine whether and to what extent (1) Notes are
legal investments for it, (2) Notes can be used as collateral for various types of borrowing and (3) other
restrictions apply to its purchase or pledge of any Notes. Financial institutions should consult their legal
advisers or the appropriate regulators to determine the appropriate treatment of Notes under any applicable
risk-based capital or similar rules.
CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Some statements in this Base Prospectus may be deemed to be forward looking statements. Forward looking
statements include statements concerning the Issuer’s plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future operations
and performance and the assumptions underlying these forward looking statements. When used in this Base
Prospectus, the words “anticipates”, “estimates”, “expects”, “believes”, “intends”, “plans”, “aims”, “seeks”,
“may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “would” and any similar expressions generally identify forward looking
statements. These forward looking statements are contained in the sections entitled “Risk Factors”,
“Overview of Kuwait”, “The Economy”, “Balance of Payments and Foreign Trade”, “Monetary and
Financial System”, “Public Finance” and “Indebtedness” and other sections of this Base Prospectus. The
Issuer has based these forward looking statements on its current view with respect to future events and
financial results and the Issuer does not undertake to update any forward looking statements in light of new
information or future events. Although the Issuer believes that the expectations, estimates and projections
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reflected in its forward looking statements are reasonable as of the date of this Base Prospectus, if one or
more of the risks or uncertainties materialise, including those identified below or which the Issuer has
otherwise identified in this Base Prospectus, or if any of the Issuer’s underlying assumptions prove to be
incomplete or inaccurate, events relating to the Issuer and the Issuer’s actual results may be materially
different from those expected, estimated or predicted. Investors should therefore not place undue reliance on
those statements.
The risks and uncertainties referred to above include, but are not limited to:
External factors, such as:
•

the impact of changes in the international prices of commodities, including in particular the prices of
crude oil;

•

interest rates in financial markets outside the State of Kuwait;

•

present and future exchange rates;

•

the impact of changes in the credit rating of the State of Kuwait; and

•

economic conditions in the State of Kuwait’s key trading partners.

Internal factors, such as:
•

the volumes of and revenues from crude oil exported from the State of Kuwait;

•

diversification of the Kuwaiti economy;

•

domestic inflation;

•

delays in projects and implementation of fiscal reform;

•

changes in political, social, legal or economic conditions in the State of Kuwait;

•

foreign currency reserves;

•

natural disasters; and

•

the levels of foreign direct and portfolio investment.

Any forward looking statements contained in this Base Prospectus speak only as at the date of this Base
Prospectus. Without prejudice to any requirements under applicable laws and regulations, the Issuer
expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate after the date of this Base Prospectus any
updates or revisions to any forward looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in expectations
thereof or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such forward looking statement
is based.
STABILISATION
In connection with the issue of any Tranche of Notes, the Dealer or Dealers (if any) named as the
Stabilisation Manager(s) (or persons acting on behalf of any Stabilisation Manager(s)) in the
applicable Final Terms may over-allot Notes or effect transactions with a view to supporting the
market price of the Notes at a level higher than that which might otherwise prevail. However,
stabilisation may not necessarily occur. Any stabilisation action may begin on or after the date on
which adequate public disclosure of the terms of the offer of the relevant Tranche of Notes is made
and, if begun, may cease at any time, but it must end no later than the earlier of 30 days after the issue
date of the relevant Tranche of Notes and 60 days after the date of the allotment of the relevant
Tranche of Notes. Any stabilisation action or over-allotment must be conducted by the relevant
Stabilisation Manager(s) (or persons acting on behalf of any Stabilisation Manager(s)) in accordance
with all applicable laws and rules.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME
The following overview does not purport to be complete and is taken from, and is qualified in its
entirety by, the remainder of this Base Prospectus and, in relation to the terms and conditions of any
particular Tranche of Notes, the applicable Final Terms.
This Overview constitutes a general description of the Programme for the purposes of Article 22.5(3) of
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 809/2004 implementing the Prospectus Directive.
Words and expressions defined in “Form of the Notes” and “Terms and Conditions of the Notes” shall have
the same meanings in this overview.
Issuer: .................................................. State of Kuwait, acting through the Ministry of Finance.
Risk Factors: ...................................... There are certain factors that may affect the Issuer’s ability to
fulfil its obligations under Notes issued under the Programme. In
addition, there are certain factors which are material for the
purpose of assessing the market risks associated with Notes
issued under the Programme and risks relating to the structure of
a particular Series of Notes issued under the Programme. All of
these are set out under “Risk Factors”.
Description: ........................................ Global Medium Term Note Programme
Arrangers: .......................................... Citigroup Global Markets Limited
HSBC Bank plc
J.P. Morgan Securities plc
Dealers: ................................................ Citigroup Global Markets Limited
Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch
HSBC Bank plc
J.P. Morgan Securities plc
Standard Chartered Bank
Watani Investment Co. K.S.C.C. (NBK Capital)
and any other Dealers appointed in accordance with the
Programme Agreement from time to time.
Certain Restrictions: .......................... Each issue of Notes denominated in a currency in respect of
which particular laws, guidelines, regulations, restrictions or
reporting requirements apply will only be issued in
circumstances which comply with such laws, guidelines,
regulations, restrictions or reporting requirements from time to
time (see “Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling
Restrictions”) including the following restrictions applicable at
the date of this Base Prospectus.
Notes having a maturity of less than one year
Notes having a maturity of less than one year will, if the
proceeds of the issue are accepted in the United Kingdom,
constitute deposits for the purposes of the prohibition on
accepting deposits contained in Section 19 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) unless they are issued
to a limited class of professional investors and have a
denomination of at least £100,000 or its equivalent, see
“Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”.
Principal Paying Agent: .................... HSBC Bank plc
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Registrar: ............................................ HSBC Bank plc
U.S. Registrar, U.S. Paying Agent .... HSBC Bank USA, National Association
and U.S. Transfer Agent:
Irish Listing Agent: ............................ Walkers Listing Services Limited
Programme Size: ................................ The Programme is unlimited in amount.
Distribution: ........................................ Notes may be distributed by way of private or public placement
and in each case on a syndicated or non-syndicated basis.
Currencies: .......................................... Subject to any applicable legal or regulatory restrictions, Notes
may be denominated in any currency agreed between the Issuer
and the relevant Dealer.
Maturities: .......................................... The Notes will have such maturities as may be agreed between
the Issuer and the relevant Dealer, subject to such minimum or
maximum maturities as may be allowed or required from time to
time by the relevant central bank (or equivalent body) or any
laws or regulations applicable to the Issuer or the relevant
Specified Currency.
Issue Price: .......................................... Notes may be issued on a fully-paid basis and at an issue price
which is at par or at a discount to, or premium over, par.
Form of Notes: .................................... The Notes will be issued in bearer or registered form as
described in “Form of the Notes”. Registered Notes will not be
exchangeable for Bearer Notes and vice versa.
Fixed Rate Notes: .............................. Fixed interest will be payable on such date or dates as may be
agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer and, on
redemption, will be calculated on the basis of such Day Count
Fraction as may be agreed between the Issuer and the relevant
Dealer.
Floating Rate Notes: .......................... Floating Rate Notes will bear interest at a rate determined:
(a)

on the same basis as the floating rate under a notional
interest rate swap transaction in the relevant Specified
Currency governed by an agreement incorporating the 2006
ISDA Definitions (as published by the International Swaps
and Derivatives Association, Inc., and as amended and
updated as at the Issue Date of the first Tranche of the
Notes of the relevant Series); or

(b) on the basis of a reference rate set out in the applicable
Final Terms.
The margin (if any) relating to such floating rate will be agreed
between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer for each Series of
Floating Rate Notes.
Floating Rate Notes may also have a maximum interest rate, a
minimum interest rate or both.
Interest on the Floating Rate Notes in respect of each Interest
Period, as agreed prior to issue by the Issuer and the relevant
Dealer, will be payable on such Interest Payment Dates, and will
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be calculated on the basis of such Day Count Fraction, as may be
agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer.
Zero Coupon Notes: .......................... Zero Coupon Notes will be offered and sold at a discount to their
nominal amount and will not bear interest.
Redemption: ........................................ The applicable Final Terms will indicate either that the relevant
Notes cannot be redeemed prior to their stated maturity (other
than following an Event of Default) or that such Notes will be
redeemable at the option of the Issuer and/or the Noteholders
upon giving notice to the Noteholders or the Issuer, as the case
may be, on a date or dates specified prior to such stated maturity
and at a price or prices and on such other terms as may be agreed
between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer.
Notes having a maturity of less than one year may be subject to
restrictions on their denomination and distribution, see “Certain
Restrictions: Notes having a maturity of less than one year”
above.
Denomination of Notes: .................... The Notes will be issued in such denominations as may be
agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer save that the
minimum denomination of each Note will be such amount as
may be allowed or required from time to time by the relevant
central bank (or equivalent body) or any laws or regulations
applicable to the relevant Specified Currency, see “Certain
Restrictions: Notes having a maturity of less than one year”
above, and save that the minimum denomination of each Note
will be €100,000 (or, if the Notes are denominated in a currency
other than euro, the equivalent amount in such currency) and in
the case of any Legended Notes, the minimum specified
denomination shall be U.S.$200,000.
Taxation:.............................................. All payments in respect of the Notes will be made without
deduction for or on account of withholding taxes imposed by any
Tax Jurisdiction in accordance with Condition 8. In the event that
any such deduction is made, the Issuer will, save in certain
limited circumstances provided in Condition 8, be required to
pay additional amounts to cover the amounts so deducted.
Negative Pledge:.................................. The terms of the Notes will contain a negative pledge provision
as further described in Condition 4.
Cross Default: .................................... The terms of the Notes will contain a cross default provision as
further described in Condition 10.
Status of the Notes: ............................ The Notes and any relative Coupons constitute (subject to
Condition 4) direct, unconditional and unsecured obligations of
the Issuer and shall at all times rank pari passu and without any
preference among themselves and, subject to Condition 4, at all
times rank at least pari passu with all other present and future
unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer, from
time to time outstanding, provided, further, that the Issuer shall
have no obligation to effect equal or rateable payment(s) at any
time with respect to any such other obligations and, in particular,
shall have no obligation to pay such other obligations at the same
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time or as a condition of paying sums due on the Notes and vice
versa.
Meetings of Noteholders,
Modification and Waiver: ............

The terms of the Notes contain a “collective action” clause,
which permits defined majorities to bind all Noteholders. If the
Issuer issues debt securities that contain collective action clauses
in substantially the same form as the collective action clause in
the terms of the Notes, the Notes would be capable of
aggregation for voting purposes with any such debt securities,
thereby allowing “cross-series” modifications to the terms and
conditions of all affected Series of Notes (even, in some
circumstances, where majorities in certain Series did not vote in
favour of the modifications being voted on).
See Condition 15 and “Risk Factors—Factors which are material
for the purpose of assessing the market risks associated with
Notes Issued under the Programme—Risks related to Notes
generally—The conditions of the Notes contain provisions which
may permit their modification without the consent of all
investors”.

Rating: ................................................ The Programme has been rated AA (with stable outlook) by S&P
and AA (with stable outlook) by Fitch. Series of Notes issued
under the Programme may be rated or unrated. Where a Series of
Notes is rated, such rating will be disclosed in the applicable
Final Terms. A security rating is not a recommendation to buy,
sell or hold securities and may be subject to revision, suspension
or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency.
Listing and Admission to Trading: .... Application has been made for Notes issued under the
Programme to be listed on the Official List and admitted to
trading on the Main Securities Market of the Irish Stock
Exchange.
Application will also be made for Notes issued under the
Programme to be listed on the UKLA Official List and admitted
to trading on the London Stock Exchange’s regulated market.
Clearing Systems: .............................. Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear for Bearer Notes,
Clearstream, Luxembourg, Euroclear and DTC for Registered
Notes and, in relation to any Tranche, any other clearing system
as may be agreed between the Issuer, the Principal Paying Agent
and the relevant Dealer. See “Form of the Notes”.
Governing Law: .................................. The Notes and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or
in connection with the Notes will be governed by, and construed
in accordance with, English law.
Selling Restrictions:............................ There are restrictions on the offer, sale and transfer of the Notes
in the United States, the European Economic Area (including the
United Kingdom), the State of Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates
(excluding the Dubai International Financial Centre), the Dubai
International Financial Centre, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the
Kingdom of Bahrain, the State of Qatar, Japan and such other
restrictions as may be required in connection with the offering
and sale of a particular Tranche of Notes, see “Subscription and
Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”.
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United States Selling Restrictions:.... Regulation S Compliance Category 1, Rule 144A, TEFRA C,
TEFRA D and/or TEFRA not applicable, as specified in the
applicable Final Terms.
Notes in bearer form will be issued in compliance with U.S.
Treas. Reg. §1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(D) or any successor regulation in
substantially the same form for purposes of Section 4701 of the
U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (TEFRA D) unless (i) the
applicable Final Terms state that Notes are issued in compliance
with U.S. Treas. Reg. §1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(C) or any successor
regulation in substantially the same form for purposes of Section
4701 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (TEFRA C) or
(ii) the Notes have a term of one year or less (taking into account
any unilateral right to extend or rollover the term).
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RISK FACTORS
In purchasing Notes issued under the Programme, investors assume the risk that the Issuer may be unable
to make all payments due or otherwise fulfil its obligations in respect of the Notes. There is a wide range of
factors which individually or together could result in the Issuer becoming unable to make all payments due
or otherwise fulfil such obligations. It is not possible to identify all such factors or to determine which factors
are most likely to occur, as the Issuer may not be aware of all relevant factors and certain factors which it
currently deems not to be material may become material as a result of the occurrence of events outside the
Issuer’s control. The Issuer has identified in this Base Prospectus a number of factors which could materially
adversely affect its ability to make payments due or otherwise fulfil its obligations under the Notes.
In addition, factors which are material for the purpose of assessing the market risks associated with Notes
issued under the Programme are also described below.
Prospective investors should also read the detailed information set out elsewhere in this Base Prospectus and
reach their own views prior to making an investment decision.
FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT THE ISSUER’S ABILITY TO FULFIL ITS OBLIGATIONS
UNDER NOTES ISSUED UNDER THE PROGRAMME
Risks relating to the Issuer
Kuwait’s economy and government revenues are substantially based on oil production in Kuwait
The oil sector is the principal contributor to Kuwait’s economy and oil revenues account for the majority of
the Government of Kuwait’s (the Government) total revenues and export earnings. The oil sector accounted
for 52.4 per cent. of Kuwait’s real gross domestic product (GDP) in 2015. The oil sector continues to be the
main contributor to Kuwait’s annual revenues, accounting for 88.6 per cent. of total revenues for the fiscal
year ended 31 March 2016. Accordingly, Kuwait’s economy is significantly impacted by international oil
prices and the volume of oil production in Kuwait. See “—Kuwait is targeting an increase in its oil
production capacity by 2020 and a failure to achieve this target may adversely affect its economy” below.
As oil is Kuwait’s principal export, any change in oil prices significantly affects macroeconomic and other
aspects of the Kuwaiti economy, including but not limited to: GDP, Government revenues, balance of
payments and foreign trade. Since June 2014, international crude oil prices have fallen dramatically (by
approximately 60.0 per cent. from a monthly average Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) Reference Basket price per barrel of U.S.$107.90 in June 2014, to a monthly average price of
U.S.$51.70 in December 2016). The price per barrel of Kuwait Export Crude Oil (which is produced by
Kuwait and constitutes part of the OPEC Reference Basket) has also moved in line with these trends. This
sustained period of low crude oil prices has negatively affected Kuwait’s economy and is expected to
continue to have a negative effect on its economy in 2017 (assuming that crude oil prices remain low for
much of the year) in a number of ways:
•

Kuwait’s nominal GDP was KD 34.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015, a decline of 25.9
per cent., as compared to KD 46.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s foreign trade volume in goods and services was KD 34.2 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 25.8 per cent. as compared to KD 46.1 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s total value of petroleum and its by-products exports was KD 14.6 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 47.1 per cent. as compared to KD 27.8 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s trade balance in goods and services was a surplus of KD 2.6 billion as at 31 December 2015,
a decline of 84.4 per cent., as compared to a surplus of KD 16.9 billion as at 31 December 2014,
principally as a result of lower oil and gas export prices during 2015; and
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•

Kuwait’s budget, which depends principally on oil and gas revenues, realised (after transfer to the
Future Generations Fund (the FGF) of KD 1.4 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016) a net
deficit of KD 6.0 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016. In March 2016, the Government
committed to a fiscal and economic reform plan targeted towards fiscal discipline and has been taking
initial steps towards realising the plan’s objectives. However, repeated budget deficits could also put
pressure on Kuwait’s fiscal position and lead to a decline in Kuwait’s fiscal reserves and/or debt
accumulation.

The current sustained decline in global oil prices can be attributed to a number of factors including, but not
limited to, a decline in demand for oil due to a worsening of global economic conditions, the increase in oil
production by other producers and competition from alternative energy sources. In general, international
prices for crude oil are also affected by the economic and political developments in oil-producing regions,
particularly in the Middle East; the price and availability of new technologies such as renewable energy and
unconventional oil and gas extraction methods; and the global geopolitical climate and other relevant
conditions. Oil demand may also be affected in the long term by international regulatory efforts, such as the
2015 Paris Climate agreement to curb greenhouse gas emissions and limit climate change which recently
came into force. There can be no assurance that these factors, in combination with others, will not result in
a prolonged or further decline in oil prices, which may continue to have an adverse effect on, among other
things, Kuwait’s GDP growth, Government revenues, balance of payments and foreign trade.
In addition, low oil prices also have a negative indirect impact on Kuwait’s economy, which is difficult to
quantify with any precision. Many of Kuwait’s other economic sectors are in part dependent on the oil and
gas sector. For example, the Government has reduced and may continue to reduce, Government expenditures
in light of the budgetary pressures caused by low or falling oil prices. Government fiscal deficits are likely
to result in a weakened net asset position, larger external financing needs and/or continued lower
Government current spending. In addition, ancillary industrial activities related to oil and gas exploration and
production are also negatively affected by low oil prices. Furthermore, sectors that are dependent on
Government consumption may be adversely affected by lower levels of economic activity that may result
from lower Government revenue from oil and gas production.
Kuwait’s efforts to diversify its economy may not be successful
Kuwait’s economy is dependent on the oil and gas industry, with the oil and oil products sector being the
most significant contributor to Kuwait’s GDP. See “—Kuwait’s economy and government revenues are
substantially based on oil production in Kuwait” above. The Government is embarking on a long-term
strategy of diversifying Kuwait’s economy away from its reliance on oil as the single major revenue source
towards a more diverse economy. On 30 January 2017, the Government announced the “New Kuwait 2035”
strategy (the New Kuwait Plan). The New Kuwait Plan builds on the prior growth strategy, Kuwait Vision
2035, which was only implemented on a limited basis. The New Kuwait Plan’s principal aims are to diversify
the economy away from its dependence on the oil sector, amongst other objectives. See “Overview of
Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait—The New Kuwait Plan”. Kuwait’s attempts to diversify may
mean that it undertakes projects in areas in which it has little or no previous experience or for which there
are significant economic risks. In addition, its ability to engage in large-scale infrastructure projects and
other large expenditures that support its diversification efforts could be reduced, or the projects themselves
made economically unfeasible, by reduced oil prices. The inability to successfully diversify Kuwait’s
economy could have a material adverse effect on its ability to perform its obligations under the Notes.
Kuwait may not be able to reduce Government spending and expand its taxation regime
The Government is currently implementing various projects identified by the New Kuwait Plan across the
country as well as implementing fiscal reforms that includes introducing a proposed 10 per cent. corporate
income tax and a 5 per cent. value-added tax on goods and services from 2018. See “Overview of Kuwait—
Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan”. There can be no assurance that
Kuwait’s efforts to implement the New Kuwait Plan and, more specifically, to implement fiscal reforms and
reduce its spending, will be successful. For example, a strike by workers at state-owned Kuwait Oil Company
(the KOC) in April 2016 highlighted public opposition to deeper public sector reforms and opposition
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groups could oppose further change. See “—Kuwait’s economy and growth could be affected by Kuwaiti
political considerations” below. If Kuwait is unable to expand its taxation regime, for political reasons or
otherwise, its economy and future prospects could be adversely affected, which, in turn, could have a
material adverse effect on Kuwait’s ability to perform its obligations under the Notes.
Kuwait is located in a region that has been subject to ongoing political and security concerns
Although Kuwait generally enjoys domestic political stability and healthy international relations, it is located
in a region that is strategically important and parts of this region have experienced regional geopolitical
instability. The 1990 invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi forces and the subsequent United States of America (United
States or U.S.) led coalition to remove Iraqi forces (the Gulf War) has had a lingering effect on Kuwait’s
perception in the region as a vulnerable country surrounded by aggressive actors, although full diplomatic
relations with the Republic of Iraq (Iraq) have since been restored.
In recent years, there has been social and political unrest and/or armed conflict in a range of countries in the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, including the Arab Republic of Egypt (Egypt), the People’s
Democratic Republic of Algeria, Libya, the Kingdom of Bahrain (Bahrain), the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(Saudi Arabia), the Republic of Yemen (Yemen), Iraq, the Syrian Arab Republic (Syria), Palestine, the
Republic of Tunisia (Tunisia), the Sultanate of Oman (Oman) and the Republic of Turkey, including the
multinational conflict with the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), also known as Daesh. This unrest has
ranged from public demonstrations to, in extreme cases, armed conflict, the overthrow of existing leadership
and governments and increased political uncertainty across the region. Certain of these recent and ongoing
conflicts are a continuation of the significant political and military upheaval experienced since early 2011,
commonly referred to as the “Arab Spring”, which gave rise to several instances of regime change and
increased political uncertainty in the MENA region. From 2011 – 2012, there were political protests in
Kuwait, which resulted in the resignation of the then-Prime Minister of Kuwait (the Prime Minister). See
“Overview of Kuwait—Government and Political System”. Furthermore, in March 2015, Kuwait joined a
coalition of countries led by Saudi Arabia supporting military action to restore the internationally recognised
government in Yemen. The conflict in Yemen is ongoing and there can be no assurance that the conflict in
Yemen will not continue to escalate or that it will end soon. See “Overview of Kuwait—Foreign Relations
and International Organisations—Relations with the Gulf Cooperation Council and other Arab Countries—
Saudi Arabia”.
These situations have caused significant disruption to the economies of affected countries and have had a
destabilising effect on international oil and gas prices. Additionally, Kuwait relies on one primary terminal
at the port Mina Al-Ahmadi for oil shipping and access to shipping routes through the Strait of Hormuz; any
disruption caused by armed conflict, terrorist activities or political unrest could impact its ability to export
oil and natural gas. It is not possible to predict the occurrence of events or circumstances such as war or
hostilities, or the impact of such occurrences and no assurance can be given that Kuwait would be able to
sustain its current economic growth levels if adverse political events or circumstances were to occur.
Continued instability affecting the countries in the MENA region could adversely affect Kuwait.
On 26 June 2015, a suicide bombing took place at the Al-Sadiq mosque in Kuwait City, for which ISIS
(Daesh) claimed responsibility. Although Kuwait has not experienced further significant terrorist attacks to
the extent experienced by some of its neighbours, there can be no assurance that extremists or terrorist
groups will not initiate further violent activity in Kuwait. Any terrorist incidents in or affecting Kuwait, or
increased regional geopolitical instability (whether or not directly involving Kuwait), may have a material
adverse effect on Kuwait’s attractiveness for foreign investment and capital, ability to engage in international
trade, tourist industry and, consequently, its economic, balance of payment and fiscal positions.
In addition, although Kuwait seeks to maintain a constructive relationship with Iran, and Iran is an important
trading partner of Kuwait, geopolitical tensions regarding Iran have persisted. See “Overview of Kuwait—
Foreign Relations and International Organisations—Iran”. Although certain economic sanctions by the
United States and European Union (EU) were lifted following the comprehensive agreement between the
United Nations (UN) Security Council’s five permanent members, as well as Germany and Iran in July 2015
regarding Iranian nuclear capabilities, certain other UN and international sanctions remain in place and the
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situation remains subject to change. Moreover, tensions remain between Iran and certain Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries, such as Saudi Arabia regarding certain activities including interference by Iran
into their domestic affairs. Any continuation or increase in international or regional tensions regarding Iran
could have a destabilising impact on the Gulf region.
Furthermore, other world events could have an impact on Kuwait’s political and security situation. On
20 January 2017, Donald J. Trump was inaugurated as the 45th President of the United States (President
Trump). Since the Gulf War, Kuwait and the United States have enjoyed close economic and strategic ties.
While President Trump has stated that he intends to pursue a non-interventionist agenda that would
increasingly focus U.S. investment on domestic matters, he has also advocated for expanding oil drilling
operations and pledged support of American troops being deployed in the region to confront ISIS (Daesh).
President Trump has affirmed the continuing U.S. commitment to the security of Kuwait in recent statements
and conversations with His Highness the Emir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (the Emir).
However, a shift in the relationship between Kuwait and the United States or changing U.S. political
priorities in the region could have a material adverse effect on Kuwait’s economic, political or financial
condition, which, in turn could have a material adverse effect on Kuwait’s ability to perform its obligations
under the Notes.
Kuwait’s economy and growth could be affected by Kuwaiti political considerations
Relations between the Government and Kuwait’s parliament (the National Assembly) have been tumultuous
in the past. Because all legislation must be approved by National Assembly vote, measures requiring
legislation that are proposed by the Council of Ministers (the Council of Ministers) can also be stalled
indefinitely before being sent to the Emir for assent and ratification. See “Overview of Kuwait—Legal and
Judicial System”.
Recent years have seen a series of National Assembly sessions that have not lasted through a full term with
the Emir dissolving sessions multiple times, citing a number of different reasons. See “Overview of Kuwait—
Government and Political System”. On 26 November 2016, following dissolution of the National Assembly,
the Government held its seventh National Assembly elections since 2006. For the first time in four years,
opposition candidates won 24 out of 50 seats. Many of these candidates have expressed displeasure with
existing Government policies and the opposition is likely to pose resistance to many aspects of the New
Kuwait Plan, including those relating to reductions in subsidies and the imposition of taxes. However, the
opposition is highly fragmented in Kuwait between Islamists, secularists and independents whose priorities
and interests frequently diverge. In response, the Emir has re-appointed the former Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah whose ongoing agenda he supports. Therefore, there is the possibility of
political gridlock that could stall the Government’s proposed fiscal and economic measures as well as other
reform initiatives that are currently in place.
In addition, disagreements between the Council of Ministers and the National Assembly can disrupt
significant planned projects. For example, in December 2008, Kuwait cancelled a contract to form K-Dow,
a planned joint venture between Kuwait Petrochemicals Industries Company K.S.C. (PIC), a subsidiary of
Kuwait Petroleum Corp. (KPC) and The Dow Chemical U.S. Co.’s plastics unit. The original deal had been
approved by the Supreme Petroleum Council (the SPC) headed by the then-Prime Minister. Ultimately, the
SPC decided to back out of the agreement because it believed that it would not be economically feasible in
the midst of the global financial crisis. Four members of the National Assembly questioned the Prime
Minister’s decision which prompted the Council of Ministers and ultimately the then-Prime Minister, to
resign. In 2012, Dow was awarded U.S.$2.16 billion in damages from Kuwait in an arbitral tribunal
established pursuant to the International Chamber of Commerce rules as a result of the contract cancellation.
Kuwait has since complied with the ruling and paid the amount in full. An ineffective or gridlocked
Government may have a material adverse effect on Kuwait’s economy and its growth, which could affect
Kuwait’s ability to perform its obligations under the Notes.
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A slowdown in the economies of Kuwait’s key trading partners could adversely affect Kuwait’s economy
Kuwait has good trading relationships with many countries, particularly major oil importing economies,
which represent the vast majority of Kuwait’s import revenues and Government finances. The Republic of
Korea (South Korea), Japan, the People’s Republic of China (China), the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
(Vietnam), the United States and the EU are currently Kuwait’s leading trading partners for oil and oil
product exports. See “Overview of Kuwait—Foreign Relations and International Organisations”. While
Kuwait’s crude oil, which is medium grade, can be used by a variety of importers, Kuwait generally sells its
crude oil and other oil products in markets where it achieves the highest net price (after taking into account
transport related costs). To the extent that there is a slowdown in the economies of any of these countries and
there is less demand for oil, Kuwait may be required to sell these products in other markets, which may lead
to higher costs and therefore could reduce the “netback” price received by Kuwait.
In addition to its oil exports, Kuwait has significant trading and investment relationships with Saudi Arabia,
the Republic of India (India), the United Arab Emirates (the UAE) and Iraq, which are Kuwait’s leading
non-oil export destinations, with non-oil exports only accounting for 11.8 per cent. of Kuwait’s exports for
the year ended 31 December 2015. Kuwait’s principal import trading partners are China, the United States
and the UAE. Any sustained market and economic downturn or geopolitical uncertainties in any of Kuwait’s
key trading partners, may exacerbate the risks relating to Kuwait’s trade with those countries. If an economic
downturn occurs in any of Kuwait’s material trading partners, this may have a negative impact on Kuwait’s
foreign trade and balance of payments, which could have an adverse material effect on Kuwait’s economic
and financial condition and could affect Kuwait’s ability to perform its obligations under the Notes.
Kuwait is targeting an increase in its oil production capacity by 2020 and a failure to achieve this target
may adversely affect its economy
Kuwait has announced that it is targeting an increase in its oil production capacity to 4.0 million barrels per
day (bpd) by 2020. See “The Economy—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Oil and Gas”. Most of the
increase in oil production capacity is expected to come from KOC projects, with total KOC capacity
expected to reach 3.65 million bpd by 2020. Such projects are subject to the risks associated with
exploration, development, construction and operation of oil production facilities. Approximately 8.75 per
cent. of the increase in oil production capacity is expected to come from the Saudi-Kuwaiti Partitioned
Neutral Zone (the PNZ), a province straddling the border of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that contains large
reserves of oil. Production in the PNZ has been completely shut down since May 2015 as a result of certain
procedural and technical discussions between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait but negotiations are currently
underway for production to resume later in 2017 following a planned refurbishment of the existing facilities.
There can be no assurance, however, that production in the PNZ will actually resume in 2017 or that, if
production is resumed, additional procedural and technical issues will not lead to another shutdown in oil
production in the future.
Another key constraint on actually increasing future oil production by Kuwait could be any future quota
agreements reached within OPEC, of which Kuwait is a founding member. Most recently, in December
2016, OPEC reached an agreement to limit its oil output by 1.2 million bpd for six months, starting in
January 2017. According to that agreement, Kuwait has agreed to reduce its own oil output by 131,000 bpd.
While Kuwait’s commitment to reduce output expires in June 2017, there can be no assurance that OPEC
will not extend that agreement to limit oil production at its next scheduled meeting in May 2017. The
extension of such an agreement could affect Kuwait’s ability to increase its oil production levels and realise
the benefits of its capacity investments. In addition, despite increased oil production, there can be no
assurance that Kuwait’s export earnings will actually increase, to the extent that such increases in production
are offset by any decline in international oil prices due to conditions in the global oil market. Conversely, if
Kuwait reduces its oil production in the future, this could result in a decline in Kuwait’s export earnings to
the extent that such lower production levels are not offset by any increase in international oil prices due to
conditions in the global oil market. Moreover, OPEC’s failure to maintain an oil production agreement or the
failure of OPEC members to observe their agreed upon production quotas may also adversely affect global
oil prices. Any of these factors could, as a result, affect Kuwait’s ability to increase its oil production levels,
which could have a material adverse effect on its economic and financial condition and could therefore affect
Kuwait’s ability to perform its obligations under the Notes.
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Certain domestic political factors could also affect Kuwait’s ability to increase its oil production capacity.
Kuwait’s constitution (the Constitution) bars foreign ownership of the country’s natural resources, which
could hinder the development of heavy oil field projects that require more technical expertise, as it precludes
product-sharing agreements (PSAs) which are typically used to incentivise investment from international oil
companies (the IOCs). Instead, Kuwait has resorted to Enhanced Technical Service Agreements (ETSAs) to
attract IOC interest, but the Government’s ability to offer attractive terms to the IOCs can be blocked by the
National Assembly. See “—Kuwait’s economy and growth could be affected by Kuwaiti political
considerations” above. As a result, there can be no assurance that Kuwait will successfully reach its target
of increasing oil production capacity to 4.0 million bpd by 2020 and failure to do so could adversely affect
the Kuwaiti economy.
Kuwait faces inflation pressures that could affect the purchasing power of the Kuwaiti dinar and adversely
affect Kuwait’s economy
Kuwait has faced steady year-on-year inflation over the past five years, at 3.2 per cent., 2.7 per cent., 2.9 per
cent., 3.3 per cent. and 3.2 per cent. for the years ended 31 December 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016,
respectively. However, prior to this five year period, Kuwait experienced higher levels of inflation, and there
can be no assurance that inflation will not increase further in the future. In particular, the gradual introduction
of fiscal reforms, such as cuts to fuel and gas subsidies that were introduced in September 2016 and the
implementation of a GCC-wide value-added tax, will start to increase costs. In addition, strong domestic
demand and/or an increase in global or regional economic activity that influences the prices of oil and
external demand could cause an increase in inflation. Increases in unprocessed food prices may also increase
inflation again in the future.
A significant increase in inflation may cause the Government to take action that could inhibit Kuwait’s
economic growth or prompt the Central Bank of Kuwait (the CBK) to adjust interest rates. In addition,
inflation can result in greater market volatility by causing economic uncertainties and reduced consumption,
GDP growth and consumer confidence. Inflation, measures to combat inflation and speculation about
possible additional actions to combat inflation may lead to economic uncertainty and any of these factors
could adversely impact Kuwait and its economy. Although the CBK has the ability to adjust the components
of the undisclosed weighted basket of international currencies of Kuwait’s major trade and financial partner
countries (the Kuwaiti Dinar Basket) against which the Kuwaiti dinar is pegged, there can be no assurance
that the CBK will maintain the Kuwaiti Dinar Basket at its current level, which could lead to higher inflation
and negatively affect confidence in the Kuwaiti economy.
Investing in securities involving emerging markets countries, such as Kuwait, generally involves a higher
degree of risk than investments in securities of issuers from more developed countries
Investing in securities involving emerging markets countries, such as Kuwait, generally involves a higher
degree of risk than investments in securities of issuers from more developed countries. In the case of Kuwait,
these higher risks include those discussed herein as well as higher volatility and limited liquidity in its
markets, limited export diversification, dependency on imports, a heightened risk of sudden changes in the
legal, economic and political environment, instability in neighbouring countries, a heightened risk of
business dealings in jurisdictions with operating risks relating to fraud, bribery and corruption and lack of
adequate infrastructure necessary to accelerate economic growth.
In addition, there can be no assurance that the market for securities bearing emerging market risk, such as
the Notes, will not be affected negatively by events elsewhere, especially in emerging markets. International
investors’ reactions to events occurring in one emerging market country or region sometimes appear to
demonstrate a “contagion” effect, in which an entire region or class of investment consequently becomes out
of favour with such investors. If such a “contagion” effect were to occur, the trading price of the Notes could
be adversely affected by negative economic or financial developments in other emerging market countries,
particularly in the MENA region, over which the Government has no control.
Further, the economies of emerging markets are more susceptible to influence by macroeconomic policy
decisions of developed countries than other sovereign issuers. In particular, emerging market economies have
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in the past demonstrated sensitivity to periods of economic growth and interest rate movements of developed
economies. Additionally, emerging markets may be particularly susceptible to disruptions in the capital
markets and the reduced availability of credit, or the increased cost of debt, which could result in their
experiencing financial difficulty. No assurance can be given that this will not be the case in the future for
Kuwait.
As a consequence, an investment in the Notes carries risks that are not typically associated with investing in
Notes issued by governments in more mature markets. These risks may be compounded by any incomplete,
unreliable or unavailable economic and statistical data on Kuwait, including elements of information
provided in this Base Prospectus, see “—The statistical data contained in this Base Prospectus should be
treated with caution by prospective investors” below. Prospective investors should also note that emerging
economies, such as that of Kuwait, are subject to rapid change and that the information set out in this Base
Prospectus may become outdated relatively quickly. Accordingly, prospective investors should exercise
particular care in evaluating the risks involved and must decide for themselves whether, in light of those
risks, their investment is appropriate. Generally, investment in emerging markets is suitable only for
sophisticated investors who fully appreciate the significance of the risks involved.
The statistical data contained in this Base Prospectus should be treated with caution by prospective
investors
Statistics contained in this Base Prospectus, including those in relation to nominal GDP, balance of
payments, revenues and expenditure and indebtedness of the Government, have been obtained from a
number of publicly available sources, including among others, the Central Statistics Bureau (the CSB), the
CBK, the Public Authority for Civil Information and the Ministry of Finance. Such statistics and the
component data on which they are based have been obtained from public sources and documents, but may
not have been prepared in accordance with the standards of, or to the same degree of accuracy as, equivalent
statistics produced by the relevant bodies in more developed countries. Investors may be able to obtain
similar statistics from other sources, but the underlying assumptions, methodology and, consequently, the
resulting data may vary from source to source and there can be no assurance that the statistical data appearing
in this Base Prospectus are as accurate or as reliable as those published by other countries.
Kuwait’s official financial and economic statistics are subject to review as part of a regular confirmation
process. In addition, certain of the figures in this Base Prospectus are provisional, such as GDP figures for
the year ended 31 December 2015, which are subject to review and revision. Accordingly, financial and
economic information may differ from previously published figures and may be subsequently adjusted or
revised. No assurance can be given that material changes will not be made. Consequently, the statistical data
contained in this Base Prospectus should be treated with caution by prospective investors.
Finally, the information on the size of the assets under management by the Kuwait Investment Authority (the
KIA) is based on figures published by third party public sources. The KIA is prohibited by law from publicly
discussing the size of its holdings.
Information on oil and gas reserves are based on estimates that have not been reviewed by an independent
consultant for the purposes of this Base Prospectus
The information on oil and gas reserves contained in this Base Prospectus is based on figures published in
OPEC’s 2016 Annual Statistical Bulletin (the OPEC 2016 Bulletin). Neither Kuwait nor the Arrangers have
engaged an independent consultant or any other person to conduct a review of Kuwait’s natural gas or crude
oil reserves in connection with this Base Prospectus. All reserve estimates presented herein are based on data
collected and maintained by OPEC and may differ materially from actual figures and no assurance can be
given that material changes will not be made. Furthermore, although based on scientifically backed
procedures and research, reserves valuation is a process with an inherently subjective element for estimating
underground accumulations of crude oil and natural gas that cannot be measured in an exact manner. The
accuracy of any reserve estimate depends on the quality and reliability of available data, engineering and
geological interpretations and subjective professional judgement. Additionally, estimates may be revised
based on subsequent results of drilling, testing and production. The proportion of reserves that can ultimately
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be produced, the rate of production and the costs of developing the fields are difficult to estimate and,
therefore, the reserve estimates may differ materially from the ultimately recoverable quantities of crude oil
and natural gas.
The extensive production, processing, storage and shipping of hydrocarbons in Kuwait subjects it to risks
associated with hazardous materials
The sizeable oil and gas sector in Kuwait consists of both upstream and downstream activities that include
the production, processing, storage and shipping of oil, natural gas, petrochemicals and other hydrocarbons
in various physical states. Hydrocarbons, by their nature, are often hazardous materials which have the
potential to harm or damage property, production facilities, people and the environment. A disaster involving
hydrocarbons, such as an oil spill, could have a materially adverse effect on Kuwait’s revenues or assets,
either from direct losses, (such as the loss of export revenue), the loss of tax revenue or liability to third
parties, or from indirect losses, such as unrecovered clean-up costs or unmitigated environmental damage.
Although Kuwait has not experienced any significant disasters involving hydrocarbons since the Gulf War,
it cannot guarantee that such an event will not occur in the future. See “Overview of Kuwait—History—Gulf
War (1990 – 1991)”.
The Kuwait legal system continues to develop and this may create an uncertain environment for
investment and business activity
Kuwait is in the process of developing governing institutions and legal and regulatory systems, which are not
yet as firmly established as they are in Western Europe and the United States. Kuwait (together with other
countries in the GCC region) has enacted measures to promote greater efficiency and certainty within its
legal and regulatory systems. See “Overview of Kuwait—Legal and Judicial System”. Among those
measures, Kuwait and countries within the GCC region have assumed obligations under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the GATT) (as administered by the World Trade Organisation (the WTO))
and Kuwait has enacted legislation, inter alia, to extend foreign ownership of businesses. See “The
Economy—Economic Developments and Plans”. However, Kuwait may experience changes in its economy
and Government policies (including, without limitation, policies relating to the continued extension of the
rights of foreign ownership pursuant to Kuwait’s GATT/WTO obligations) that may affect the rights of
Noteholders.
The legal system in Kuwait may not provide the same degree of protection or require the levels of disclosure
of information that would be the case in Western Europe or the United States. No assurance can be given that
the Government will implement regulation or fiscal or monetary policies, including policies, regulations or
new legal interpretations of existing regulations, relating to or affecting expropriation, nationalisation,
taxation, interest rates or exchange controls, or otherwise take actions which could or may have a material
adverse effect on the rights of Noteholders.
Kuwait’s credit ratings may change and any downgrade in ratings could adversely affect the value of the
Notes
Kuwait has been assigned the following credit ratings: AA/A-1+ (stable outlook) long and short-term by
Standard & Poor’s Credit Market Services Europe Limited (S&P), AA (stable outlook) by Fitch Ratings,
Ltd. (Fitch) and Aa2 (negative outlook) by Moody’s Deutschland GmbH (Moody’s).
Any future downgrade or withdrawal at any time of a credit rating assigned to Kuwait by any rating agency
could have a material adverse effect on its cost of borrowing and could limit its access to debt capital
markets. A downgrade may also adversely affect the market price of the Notes and cause trading in the Notes
to become volatile.
A rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and may be subject to revision, suspension
or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating organisation. Ratings may not reflect the potential impact
of all risks related to structure, market, the risk factors discussed in this section and others that may affect
the value of the Notes.
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Kuwait cannot be certain that a credit rating will remain for any given period of time or that a credit rating
will not be downgraded or withdrawn entirely, by the relevant rating agency if, in its judgement,
circumstances in the future so warrant.
FACTORS WHICH ARE MATERIAL FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASSESSING THE MARKET
RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH NOTES ISSUED UNDER THE PROGRAMME
Risks related to the structure of a particular issue of Notes
A range of Notes may be issued under the Programme. A number of these Notes may have features which
contain particular risks for potential investors. Set out below is a description of the most common such
features:
Notes subject to optional redemption by the Issuer. If the Issuer has the right to redeem any Notes at its
option, this may limit the market value of the Notes concerned and an investor may not be able to reinvest
the redemption proceeds in a manner which achieves a similar effective return
An optional redemption feature is likely to limit the market value of Notes. During any period when the
Issuer may elect to redeem Notes, the market value of those Notes generally will not rise substantially above
the price at which they can be redeemed. This also may be true prior to any redemption period.
The Issuer may be expected to redeem Notes when its cost of borrowing is lower than the interest rate on the
Notes. At those times, an investor generally would not be able to reinvest the redemption proceeds at an
effective interest rate as high as the interest rate on the Notes being redeemed and may only be able to do so
at a significantly lower rate. Potential investors should consider reinvestment risk in light of other
investments available at that time.
If the Issuer has the right to convert the interest rate on any Notes from a fixed rate to a floating rate, or
vice versa, this may affect the secondary market and the market value of the Notes concerned
Fixed/Floating Rate Notes are Notes which may bear interest at a rate that converts from a fixed rate to a
floating rate, or from a floating rate to a fixed rate. Where the Issuer has the right to effect such a conversion,
this will affect the secondary market in, and the market value of, the Notes since the Issuer may be expected
to convert the rate when it is likely to result in a lower overall cost of borrowing for the Issuer. If the Issuer
converts from a fixed rate to a floating rate in such circumstances, the spread on the Fixed/Floating Rate
Notes may be less favourable than then prevailing spreads on comparable Floating Rate Notes tied to the
same reference rate. In addition, the new floating rate at any time may be lower than the rates on other Notes.
If the Issuer converts from a floating rate to a fixed rate in such circumstances, the fixed rate may be lower
than then prevailing market rates.
Notes which are issued at a substantial discount or premium may experience price volatility in response
to changes in market interest rates
The market values of securities issued at a substantial discount (such as Zero Coupon Notes) or premium to
their principal amount tend to fluctuate more in relation to general changes in interest rates than do prices
for more conventional interest-bearing securities. Generally, the longer the remaining term of such securities,
the greater the price volatility as compared to more conventional interest-bearing securities with comparable
maturities.
Risks related to Notes generally
Set out below is a description of material risks relating to the Notes generally:
The conditions of the Notes contain provisions which may permit their modification without the consent
of all investors
The conditions of the Notes contain provisions for calling meetings of Noteholders to consider matters
affecting their interests generally, including provisions regarding amendments, modifications and waivers,
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commonly referred to as “collective action” clauses. Such provisions permit defined majorities to bind all
Noteholders including Noteholders who did not attend and vote at the relevant meeting and Noteholders who
voted in a manner contrary to the majority.
In addition, the conditions of the Notes permit “cross-series modifications” to be made to more than one
series of debt securities, provided that each affected series of debt securities also contains a cross-series
modification provision. The Issuer expects that all Series of Notes issued under the Programme will include
such collective action clauses, thereby giving the Issuer the ability to request modifications or actions in
respect of reserved matters across multiple Series of Notes.
Under certain circumstances, including the satisfaction of the Uniformly Applicable condition (as more
particularly described in the conditions of the Notes), such cross-series modification may be made to more
than one series of debt securities with the approval of the applicable percentage of the aggregate nominal
amount of the outstanding debt securities of all affected series and without requiring the approval of a
particular percentage of the holders of any individual affected series of debt securities. Any modification or
actions relating to Reserved Matters (as defined in the conditions of the Notes), including in respect of
payments and other important terms, may be made to a single Series of Notes with the consent of the holders
of 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount outstanding of such Notes, and to multiple Series of Notes
with the consent of (a) the holders of at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount outstanding of
all Series or (b) both (i) the holders of at least 66.67 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount outstanding
of all Series and (ii) the holders of at least 50 per cent. in aggregate nominal amount outstanding of each
Series of Notes being aggregated, all as further described in Condition 15.
There is therefore a risk that the conditions of the Notes may be modified in circumstances where the holders
of debt securities approving the modification may be holders of different series of debt securities and as such,
less than 75 per cent. of the Noteholders of the relevant Series would have voted in favour of such
modification. In addition, there is a risk that the provisions allowing for aggregation across multiple series
of debt securities may make the Notes less attractive to purchasers in the secondary market and adversely
affect the market value of the Notes in circumstances where such modification or a proposal for such
modification is expected to be made by the Issuer.
The conditions of the Notes also provide that the Notes and such conditions may, subject to the prior written
approval of the Issuer, be amended without the consent of the Noteholders to correct a manifest error. In
addition, the parties to the Agency Agreement (as defined in “Terms and Conditions of the Notes”) may agree
to modify any provision thereof, but the Issuer shall not agree, without the consent of the Noteholders, to
any such modification unless it is of a formal, minor or technical nature, it is made to correct a manifest error
or it is, in the opinion of such parties, not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Noteholders.
In the future, the Issuer may issue debt securities which contain collective action clauses in the same form
as the collective action clauses in the conditions of the Notes. If this occurs, then this could mean that any
Series of Notes issued under the Programme would be capable of aggregation with any such future debt
securities.
The value of the Notes could be adversely affected by a change in English law or administrative practice
The conditions of the Notes are based on English law in effect as at the date of this Base Prospectus. No
assurance can be given as to the impact of any possible judicial decision or change to English law or
administrative practice after the date of this Base Prospectus and any such change could materially adversely
impact the value of any Notes affected by it.
Investors who hold less than the minimum Specified Denomination may be unable to sell their Notes and
may be adversely affected if definitive Notes are subsequently required to be issued
In relation to any issue of Notes which have denominations consisting of a minimum Specified
Denomination plus one or more higher integral multiples of another smaller amount, it is possible that such
Notes may be traded in amounts in excess of the minimum Specified Denomination that are not integral
multiples of such minimum Specified Denomination. In such a case a holder who, as a result of trading such
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amounts, holds an amount which is less than the minimum Specified Denomination in his account with the
relevant clearing system would not be able to sell the remainder of such holding without first purchasing a
principal amount of Notes at or in excess of the minimum Specified Denomination such that its holding
amounts to a Specified Denomination. Further, a holder who, as a result of trading such amounts, holds an
amount which is less than the minimum Specified Denomination in his account with the relevant clearing
system at the relevant time may not receive a definitive Note in respect of such holding (should definitive
Notes be printed or issued) and would need to purchase a principal amount of Notes at or in excess of the
minimum Specified Denomination such that its holding amounts to a Specified Denomination.
If such Notes in definitive form are issued, holders should be aware that definitive Notes which have a
denomination that is not an integral multiple of the minimum Specified Denomination may be illiquid and
difficult to trade.
Holders of Notes held through DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg must rely on procedures
of those clearing systems to effect transfers of Notes, receive payments in respect of Notes and vote at
meetings of Noteholders
Notes issued under the Programme will be represented on issue by one or more Global Notes that may be
deposited with a common depositary for Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg or may be deposited with
a nominee for DTC (each as defined under “Form of the Notes”). Except in the circumstances described in
each Global Note, investors will not be entitled to receive Notes in definitive form. Each of DTC, Euroclear
and Clearstream, Luxembourg and their respective direct and indirect participants will maintain records of
the beneficial interests in each Global Note held through it. While the Notes are represented by a Global
Note, investors will be able to trade their beneficial interests only through the relevant clearing systems and
their respective participants.
While the Notes are represented by Global Notes, the Issuer will discharge its payment obligations under the
Notes by making payments through the relevant clearing systems. A holder of a beneficial interest in a
Global Note must rely on the procedures of the relevant clearing system and its participants to receive
payments under the Notes. The Issuer has no responsibility or liability for the records relating to, or
payments made in respect of, beneficial interests in any Global Note.
Holders of beneficial interests in a Global Note will not have a direct right to vote in respect of the Notes so
represented. Instead, such holders will be permitted to act only to the extent that they are enabled by the
relevant clearing system and its participants to appoint appropriate proxies.
Transferability of the Notes may be limited under applicable securities laws
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state
of the United States or any other jurisdiction. Notes issued under the Programme may not be offered, sold
or otherwise transferred in the United States other than to persons that are QIBs. Each purchaser of Notes
will be deemed, by its acceptance of such Notes, to have made certain representations and agreements
intended by the Issuer to restrict transfers of Notes as described under “Subscription and Sale and Transfer
and Selling Restrictions”. It is the obligation of each purchaser of Notes to ensure that its offers and sales of
Notes comply with all applicable securities laws.
The conditions of the Notes restrict the ability of an individual holder to declare an Event of Default, and
permit a majority of holders to rescind a declaration of such a default
The Notes contain a provision which, if an Event of Default occurs, allows the holders of at least 25 per cent.,
in aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding Notes to declare all the Notes to be immediately due and
payable by providing notice in writing to the Issuer, whereupon the Notes shall become immediately due and
payable, at their Early Redemption Amount (as defined in the conditions of the Notes) with accrued interest
(if any), without further action or formality.
The conditions of the Notes also contain a provision permitting the holders of at least 50 per cent., in
aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding Notes to notify the Issuer to the effect that the Event of Default
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or Events of Default giving rise to any above-mentioned declaration is or are cured following any such
declaration and that such holders wish the relevant declaration to be withdrawn. The Issuer shall give notice
thereof to the Noteholders, whereupon the relevant declaration shall be withdrawn and shall have no further
effect.
Risks related to the market generally
Set out below is a description of material market risks, including liquidity risk, exchange rate risk, interest
rate risk and credit risk:
An active secondary market in respect of the Notes may never be established or may be illiquid and this
would adversely affect the value at which an investor could sell his Notes
Notes may have no established trading market when issued, and one may never develop. If a market for the
Notes does develop, it may not be very liquid. Therefore, investors may not be able to sell their Notes easily
or at prices that will provide them with a yield comparable to similar investments that have a developed
secondary market.
If an investor holds Notes which are not denominated in the investor’s home currency, he will be exposed
to movements in exchange rates adversely affecting the value of his holding. In addition, the imposition
of exchange controls in relation to any Notes could result in an investor not receiving payments on those
Notes
The Issuer will pay principal and interest on the Notes in the Specified Currency. This presents certain risks
relating to currency conversions if an investor’s financial activities are denominated principally in a currency
or currency unit (the Investor’s Currency) other than the Specified Currency. These include the risk that
exchange rates may significantly change (including changes due to devaluation of the Specified Currency or
revaluation of the Investor’s Currency) and the risk that authorities with jurisdiction over the Investor’s
Currency may impose or modify exchange controls. An appreciation in the value of the Investor’s Currency
relative to the Specified Currency would decrease (1) the Investor’s Currency-equivalent yield on the Notes,
(2) the Investor’s Currency equivalent value of the principal payable on the Notes and (3) the Investor’s
Currency equivalent market value of the Notes.
Government and monetary authorities may impose (as some have done in the past) exchange controls that
could adversely affect an applicable exchange rate. As a result, investors may receive less interest or principal
than expected, or no interest or principal.
The value of Fixed Rate Notes may be adversely affected by movements in market interest rates
Investment in Fixed Rate Notes involves the risk that if market interest rates subsequently increase above the
rate paid on the Fixed Rate Notes, this will adversely affect the value of the Fixed Rate Notes.
Credit ratings assigned to the Issuer or any Notes may not reflect all the risks associated with an
investment in those Notes
One or more independent credit rating agencies may assign credit ratings to the Issuer or the Notes. The
ratings may not reflect the potential impact of all risks related to structure, market, additional factors
discussed above, and other factors that may affect the value of the Notes. A credit rating is not a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and may be revised, suspended or withdrawn by the rating
agency at any time.
In general, European regulated investors are restricted under the CRA Regulation from using credit ratings
for regulatory purposes, unless such ratings are issued by a credit rating agency established in the EU and
registered under the CRA Regulation (and such registration has not been withdrawn or suspended, subject
to transitional provisions that apply in certain circumstances whilst the registration application is pending).
Such general restriction will also apply in the case of credit ratings issued by non-EU credit rating agencies,
unless the relevant credit ratings are endorsed by an EU-registered credit rating agency or the relevant non17

EU rating agency is certified in accordance with the CRA Regulation (and such endorsement action or
certification, as the case may be, has not been withdrawn or suspended). The list of registered and certified
rating agencies published by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) on its website in
accordance with the CRA Regulation is not conclusive evidence of the status of the relevant rating agency
included in such list, as there may be delays between certain supervisory measures being taken against a
relevant rating agency and the publication of the updated ESMA list. Certain information with respect to the
credit rating agencies and ratings is set out on the cover of this Base Prospectus.
Risks relating to enforcement
There is a risk that the Kuwait Courts will nonetheless assume jurisdiction
The Programme Agreement, the Agency Agreement, the Deed of Covenant and the Notes (the Documents)
each contain a provision to the effect that disputes arising under the Documents will, unless the option to
litigate set out therein is exercised, be referred to arbitration under the London Court of International
Arbitration Rules. If such option to litigate is exercised, the Issuer has agreed to the courts of England (the
Courts of England) having exclusive jurisdiction to settle any such disputes.
While the choice to submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of England in the Documents is valid and does
not contravene mandatory rules of the laws of the State of Kuwait, there is a risk that the courts of the State
of Kuwait (the Kuwait Courts) will nonetheless assume jurisdiction. This assumption of jurisdiction is
founded within the State of Kuwait’s Law No. 38 of 1980 concerning the Code of Civil and Commercial
Procedures (as amended) (the CCCP). The Kuwait Courts, in accordance with Articles 23, 24 and 26 of the
CCCP, may choose to accept jurisdiction in the event: (a) a respondent in the proceedings: (i) accepts the
jurisdiction of the Kuwait Courts; (ii) is a Kuwaiti national or resident, or domiciled in the State of Kuwait;
or (iii) has a chosen domicile in Kuwait; or (b) in the event the proceedings relate to: (i) real or personal
property; or (ii) an obligation which is created, executed, or required to be performed in the State of Kuwait.
There can be no definitive assurance that the Kuwait Courts would stay the review of proceedings brought
before it in relation to the Documents. The risk that the Kuwait Courts would assume jurisdiction on the
proceedings is reduced, but not eliminated, in the event that: (a) the respondent to a claim raises procedural
defenses as regards the jurisdiction; and (b) the existence of previous or simultaneous proceedings in a, or
res judicata judgments from a, competent jurisdiction outside Kuwait, on the subject matter and involving
the same disputing parties.
Investors may experience difficulties in enforcing arbitration awards and foreign judgments in Kuwait
Enforcement of Foreign Judgments
The enforcement of monetary judgments rendered by the Courts of England would require filing an action
in the Kuwait Courts to obtain a “writ of execution”. Such action does not involve either a re-trial or an
examination of the merits of the case; its sole purpose is to establish whether the judgment is compliant with
the provisions of Article 199 of the CCCP which require that: (a) the courts of the jurisdiction where the
foreign judgment is rendered must afford reciprocal treatment to judgments rendered by the Kuwait Courts;
(b) the foreign judgment must be rendered by a competent court in accordance with the applicable laws of
the foreign jurisdiction; (c) the parties to the proceedings must have been duly summoned to appear and were
duly represented; (d) the foreign judgment must be final and non-appealable (res judicata) according to the
law of the jurisdiction where it was rendered; (e) the judgment must not contradict any prior judgment
rendered by a Kuwait Court; and, finally (f) the judgment must not contain anything in conflict with the
general morals or public policy of Kuwait.
In respect of the requirement that the courts of the jurisdiction in which the judgment was issued must afford
reciprocal treatment to judgments issued by the Kuwait Courts, there is no treaty between Kuwait and the
United Kingdom that affords such required reciprocal treatment. There are no known instances of the Courts
of England enforcing Kuwait Court judgments, while there are different decisions issued by the Kuwait
Court of Cassation (the highest court in Kuwait) with regard to the enforcement in Kuwait of a monetary
judgment issued by the Courts of England. In 2004 and again in 2005, the Kuwait Court of Cassation had to
consider applications for the enforcement in Kuwait of a Court of England judgment. In the 2004 case, the
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Kuwait Court of Cassation was satisfied that, on the facts, the criteria for enforcement set out in Article 199
of the CCCP had been satisfied and therefore approved enforcement. In the 2005 case, however, the Court
of Cassation concluded that the claimant had not provided sufficient evidence for the existence of the criteria
set out in Article 199 of the CCCP. It is also worth mentioning that the CCCP, and in particular Article
199(a), have been amended by virtue of Law No. 38 of 2007 providing an exception to the reciprocal
treatment rule in the event a foreign monetary judgment: (a) is rendered in favor of Kuwaiti natural or juristic
persons; and (b) is to be enforced on “funds owned by” Kuwaiti natural or juristic persons. It should be noted
that, in contrast to common law courts, the Kuwait Courts do not adhere to the doctrine of binding precedent
and there is no formal system of reporting Kuwait Court judgments.
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards
Kuwait is a party to the 1958 New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards (the New York Convention). A foreign arbitral award will be recognised and enforced in Kuwait
(without re-trial or examination of the merits of the case) in accordance with the CCCP. Article 200 of the
CCCP provides that foreign arbitral awards are to be recognised and enforced under the same conditions as
are applied in respect of the enforcement of foreign judgments under Article 199 of the CCCP (as detailed
above). The foregoing is true, provided that the subject matter of the award is “arbitrable” under Kuwaiti law
and that the arbitral award must be enforceable in the jurisdiction where it was rendered. The requirement to
establish reciprocal enforcement under Article 199 of the CCCP with respect to the recognition and
enforcement of arbitral awards issued in England is satisfied as England and Kuwait are both signatories to
the New York Convention.
Furthermore, arbitral awards contrary to public policy are incapable of enforcement in the Kuwait Courts.
While a conflict with a mandatory rule gives rise to a presumption that this would entail a conflict with
Kuwaiti public policy, it is not necessarily enough for an arbitral award (or part thereof) to be contrary to a
mandatory rule in the laws of Kuwait to be contrary to Kuwaiti public policy. In fact, Article 199(d) of the
CCCP uses the language “public order or morals” which suggests an inherent inclination for the Kuwait
Courts to view the concept from a strictly local perspective.
Only the Kuwait Courts, who will be the final arbiter on the matter, are capable of refusing the enforcement
of a foreign arbitral award on grounds of public policy in the event they find an “apparent” violation of
“public order or morals”. There is not a large body of publically available decided cases in which the
practical implications of complying with Article 199 of the CCCP have been analysed in the context of
enforcing foreign judgments or foreign arbitral awards.
The enforcement of a foreign arbitral award or foreign judgment in Kuwait requires the filing of an
enforcement action in the Kuwait Courts to obtain a “writ of execution”. Proceedings before the Kuwait
Courts, including enforcement actions, can take a relatively long time before reaching a final and nonappealable judgment capable of execution. Furthermore, it should be noted by investors that to the extent the
Issuer’s funds are considered publically or privately owned funds of the sovereign State of Kuwait,
enforcement actions such as but not limited to precautionary or executive attachments on such funds may be
rendered futile. The former is based on the fact that Article 216 of the CCCP provides for a mandatory rule
(which cannot be waived or contracted out in respect of enforcement actions in Kuwait) precluding parties
from taking enforcement actions vis-à-vis the funds of the sovereign State of Kuwait. However, it should be
further noted that as a matter of practice Kuwait has consistently, voluntarily complied with payments
mandated by final non-appealable judgments or arbitral awards.
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FORM OF THE NOTES
The Notes of each Series will be in either bearer form, with or without interest coupons attached, or
registered form, without interest coupons attached. Bearer Notes will be issued outside the United States in
reliance on Regulation S under the Securities Act (Regulation S) and Registered Notes will be issued both
outside the United States in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Regulation S and within
the United States in reliance on Rule 144A or another exemption from the registration requirements of the
Securities Act.
Bearer Notes
Each Tranche of Bearer Notes will be in bearer form and will initially be issued in the form of a temporary
bearer global note (a Temporary Bearer Global Note) or, if so specified in the applicable Final Terms, a
permanent bearer global note (a Permanent Bearer Global Note and, together with a Temporary Bearer
Global Note, each a Bearer Global Note) which, in either case, will be delivered on or prior to the original
issue date of the Tranche to a common depositary (the Common Depositary) for Euroclear Bank SA/NV
(Euroclear) and Clearstream Banking S.A. (Clearstream, Luxembourg). Notes issued pursuant to TEFRA
D must be initially represented by a Temporary Bearer Global Note.
While any Bearer Global Note is represented by a Temporary Bearer Global Note, payments of principal,
interest (if any) and any other amount payable in respect of the Notes due prior to the Exchange Date (as
defined below) will be made against presentation of the Temporary Bearer Global Note only to the extent
that certification (in a form to be provided) to the effect that the beneficial owners of interests in the
Temporary Bearer Global Note are not U.S. persons or persons who have purchased for resale to any U.S.
person, as required by U.S. Treasury regulations, has been received by Euroclear and/or Clearstream,
Luxembourg and Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg, as applicable, has given a like certification
(based on the certifications it has received) to the Principal Paying Agent.
On and after the date (the Exchange Date) which is 40 days after a Temporary Bearer Global Note is issued,
interests in such Temporary Bearer Global Note will be exchangeable (free of charge) upon a request as
described therein either for (i) interests in a Permanent Bearer Global Note of the same Series or (ii) for
definitive Bearer Notes of the same Series with, where applicable, interest coupons and talons attached (as
indicated in the applicable Final Terms and subject, in the case of definitive Bearer Notes, to such notice
period as is specified in the applicable Final Terms in the case of TEFRA D Bearer Notes), in each case
against certification of beneficial ownership as described above unless such certification has already been
given, provided that purchasers in the United States and certain U.S. persons will not be able to receive
definitive Bearer Notes. The holder of a Temporary Bearer Global Note will not be entitled to collect any
payment of interest, principal or other amount due on or after the Exchange Date unless, upon due
certification, exchange of the Temporary Bearer Global Note for an interest in a Permanent Bearer Global
Note or for definitive Bearer Notes is improperly withheld or refused.
The option for an issue of Bearer Global Notes to be represented on issue by a Temporary Bearer Global
Note exchangeable for definitive Bearer Global Notes should not be expressed to be applicable in the
applicable Final Terms if the Bearer Global Notes are issued with a minimum Specified Denomination such
as €100,000 (or its equivalent in another currency) plus one or more higher integral multiples of another
smaller amount such as €1,000 (or its equivalent in another currency).
Payments of principal, interest (if any) or any other amounts on a Permanent Bearer Global Note will be
made through Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg against presentation or surrender (as the case may
be) of the Permanent Bearer Global Note without any requirement for certification.
The applicable Final Terms will specify that a Permanent Bearer Global Note will be exchangeable (free of
charge), in whole but not in part, for definitive Bearer Notes with, where applicable, interest coupons and
talons attached upon the occurrence of an Exchange Event. For these purposes, Exchange Event means that
(i) an Event of Default (as defined in Condition 10) has occurred and is continuing, (ii) the Issuer has been
notified that both Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg have been closed for business for a continuous
period of 14 days (other than by reason of holiday, statutory or otherwise) or have announced an intention
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permanently to cease business or have in fact done so and no successor clearing system is available. The
Issuer will promptly give notice to Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14 if an Exchange Event
occurs. In the event of the occurrence of an Exchange Event, Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg
(acting on the instructions of any holder of an interest in such Permanent Bearer Global Note) may give
notice to the Principal Paying Agent requesting exchange. Any such exchange shall occur not later than 45
days after the date of receipt of the first relevant notice by the Principal Paying Agent.
The following legend will appear on all Bearer Global Notes (other than Temporary Bearer Global Notes),
interest coupons and talons relating to such Notes where TEFRA D is specified in the applicable Final
Terms:
“ANY UNITED STATES PERSON WHO HOLDS THIS OBLIGATION WILL BE SUBJECT TO
LIMITATIONS UNDER THE UNITED STATES INCOME TAX LAWS, INCLUDING THE
LIMITATIONS PROVIDED IN SECTIONS 165(j) AND 1287(a) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE”.
The sections referred to provide that U.S. holders, with certain exceptions, will not be entitled to deduct any
loss on Bearer Global Notes, interest coupons and will not be entitled to capital gains treatment of any gain
on any sale, disposition, redemption or payment of principal in respect of such Notes, interest coupons or
talons.
Notes which are represented by a Bearer Global Note will only be transferable in accordance with the rules
and procedures for the time being of Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be.
Registered Notes
The Registered Notes of each Tranche offered and sold in reliance on Regulation S, which will be sold
outside the United States, will initially be represented by a global note in registered form (a Regulation S
Global Note).
The Registered Notes of each Tranche offered and sold in the United States may only be offered and sold in
private transactions to “qualified institutional buyers” within the meaning of Rule 144A under the Securities
Act (QIBs). The Registered Notes of each Tranche sold to QIBs will be represented by a global note in
registered form (a Rule 144A Global Note and, together with a Regulation S Global Note, each a
Registered Global Note).
Registered Global Notes will either (i) be deposited with a custodian for, and registered in the name of a
nominee of, The Depository Trust Company (DTC) or (ii) be deposited with a common depositary for, and
registered in the name of a common nominee of, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg, as specified in
the applicable Final Terms. Persons holding beneficial interests in Registered Global Notes will be entitled
or required, as the case may be, under the circumstances described below, to receive physical delivery of
definitive Notes in fully registered form and in the case of Regulation S Global Notes, outside the United
States and its possessions.
The Registered Global Notes will be subject to certain restrictions on transfer set forth therein and will bear
a legend regarding such restrictions.
Payments of principal, interest and any other amount in respect of the Registered Global Notes will be made
to the person shown on the Register (as defined in Condition 6.4) as the registered holder of the Registered
Global Notes. None of the Issuer, any Paying Agent or the Registrars will have any responsibility or liability
for any aspect of the records relating to or payments or deliveries made on account of beneficial ownership
interests in the Registered Global Notes or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records relating to
such beneficial ownership interests.
Payments of principal, interest or any other amount in respect of the Registered Notes in definitive form will
be made to the persons shown on the Register on the relevant Record Date (as defined in Condition 6.4)
immediately preceding the due date for payment in the manner provided in that Condition.
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Interests in a Registered Global Note will be exchangeable (free of charge), in whole but not in part, for
definitive Registered Notes without interest coupons or talons attached only upon the occurrence of an
Exchange Event. For these purposes, Exchange Event means that (i) an Event of Default has occurred and
is continuing, (ii) in the case of Notes registered in the name of a nominee for DTC, either DTC has notified
the Issuer that it is unwilling or unable to continue to act as depository for the Notes and no alternative
clearing system is available or DTC has ceased to constitute a clearing agency registered under the Exchange
Act and no alternative clearing system is available or (iii) in the case of Notes registered in the name of a
nominee for a common depositary for Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg, the Issuer has been notified
that both Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg have been closed for business for a continuous period of
14 days (other than by reason of holiday, statutory or otherwise) or have announced an intention permanently
to cease business or have in fact done so and, in any such case, no successor clearing system is available.
The Issuer will promptly give notice to Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14 if an Exchange Event
occurs. In the event of the occurrence of an Exchange Event, DTC, Euroclear and/or Clearstream,
Luxembourg or any person acting on their behalf (acting on the instructions of any holder of an interest in
such Registered Global Note) may give notice to the Registrar requesting exchange. Any such exchange shall
occur not later than ten days after the date of receipt of the first relevant notice by the Registrar.
Transfer of Interests
Interests in a Registered Global Note may, subject to compliance with all applicable restrictions, be
transferred to a person who wishes to hold such interest in another Registered Global Note. No beneficial
owner of an interest in a Registered Global Note will be able to transfer such interest, except in accordance
with the applicable procedures of DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg, in each case to the extent
applicable. Registered Notes are also subject to the restrictions on transfer set forth therein and will
bear a legend regarding such restrictions, see “Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling
Restrictions”.
General
Pursuant to the Agency Agreement, the Principal Paying Agent shall arrange that, where a further Tranche
of Notes is issued on terms that it will from a date after its date of issue form a single Series with an existing
Tranche of Notes, the Notes of such further Tranche shall be assigned a common code and ISIN and, where
applicable, a CUSIP and CINS number which are different from the common code, ISIN, CUSIP and CINS
assigned to Notes of any other Tranche of the same Series until such time as the two Tranches are
consolidated and form a single Series.
Any reference herein to Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC shall, whenever the context
so permits, be deemed to include a reference to any additional or alternative clearing system specified in the
applicable Final Terms or as may otherwise be approved by the Issuer and the Principal Paying Agent.
A Note may be accelerated by the holder thereof in certain circumstances described in Condition 10. In such
circumstances, where any Note is still represented by a Global Note and the Global Note (or any part thereof)
has become due and repayable in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of such Notes and payment in
full of the amount due has not been made in accordance with the provisions of the Global Note then from
8.00 p.m. (London time) on such day holders of interests in such Global Note credited to their accounts with
Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC, as the case may be, will become entitled to proceed
directly against the Issuer on the basis of statements of account provided by Euroclear, Clearstream,
Luxembourg and DTC on and subject to the terms of a deed of covenant (the Deed of Covenant) dated
28 February 2017 and executed by the Issuer. In addition, holders of interests in such Global Note credited
to their accounts with DTC may require DTC to deliver definitive Notes in registered form in exchange for
their interest in such Global Note in accordance with DTC’s standard operating procedures.
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APPLICABLE FINAL TERMS
[Date]
STATE OF KUWAIT, ACTING THROUGH THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Issue of [Aggregate Nominal Amount of Tranche][Title of Notes]
under the
Global Medium Term Note Programme
PART A – CONTRACTUAL TERMS
Terms used herein shall be deemed to be defined as such for the purposes of the Conditions (the Conditions)
set forth in the Base Prospectus dated 28 February 2017 [and the supplement[s] to it dated [ ] [and [ ]]]
which [together] constitute[s] a base prospectus for the purposes of the Prospectus Directive (the Base
Prospectus). This document constitutes the Final Terms of the Notes described herein for the purposes of
Article 5.4 of the Prospectus Directive and must be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus. Full
information on the Issuer and the offer of the Notes is only available on the basis of the combination of these
Final Terms and the Base Prospectus. The Base Prospectus has been published on the website of the Central
Bank of Ireland at http://www.centralbank.ie.
1.

Issuer:

State of Kuwait, acting through the Ministry of Finance

2.

(a)

Series Number:

[

(b)

Tranche Number:

[ ]

(c)

Date on which the Notes will be [The Notes will be consolidated and form a single
consolidated and form a single Series: Series with [ ] on [the Issue Date/the date that is 40
days after the Issue Date/exchange of the Temporary
Bearer Global Note for interests in the Permanent
Bearer Global Note, as referred to in paragraph 21
below, which is expected to occur on or about
[ ]]/[Not Applicable]

3.

Specified Currency or Currencies:

4.

Aggregate Nominal Amount:

]

[ ]

(a)

Series:

[

]

(b)

Tranche:

[

]

5.

Issue Price:

[ ] per cent. of the Aggregate Nominal Amount [plus
accrued interest from [ ]]

6.

(a)

Specified Denominations:

[

]

(b)

Calculation Amount (in relation to [
calculation of interest in relation to
Notes in global form (see Conditions)):

]

(a)

Issue Date:

[ ]

(b)

Interest Commencement Date:

[ ]/Issue Date/Not Applicable]

7.

8.

Maturity Date:

[ ]/[Interest Payment Date falling in or nearest to
[ ]]
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9.

Interest Basis:

[[ ] per cent. Fixed Rate]
[[[ ] LIBOR/EURIBOR]] +/- [ ] per cent. Floating
Rate]
[Zero Coupon]
(see paragraph [14]/[15]/[16] below)

10.

Redemption/Payment Basis:

Subject to any purchase and cancellation or early
redemption, the Notes will be redeemed on the
Maturity Date at [[ ]/[100]] per cent. of their
nominal amount

11.

Change of Interest Basis:

[ ]/[Not Applicable]

12.

Put/Call Options:

[Investor Put]
[Issuer Call]
[(see paragraph [17]/[18] below)]
[Not Applicable]

13.

(a)

Status of the Notes:

Senior

(b)

Date approval for issuance of
Notes obtained:

[ ]

PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTEREST (IF ANY) PAYABLE
14.

15.

Fixed Rate Note Provisions

[Applicable/Not Applicable]

(a)

Rate(s) of Interest:

[ ] per cent. per annum payable in arrear on each
Interest Payment Date

(b)

Interest Payment Date(s):

[[ ] in each year up to and including the Maturity
Date]

(c)

Fixed Coupon Amount(s) for Notes in [ ] per Calculation Amount
definitive form (and in relation to
Notes in global form see Conditions):

(d)

Broken Amount(s) for Notes in [ ] per Calculation Amount, payable on the Interest
definitive form (and in relation to Payment Date falling [in/on] [ ]/[Not Applicable]
Notes in global form see Conditions):

(e)

Day Count Fraction:

[30/360] [Actual/Actual (ICMA)]

(f)

Determination Date(s):

[[ ] in each year]/[Not Applicable]

Floating Rate Note Provisions

[Applicable/Not Applicable]

(a)

Specified Period(s)/Specified Interest [ ] [, subject to adjustment in accordance with the
Business Day Convention set out in (b) below/, not
Payment Dates:
subject to adjustment, as the Business Day
Convention in (b) below is specified to be Not
Applicable]

(b)

Business Day Convention:

[Floating Rate Convention/Following Business Day
Convention/Modified Following Business Day
Convention/Preceding Business Day Convention][Not
Applicable]
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(c)

Additional Business Centre(s):

(d)

Manner in which the Rate of Interest [Screen Rate Determination/ISDA Determination]
and Interest Amount is to be
determined:

(e)

Party responsible for calculating the [ ]
Rate of Interest and Interest Amount
(if not HSBC Bank plc as Principal
Paying Agent):

(f)

Screen Rate Determination:

(g)

[ ]

•

Reference Rate:

[ ] [ ] [LIBOR/EURIBOR]

•

Interest Determination Date(s): [ ]

•

Relevant Screen Page:

[ ]

ISDA Determination:
•

Floating Rate Option:

[ ]

•

Designated Maturity:

[

]

•

Reset Date:

[

]

(h)

Linear Interpolation:

[Not Applicable/Applicable – the Rate of Interest for
the [long/short] [first/last] Interest Period shall be
calculated using Linear Interpolation]

(i)

Margin(s):

[+/-] [ ] per cent. per annum

(j)

Minimum Rate of Interest:

[ ] per cent. per annum

(k)

Maximum Rate of Interest:

[ ] per cent. per annum

(l)

Day Count Fraction:

[[Actual/Actual (ISDA)][Actual/Actual]
[Actual/365 (Fixed)]
[Actual/365 (Sterling)]
[Actual/360]
[30/360][360/360][Bond Basis]
[30E/360][Eurobond Basis]
[30E/360 (ISDA)]

16.

Zero Coupon Note Provisions

[Applicable/Not Applicable]

(a)

Accrual Yield:

[

(b)

Reference Price:

[ ]

(c)

Day Count Fraction in relation to
Early Redemption Amounts:

[30/360]
[Actual/360]
[Actual/365]

] per cent. per annum

PROVISIONS RELATING TO REDEMPTION
17.

Issuer Call:

[Applicable/Not Applicable]

(a)

[

Optional Redemption Date(s):
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]

(b)

Optional Redemption Amount:

(c)

If redeemable in part:

(d)

[[

] per Calculation Amount]

(i)

Minimum Redemption Amount: [

(ii)

Maximum Redemption Amount: [ ] per Calculation Amount

Notice period:

] per Calculation Amount

Minimum period: [15] days
Maximum period: [30] days

18.

Investor Put:

[Applicable/Not Applicable]

(a)

Optional Redemption Date(s):

[ ]

(b)

Optional Redemption Amount:

[[ ] per Calculation Amount]

(c)

Notice periods:

Minimum period: [15] days
Maximum period: [30] days

19.

Final Redemption Amount:

[ ] per Calculation Amount

20.

Early Redemption Amount:

[ ] per Calculation Amount

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE NOTES
21.

Form of Notes:

[Bearer Notes:
[Temporary Bearer Global Note exchangeable for a
Permanent Bearer Global Note which is exchangeable
for Definitive Notes upon an Exchange Event]
[Temporary Bearer Global Note exchangeable for
Definitive Notes on and after the Exchange Date]
[Permanent Bearer Global Note exchangeable for
Definitive Notes upon an Exchange Event]
[Registered Notes:
[Regulation S Global Note (U.S.$[ ] aggregate
nominal amount) registered in the name of a nominee
for [DTC/a common depositary for Euroclear and
Clearstream, Luxembourg]]
[Rule 144A Global Note (U.S.$[ ] aggregate
nominal amount) registered in the name of a nominee
for [DTC/a common depositary for Euroclear and
Clearstream, Luxembourg]

22.

Additional Financial Centre(s):

[Not Applicable/give details]

23.

Talons for future Coupons to be
attached to Definitive Notes:

[Yes, as the Notes have more than 27 coupon
payments, Talons may be required if, on exchange into
definitive form, more than 27 coupon payments are
still to be made/No]
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THIRD PARTY INFORMATION
[[ ] has been extracted from [ ]. The Issuer confirms that such information has been accurately
reproduced and that, so far as it is aware and is able to ascertain from information published by [specify
source], no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced information inaccurate or
misleading.]
Signed on behalf of State of Kuwait, acting through the Ministry of Finance
(represented by Kuwait Investment Authority):

By: ....................................................................
Duly authorised
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PART B – OTHER INFORMATION
1.

2.

LISTING AND ADMISSION TO TRADING
(a)

Listing and Admission to trading:

[Application [has been] [is expected to be] made
by the Issuer (or on its behalf) for the Notes to be
admitted to trading on [each of] the [Irish Stock
Exchange's regulated market] [and] [London Stock
Exchange's regulated market] and to be listed on
[each of] [the official list of the Irish Stock
Exchange] [and] [the official list of the UK Listing
Authority] with effect from [ ].]

(b)

Estimate of total expenses related
to admission to trading:

[ ]

RATINGS
Ratings:

The Notes to be issued have been rated:
[The Notes to be issued [[have been]/[are expected
to be]] rated]/[The following ratings reflect ratings
assigned to Notes of this type issued under the
Programme generally]:
[S&P: [

]]

[Fitch: [

]]

Each of [[S&P] and [Fitch]] is established in the
European Union and is registered under
Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 (as amended) (the
CRA Regulation)
3.

INTERESTS OF NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE ISSUE
[Save for any fees payable to the [Managers/Dealer], so far as the Issuer is aware, no person involved
in the issue of the Notes has an interest material to the offer. The [Managers/Dealer] and their affiliates
have engaged, and may in the future engage, in investment banking and/or commercial banking
transactions with, and may perform other services for, the Issuer and its affiliates in the ordinary
course of business, for which they may receive fees.]

4.

[YIELD (FIxED RATE NOTES ONLY)
Indication of yield:

[ ]
The yield is calculated at the Issue Date on the
basis of the Issue Price. It is not an indication of
future yield.]

5.

[HISTORIC INTEREST RATES (floating rate notes only)
Details of historic [LIBOR/EURIBOR] rates can be obtained from [Reuters].]

6.

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION
(a)

ISIN:

[ ]

(b)

Common Code:

[
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]

7.

(c)

CUSIP:

[ ]

(d)

CINS:

[ ]

(e)

Any clearing system(s) other than
DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream,
Luxembourg and the relevant
identification number(s):

[Not Applicable]/[ ]

(f)

Delivery:

Delivery [against/free of] payment

(g)

Names and addresses of additional
Paying Agent(s) (if any):

[ ]

DISTRIBUTION
(a)

Method of distribution:

[Syndicated/Non-syndicated]

(b)

If syndicated, names of Managers:

[Not Applicable]/[

(c)

Date of Subscription Agreement:

[ ]

(d)

Stabilisation Manager(s) (if any):

[Not Applicable]/[

]

(e)

If non-syndicated, name of
relevant Dealer:

[Not Applicable]/[

]

(f)

U.S. Selling Restrictions:

[Reg. S Compliance Category 1; Rule 144A;
TEFRA D/TEFRA C/TEFRA not applicable]
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE NOTES
The following are the Terms and Conditions of the Notes which will be incorporated by reference into each
Global Note (as defined below) and each definitive Note, in the latter case only if permitted by the relevant
stock exchange or other relevant authority (if any) and agreed by the Issuer and the relevant Dealer at the
time of issue but, if not so permitted and agreed, such definitive Note will have endorsed thereon or attached
thereto such Terms and Conditions. The applicable Final Terms (or the relevant provisions thereof) will be
endorsed upon, or attached to, each Global Note and definitive Note. Reference should be made to
“Applicable Final Terms” for a description of the content of Final Terms which will specify which of such
terms are to apply in relation to the relevant Notes.
This Note is one of a Series (as defined below) of Notes issued by the State of Kuwait, acting through the
Ministry of Finance (the Issuer) pursuant to the Agency Agreement (as defined below).
References herein to the Notes shall be references to the Notes of this Series and shall mean:
(a)

in relation to any Notes represented by a global Note (a Global Note), units of each Specified
Denomination in the Specified Currency;

(b)

any Global Note;

(c)

any definitive Notes in bearer form (Bearer Notes) issued in exchange for a Global Note in bearer
form; and

(d)

any definitive Notes in registered form (Registered Notes) (issued in exchange for a Global Note in
registered form).

The Notes and the Coupons (as defined below) have the benefit of an Agency Agreement (such Agency
Agreement as amended and/or supplemented and/or restated from time to time, the Agency Agreement)
dated 28 February 2017 and made between the Issuer, HSBC Bank USA, National Association as paying
agent in respect of the Notes accepted into DTC’s book-entry settlement system (DTC Notes) (the U.S.
Paying Agent, which expression shall include any successor paying agent), registrar in respect of the DTC
Notes (the U.S. Registrar, which expression shall include any successor registrar) and transfer agent in
respect of the DTC Notes (the U.S. Transfer Agent, which expression shall include any successor transfer
agent), HSBC Bank plc as principal paying agent (the Principal Paying Agent, which expression shall
include any successor principal paying agent) and the other paying agents named therein (together with the
Principal Paying Agent and the U.S. Paying Agent, the Paying Agents, which expression shall include any
additional or successor paying agents), HSBC Bank plc as exchange agent (the Exchange Agent, which
expression shall include any successor exchange agent), HSBC Bank plc as registrar (the Registrar, and
together with the U.S. Registrar, the Registrars which expression shall include any successor registrars) and
HSBC Bank plc as transfer agent (together with the Registrars and the U.S. Transfer Agent, the Transfer
Agents, which expression shall include any additional or successor transfer agents).
Interest bearing definitive Bearer Notes have interest coupons (Coupons) in the case of Bearer Notes which,
when issued in definitive form, have more than 27 interest payments remaining, and, if indicated in the
applicable Final Terms, talons for further Coupons (Talons) attached on issue. Any reference herein to
Coupons or coupons shall, unless the context otherwise requires, be deemed to include a reference to Talons
or talons. Registered Notes and Global Notes do not have Coupons or Talons attached on issue.
The final terms for this Note (or the relevant provisions thereof) are set out in Part A of the Final Terms
attached to or endorsed on this Note which complete these Terms and Conditions (the Conditions).
References to the applicable Final Terms are, unless otherwise stated, to Part A of the Final Terms (or the
relevant provisions thereof) attached to or endorsed on this Note. The expression Prospectus Directive
means Directive 2004/71/EC (as amended, including by Directive 2010/73/EU), and includes any relevant
implementing measure in a relevant Member State of the European Economic Area.
Any reference to Noteholders or holders in relation to any Notes shall mean (in the case of Bearer Notes)
the holders of the Notes and (in the case of Registered Notes) the persons in whose name the Notes are
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registered and shall, in relation to any Notes represented by a Global Note, be construed as provided below.
Any reference herein to Couponholders shall mean the holders of the Coupons and shall, unless the context
otherwise requires, include the holders of the Talons.
As used herein, Tranche means Notes which are identical in all respects (including as to listing and
admission to trading) and Series means a Tranche of Notes together with any further Tranche or Tranches
of Notes which (a) are expressed to be consolidated and form a single series and (b) have the same terms and
conditions or terms and conditions which are the same in all respects save for the amount and date of the
first payment of interest thereon and the date from which interest starts to accrue.
The Noteholders and the Couponholders are entitled to the benefit of the Deed of Covenant (such Deed of
Covenant as amended and/or supplemented and/or restated from time to time, the Deed of Covenant) dated
28 February 2017 and made by the Issuer. The original of the Deed of Covenant is held by the Principal
Paying Agent.
Copies of the Agency Agreement (including the forms of Global Notes, the Notes in definitive form, the
Coupons and the Talons) and the Deed of Covenant are available for inspection during normal business hours
at the specified office of each of the Paying Agents. Copies of the applicable Final Terms will be published
on the website of the Central Bank of Ireland. The Noteholders and the Couponholders are deemed to have
notice of, and are entitled to the benefit of and are bound by, all the provisions of the Agency Agreement, the
Deed of Covenant and the applicable Final Terms which are applicable to them. The statements in the
Conditions include summaries of, and are subject to, the detailed provisions of the Agency Agreement.
Words and expressions defined in the Agency Agreement or used in the applicable Final Terms shall have
the same meanings where used in the Conditions unless the context otherwise requires or unless otherwise
stated and provided that, in the event of inconsistency between the Agency Agreement and the applicable
Final Terms, the applicable Final Terms will prevail.
1.

FORM, DENOMINATION AND TITLE

The Notes are in bearer form or in registered form as specified in the applicable Final Terms and, in the case
of definitive Notes, serially numbered, in the currency (the Specified Currency) and the denominations (the
Specified Denomination(s)) specified in the applicable Final Terms. Notes of one Specified Denomination
may not be exchanged for Notes of another Specified Denomination and Bearer Notes may not be exchanged
for Registered Notes and vice versa.
This Note may be a Fixed Rate Note, a Floating Rate Note, a Zero Coupon Note or a combination of any of
the foregoing, depending upon the Interest Basis shown in the applicable Final Terms.
Definitive Bearer Notes are issued with Coupons attached, unless they are Zero Coupon Notes in which case
references to Coupons and Couponholders in these Conditions are not applicable.
Subject as set out below, title to the Bearer Notes and Coupons will pass by delivery and title to the
Registered Notes will pass upon registration of transfers in accordance with the provisions of the Agency
Agreement. The Issuer and any Agent will (except as otherwise required by law) deem and treat the bearer
of any Bearer Note or Coupon and the registered holder of any Registered Note as the absolute owner thereof
(whether or not overdue and notwithstanding any notice of ownership or writing thereon or notice of any
previous loss or theft thereof) for all purposes but, in the case of any Global Note, without prejudice to the
provisions set out in the next succeeding paragraph.
For so long as any of the Notes is represented by a Global Note held on behalf of Euroclear Bank SA/NV
(Euroclear) and/or Clearstream Banking S.A. (Clearstream, Luxembourg), each person (other than
Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg) who is for the time being shown in the records of Euroclear or of
Clearstream, Luxembourg as the holder of a particular nominal amount of such Notes (in which regard any
certificate or other document issued by Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg as to the nominal amount of
such Notes standing to the account of any person shall be conclusive and binding for all purposes save in the
case of manifest error) shall be treated by the Issuer and the Agents as the holder of such nominal amount
of such Notes for all purposes other than with respect to the payment of principal or interest on such nominal
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amount of such Notes, for which purpose the bearer of the relevant Bearer Global Note or the registered
holder of the relevant Registered Global Note shall be treated by the Issuer and any Agent as the holder of
such nominal amount of such Notes in accordance with and subject to the terms of the relevant Global Note
and the expressions Noteholder and holder of Notes and related expressions shall be construed accordingly.
For so long as The Depository Trust Company (DTC) or its nominee is the registered owner or holder of a
Registered Global Note, DTC or such nominee, as the case may be, will be considered the sole owner or
holder of the Notes represented by such Registered Global Note for all purposes under the Agency
Agreement and the Notes except to the extent that in accordance with DTC’s published rules and procedures
any ownership rights may be exercised by its participants or beneficial owners through participants.
Notes which are represented by a Global Note will be transferable only in accordance with the rules and
procedures for the time being of DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be.
References to DTC, Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg shall, whenever the context so permits, be
deemed to include a reference to any additional or alternative clearing system specified in the applicable
Final Terms.
2.

TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED NOTES

2.1

Transfers of interests in Registered Global Notes
Transfers of beneficial interests in Registered Global Notes will be effected by DTC, Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be, and, in turn, by other participants and, if appropriate,
indirect participants in such clearing systems acting on behalf of transferors and transferees of such
interests. A beneficial interest in a Registered Global Note will, subject to compliance with all
applicable legal and regulatory restrictions, be transferable for Notes in definitive form or for a
beneficial interest in another Registered Global Note only in the authorised denominations set out in
the applicable Final Terms and only in accordance with the rules and operating procedures for the time
being of DTC, Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be, and in accordance with
the terms and conditions specified in the Agency Agreement. Transfers of a Registered Global Note
registered in the name of a nominee for DTC shall be limited to transfers of such Registered Global
Note, in whole but not in part, to another nominee of DTC or to a successor of DTC or such
successor’s nominee.

2.2

Transfers of Registered Notes in definitive form
Subject as provided in Conditions 2.1 and 2.5, upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth
in the Agency Agreement, a Registered Note in definitive form may be transferred in whole or in part
(in the authorised denominations set out in the applicable Final Terms). In order to effect any such
transfer (a) the holder or holders must (i) surrender the Registered Note for registration of the transfer
of the Registered Note (or the relevant part of the Registered Note) at the specified office of any
Transfer Agent, with the form of transfer thereon duly executed by the holder or holders thereof or his
or their attorney or attorneys duly authorised in writing and (ii) complete and deposit such other
certifications as may be required by the relevant Transfer Agent and (b) the relevant Transfer Agent
must, after due and careful enquiry, be satisfied with the documents of title and the identity of the
person making the request. Any such transfer will be subject to such reasonable regulations as the
Issuer and the Registrars may from time to time prescribe (the initial such regulations being set out in
Schedule 8 to the Agency Agreement). Subject as provided above, the relevant Transfer Agent will,
within ten business days (being for this purpose a day on which banks are open for business in the city
where the specified office of the relevant Transfer Agent is located) of the request (or such longer
period as may be required to comply with any applicable fiscal or other laws or regulations),
authenticate and deliver, or procure the authentication and delivery of, at its specified office to the
transferee or (at the risk of the transferee) send by uninsured mail, to such address as the transferee
may request, a new Registered Note in definitive form of a like aggregate nominal amount to the
Registered Note (or the relevant part of the Registered Note) transferred. In the case of the transfer of
part only of a Registered Note in definitive form, a new Registered Note in definitive form in respect
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of the balance of the Registered Note not transferred will be so authenticated and delivered or (at the
risk of the transferor) sent to the transferor.
2.3

Registration of transfer upon partial redemption
In the event of a partial redemption of Notes under Condition 7, the Issuer shall not be required to
register the transfer of any Registered Note, or part of a Registered Note, called for partial redemption.

2.4

Costs of registration
Noteholders will not be required to bear the costs and expenses of effecting any registration of transfer
as provided above, except for any costs or expenses of delivery other than by regular uninsured mail
and except that the Issuer may require the payment of a sum sufficient to cover any stamp duty, tax
or other governmental charge that may be imposed in relation to the registration.

2.5

Transfers of interests in Legended Notes
Transfers of Legended Notes or beneficial interests therein may be made:
(a)

to a transferee who takes delivery of such interest through a Regulation S Global Note, upon
receipt by the Registrar of a written confirmation substantially in the form set out in the Agency
Agreement, amended as appropriate from the transferor to the effect that such transfer is being
made in accordance with Regulation S; or

(b)

to a transferee who takes delivery of such interest through a Legended Note where the
transferee is a person who the transferor reasonably believes is a QIB in a transaction meeting
the requirements of Rule 144A, without certification; or

(c)

otherwise pursuant to the Securities Act or an exemption therefrom, subject to receipt by the
Issuer of such satisfactory evidence as the Issuer may reasonably require, which may include
an opinion of U.S. counsel, that such transfer is in compliance with any applicable securities
laws of any State of the United States,

and, in each case, in accordance with any applicable securities laws of any State of the United States
or any other jurisdiction.
Upon the transfer, exchange or replacement of Legended Notes, or upon specific request for removal
of the Legend, the Registrar shall deliver only Legended Notes or refuse to remove the Legend, as the
case may be, unless there is delivered to the Issuer such satisfactory evidence as may reasonably be
required by the Issuer, which may include an opinion of U.S. counsel, that neither the Legend nor the
restrictions on transfer set forth therein are required to ensure compliance with the provisions of the
Securities Act.
2.6

Definitions
In this Condition, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:
Legended Note means Registered Notes (whether in definitive form or represented by a Registered
Global Note) sold in private transactions to QIBs in accordance with the requirements of Rule 144A
which bear a legend specifying certain restrictions on transfer (a Legend);
QIB means a “qualified institutional buyer” within the meaning of Rule 144A;
Regulation S means Regulation S under the Securities Act;
Regulation S Global Note means a Registered Global Note representing Notes sold outside the
United States in reliance on Regulation S;
Rule 144A means Rule 144A under the Securities Act;
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Rule 144A Global Note means a Registered Global Note representing Notes sold in the United States
or to QIBs; and
Securities Act means the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
3.

STATUS OF THE NOTES

The Notes and any relative Coupons constitute (subject to Condition 4) direct, unconditional and unsecured
obligations of the Issuer and shall at all times rank pari passu and without any preference among themselves
and, subject to Condition 4, at all times rank at least pari passu with all other present and future unsecured
and unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer, from time to time outstanding, provided, further, that the Issuer
shall have no obligation to effect equal or rateable payment(s) at any time with respect to any such other
obligations and, in particular, shall have no obligation to pay such other obligations at the same time or as a
condition of paying sums due on the Notes and vice versa.
4.

NEGATIVE PLEDGE

So long as any Note remains outstanding (as defined in the Agency Agreement), the Issuer will not create,
incur, assume or permit to arise or subsist any Security Interest, other than a Permitted Security Interest, upon
the whole or any part of its present or future assets or revenues to secure any Public External Indebtedness
of the Issuer or any Guarantee by the Issuer of Public External Indebtedness of any other person unless, at
the same time or prior thereto, the obligations of the Issuer under the Notes are secured equally and rateably
therewith or have the benefit of such other arrangements as may be approved by an Extraordinary Resolution
(as defined below) of the Noteholders.
For the avoidance of doubt, any right or obligation granted directly or indirectly to holders of sukuk
representing the credit of the State of Kuwait or in respect of any other Shari’ah compliant financing,
offering of certificates or other similar instruments (including, but not limited to, a Shari’ah compliant sale
and Ijara (lease) financing) or by any other mechanism provided for and implemented in accordance with the
applicable laws and regulations having an analogous effect (and howsoever documented) shall not of itself
comprise a Security Interest or guarantee or indemnity for the purposes of this Condition 4.
In these Conditions:
External Indebtedness means all obligations, and Guarantees in respect of obligations, for money borrowed
or raised, including Shari’ah compliant financing, which is denominated or payable, or which at the option
of the relevant creditor or holder thereof may be payable, in a currency other than the lawful currency of the
Issuer;
Guarantee means, in relation to any indebtedness of any person, any obligation of another person to pay
such indebtedness including (without limitation): (a) any obligation to purchase such indebtedness; (b) any
obligation to lend money, to purchase or subscribe for shares or other securities or to purchase assets or
services in order to provide funds for the payment of such indebtedness; (c) any indemnity against the
consequences of a default in the payment of such indebtedness; and (d) any other agreement to be
responsible for such indebtedness or other like obligation;
Permitted Security Interest means:
(a)

any Security Interest upon property or assets incurred for the purpose of financing the acquisition or
construction, improvement or repair of such property or asset or any renewal or extension of any such
Security Interest, which is limited to the original property or asset covered thereby and which secures
any renewal or extension of the original secured financing;

(b)

any Security Interest existing on any property or asset at the time of its acquisition and any renewal
or extension of any such Security Interest which is limited to the original property or asset covered
thereby and which secures any renewal or extension of the original secured financing;

(c)

any Security Interest in existence on 28 February 2017;
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(d)

any Security Interest arising in the ordinary course of banking transactions and securing the Public
External Indebtedness of the Issuer maturing not more than one year after the date on which it is
originally incurred;

(e)

any Security Interest arising by operation of law or which arose pursuant to any order of attachment,
distraint or similar legal process arising in connection with court proceedings so long as the execution
or other enforcement thereof is effectively stayed and the claims secured thereby are being contested
in good faith by appropriate proceedings;

(f)

any Security Interest incurred for the purpose of financing all or part of the costs of the acquisition,
construction, development, improvement, repair or expansion of any project (including costs such as
escalation, interest during construction and financing and refinancing costs); provided that the
property over which such Security Interest is granted consists solely of the property, assets or revenues
of such project (including, without limitation, royalties and other similar payments accruing to the
State of Kuwait generated by the relevant project); and

(g)

any Security Interest arising in connection with the incurrence of Public External Indebtedness as part
of a Securitisation or any renewal or extension thereof;

person means any individual, company, corporation, firm, partnership, joint venture, association,
unincorporated organisation, trust or any other juridical entity, including, without limitation, a public sector
instrumentality, whether or not having separate legal personality;
Public External Indebtedness means External Indebtedness that is in the form of, or represented by, any
bond, debenture, note or other similar instrument and as of the date of its issue is, or is capable of being,
quoted, listed or ordinarily purchased and sold on any stock exchange, automated trading system or overthe-counter or other securities market;
public sector instrumentality means any department, ministry or agency of a state or any corporation, trust,
financial institution or other entity controlled by such state;
Securitisation means any securitisation (Shari’ah compliant or otherwise) of existing or future assets and/or
revenues, provided that: (a) any Security Interest given by the Issuer in connection therewith is limited solely
to the assets and/or revenues which are the subject of the securitisation; (b) each person participating in such
securitisation expressly agrees to limit its recourse to the assets and/or revenues so securitised as the
principal source of repayment for the money advanced or payment of any other liability; and (c) there is no
other recourse to the Issuer in respect of any default by any person under the securitisation; and
Security Interest means any lien, pledge, mortgage, security interest, deed of trust, charge or other
encumbrance securing any obligation of any person or any other type of arrangement having a similar effect
over any assets or revenues of any person.
5.

INTEREST

5.1

Interest on Fixed Rate Notes
Each Fixed Rate Note bears interest from (and including) the Interest Commencement Date at the
rate(s) per annum equal to the Rate(s) of Interest. Interest will be payable in arrear on the Interest
Payment Date(s) in each year up to (and including) the Maturity Date.
If the Notes are in definitive form, except as provided in the applicable Final Terms, the amount of
interest payable on each Interest Payment Date in respect of the Fixed Interest Period ending on (but
excluding) such date will amount to the Fixed Coupon Amount. Payments of interest on any Interest
Payment Date will, if so specified in the applicable Final Terms, amount to the Broken Amount so
specified.
As used in these Conditions, Fixed Interest Period means the period from (and including) an Interest
Payment Date (or the Interest Commencement Date) to (but excluding) the next (or first) Interest
Payment Date.
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Except in the case of Notes in definitive form where an applicable Fixed Coupon Amount or Broken
Amount is specified in the applicable Final Terms, interest shall be calculated in respect of any period
by applying the Rate of Interest to:
(a)

in the case of Fixed Rate Notes which are represented by a Global Note, the aggregate
outstanding nominal amount of the Fixed Rate Notes represented by such Global Note; or

(b)

in the case of Fixed Rate Notes in definitive form, the Calculation Amount,

and, in each case, multiplying such sum by the applicable Day Count Fraction, and rounding the
resultant figure to the nearest sub-unit of the relevant Specified Currency, half of any such sub-unit
being rounded upwards or otherwise in accordance with applicable market convention. Where the
Specified Denomination of a Fixed Rate Note in definitive form is a multiple of the Calculation
Amount, the amount of interest payable in respect of such Fixed Rate Note shall be the product of the
amount (determined in the manner provided above) for the Calculation Amount and the amount by
which the Calculation Amount is multiplied to reach the Specified Denomination, without any further
rounding.
Day Count Fraction means, in respect of the calculation of an amount of interest, in accordance with
this Condition 5.1:
(i)

(ii)

if “Actual/Actual (ICMA)” is specified in the applicable Final Terms:
(A)

in the case of Notes where the number of days in the relevant period from (and
including) the most recent Interest Payment Date (or, if none, the Interest
Commencement Date) to (but excluding) the relevant payment date (the Accrual
Period) is equal to or shorter than the Determination Period during which the Accrual
Period ends, the number of days in such Accrual Period divided by the product of (1) the
number of days in such Determination Period and (2) the number of Determination
Dates (as specified in the applicable Final Terms) that would occur in one calendar year;
or

(B)

in the case of Notes where the Accrual Period is longer than the Determination Period
during which the Accrual Period ends, the sum of:
(1)

the number of days in such Accrual Period falling in the Determination Period in
which the Accrual Period begins divided by the product of (x) the number of days
in such Determination Period and (y) the number of Determination Dates that
would occur in one calendar year; and

(2)

the number of days in such Accrual Period falling in the next Determination
Period divided by the product of (x) the number of days in such Determination
Period and (y) the number of Determination Dates that would occur in one
calendar year; and

if “30/360” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the number of days in the period from
(and including) the most recent Interest Payment Date (or, if none, the Interest Commencement
Date) to (but excluding) the relevant payment date (such number of days being calculated on
the basis of a year of 360 days with 12 30-day months) divided by 360.

In these Conditions:
Calculation Amount means the amount specified as such in the applicable Final Terms;
Determination Period means each period from (and including) a Determination Date to (but
excluding) the next Determination Date (including, where either the Interest Commencement Date or
the final Interest Payment Date is not a Determination Date, the period commencing on the first
Determination Date prior to, and ending on the first Determination Date falling after, such date); and
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sub-unit means, with respect to any currency other than euro, the lowest amount of such currency that
is available as legal tender in the country of such currency and, with respect to euro, one cent.
5.2

Interest on Floating Rate Notes
(a)

Interest Payment Dates
Each Floating Rate Note bears interest from (and including) the Interest Commencement Date
and such interest will be payable in arrear on either:
(i)

the Specified Interest Payment Date(s) in each year specified in the applicable Final
Terms; or

(ii)

if no Specified Interest Payment Date(s) is/are specified in the applicable Final Terms,
each date (each such date, together with each Specified Interest Payment Date, an
Interest Payment Date) which falls the number of months or other period specified as
the Specified Period in the applicable Final Terms after the preceding Interest Payment
Date or, in the case of the first Interest Payment Date, after the Interest Commencement
Date.

Such interest will be payable in respect of each Interest Period. In these Conditions, Interest
Period means the period from (and including) an Interest Payment Date (or the Interest
Commencement Date) to (but excluding) the next (or first) Interest Payment Date.
If a Business Day Convention is specified in the applicable Final Terms and (x) if there is no
numerically corresponding day in the calendar month in which an Interest Payment Date
should occur or (y) if any Interest Payment Date would otherwise fall on a day which is not a
Business Day, then, if the Business Day Convention specified is:
(A)

in any case where Specified Periods are specified in accordance with Condition
5.2(a)(ii), the Floating Rate Convention, such Interest Payment Date (i) in the case of (x)
above, shall be the last day that is a Business Day in the relevant month and the
provisions of (C) below shall apply mutatis mutandis or (ii) in the case of (y) above,
shall be postponed to the next day which is a Business Day unless it would thereby fall
into the next calendar month, in which event (a) such Interest Payment Date shall be
brought forward to the immediately preceding Business Day and (b) each subsequent
Interest Payment Date shall be the last Business Day in the month which falls the
Specified Period after the preceding applicable Interest Payment Date occurred; or

(B)

the Following Business Day Convention, such Interest Payment Date shall be postponed
to the next day which is a Business Day; or

(C)

the Modified Following Business Day Convention, such Interest Payment Date shall be
postponed to the next day which is a Business Day unless it would thereby fall into the
next calendar month, in which event such Interest Payment Date shall be brought
forward to the immediately preceding Business Day; or

(D)

the Preceding Business Day Convention, such Interest Payment Date shall be brought
forward to the immediately preceding Business Day.

In these Conditions, Business Day means:
(1)

a day on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets settle payments and are
open for general business (including dealing in foreign exchange and foreign currency
deposits) in London and each Additional Business Centre (other than the TARGET2
System) specified in the applicable Final Terms;
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(b)

(2)

if “TARGET2 System” is specified as an Additional Business Centre in the applicable
Final Terms, a day on which the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross
Settlement Express Transfer (TARGET2) System (the TARGET2 System) is open; and

(3)

either (x) in relation to any sum payable in a Specified Currency other than euro, a day
on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets settle payments and are open
for general business (including dealing in foreign exchange and foreign currency
deposits) in the principal financial centre of the country of the relevant Specified
Currency (which if the Specified Currency is Australian dollars or New Zealand dollars
shall be Sydney and Auckland, respectively) or (y) in relation to any sum payable in
euro, a day on which the TARGET2 System is open.

Rate of Interest
The Rate of Interest payable from time to time in respect of Floating Rate Notes will be determined
in the manner specified in the applicable Final Terms.
(i)

ISDA Determination for Floating Rate Notes
Where “ISDA Determination” is specified in the applicable Final Terms as the manner in which
the Rate of Interest is to be determined, the Rate of Interest for each Interest Period will be the
relevant ISDA Rate plus or minus (as indicated in the applicable Final Terms) the Margin (if
any). For the purposes of this subparagraph (i), ISDA Rate for an Interest Period means a rate
equal to the Floating Rate that would be determined by the Principal Paying Agent under an
interest rate swap transaction if the Principal Paying Agent were acting as Calculation Agent
for that swap transaction under the terms of an agreement incorporating the 2006 ISDA
Definitions, as published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. and as
amended and updated as at the Issue Date of the first Tranche of the Notes (the ISDA
Definitions) and under which:
(A)

the Floating Rate Option is as specified in the applicable Final Terms;

(B)

the Designated Maturity is a period specified in the applicable Final Terms; and

(C)

the relevant Reset Date is the day specified in the applicable Final Terms.

For the purposes of this subparagraph (i), Floating Rate, Calculation Agent, Floating Rate
Option, Designated Maturity and Reset Date have the meanings given to those terms in the
ISDA Definitions.
(ii)

Screen Rate Determination for Floating Rate Notes
Where “Screen Rate Determination” is specified in the applicable Final Terms as the manner
in which the Rate of Interest is to be determined, the Rate of Interest for each Interest Period
will, subject as provided below, be either:
(A)

the offered quotation; or

(B)

the arithmetic mean (rounded if necessary to the fifth decimal place, with 0.000005
being rounded upwards) of the offered quotations,

(expressed as a percentage rate per annum) for the Reference Rate (being either LIBOR or
EURIBOR, as specified in the applicable Final Terms) which appears or appear, as the case
may be, on the Relevant Screen Page (or such replacement page on that service which displays
the information) as at 11.00 a.m. (London time, in the case of LIBOR, or Brussels time, in the
case of EURIBOR) on the Interest Determination Date in question plus or minus (as indicated
in the applicable Final Terms) the Margin (if any), all as determined by the Calculation Agent.
If five or more of such offered quotations are available on the Relevant Screen Page, the highest
(or, if there is more than one such highest quotation, one only of such quotations) and the
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lowest (or, if there is more than one such lowest quotation, one only of such quotations) shall
be disregarded by the Calculation Agent for the purpose of determining the arithmetic mean
(rounded as provided above) of such offered quotations.
The Agency Agreement contains provisions for determining the Rate of Interest in the event
that the Relevant Screen Page is not available or if, in the case of (A) above, no such offered
quotation appears or, in the case of (B) above, fewer than three such offered quotations appear,
in each case as at the time specified in the preceding paragraph.
(c)

Minimum Rate of Interest and/or Maximum Rate of Interest
If the applicable Final Terms specifies a Minimum Rate of Interest for any Interest Period, then, in the
event that the Rate of Interest in respect of such Interest Period determined in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph (b) above is less than such Minimum Rate of Interest, the Rate of Interest for
such Interest Period shall be such Minimum Rate of Interest.
If the applicable Final Terms specifies a Maximum Rate of Interest for any Interest Period, then, in
the event that the Rate of Interest in respect of such Interest Period determined in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph (b) above is greater than such Maximum Rate of Interest, the Rate of Interest
for such Interest Period shall be such Maximum Rate of Interest.
Unless otherwise stated in the applicable Final Terms the Minimum Rate of Interest shall be deemed
to be zero.

(d)

Determination of Rate of Interest and calculation of Interest Amounts
The Calculation Agent will at or as soon as practicable after each time at which the Rate of Interest
is to be determined, determine the Rate of Interest for the relevant Interest Period. The Calculation
Agent will calculate the amount of interest (the Interest Amount) payable on the Floating Rate Notes
for the relevant Interest Period by applying the Rate of Interest to:
(i)

in the case of Floating Rate Notes which are represented by a Global Note, the aggregate
outstanding nominal amount of the Notes represented by such Global Note; or

(ii)

in the case of Floating Rate Notes in definitive form, the Calculation Amount,

and, in each case, multiplying such sum by the applicable Day Count Fraction, and rounding the
resultant figure to the nearest sub-unit of the relevant Specified Currency, half of any such sub-unit
being rounded upwards or otherwise in accordance with applicable market convention. Where the
Specified Denomination of a Floating Rate Note in definitive form is a multiple of the Calculation
Amount, the Interest Amount payable in respect of such Note shall be the product of the amount
(determined in the manner provided above) for the Calculation Amount and the amount by which the
Calculation Amount is multiplied to reach the Specified Denomination without any further rounding.
Day Count Fraction means, in respect of the calculation of an amount of interest in accordance with
this Condition 5.2:
(i)

if “Actual/Actual (ISDA)” or “Actual/Actual” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the
actual number of days in the Interest Period divided by 365 (or, if any portion of that Interest
Period falls in a leap year, the sum of (A) the actual number of days in that portion of the
Interest Period falling in a leap year divided by 366 and (B) the actual number of days in that
portion of the Interest Period falling in a non-leap year divided by 365);

(ii)

if “Actual/365 (Fixed)” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the actual number of days in
the Interest Period divided by 365;

(iii)

if “Actual/365 (Sterling)” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the actual number of days
in the Interest Period divided by 365 or, in the case of an Interest Payment Date falling in a leap
year, 366;
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(iv)

if “Actual/360” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the actual number of days in the
Interest Period divided by 360;

(v)

if “30/360”, “360/360” or “Bond Basis” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the number
of days in the Interest Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
Y1 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period falls;
Y2 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the last day of
the Interest Period falls;
M1 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period
falls;
M2 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the
last day of the Interest Period falls;
D1 is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Interest Period, unless such number
is 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and
D2 is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last day included in
the Interest Period, unless such number would be 31 and D1 is greater than 29, in which case
D2 will be 30;
(vi)

if “30E/360” or “Eurobond Basis” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the number of
days in the Interest Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
Y1 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period falls;
Y2 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the last day of
the Interest Period falls;
M1 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period
falls;
M2 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the
last day of the Interest Period falls;
D1 is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Interest Period, unless such number
would be 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and
D2 is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last day included in
the Interest Period, unless such number would be 31, in which case D2 will be 30; and
(vii) if “30E/360 (ISDA)” is specified in the applicable Final Terms, the number of days in the
Interest Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
Y1 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period falls;
Y2 is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the last day of
the Interest Period falls;
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M1 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period
falls;
M2 is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the
last day of the Interest Period falls;
D1 is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Interest Period, unless (i) that day is
the last day of February or (ii) such number would be 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and
D2 is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last day included in
the Interest Period, unless (i) that day is the last day of February but not the Maturity Date or
(ii) such number would be 31, in which case D2 will be 30.
(e)

Linear Interpolation
Where Linear Interpolation is specified as applicable in respect of an Interest Period in the applicable
Final Terms, the Rate of Interest for such Interest Period shall be calculated by the Calculation Agent
by straight line linear interpolation by reference to two rates based on the relevant Reference Rate
(where Screen Rate Determination is specified as applicable in the applicable Final Terms) or the
relevant Floating Rate Option (where ISDA Determination is specified as applicable in the applicable
Final Terms), one of which shall be determined as if the Designated Maturity were the period of time
for which rates are available next shorter than the length of the relevant Interest Period and the other
of which shall be determined as if the Designated Maturity were the period of time for which rates
are available next longer than the length of the relevant Interest Period provided however that if there
is no rate available for a period of time next shorter or, as the case may be, next longer, then the
Calculation Agent shall determine such rate at such time and by reference to such sources as it
determines appropriate.
Designated Maturity means, in relation to Screen Rate Determination, the period of time designated
in the Reference Rate.

(f)

Notification of Rate of Interest and Interest Amounts
The Calculation Agent will cause the Rate of Interest and each Interest Amount for each Interest
Period and the relevant Interest Payment Date to be notified to the Issuer, the Principal Paying Agent
and any stock exchange on which the relevant Floating Rate Notes are for the time being listed and
notice thereof to be published in accordance with Condition 14 as soon as possible after their
determination but in no event later than the fourth London Business Day thereafter. Each Interest
Amount and Interest Payment Date so notified may subsequently be amended (or appropriate
alternative arrangements made by way of adjustment) without prior notice in the event of an extension
or shortening of the Interest Period. Any such amendment will promptly be notified to each stock
exchange on which the relevant Floating Rate Notes are for the time being listed and to the
Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14. For the purposes of this paragraph, the expression
London Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday or a Sunday) on which banks and foreign
exchange markets are open for general business in London.

(g)

Certificates to be final
All certificates, communications, opinions, determinations, calculations, quotations and decisions
given, expressed, made or obtained for the purposes of the provisions of this Condition 5.2, whether
by the Calculation Agent shall (in the absence of manifest or proven error) be binding on the Issuer,
the Agents and all Noteholders and Couponholders and (in the absence of manifest or proven error)
no liability to the Issuer, the Noteholders or the Couponholders shall attach to the Calculation Agent
in connection with the exercise or non exercise by it of its powers, duties and discretions pursuant to
such provisions.
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5.3

Accrual of interest
Each Note (or in the case of the redemption of part only of a Note, that part only of such Note) will
cease to bear interest (if any) from the date for its redemption unless payment of principal is
improperly withheld or refused. In such event, interest will continue to accrue until whichever is the
earlier of:
(a)

the date on which all amounts due in respect of such Note have been paid; and

(b)

five days after the date on which the full amount of the moneys payable in respect of such Note
has been received by the Principal Paying Agent and notice to that effect has been given to the
Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14.

6.

PAYMENTS

6.1

Method of payment
Subject as provided below:
(a)

payments in a Specified Currency other than euro will be made by credit or transfer to an
account in the relevant Specified Currency maintained by the payee with a bank in the principal
financial centre of the country of such Specified Currency (which, if the Specified Currency is
Australian dollars or New Zealand dollars, shall be Sydney and Auckland, respectively); and

(b)

payments in euro will be made by credit or transfer to a euro account (or any other account to
which euro may be credited or transferred) specified by the payee.

Payments will be subject in all cases to any fiscal or other laws and regulations applicable thereto in
the place of payment, but without prejudice to the provisions of Condition 8.
6.2

Presentation of definitive Bearer Notes and Coupons
Payments of principal in respect of definitive Bearer Notes will (subject as provided below) be made
in the manner provided in Condition 6.1 only against presentation and surrender (or, in the case of
part payment of any sum due, endorsement) of definitive Bearer Notes, and payments of interest in
respect of definitive Bearer Notes will (subject as provided below) be made as aforesaid only against
presentation and surrender (or, in the case of part payment of any sum due, endorsement) of Coupons,
in each case at the specified office of any Paying Agent outside the United States (which expression,
as used herein, means the United States of America (including the States and the District of Columbia
and its possessions)).
Fixed Rate Notes in definitive bearer form (other than Long Maturity Notes (as defined below))
should be presented for payment together with all unmatured Coupons appertaining thereto (which
expression shall for this purpose include Coupons falling to be issued on exchange of matured
Talons), failing which the amount of any missing unmatured Coupon (or, in the case of payment not
being made in full, the same proportion of the amount of such missing unmatured Coupon as the sum
so paid bears to the sum due) will be deducted from the sum due for payment. Each amount of
principal so deducted will be paid in the manner mentioned above against surrender of the relative
missing Coupon at any time before the expiry of ten years after the Relevant Date (as defined in
Condition 8) in respect of such principal (whether or not such Coupon would otherwise have become
void under Condition 9) or, if later, five years from the date on which such Coupon would otherwise
have become due, but in no event thereafter.
Upon any Fixed Rate Note in definitive bearer form becoming due and repayable prior to its Maturity
Date, all unmatured Talons (if any) appertaining thereto will become void and no further Coupons will
be issued in respect thereof.
Upon the date on which any Floating Rate Note or Long Maturity Note in definitive bearer form
becomes due and repayable, unmatured Coupons and Talons (if any) relating thereto (whether or not
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attached) shall become void and no payment or, as the case may be, exchange for further Coupons
shall be made in respect thereof. A Long Maturity Note is a Fixed Rate Note (other than a Fixed Rate
Note which on issue had a Talon attached) whose nominal amount on issue is less than the aggregate
interest payable thereon provided that such Note shall cease to be a Long Maturity Note on the Interest
Payment Date on which the aggregate amount of interest remaining to be paid after that date is less
than the nominal amount of such Note.
If the due date for redemption of any definitive Bearer Note is not an Interest Payment Date, interest
(if any) accrued in respect of such Note from (and including) the preceding Interest Payment Date or,
as the case may be, the Interest Commencement Date shall be payable only against surrender of the
relevant definitive Bearer Note.
6.3

Payments in respect of Bearer Global Notes
Payments of principal and interest (if any) in respect of Notes represented by any Global Note in
bearer form will (subject as provided below) be made in the manner specified above in relation to
definitive Bearer Notes or otherwise in the manner specified in the relevant Global Note against
presentation or surrender, as the case may be, of such Global Note at the specified office of any Paying
Agent outside the United States. A record of each payment made, distinguishing between any
payment of principal and any payment of interest, will be made on such Global Note by the Paying
Agent to which it was presented.

6.4

Payments in respect of Registered Notes
Payments of principal (other than instalments of principal prior to the final instalment) in respect of
each Registered Note (whether or not in global form) will be made against presentation and surrender
(or, in the case of part payment of any sum due, endorsement) of the Registered Note at the specified
office of the Registrar or any of the Paying Agents. Such payments will be made by transfer to the
Designated Account (as defined below) of the holder (or the first named of joint holders) of the
Registered Note appearing in the register of holders of the Registered Notes maintained by the
Registrar or the U.S. Registrar (the Register) (i) where in global form, at the close of the business day
(being for this purpose a day on which Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg are open for business)
before the relevant due date, and (ii) where in definitive form, at the close of business on the third
business day (being for this purpose a day on which banks are open for business in the city where the
specified office of the Registrar is located) before the relevant due date. For these purposes,
Designated Account means the account (which, in the case of a payment in Japanese yen to a non
resident of Japan, shall be a non resident account) maintained by a holder with a Designated Bank and
identified as such in the Register and Designated Bank means (in the case of payment in a Specified
Currency other than euro) a bank in the principal financial centre of the country of such Specified
Currency (which, if the Specified Currency is Australian dollars or New Zealand dollars, shall be
Sydney and Auckland, respectively) and (in the case of a payment in euro) any bank which processes
payments in euro.
Payments of interest and payments of instalments of principal (other than the final instalment) in
respect of each Registered Note (whether or not in global form) will be made by transfer on the due
date to the Designated Account of the holder (or the first named of joint holders) of the Registered
Note appearing in the Register (i) where in global form, at the close of the business day (being for this
purpose a day on which Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg are open for business) before the
relevant due date, and (ii) where in definitive form, at the close of business on the fifteenth day
(whether or not such fifteenth day is a business day) before the relevant due date (the Record Date).
Payment of the interest due in respect of each Registered Note on redemption and the final instalment
of principal will be made in the same manner as payment of the principal amount of such Registered
Note.
No commissions or expenses shall be charged to the holders by the Registrar or the U.S. Registrar in
respect of any payments of principal or interest in respect of Registered Notes.
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All amounts payable to DTC or its nominee as registered holder of a Registered Global Note in
respect of Notes denominated in a Specified Currency other than U.S. dollars shall be paid by transfer
by the Principal Paying Agent to an account in the relevant Specified Currency of the Exchange Agent
for conversion into and payment in U.S. dollars unless the participant in DTC with an interest in the
Notes has elected to receive any part of such payment in that Specified Currency, in the manner
specified in the Agency Agreement and in accordance with the rules and procedures for the time being
of DTC.
None of the Issuer or the Agents will have any responsibility or liability for any aspect of the records
relating to, or payments made on account of, beneficial ownership interests in the Registered Global
Notes or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records relating to such beneficial ownership
interests.
6.5

General provisions applicable to payments
The holder of a Global Note shall be the only person entitled to receive payments in respect of Notes
represented by such Global Note and the Issuer will be discharged by payment to, or to the order of,
the holder of such Global Note in respect of each amount so paid. Each of the persons shown in the
records of Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg or DTC as the beneficial holder of a particular
nominal amount of Notes represented by such Global Note must look solely to Euroclear,
Clearstream, Luxembourg or DTC, as the case may be, for his share of each payment so made by the
Issuer to, or to the order of, the holder of such Global Note.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Condition, if any amount of principal and/or interest
in respect of Bearer Notes is payable in U.S. dollars, such U.S. dollar payments of principal and/or
interest in respect of such Notes may be made at the specified office of a Paying Agent in the United
States if:

6.6

(a)

the Issuer has appointed Paying Agents with specified offices outside the United States with the
reasonable expectation that such Paying Agents would be able to make payment in U.S. dollars
at such specified offices outside the United States of the full amount of principal and interest
on the Bearer Notes in the manner provided above when due;

(b)

payment of the full amount of such principal and interest at all such specified offices outside
the United States is illegal or effectively precluded by exchange controls or other similar
restrictions on the full payment or receipt of principal and interest in U.S. dollars; and

(c)

such payment is then permitted under United States law without involving, in the opinion of
the Issuer, adverse tax consequences to the Issuer.

Payment Day
If the date for payment of any amount in respect of any Note or Coupon is not a Payment Day, the
holder thereof shall not be entitled to payment until the next following Payment Day in the relevant
place and shall not be entitled to further interest or other payment in respect of such delay. For these
purposes, Payment Day means any day which (subject to Condition 9) is:
(a)

a day on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets settle payments and are open
for general business (including dealing in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in:
(i)

in the case of Notes in definitive form only, the relevant place of presentation;

(ii)

each Additional Financial Centre (other than the TARGET2 System) specified in the
applicable Final Terms; and

(iii)

if “TARGET2 System” is specified as an Additional Financial Centre in the applicable
Final Terms, a day on which the TARGET2 System is open;
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6.7

(b)

either (1) in relation to any sum payable in a Specified Currency other than euro, a day on
which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets settle payments and are open for
general business (including dealing in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in the
principal financial centre of the country of the relevant Specified Currency (which if the
Specified Currency is Australian dollars or New Zealand dollars shall be Sydney and Auckland,
respectively) or (2) in relation to any sum payable in euro, a day on which the TARGET2
System is open; and

(c)

in the case of any payment in respect of a Registered Global Note denominated in a Specified
Currency other than U.S. dollars and registered in the name of DTC or its nominee and in
respect of which an accountholder of DTC (with an interest in such Registered Global Note)
has made no election and will receive any part of such payment in U.S. dollars, a day on which
commercial banks are not authorised or required by law or regulation to be closed in New York
City and London.

Interpretation of principal and interest
Any reference in these Conditions to principal in respect of the Notes shall be deemed to include, as
applicable:
(a)

any additional amounts which may be payable with respect to principal under Condition 8;

(b)

the Final Redemption Amount of the Notes;

(c)

the Early Redemption Amount of the Notes;

(d)

the Optional Redemption Amount(s) (if any) of the Notes;

(e)

in relation to Zero Coupon Notes, the Amortised Face Amount (as defined in Condition 7.4);
and

(f)

any premium and any other amounts (other than interest) which may be payable by the Issuer
under or in respect of the Notes.

Any reference in these Conditions to interest in respect of the Notes shall be deemed to include, as
applicable, any additional amounts which may be payable with respect to interest under Condition 8.
7.

REDEMPTION AND PURCHASE

7.1

Redemption at maturity
Unless previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled as specified below, each Note will be
redeemed by the Issuer at its Final Redemption Amount specified in the applicable Final Terms in the
relevant Specified Currency on the Maturity Date specified in the applicable Final Terms.

7.2

Redemption at the option of the Issuer (Issuer Call)
If Issuer Call is specified as being applicable in the applicable Final Terms, the Issuer may, having
given not less than the minimum period nor more than the maximum period of notice specified in the
applicable Final Terms to the Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14 (which notice shall be
irrevocable and shall specify the date fixed for redemption) and the Principal Paying Agent, redeem
all or some only of the Notes then outstanding on any Optional Redemption Date and at the Optional
Redemption Amount(s) specified in the applicable Final Terms together, if appropriate, with interest
accrued to (but excluding) the relevant Optional Redemption Date. Any such redemption must be of
a nominal amount not less than the Minimum Redemption Amount and not more than the Maximum
Redemption Amount in each case as may be specified in the applicable Final Terms. In the case of a
partial redemption of Notes, the Notes to be redeemed (Redeemed Notes) will (i) in the case of
Redeemed Notes represented by definitive Notes be selected individually by lot, not more than 30
days prior to the date fixed for redemption, and (ii) in the case of Redeemed Notes represented by a
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Global Note, be selected in accordance with the rules of Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg
and/or DTC. In the case of Redeemed Notes represented by definitive Notes, a list of the serial
numbers of such Redeemed Notes will be published in accordance with Condition 14 not less than 15
days prior to the date fixed for redemption.
7.3

Redemption at the option of the Noteholders (Investor Put)
If Investor Put is specified as being applicable in the applicable Final Terms, upon the holder of any
Note giving to the Issuer in accordance with Condition 14 not less than the minimum period nor more
than the maximum period of notice specified in the applicable Final Terms, the Issuer will, upon the
expiry of such notice, redeem such Note on the Optional Redemption Date and at the Optional
Redemption Amount together, if appropriate, with interest accrued to (but excluding) the Optional
Redemption Date.
To exercise the right to require redemption of this Note the holder of this Note must, if this Note is in
definitive form and held outside Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg, deliver, at the specified
office of any Paying Agent (in the case of Bearer Notes) or the Registrar or the U.S. Registrar (in the
case of Registered Notes) at any time during normal business hours of such Paying Agent or, as the
case may be, the Registrar or the U.S. Registrar falling within the notice period, a duly completed and
signed notice of exercise in the form (for the time being current) obtainable from any specified office
of any Paying Agent or, as the case may be, the Registrar or the U.S. Registrar (a Put Notice) and in
which the holder must specify a bank account to which payment is to be made under this Condition
and, in the case of Registered Notes, the nominal amount thereof to be redeemed and, if less than the
full nominal amount of the Registered Notes so surrendered is to be redeemed, an address to which a
new Registered Note in respect of the balance of such Registered Notes is to be sent subject to and in
accordance with the provisions of Condition 2.2. If this Note is in definitive bearer form, the Put
Notice must be accompanied by this Note or evidence satisfactory to the Paying Agent concerned that
this Note will, following delivery of the Put Notice, be held to its order or under its control.
If this Note is represented by a Global Note or is in definitive form and held through Euroclear,
Clearstream, Luxembourg or DTC, to exercise the right to require redemption of this Note the holder
of this Note must, within the notice period, give notice to the Principal Paying Agent of such exercise
in accordance with the standard procedures of Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg and DTC (which
may include notice being given on his instruction by Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg, DTC or
any common depositary for Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg to the Principal Paying Agent by
electronic means) in a form acceptable to Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg and DTC from time
to time.
Any Put Notice or other notice given in accordance with the standard procedures of Euroclear,
Clearstream, Luxembourg and DTC by a holder of any Note pursuant to this Condition 7.3 shall be
irrevocable except where, prior to the due date of redemption, an Event of Default has occurred and
is continuing, in which event such holder, at its option, may elect by notice to the Issuer to withdraw
the notice given pursuant to this Condition 7.3 and instead to give written notice to the Principal
Paying Agent to declare such Note forthwith due and payable subject to, and in accordance with,
Condition 10.

7.4

Early Redemption Amounts
For the purpose of Condition 10:
(a)

each Note (other than a Zero Coupon Note) will be redeemed at its Early Redemption Amount;
and

(b)

each Zero Coupon Note will be redeemed at an amount (the Amortised Face Amount)
calculated in accordance with the following formula:
Early Redemption Amount = RP x (1 + AY)y
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where:

7.5

RP

means the Reference Price;

AY

means the Accrual Yield expressed as a decimal; and

y

is the Day Count Fraction specified in the applicable Final Terms which will be either
(i) 30/360 (in which case the numerator will be equal to the number of days (calculated
on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of 12 months of 30 days each) from (and
including) the Issue Date of the first Tranche of the Notes to (but excluding) the date
fixed for redemption or (as the case may be) the date upon which such Note becomes
due and repayable and the denominator will be 360) or (ii) Actual/360 (in which case
the numerator will be equal to the actual number of days from (and including) the Issue
Date of the first Tranche of the Notes to (but excluding) the date fixed for redemption or
(as the case may be) the date upon which such Note becomes due and repayable and the
denominator will be 360) or (iii) Actual/365 (in which case the numerator will be equal
to the actual number of days from (and including) the Issue Date of the first Tranche of
the Notes to (but excluding) the date fixed for redemption or (as the case may be) the
date upon which such Note becomes due and repayable and the denominator will be
365).

Purchases
The Issuer may at any time purchase Notes (provided that, in the case of definitive Bearer Notes, all
unmatured Coupons and Talons appertaining thereto are purchased therewith) at any price in the open
market or otherwise. All Notes so purchased will be surrendered to a Paying Agent or the Registrar or
the U.S. Registrar for cancellation. The Notes so purchased, while held by or on behalf of the Issuer,
shall not entitle the holder to vote at any meetings of the Noteholders and shall not be deemed to be
outstanding for the purposes of calculating quorums at meetings of the Noteholders or for the
purposes of Condition 15.

7.6

Cancellation
All Notes which are redeemed will forthwith be cancelled (together with all unmatured Coupons and
Talons attached thereto or surrendered therewith at the time of redemption). All Notes so cancelled
and the Notes purchased and cancelled pursuant to Condition 7.5 (together with all unmatured
Coupons and Talons cancelled therewith) shall be forwarded to the Principal Paying Agent and cannot
be reissued or resold.

7.7

Late payment on Zero Coupon Notes
If the amount payable in respect of any Zero Coupon Note upon redemption of such Zero Coupon
Note pursuant to Condition 7.1, 7.2 or 7.3 or upon its becoming due and repayable as provided in
Condition 10 is improperly withheld or refused, the amount due and repayable in respect of such Zero
Coupon Note shall be the amount calculated as provided in Condition 7.4(b) as though the references
therein to the date fixed for the redemption or the date upon which such Zero Coupon Note becomes
due and payable were replaced by references to the date which is the earlier of:
(a)

the date on which all amounts due in respect of such Zero Coupon Note have been paid; and

(b)

five days after the date on which the full amount of the moneys payable in respect of such Zero
Coupon Notes has been received by the Principal Paying Agent and notice to that effect has
been given to the Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14.
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8.

TAxATION
All payments of principal and interest in respect of the Notes and Coupons by or on behalf of the
Issuer will be made without withholding, retention or deduction for or on account of any present or
future taxes, duties, assessments or governmental charges of whatever nature imposed, levied,
collected, withheld or assessed by, within or on behalf of any Tax Jurisdiction unless such
withholding, retention or deduction is required by law. In such event, the Issuer will pay such
additional amounts as shall be necessary in order that the net amounts received by the holders of the
Notes or Coupons after such withholding, retention or deduction shall equal the respective amounts
of principal and interest which would otherwise have been receivable in respect of the Notes or
Coupons, as the case may be, in the absence of such withholding, retention or deduction; except that
no such additional amounts shall be payable with respect to any Note or Coupon:
(a)

the holder of which is liable for such taxes, duties, assessments or governmental charges in
respect of such Note or Coupon by reason of his having some connection with a Tax
Jurisdiction other than the mere holding of such Note or Coupon; or

(b)

presented for payment more than 30 days after the Relevant Date (as defined below) except to
the extent that the holder thereof would have been entitled to an additional amount on
presenting the same for payment on such thirtieth day assuming that day to have been a
Payment Day (as defined in Condition 6.6); or

(c)

resulting from any combination of (a) and (b) above.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Issuer shall be permitted to withhold or deduct any amounts
required by the rules of U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the Code), Sections 1471
through 1474 of the Code (or any amended or successor provisions), pursuant to any intergovernmental agreement or implementing legislation adopted by another jurisdiction in connection
with these provisions, or pursuant to any agreement with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (FATCA
withholding) as a result of a holder, beneficial owner or an intermediary not being entitled to receive
payments free of FATCA withholding. None of the Issuer, the Paying Agents or any other person will
have any obligation to pay additional amounts or otherwise indemnify an investor for any such
FATCA withholding deducted or withheld by the Issuer, the Paying Agent concerned or any other
party.
As used herein:

9.

(i)

Tax Jurisdiction means the State of Kuwait or any political subdivision or any authority
thereof or therein having power to tax; and

(ii)

the Relevant Date means the date on which such payment first becomes due, except that, if the
full amount of the moneys payable has not been duly received by the Principal Paying Agent
on or prior to such due date, it means the date on which, the full amount of such moneys having
been so received, notice to that effect is duly given to the Noteholders in accordance with
Condition 14.

PRESCRIPTION

Notes (whether in bearer or registered form) and Coupons will become void unless presented for payment
within a period of ten years (in the case of principal) and five years (in the case of interest) after the Relevant
Date (as defined in Condition 8) therefor.
There shall not be included in any Coupon sheet issued on exchange of a Talon any Coupon the claim for
payment in respect of which would be void pursuant to this Condition or Condition 6.2 or any Talon which
would be void pursuant to Condition 6.2.
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10.

EVENTS OF DEFAULT
If any of the following events (each an Event of Default) occurs and is continuing:
(a)

the Issuer fails to pay the principal of, or any interest on, any of the Notes when due and such
failure continues for a period of 30 days; or

(b)

the Issuer defaults in performance or observance of or compliance with any of its other
obligations or undertakings in respect of the Notes and either such default is not capable of
remedy or such default (if capable of remedy) is not remedied within 60 days after written
notice of such default shall have been given to the Issuer by any Noteholder; or

(c)

(i) the holders of any Public External Indebtedness of the Issuer accelerate such Public External
Indebtedness or declare such Public External Indebtedness to be due and payable or required
to be prepaid (other than by a regularly scheduled required prepayment or pursuant to an option
granted to the holders by the terms of such indebtedness), prior to the stated maturity thereof
or (ii) the Issuer fails to pay in full any principal of, or interest on, any of its Public External
Indebtedness when due (after the expiration of any applicable grace period) or any guarantee
of any Public External Indebtedness of others given by the Issuer shall not be honoured when
due and called upon (after the expiration of any applicable grace period); provided that the
aggregate amount of the relevant Public External Indebtedness or guarantee in respect of which
one or more of the events mentioned above in this paragraph (c) shall have occurred equals or
exceeds U.S.$100 million (or its equivalent in any other currency or currencies); or

(d)

the Issuer shall have declared a moratorium on the payment of principal of, or interest on, all
or any part of its Public External Indebtedness; or

(e)

the validity of the Notes is contested by the Issuer or the Issuer shall deny any of the Issuer’s
obligations under the Notes or as a result of any change in, or amendment to, the laws or
regulations in the State of Kuwait, which change or amendment takes place on or after the date
on which agreement is reached to issue the first Tranche of the Notes, (i) it becomes unlawful
for the Issuer to perform or comply with any of its obligations under or in respect of the Notes
or the Agency Agreement or (ii) any of such obligations becomes unenforceable or invalid,

then the holders of not less than 25 per cent. in aggregate outstanding nominal amount of the Notes
may, by notice in writing to the Issuer (with a copy to the Principal Paying Agent), declare all the
Notes immediately due and payable, at their Early Redemption Amount together with accrued interest
(if any), without further formality. Upon such declaration by the Noteholders, the Issuer shall give
notice thereof to the holders of Notes in accordance with Condition 14 (with a copy to the Principal
Paying Agent).
If the Issuer receives notice in writing from the holders of at least 50 per cent. in aggregate outstanding
nominal amount of the Notes to the effect that the Event of Default or Events of Default giving rise
to any above-mentioned declaration is or are cured following any such declaration and that such
holders wish the relevant declaration to be withdrawn, the Issuer shall give notice thereof to the
Noteholders (with a copy to the Principal Paying Agent) whereupon the relevant declaration shall be
withdrawn and shall have no further effect but without prejudice to any other rights or obligations
which may have arisen before the Issuer gives such notice.
11.

REPLACEMENT OF NOTES, COUPONS AND TALONS

Should any Note, Coupon or Talon be lost, stolen, mutilated, defaced or destroyed, it may be replaced at the
specified office of the Principal Paying Agent (in the case of Bearer Notes or Coupons) or the Registrar or
the U.S. Registrar (in the case of Registered Notes) upon payment by the claimant of such costs and expenses
as may be incurred in connection therewith and on such terms as to evidence and indemnity as the Issuer
may reasonably require. Mutilated or defaced Notes, Coupons or Talons must be surrendered before
replacements will be issued.
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12.

AGENTS
The names of the initial Agents and their initial specified offices are set out below. If any additional
Paying Agents are appointed in connection with any Series, the names of such Paying Agents will be
specified in Part B of the applicable Final Terms.
The Issuer is entitled to vary or terminate the appointment of any Agent and/or appoint additional or
other Agents and/or approve any change in the specified office through which any Agent acts,
provided that:
(a)

there will at all times be a Principal Paying Agent and a Registrar;

(b)

so long as the Notes are listed on any stock exchange or admitted to listing by any other
relevant authority, there will at all times be a Paying Agent (in the case of Bearer Notes) and a
Transfer Agent (in the case of Registered Notes) with a specified office in such place as may
be required by the rules and regulations of the relevant stock exchange or other relevant
authority; and

(c)

so long as any of the Registered Global Notes payable in a Specified Currency other than U.S.
dollars are held through DTC or its nominee, there will at all times be an Exchange Agent with
a specified office in London.

In addition, the Issuer shall forthwith appoint a Paying Agent having a specified office in New York
City in the circumstances described in Condition 6.5. Notice of any variation, termination,
appointment or change in Paying Agents will be given to the Noteholders in accordance with
Condition 14.
In acting under the Agency Agreement, the Agents act solely as agents of the Issuer and do not assume
any obligation to, or relationship of agency or trust with, any Noteholder or Couponholder. The
Agency Agreement contains provisions permitting any entity into which any Agent is merged or
converted or with which it is consolidated or to which it transfers all or substantially all of its assets
to become the successor agent.
13.

ExCHANGE OF TALONS

On and after the Interest Payment Date on which the final Coupon comprised in any Coupon sheet matures,
the Talon (if any) forming part of such Coupon sheet may be surrendered at the specified office of any Paying
Agent in exchange for a further Coupon sheet including (if such further Coupon sheet does not include
Coupons to (and including) the final date for the payment of interest due in respect of the Note to which it
appertains) a further Talon, subject to the provisions of Condition 9.
14.

NOTICES

All notices regarding the Bearer Notes will be deemed to be validly given if published in a leading English
language daily newspaper of general circulation in the Republic of Ireland (which is expected to be the Irish
Times) or published on the website of the Irish Stock Exchange plc (www.ise.ie) or, if in either case such
publication is not practicable, in a leading English language newspaper having general circulation in Europe.
The Issuer shall also ensure that notices are duly published in a manner which complies with the rules of any
stock exchange or other relevant authority on which the Bearer Notes are for the time being listed or by
which they have been admitted to trading including publication on the website of the relevant stock exchange
or relevant authority if required by those rules. Any such notice will be deemed to have been given on the
date of the first publication or, where required to be published in more than one newspaper, on the date of
the first publication in all required newspapers.
All notices regarding the Registered Notes will be deemed to be validly given if sent by first class mail or (if
posted to an address overseas) by airmail to the holders (or the first named of joint holders) at their respective
addresses recorded in the Register and will be deemed to have been given on the fourth day after mailing
and, in addition, for so long as any Registered Notes are listed on a stock exchange or are admitted to trading
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by another relevant authority and the rules of that stock exchange or relevant authority so require, such notice
will be published on the website of the relevant stock exchange or relevant authority and/or in a daily
newspaper of general circulation in the place or places required by those rules.
Until such time as any definitive Notes are issued, there may, so long as any Global Notes representing the
Notes are held in their entirety on behalf of Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC, be
substituted for such publication in such newspaper(s) or such websites the delivery of the relevant notice to
Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC for communication by them to the holders of the
Notes and, in addition, for so long as any Notes are listed on a stock exchange or are admitted to trading by
another relevant authority and the rules of that stock exchange or relevant authority so require, such notice
will be published on the website of the relevant stock exchange or relevant authority and/or in a daily
newspaper of general circulation in the place or places required by those rules. Any such notice shall be
deemed to have been given to the holders of the Notes on the day on which the said notice was given to
Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC.
Notices to be given by any Noteholder shall be in writing and given by lodging the same, together (in the
case of any Note in definitive form) with the relative Note or Notes, with the Principal Paying Agent (in the
case of Bearer Notes) or the Registrar (in the case of Registered Notes). Whilst any of the Notes are
represented by a Global Note, such notice may be given by any holder of a Note to the Principal Paying
Agent or the Registrar through Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or DTC, as the case may be,
in such manner as the Principal Paying Agent, the Registrar and Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg
and/or DTC, as the case may be, may approve for this purpose.
15.

MEETINGS OF NOTEHOLDERS, MODIFICATION AND WAIVER

15.1 Convening Meetings of Noteholders; Conduct of Meetings of Noteholders; Written Resolutions
(a)

The Issuer may convene a meeting of the Noteholders at any time in respect of the Notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Agency Agreement and will determine the time and place
of the meeting. The Issuer will notify the Noteholders of the time, place and purpose of the
meeting not less than 21 and not more than 45 days before the meeting.

(b)

The Issuer will convene a meeting of Noteholders if the holders of at least 10 per cent. in
principal amount of the outstanding Notes (as defined in the Agency Agreement and described
in Condition 15.9) have delivered a written request to the Issuer (with a copy to the Principal
Paying Agent) setting out the purpose of the meeting. The Issuer will notify the Noteholders
(with a copy to the Principal Paying Agent) within ten days of receipt of such written request
of the time and place of the meeting, which shall take place not less than 21 and not more than
45 days after the date on which such notification is given.

(c)

The procedures governing the conduct of any meeting will be set in accordance with the
Agency Agreement. If the Agency Agreement does not include such procedures, or additional
procedures are required, the Issuer will prescribe such procedures as are customary in the
market and in such a manner as to facilitate any multiple series aggregation, if in relation to a
Reserved Matter the Issuer proposes any modification to the terms and conditions of, or action
with respect to, two or more series of debt securities issued by it.

(d)

The notice convening any meeting will specify, inter alia;
(i)

the date, time and location of the meeting;

(ii)

the agenda and the text of any Extraordinary Resolution to be proposed for adoption at
the meeting;

(iii)

the record date for the meeting, which shall be no more than five business days before
the date of the meeting;
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(iv)

the documentation required to be produced by a Noteholder in order to be entitled to
participate at the meeting or to appoint a proxy to act on the Noteholder’s behalf at the
meeting;

(v)

any time deadline and procedures required by any relevant international and/or domestic
clearing systems or similar through which the Notes are traded and/or held by
Noteholders;

(vi)

whether Condition 15.2, Condition 15.3 or Condition 15.4 shall apply and, if relevant,
in relation to which other series of debt securities it applies;

(vii) if the proposed modification or action relates to two or more series of debt securities
issued by the Issuer and contemplates such series of debt securities being aggregated in
more than one group of debt securities, a description of the proposed treatment of each
such group of debt securities;
(viii) such information that is required to be provided by the Issuer in accordance with
Condition 15.6;
(ix)

the identity of the Aggregation Agent and the Calculation Agent (each as defined in these
Conditions), if any, for any proposed modification or action to be voted on at the
meeting, and the details of any applicable methodology referred to in Condition 15.7;
and

(x)

any additional procedures which may be necessary and, if applicable, the conditions
under which a multiple series aggregation will be deemed to have been satisfied if it is
approved as to some but not all of the affected series of debt securities.

(e)

All information to be provided pursuant to Condition 15.1(d) shall also be provided, mutatis
mutandis, in respect of Written Resolutions and Electronic Consents (as defined in Condition
15.12).

(f)

A record date in relation to any proposed modification or action means the date fixed by the
Issuer for determining the Noteholders and, in the case of a multiple series aggregation, the
holders of debt securities of each other affected series that are entitled to vote on a Multiple
Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution or a Multiple Series Two Limb Extraordinary
Resolution, or to sign a Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution or a Multiple Series
Two Limb Written Resolution.

(g)

An Extraordinary Resolution means any of a Single Series Extraordinary Resolution, a
Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution and/or a Multiple Series Two Limb
Extraordinary Resolution, as the case may be.

(h)

A Written Resolution means any of a Single Series Written Resolution, a Multiple Series
Single Limb Written Resolution and/or a Multiple Series Two Limb Written Resolution, as the
case may be.

(i)

Any reference to debt securities means any notes (including the Notes), bonds, debentures or
other debt securities (which for these purposes shall be deemed to include any sukuk or other
trust certificates representing the credit of the Issuer) issued directly or indirectly by the Issuer
in one or more series with an original stated maturity of more than one year.

(j)

Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation means those debt securities which include or
incorporate by reference this Condition 15 and Condition 16 or provisions substantially in these
terms which provide for the debt securities which include such provisions to be capable of
being aggregated for voting purposes with other series of debt securities.
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15.2 Modification of this Series of Notes only
(a)

Any modification of any provision of, or any action in respect of, the Notes, these Conditions,
the Agency Agreement and/or the Deed of Covenant may be made or taken if approved by a
Single Series Extraordinary Resolution or a Single Series Written Resolution as set out below.

(b)

A Single Series Extraordinary Resolution means a resolution passed at a meeting of
Noteholders duly convened and held in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Issuer
pursuant to Condition 15.1 by a majority of:

(c)

(i)

in the case of a Reserved Matter, at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount
of the outstanding Notes; or

(ii)

in the case of a matter other than a Reserved Matter, more than 50 per cent. of the
aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding Notes.

A Single Series Written Resolution means a resolution in writing signed or confirmed in
writing by or on behalf of the holders of:
(i)

in the case of a Reserved Matter, at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount
of the outstanding Notes; or

(ii)

in the case of a matter other than a Reserved Matter, more than 50 per cent. of the
aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding Notes.

Any Single Series Written Resolution may be contained in one document or several documents
in the same form, each signed or confirmed in writing by or on behalf of one or more
Noteholders.
(d)

Any Single Series Extraordinary Resolution duly passed or Single Series Written Resolution
approved shall be binding on all Noteholders, whether or not they attended any meeting,
whether or not they voted in favour thereof and whether or not they signed or confirmed in
writing any such Single Series Written Resolution, as the case may be and on all
Couponholders.

15.3 Multiple Series Aggregation – Single limb voting
(a)

In relation to a proposal that includes a Reserved Matter, any modification to the terms and
conditions of, or any action with respect to, two or more series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation may be made or taken if approved by a Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary
Resolution or by a Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution as set out below, provided
that the Uniformly Applicable condition is satisfied.

(b)

A Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution means a resolution considered at
separate meetings of the holders of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation, duly convened and held in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the
Issuer pursuant to Condition 15.1, as supplemented if necessary, which is passed by a majority
of at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt securities of
all affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken in aggregate).

(c)

A Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution means each resolution in writing (with a
separate resolution in writing or multiple separate resolutions in writing distributed to the
holders of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation, in accordance with
the applicable bond documentation) which, when taken together, has been signed or confirmed
in writing by or on behalf of the holders of at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal
amount of the outstanding debt securities of all affected series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation (taken in aggregate). Any Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution may be
contained in one document or several documents in substantially the same form, each signed
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or confirmed in writing by or on behalf of one or more Noteholders or one or more holders of
each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation.
(d)

Any Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution duly passed or Multiple Series
Single Limb Written Resolution approved shall be binding on all Noteholders and holders of
each other affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation, whether or not they
attended any meeting, whether or not they voted in favour thereof, whether or not any other
holder or holders of the same series voted in favour thereof and whether or not they signed or
confirmed in writing any such Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution, as the case may
be, and on all Couponholders and couponholders (where applicable) of each other affected
series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation.

(e)

The Uniformly Applicable condition will be satisfied if:
(i)

the holders of all affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation are invited
to exchange, convert, or substitute their debt securities, on the same terms, for (i) the
same new instrument or other consideration or (ii) a new instrument, new instruments or
other consideration from an identical menu of instruments or other consideration; or

(ii)

the amendments proposed to the terms and conditions of each affected series of Debt
Securities Capable of Aggregation would, following implementation of such
amendments, result in the amended instruments having identical provisions (other than
provisions which are necessarily different, having regard to different currency of
issuance).

(f)

It is understood that a proposal under Condition 15.3(c) will not be considered to satisfy the
Uniformly Applicable condition if each exchanging, converting, substituting or amending
holder of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation is not offered the same
amount of consideration per amount of principal, the same amount of consideration per amount
of interest accrued but unpaid and the same amount of consideration per amount of past due
interest, respectively, as that offered to each other exchanging, converting, substituting or
amending holder of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (or, where
a menu of instruments or other consideration is offered, each exchanging, converting,
substituting or amending holder of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation is not offered the same amount of consideration per amount of principal, the same
amount of consideration per amount of interest accrued but unpaid and the same amount of
consideration per amount of past due interest, respectively, as that offered to each other
exchanging, converting, substituting or amending holder of each affected series of Debt
Securities Capable of Aggregation electing the same option from such menu of instruments).

(g)

Any modification or action proposed under Condition 15.3(a) may be made in respect of some
series only of the Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation and, for the avoidance of doubt, the
provisions described in this Condition 15.3 may be used for different groups of two or more
series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation simultaneously.

15.4 Multiple Series Aggregation – Two limb voting
(a)

In relation to a proposal that includes a Reserved Matter, any modification to the terms and
conditions of, or any action with respect to, two or more series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation may be made or taken if approved by a Multiple Series Two Limb Extraordinary
Resolution or by a Multiple Series Two Limb Written Resolution as set out below.

(b)

A Multiple Series Two Limb Extraordinary Resolution means a resolution considered at
separate meetings of the holders of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation, duly convened and held in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the
Issuer pursuant to Condition 15.1, as supplemented if necessary, which is passed by a majority
of:
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(c)

(i)

at least 66.67 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt
securities of affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken in
aggregate); and

(ii)

more than 50 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt
securities in each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken
individually).

A Multiple Series Two Limb Written Resolution means each resolution in writing (with a
separate resolution in writing or multiple separate resolutions in writing distributed to the
holders of each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation, in accordance with
the applicable bond documentation) which, when taken together, has been signed or confirmed
in writing by or on behalf of the holders of:
(i)

at least 66.67 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt
securities of all the affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken in
aggregate); and

(ii)

more than 50 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt
securities in each affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken
individually).

Any Multiple Series Two Limb Written Resolution may be contained in one document or
several documents in substantially the same form, each signed or confirmed in writing by or on
behalf of one or more Noteholders or one or more holders of each affected series of Debt
Securities Capable of Aggregation.
(d)

Any Multiple Series Two Limb Extraordinary Resolution duly passed or Multiple Series Two
Limb Written Resolution approved shall be binding on all Noteholders and holders of each
other affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation, whether or not they attended
any meeting, whether or not they voted in favour thereof, whether or not any other holder or
holders of the same series voted in favour thereof and whether or not they signed or confirmed
in writing any such Multiple Series Two Limb Written Resolution, as the case may be, and on
all Couponholders and couponholders (where applicable) of each other affected series of Debt
Securities Capable of Aggregation.

(e)

Any modification or action proposed under Condition 15.4(a) may be made in respect of some
series only of the Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation and, for the avoidance of doubt, the
provisions described in this Condition 15.4 may be used for different groups of two or more
series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation simultaneously.

15.5 Reserved Matters
In these Conditions, Reserved Matter means any proposal:
(a)

to change the date, or the method of determining the date, for payment of principal, interest or
any other amount in respect of the Notes, to reduce or cancel the amount of principal, interest
or any other amount payable on any date in respect of the Notes or to change the method of
calculating the amount of principal, interest or any other amount payable in respect of the Notes
on any date;

(b)

to change the currency in which any amount due in respect of the Notes is payable or the place
in which any payment is to be made;

(c)

to change the majority required to pass an Extraordinary Resolution, a Written Resolution or
any other resolution of Noteholders or the number or percentage of votes required to be cast,
or the number or percentage of Notes required to be held, in connection with the taking of any
decision or action by or on behalf of the Noteholders or any of them;
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(d)

to change this definition, or the definition of “Extraordinary Resolution”, “Single Series
Extraordinary Resolution”, “Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution”, “Multiple
Series Two Limb Extraordinary Resolution”, “Written Resolution”, “Single Series Written
Resolution”, “Multiple Series Single Limb Written Resolution” or “Multiple Series Two Limb
Written Resolution”;

(e)

to change the definition of “debt securities” or “Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation”;

(f)

to change the definition of “Uniformly Applicable”;

(g)

to change the definition of “outstanding” or to modify the provisions of Condition 15.9;

(h)

to change the legal ranking of the Notes;

(i)

to change any provision of the Notes describing circumstances in which Notes may be declared
due and payable prior to their scheduled maturity date, set out in Condition 10(a);

(j)

to change the law governing the Notes, the courts to the jurisdiction of which the Issuer has
submitted in the Notes, any of the arrangements specified in the Notes to enable proceedings
to be taken or the Issuer’s waiver of immunity, in respect of actions or proceedings brought by
any Noteholder, set out in Condition 21;

(k)

to impose any condition on or otherwise change the Issuer’s obligation to make payments of
principal, interest or any other amount in respect of the Notes, including by way of the addition
of a call option;

(l)

to modify the provisions of this Condition 15.5;

(m)

except as permitted by any related guarantee or security agreement, to release any agreement
guaranteeing or securing payments under the Notes or to change the terms of any such
guarantee or security; or

(n)

to exchange or substitute all the Notes for, or convert all the Notes into, other obligations or
securities of the Issuer or any other person, or to modify any provision of these Conditions in
connection with any exchange or substitution of the Notes for, or the conversion of the Notes
into, any other obligations or securities of the Issuer or any other person, which would result in
these Conditions as so modified being less favourable to the Noteholders which are subject to
the Conditions as so modified than:
(i)

the provisions of the other obligations or debt securities of the Issuer or any other person
resulting from the relevant exchange or substitution or conversion; or

(ii)

if more than one series of other obligations or debt securities results from the relevant
exchange or substitution or conversion, the provisions of the resulting series of debt
securities having the largest aggregate nominal amount.

15.6 Information
(a)

Prior to or on the date that the Issuer proposes any Extraordinary Resolution or Written
Resolution pursuant to Condition 15.2, Condition 15.3 or Condition 15.4, the Issuer shall
publish in accordance with Condition 16 (with a copy to the Principal Paying Agent) the
following information:
(i)

a description of the Issuer’s economic and financial circumstances which are, in the
Issuer’s opinion, relevant to the request for any potential modification or action, a
description of the Issuer’s existing debts and a description of its broad policy reform
programme and provisional macroeconomic outlook;

(ii)

if the Issuer shall at the time have entered into an arrangement for financial assistance
with multilateral and/or other major creditors or creditor groups and/or an agreement
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with any such creditors regarding debt relief, a description of any such arrangement or
agreement. Where permitted under the information disclosure policies of the multilateral
or such other creditors, as applicable, copies of the arrangement or agreement shall be
provided;
(iii)

a description of the Issuer’s proposed treatment of external debt securities that fall
outside the scope of any multiple series aggregation and its intentions with respect to any
other debt securities and its other major creditor groups; and

(iv)

if any proposed modification or action contemplates debt securities being aggregated in
more than one group of debt securities, a description of the proposed treatment of each
such group, as required for a notice convening a meeting of the Noteholders in Condition
15.1(d)(vii).

15.7 Claims Valuation
For the purpose of calculating the par value of the Notes and any affected series of debt securities
which are to be aggregated with the Notes in accordance with Condition 15.3 and Condition 15.4, the
Issuer may appoint a calculation agent (for the purposes of this Condition 15 and Condition 16, the
Calculation Agent). The Issuer shall, with the approval of the Aggregation Agent and any appointed
Calculation Agent, promulgate the methodology in accordance with which the Calculation Agent will
calculate the par value of the Notes and such affected series of debt securities. In any such case where
a Calculation Agent is appointed, the same person will be appointed as the Calculation Agent for the
Notes and each other affected series of debt securities for these purposes, and the same methodology
will be promulgated for each affected series of debt securities.
15.8 Manifest error, etc.
The Notes, these Conditions and the provisions of the Agency Agreement may be amended by the
Issuer without the consent of the Noteholders or the Couponholders to correct a manifest error. In
addition, the parties to the Agency Agreement may agree to modify any provision thereof, but the
Issuer shall not agree, without the consent of the Noteholders, to any such modification unless it is of
a formal, minor or technical nature or it is not materially prejudicial to the interests of the
Noteholders.
15.9 Notes controlled by the Issuer
For the purposes of (a) determining the right to attend and vote at any meeting of Noteholders, the
right to give an Electronic Consent, or the right to sign or confirm in writing, or authorise the signature
of, any Written Resolution, (b) this Condition 15 and (c) Condition 10, any Notes which are for the
time being held by or on behalf of the Issuer or by or on behalf of any person which is owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by the Issuer or by any public sector instrumentality of the Issuer
shall be disregarded and be deemed not to remain outstanding.
In advance of any meeting of Noteholders, or in connection with any Electronic Consent or Written
Resolution, the Issuer shall provide to the Principal Paying Agent a copy of the certificate prepared
pursuant to Condition 16.5, which includes information on the total number of Notes which are for
the time being held by any person (including but not limited to the Issuer) for the benefit of the Issuer
or by any public body owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by the Issuer and, as such, such
Notes shall be disregarded and deemed not to remain outstanding for the purposes of ascertaining the
right to attend and vote at any meeting of Noteholders or the right to sign, or authorise the signature
of, any Written Resolution in respect of any such meeting. The Principal Paying Agent shall make any
such certificate available for inspection during normal business hours at its Specified Office and, upon
reasonable request, will allow copies of such certificate to be taken.
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15.10 Publication
The Issuer shall publish all Extraordinary Resolutions and Written Resolutions which have been
determined by the Aggregation Agent to have been duly passed in accordance with Condition 16.8.
15.11 Exchange and Conversion
Any Extraordinary Resolutions or Written Resolutions which have been duly passed and which
modify any provision of, or action in respect of, the Conditions may be implemented at the Issuer’s
option by way of a mandatory exchange or conversion of the Notes and each other affected series of
debt securities, as the case may be, into new debt securities containing the modified terms and
conditions if the proposed mandatory exchange or conversion of the Notes is notified to Noteholders
at the time notification is given to the Noteholders as to the proposed modification or action. Any such
exchange or conversion shall be binding on all Noteholders and Couponholders.
15.12 Written Resolutions and Electronic Consents
A Written Resolution may be contained in one document or in several documents in like form, each
signed by or on behalf of one or more of the Noteholders.
For so long as any Notes are in the form of a global Note held on behalf of one or more of Euroclear,
Clearstream, Luxembourg, DTC or any other clearing system (the relevant clearing system(s)), then:
(a)

approval of a resolution proposed by the Issuer given by way of electronic consent
communicated through the electronic communications systems of the relevant clearing
system(s) in accordance with their operating rules and procedures (i) by or on behalf of all
Noteholders who for the time being are entitled to receive notice of a meeting of Noteholders
or (ii) (where such holders have been given at least 21 days’ notice of such resolution) by or
on behalf of:
(i)

in respect of a proposal that falls within paragraphs (b) and (c) of Condition 15.2, the
persons holding at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding
Notes in the case of a Reserved Matter or more than 50 per cent. of the aggregate
nominal amount of the outstanding Notes, in the case of a matter other than a Reserved
Matter;

(ii)

in respect of a proposal that falls within paragraphs (b) and (c) of Condition 15.3, the
persons holding at least 75 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding
debt securities of all affected series of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken in
aggregate);

(iii)

in respect of a proposal that falls within paragraphs (b) and (c) of Condition 15.4, (x) the
persons holding at least 66.67 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the
outstanding debt securities of all affected series of Debt Securities Capable of
Aggregation (taken in aggregate); and (y) the persons holding more than 50 per cent. of
the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt securities in each affected series
of Debt Securities Capable of Aggregation (taken individually),

(in the case of (i), (ii) and (iii), each an Electronic Consent) shall, for all purposes (including
Reserved Matters) take effect as (A) a Single Series Extraordinary Resolution (in the case of
(i) above), (B) a Multiple Series Single Limb Extraordinary Resolution (in the case of (ii)
above) or (C) a Multiple Series Two Limb Extraordinary Resolution (in the case of (iii) above),
as applicable.
The notice given to Noteholders shall specify, in sufficient detail to enable Noteholders to give
their consents in relation to the proposed resolution, the method by which their consents may
be given (including, where applicable, blocking of their accounts in the relevant clearing
system(s)) and the time and date (the Relevant Date) by which they must be received in order
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for such consents to be validly given, in each case subject to and in accordance with the
operating rules and procedures of the relevant clearing system(s).
If, on the Relevant Date on which the consents in respect of an Electronic Consent are first
counted, such consents do not represent the required proportion for approval, the resolution
shall, if the party proposing such resolution (the Proposer) so determines, be deemed to be
defeated. Alternatively, the Proposer may give a further notice to Noteholders that the
resolution will be proposed again on such date and for such period as shall be agreed with the
Issuer (unless the Issuer is the Proposer). Such notice must inform Noteholders that insufficient
consents were received in relation to the original resolution and the information specified in the
previous paragraph. For the purpose of such further notice, references to Relevant Date shall
be construed accordingly.
An Electronic Consent may only be used in relation to a resolution proposed by the Issuer
which is not then the subject of a meeting that has been validly convened above, unless that
meeting is or shall be cancelled or dissolved.
(b)

Where Electronic Consent has not been sought, for the purposes of determining whether a
Written Resolution has been validly passed, the Issuer shall be entitled to rely on consent or
instructions given in writing directly to the Issuer (i) by accountholders in the relevant clearing
system(s) with entitlements to any global Note and/or (ii) where the accountholders hold any
such entitlement on behalf of another person, on written consent from or written instruction by
the person identified by that accountholder as the person for whom such entitlement is held.
For the purpose of establishing the entitlement to give any such consent or instruction, the
Issuer and the Agents shall be entitled to rely on any certificate or other document issued by,
in the case of (i) above, the relevant clearing system(s) and, in the case of (ii) above, the
relevant clearing system(s) and the accountholder identified by the relevant clearing system(s).
Any such certificate or other document (i) shall be conclusive and binding for all purposes and
(ii) may comprise any form of statement or print out of electronic records provided by the
relevant clearing system (including Euroclear’s EUCLID or Clearstream, Luxembourg’s
CreationOnline system) in accordance with its usual procedures and in which the
accountholder of a particular principal or nominal amount of the Notes is clearly identified
together with the amount of such holding. None of the Issuer or any Agent shall be liable to
any person by reason of having accepted as valid or not having rejected any certificate or other
document to such effect purporting to be issued by any such person and subsequently found to
be forged or not authentic.

All information to be provided pursuant to paragraph (d) of Condition 15.1 shall also be provided,
mutatis mutandis, in respect of Written Resolutions and Electronic Consents.
A Written Resolution and/or Electronic Consent (i) shall take effect as an Extraordinary Resolution
and (ii) will be binding on all Noteholders and Couponholders, whether or not they participated in
such Written Resolution and/or Electronic Consent, even if the relevant consent or instruction proves
to be defective.
16.

AGGREGATION AGENT; AGGREGATION PROCEDURES

16.1 Appointment
The Issuer will appoint an aggregation agent (the Aggregation Agent) to calculate whether a proposed
modification or action has been approved by the required principal amount outstanding of Notes, and,
in the case of a multiple series aggregation, by the required principal amount of outstanding debt
securities of each affected series of debt securities. In the case of a multiple series aggregation, the same
person will be appointed as the Aggregation Agent for the proposed modification of any provision of,
or any action in respect of, these Conditions or the Agency Agreement in respect of the Notes and in
respect of the terms and conditions or bond documentation in respect of each other affected series of
debt securities. The Aggregation Agent shall be independent of the Issuer.
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16.2 Extraordinary Resolutions
If an Extraordinary Resolution has been proposed at a duly convened meeting of Noteholders to
modify any provision of, or action in respect of, these Conditions and other affected series of debt
securities, as the case may be, the Aggregation Agent will, as soon as practicable after the time the
vote is cast, calculate whether holders of a sufficient portion of the aggregate nominal amount of the
outstanding Notes and, where relevant, each other affected series of debt securities, have voted in
favour of the Extraordinary Resolution such that the Extraordinary Resolution is passed. If so, the
Aggregation Agent will determine that the Extraordinary Resolution has been duly passed.
16.3 Written Resolutions
If a Written Resolution has been proposed under the terms of these Conditions to modify any
provision of, or action in respect of, these Conditions and the terms and conditions of other affected
series of debt securities, as the case may be, the Aggregation Agent will, as soon as reasonably
practicable after the relevant Written Resolution has been signed or confirmed in writing, calculate
whether holders of a sufficient portion of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding Notes and,
where relevant, each other affected series of debt securities, have signed or confirmed in writing in
favour of the Written Resolution such that the Written Resolution is passed. If so, the Aggregation
Agent will determine that the Written Resolution has been duly passed.
16.4 Electronic Consents
If approval of a resolution proposed under the terms of these Conditions to modify any provision of,
or action in respect of, these Conditions and the terms and conditions of other affected series of debt
securities, as the case may be, is proposed to be given by way of Electronic Consent, the Aggregation
Agent will, as soon as reasonably practicable after the relevant Electronic Consent has been given,
calculate whether holders of a sufficient portion of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding
Notes and, where relevant, each other affected series of debt securities, have consented to the
resolution by way of Electronic Consent such that the resolution is approved. If so, the Aggregation
Agent will determine that the resolution has been duly approved.
16.5 Certificate
For the purposes of Condition 16.2 and Condition 16.3, the Issuer will provide a certificate to the
Aggregation Agent up to three days prior to, and in any case no later than, with respect to an
Extraordinary Resolution, the date of the meeting referred to in Condition 15.2, Condition 15.3 or
Condition 15.4, as applicable, and, with respect to a Written Resolution, the date arranged for the
signing of the Written Resolution.
The certificate shall:
(a)

list the total principal amount of Notes and, in the case of a multiple series aggregation, the
total principal amount of each other affected series of debt securities outstanding on the record
date; and

(b)

clearly indicate the Notes and, in the case of a multiple series aggregation, debt securities of
each other affected series of debt securities which shall be disregarded and deemed not to
remain outstanding as a consequence of Condition 15.9 on the record date identifying the
holders of the Notes and, in the case of a multiple series aggregation, debt securities of each
other affected series of debt securities.

The Aggregation Agent may rely upon the terms of any certificate, notice, communication or other
document believed by it to be genuine.
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16.6 Notification
The Aggregation Agent will cause each determination made by it for the purposes of this Condition
16 to be notified to the Principal Paying Agent and the Issuer as soon as practicable after such
determination. Notice thereof shall also promptly be given to the Noteholders.
16.7 Binding nature of determinations; no liability
All notifications, opinions, determinations, certificates, calculations, quotations and decisions given,
expressed, made or obtained for the purposes of this Condition 16 by the Aggregation Agent and any
appointed Calculation Agent will (in the absence of manifest error) be binding on the Issuer, the
Principal Paying Agent and the Noteholders and (subject as aforesaid) no liability to any such person
will attach to the Aggregation Agent or the Calculation Agent in connection with the exercise or nonexercise by it of its powers, duties and discretions for such purposes.
16.8 Manner of publication
The Issuer will publish all notices and other matters required to be published pursuant to this
Condition 16, including any matters required to be published pursuant to Condition 10, Condition 15
and Condition 17:

17.

(a)

through the systems of Clearstream, Luxembourg, Euroclear, DTC and/or any other
international or domestic clearing system(s) through which the Notes are for the time being
cleared and otherwise in accordance with Condition 14; and

(b)

in such other places and in such other manner as may be required by applicable law or
regulation.

NOTEHOLDERS’ COMMITTEE

17.1 Appointment
(a)

(b)

Holders of at least 25 per cent. of the aggregate nominal amount of the outstanding debt
securities of all series of affected debt securities (taken in aggregate) may, by notice in writing
to the Issuer (with a copy to the Principal Paying Agent), appoint any person or persons as a
committee to represent the interests of such holders (as well as the interests of any holders of
outstanding debt securities who wish to be represented by such a committee) if any of the
following events has occurred:
(i)

an Event of Default under Condition 10;

(ii)

any event or circumstance which could, with the giving of notice, lapse of time, the
issuing of a certificate and/or fulfilment of any other requirement provided for in
Condition 10 become an Event of Default;

(iii)

any public announcement by the Issuer, to the effect that the Issuer is seeking or intends
to seek a rescheduling or restructuring of the Notes or any other affected series of debt
securities (whether by amendment, exchange offer or otherwise); or

(iv)

with the agreement of the Issuer, at a time when the Issuer has reasonably reached the
conclusion that its debt may no longer be sustainable whilst the Notes or any other
affected series of debt securities are outstanding.

Upon receipt of a written notice that a committee has been appointed in accordance with
Condition 17.1(a), and a certificate delivered pursuant to Condition 17.4, the Issuer shall give
notice of the appointment of such a committee to:
(i)

all Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14; and
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(ii)

the holders of each affected series of debt securities in accordance with the terms and
conditions of such affected series of debt securities, as soon as practicable after such
written notice and such certificate are delivered to the Issuer.

17.2 Powers
Such committee in its discretion may, among other things:
(a)

engage legal advisers and financial advisers to assist it in representing the interests of the
Noteholders;

(b)

adopt such rules as it considers appropriate regarding its proceedings;

(c)

enter into discussions with the Issuer and/or other creditors of the Issuer; and

(d)

designate one or more members of the committee to act as the main point(s) of contact with the
Issuer and provide all relevant contact details to the Issuer.

Except to the extent provided in this Condition 17.2, such committee shall not have the ability to
exercise any powers or discretions which the Noteholders could themselves exercise.
17.3 Engagement with the committee and provision of information
(a)

(b)

The Issuer shall:
(i)

subject to Condition 17.3(b), engage with the committee in good faith;

(ii)

provide the committee with information equivalent to that required under Condition 15.6
and related proposals, if any, in each case as the same become available, subject to any
applicable information disclosure policies, rules and regulations; and

(iii)

pay any properly documented fees and expenses of any such committee (including
without limitation, the reasonable and properly documented fees and expenses of the
committee’s legal and financial advisers, if any) following receipt of detailed invoices
and supporting documentation.

If more than one committee has been appointed by holders of affected series of debt securities
in accordance with the provisions of this Condition 17 and/or equivalent provisions set out in
the terms and conditions of any affected series of debt securities, the Issuer shall not be obliged
to engage with such committees separately. Such committees may appoint a single steering
group (to be comprised of representatives from such committees), whereupon the Issuer shall
engage with such steering group.

17.4 Certification
Upon the appointment of a committee, the person or persons constituting such a committee (the
Members) will provide a certificate to the Issuer and to the Principal Paying Agent signed by the
authorised representatives of the Members, and the Issuer and the Principal Paying Agent may rely
upon the terms of such certificate.
The certificate shall certify:
(a)

that the committee has been appointed;

(b)

the identity of the Members; and

(c)

that such appointment complies with the terms and conditions of the relevant bond
documentation.
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Promptly after any change in the identity of the Members, a new certificate which each of the Issuer
and the Principal Paying Agent may rely on conclusively, will be delivered to the Issuer and the
Principal Paying Agent identifying the new Members. Each of the Issuer and the Principal Paying
Agent will assume that the membership of the committee has not changed unless and until it has
received a new certificate.
The provisions of this Condition 17.4 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to any steering group appointed
in accordance with Condition 17.3(b).
In appointing a person or persons as a committee to represent the interests of the Noteholders, the
Noteholders may instruct a representative or representatives of the committee to form a separate
committee or to join a steering group with any person or persons appointed for similar purposes by
other affected series of debt securities.
18.

FURTHER ISSUES

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time without the consent of the Noteholders or the Couponholders
to create and issue further notes having terms and conditions the same as the Notes or the same in all respects
save for the amount and date of the first payment of interest thereon and the date from which interest starts
to accrue and so that the same shall be consolidated and form a single Series with the outstanding Notes;
provided that any additional Notes having the same CUSIP, ISIN or other identifying number of outstanding
Notes or any Series must be fungible with such outstanding Notes for U.S. federal income tax purposes if
either the outstanding Notes or the additional Notes were or are issued under Rule 144A.
19.

CURRENCY INDEMNITY

The Specified Currency is the sole currency of account and payment for all sums payable by the Issuer under
or in connection with the Notes and the Coupons, including damages. Any amount received or recovered in
a currency other than the Specified Currency (whether as a result of, or of the enforcement of, a judgement
or order of a court of any jurisdiction or otherwise) by any Noteholder or Couponholder, as the case may be,
in respect of any sum expressed to be due to it from the Issuer shall only constitute a discharge to the Issuer
to the extent of the amount of the Specified Currency which the recipient is able to purchase with the amount
so received or recovered in that other currency on the date of that receipt or recovery (or, if it is not
practicable to make that purchase on that date, on the first date on which it is practicable to do so). If that
amount of Specified Currency is less than the amount of Specified Currency expressed to be due to the
recipient under any Note or Coupon, the Issuer shall indemnify it against any loss sustained by it as a result.
In any event, the Issuer shall indemnify the recipient against the cost of making any such purchase. For the
purposes of this Condition, it will be sufficient for the Noteholder or Couponholder, as the case may be, to
demonstrate that it would have suffered a loss had an actual purchase been made. These indemnities
constitute a separate and independent obligation from the Issuer’s other obligations, shall give rise to a
separate and independent cause of action, shall apply irrespective of any indulgence granted by any
Noteholder or Couponholder and shall continue in full force and effect despite any other judgement, order,
claim or proof for a liquidated amount in respect of any sum due under any Note or Coupon, as the case may
be, or any other judgement or order.
20.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999

No person shall have any right to enforce any term or condition of this Note under the Contracts (Rights of
Third Parties) Act 1999, but this does not affect any right or remedy of any person which exists or is available
apart from that Act.
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21.

GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

21.1 Governing law
The Agency Agreement, the Deed of Covenant, the Notes and the Coupons and any non-contractual
obligations arising out of or in connection with the Agency Agreement, the Deed of Covenant, the
Notes and the Coupons are and shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, English law.
21.2 Agreement to arbitrate
Subject to Condition 21.3, any dispute, claim, difference or controversy arising out of, relating to or
having any connection with the Notes and/or the Coupons (including any dispute as to their existence,
validity, interpretation, performance, breach or termination or the consequences of their nullity and
any dispute relating to any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with them) (a
Dispute) shall be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration under the LCIA Arbitration Rules (the
Rules), which Rules (as amended from time to time) are incorporated by reference into this
Condition. For these purposes:
(a)

the seat of arbitration shall be London;

(b)

there shall be three arbitrators, each of whom shall be disinterested in the arbitration, shall have
no connection with any party thereto and shall be an attorney experienced in international
securities transactions; and

(c)

the language of the arbitration shall be English.

21.3 Option to litigate
Notwithstanding Condition 21.2, any Noteholder or Couponholder may, in the alternative, and at its
sole discretion, by notice in writing to the Issuer:
(a)

within 28 days of service of a Request for Arbitration (as defined in the Rules); or

(b)

in the event no arbitration is commenced,

require that a Dispute be heard by a court of law. If any Noteholder or Couponholder gives such
notice, the Dispute to which such notice refers shall be determined in accordance with Condition 21.4
and, subject as provided below, any arbitration commenced under Condition 21.2 in respect of that
Dispute will be terminated. Each person who gives such notice and the recipient of that notice will
bear its own costs in relation to the terminated arbitration.
If any notice to terminate is given after service of any Request for Arbitration in respect of any
Dispute, the relevant Noteholder or Couponholder must also promptly give notice to the LCIA Court
and to any Tribunal (each as defined in the Rules) already appointed in relation to the Dispute that
such Dispute will be settled by the courts. Upon receipt of such notice by the LCIA Court, the
arbitration and any appointment of any arbitrator in relation to such Dispute will immediately
terminate. Any such arbitrator will be deemed to be functus officio. The termination is without
prejudice to:
(i)

the validity of any act done or order made by that arbitrator or by the court in support of that
arbitration before his appointment is terminated;

(ii)

his entitlement to be paid his proper fees and disbursements; and

(iii)

the date when any claim or defence was raised for the purpose of applying any limitation bar
or any similar rule or provision.

21.4 Effect of exercise of an option to litigate
In the event that a notice pursuant to Condition 21.3 is issued, the following provisions shall apply:
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(a)

subject to paragraph (c) below, the courts of England shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle
any Dispute and the Issuer submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts;

(b)

the Issuer agrees that the courts of England are the most appropriate and convenient courts to
settle any Dispute and, accordingly, that it will not argue to the contrary; and

(c)

this Condition 21.4 is for the benefit of the Noteholders and the Couponholders only. As a
result, and notwithstanding paragraph (a) above, to the extent allowed by law, any Noteholder
or Couponholder may take proceedings relating to a Dispute (Proceedings) in any other courts
with jurisdiction. To the extent allowed by law, any Noteholder or Couponholder may take
concurrent Proceedings in any number of jurisdictions.

21.5 Appointment of Process Agent
The Issuer irrevocably appoints the Kuwait Investment Office at Wren House, 15 Carter Lane,
London, EC4V 5EY as its agent for service of process, and agrees that, in the event of the Kuwait
Investment Office ceasing so to act or ceasing to be registered in England, it will appoint another
person as its agent for service of process in England in respect of any Proceedings or Disputes.
Nothing herein shall affect the right to serve proceedings in any other manner permitted by law.
21.6 Waiver of immunity
To the extent that the Issuer may in any jurisdiction claim for itself or its assets or revenues (Sovereign
Assets) immunities from suit, execution, attachment (whether in aid of execution, before judgement
or otherwise) or legal process, in all cases related to the Notes or the Coupons, and to the extent that
in any such jurisdiction there may be attributed to itself or its Sovereign Assets such immunity
(whether or not claimed), the Issuer hereby irrevocably agrees for the benefit of the Noteholders and
the Couponholders not to claim and hereby irrevocably waives such immunity to the fullest extent
permitted by the laws of such jurisdiction.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Condition 21.6, such waiver of immunity shall not
be deemed or interpreted to include any waiver of immunity in respect of (i) present or future
premises of the mission (as defined in the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations signed in
1961); (ii) consular premises (as defined in the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations signed in
1963); (iii) any other property or assets used solely or mainly for governmental or public purposes in
the State of Kuwait or elsewhere; (iv) military property or military assets or property or assets of the
State of Kuwait related thereto; or (v) other procedural or substantive rights enjoyed by the Issuer by
virtue of its sovereign status besides immunity from suit, attachment, and execution.
21.7 Other documents
The Issuer has in the Agency Agreement and the Deed of Covenant submitted to the jurisdiction of
the English courts and appointed an agent for service of process in terms substantially similar to those
set out above.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
The net proceeds from each issue of Notes will be applied by the Issuer for its domestic budgetary purposes.
If there is a particular identified use of proceeds, this will be stated in the applicable Final Terms.
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OVERVIEW OF KUWAIT
Introduction
Kuwait is located in the north-east of the Arabian Peninsula in Western Asia. It is bordered by Saudi Arabia
to the south and Iraq to the north. To the east, Kuwait has approximately 499 kilometres of coastline on the
Arabian Gulf.

Kuwait covers an area of approximately 17,818 square kilometres, which is divided into six Governorates
(Al-Ahmadi, Al-‘Asimah (the capital), Al-Farwaniyah, Al-Jahra’, Hawalli and Mubarak Al-Kabir). Each
Governorate is headed by a governor, a representative of the Emir, who is supported by a council. Governors
are usually members of the ruling family or close allies. Membership of the Governorate councils is by
appointment. Each Governorate is divided into districts or areas and each district is headed by a mayor or
chief (Mukhtar) who reports to the Ministry of Interior. The capital and administrative centre of Kuwait is
Kuwait City, where the Government and most of the other state institutions are located. The official language
in Kuwait is Arabic, but the use of English is widespread, especially in business transactions.
History
The earliest known map showing present-day Kuwait appeared in a Dutch document dated in the mid-17th
century, which was then known as Al-Qurain. At the time, Kuwait was under the control of the house of
Khaled which dominated the eastern part of the Arabian Peninsula. The name Kuwait is derived from the
Arabic  ﻛﻮﺕkūt meaning a fortress built near water and came about when the sheik of the house of Khaled
built a fort in Al-Qurain in the latter part of the 17th century as a summer house.
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In the early 18th century, the Al-Aniza tribe migrated to the northern shore of the Gulf from the Najd, their
famine-stricken homeland in central Arabia, and settled in Kuwait which was a small village at the time. At
the same time, the house of Al-Sabah emerged as the dominant group as the rule of the house of Khaled
weakened and the house of Al-Sabah was formally established as rulers of Kuwait in 1752. These new
settlers combined to create an oligarchic merchant principality, whose economic prosperity was based on
fishing, pearling and trade.
Fearing direct rule from the Ottoman Empire, in 1899, Sheikh Mubarak Al-Sabah struck a deal with Britain
and Kuwait became a British protectorate. Under the Anglo-Kuwaiti agreement of 1899, Britain provided
naval protection in return for Kuwait allowing London to control its foreign affairs. In 1937, large oil
reserves were discovered by the US-British Kuwait Oil Company, which drove Kuwait’s development into
a modern commercial centre, as it embarked on a major public works programme and established the world’s
first sovereign wealth fund, the KIA, in the 1950s. In June 1961, Kuwait became independent with the end
of the British protectorate and Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah became the Emir. Under the terms of its
newly promulgated Constitution, Kuwait held its first parliamentary elections in 1963 and became the first
of the Arab states of the Arabian Gulf to establish a constitution and a parliament. In 1980, the Government
integrated its oil production operations as subsidiaries under the authority of the KPC and joined the GCC
as a founding member in 1981.
Gulf War (1990 – 1991)
In August 1990, Iraqi forces invaded and annexed Kuwait. When Iraq failed to comply with a UN resolution
ordering it to pull out of Kuwait in January 1991, the United States led a coalition to remove Iraqi forces
from Kuwait during the Gulf War. By late February 1991, the coalition reached Kuwait City and Iraqi forces
retreated. As they retreated, Iraqi forces set over 700 oil wells in the north of Kuwait on fire. It is estimated
that as much as 5 million bpd were lost over the nine months it took to extinguish the fires. In addition, there
was extensive environmental damage to the areas around the oil wells, which included tarcrete and crude oil
lakes surrounding the damaged oil wells. See “—The Environment” below. Following the end of the Gulf
War, the UN demarcated the new Kuwait-Iraq border in 1993. Kuwait’s northern border is the only
international boundary that has been demarcated by UN Security Council resolution under Chapter 7 of the
UN Charter. In 1994, Iraq officially recognised the UN-demarcated borders.
As a direct result of the Gulf War, the UN Compensation Commission was created in 1991 as a subsidiary
organ of the United Nations Security Council to process claims and provide reparations for damages suffered
as a result of the Iraq invasion and occupation of Kuwait out of a consolidated fund (the Compensation
Fund). Damages that were eligible for compensation included any loss of life, loss of property,
environmental damage and public health. Over 2.7 million claims were made for over U.S.$352 billion worth
of damage by governments (mainly Kuwait and Saudi Arabia), international organisations and corporations
in addition to aggrieved Kuwaiti individuals, although only U.S.$52 billion of claims were ultimately
awarded. The Compensation Fund receives a percentage of the proceeds generated by the export sales of
Iraqi petroleum and petroleum products. This percentage was originally set at 30 per cent. by the UN
Security Council in 1991, which was changed by the UN Security Council to 25 per cent. in 2000 and then
to 5 per cent. in 2003. The UN Compensation Commission then uses those funds to pay the claimants. To
date, Iraq’s outstanding balance due from the Compensation Fund is U.S.$4.6 billion. As the UN
Compensation Commission adopted a policy of paying individuals first, the remaining outstanding balance
is owed entirely to Kuwait. During the latest meeting of the Compensation Fund’s Governing Council in
November 2016, Kuwait and Iraq reached an agreement for a one-year deferment of Iraq’s payments into the
Compensation Fund as a result of Iraq’s difficult financial and security situation. Similar one year deferment
payment agreements were entered into in 2014 and 2015.
Population
The latest official Kuwait census for which data has been published was conducted in April 2011.
Accordingly, all population figures for subsequent years are estimates based on historic data.
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The most recent estimate of the population in Kuwait was published by the Public Authority for Civil
Information as at 30 June 2016. The population was estimated to be approximately 4.3 million, of which
approximately 1.3 million were Kuwaiti nationals (30.5 per cent.) and approximately 3.0 million were nonKuwaiti nationals (69.5 per cent.). As at 30 June 2016, 98.6 per cent. of the Kuwaiti population lived in cities
with more than 10,000 inhabitants.
The following table sets out the estimated population of Kuwait as at 30 June 2016 and 31 December 2015,
2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
As at
30 June

As at 31 December

2016(1)

2015(1)

2014(1)

2013(1)

2012(1)

2011(1)

Kuwaiti Male ....................
Kuwaiti Female ................

648,175
673,418

641,280
666,323

626,256
649,601

610,543
631,947

595,365
617,071

580,559
602,626

Total Kuwaiti ..................

1,321,593

1,307,605

1,275,857

1,242,490

1,212,436

1,183,185

Non-Kuwaiti Male ............
Non-Kuwaiti Female ........

2,030,388
978,327

1,964,264
967,137

1,855,279
960,857

1,772,340
950,192

1,705,468
905,824

1,641,134
872,973

Total Non-Kuwaiti ..........

3,008,715

2,931,401

2,816,136

2,722,532

2,611,292

2,514,107

Total ..................................

4,330,308

4,239,006

4,091,993

3,965,022

3,823,728

3,697,292

(1) Estimates of Kuwaiti population are based on census data from 2011 and the natural growth and the average number of nationalised non-Kuwaiti people during
the period 2007 – 2011. Estimates of the non-Kuwaiti population are based on the average growth rate during the period between the two censuses conducted
in Kuwait (2005 and 2011).
Source: Public Authority for Civil Information

Based on data from the Public Authority for Civil Information, Kuwait’s estimated population increased each
year since 2011, growing year-on-year by 3.4 per cent. in 2011, 3.7 per cent. in 2012, 3.2 per cent. in 2013,
3.6 per cent. in 2014 and 2.2 per cent. in 2015. This growth principally reflects the increase in the number
of non-Kuwaiti nationals as a percentage of Kuwait’s total estimated population, which has increased each
year, from 68.0 per cent. as at 31 December 2011, to 68.2 per cent. as at 31 December 2012, to 68.7 per cent.
as at 31 December 2013, to 68.8 per cent. as at 31 December 2014, to 69.1 per cent. as at 31 December 2015
and to 69.5 per cent. as at 30 June 2016.
Additionally there is a population of approximately 100,000 illegal residents who live in Kuwait. Many of
these individuals entered Kuwait from Saudi Arabia and Iraq before Kuwait’s independence and continue
inhabiting northern Kuwait. In recent years, Kuwait has begun to extend certain rights to documented
members of this group and has offered special scholarships for work and study. However, these individuals
are not included in the official government census and subsequent estimates, which appear in the table above.
Government and Political System
Kuwait is a constitutional principality with a parliamentary system of government. Under its Constitution,
which entered into force in 1963, the head of the State is the Emir, who is chosen from among the members
of the ruling Al-Sabah family and confirmed by the National Assembly. The current Emir is His Highness
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (87), who acceded to the throne in January 2006. The Emir has,
among other powers, the power to appoint the Prime Minister, dissolve the National Assembly, suspend
certain parts of the Constitution and refer bills to the National Assembly for consideration. The Emir has the
right to propose legislation as well as the right to promulgate and sanction laws. The promulgation of a
proposed law is required to take place within 30 days from the date of its submission to the Emir by the
National Assembly. In urgent cases, as determined by a majority of the members of the National Assembly,
this period may be reduced to seven days. In the event that the applicable promulgation period has expired
without the Emir requesting a review of the proposed legislation, then such legislation is deemed to be
ratified and promulgated accordingly. When the proposed legislation is required by the Emir to be
reconsidered by the National Assembly, then such decision can be made by way of decree by the Emir. See
“—Legal and Judicial System—Kuwait Constitution of 1962” below.
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Succession in Kuwait is governed by Article 4 of the Constitution and Article 3 of the Emir Succession Law
which collectively provides that a descendant of Mubarak Al-Sabah be nominated as heir apparent by the
reigning Emir and within one year from the date of the Emir’s investiture be confirmed by a majority vote
of the National Assembly. In the event that the appointment of the heir apparent does not proceed as indicated
above, the Emir is required to nominate at least three people to put before the National Assembly which will
then have the right to select the heir apparent. The Emir’s half-brother, His Highness Sheikh Nawaf AlAhmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (79), is the current Crown Prince. Historically, the Emir has been selected by
family consensus although the Emir Succession Law provides for National Assembly input under certain
circumstances.
Kuwait was the first member of the GCC to establish a directly elected National Assembly in 1963. The
National Assembly comprises 50 directly elected members who serve four-year terms. The National
Assembly has the power to question and dismiss ministers through a vote of no-confidence, including the
Prime Minister, and to propose, enact or block enactment of legislation introduced by the Government.
Although political parties are banned, there are various interest groupings or “blocs” present in the National
Assembly. Women were granted the right to vote in 2005 and subsequently can be and have been, elected to
the National Assembly. The first ever woman to be appointed to the Council of Ministers was Dr. Massouma
Al-Mubarak in June 2005 who was appointed as the Minister of Planning and Minister of State for
Administrative Development Affairs. After the National Assembly election of July 2013, two women were
appointed to Ministerial positions in the Council of Ministers.
The Council of Ministers forms the executive level of government and advises and assists the Prime Minister,
who is appointed by the Emir. The current Prime Minister is His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak AlHamad Al-Sabah who was appointed in 2011. The Council of Ministers is composed of all Ministers who
comprise 22 Ministerial functions. There are currently 15 members of the Council of Ministers, including
the Minister of Interior, Minister of Education, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of Information, Minister
of Finance, Minister of Justice, Minister of Oil, Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, Minister of Higher
Education, Minister of Health, Minister of Commerce and Industry, Minister of Defence, Minister of Labour
and Social Affairs and the Minister of Council of Ministers’ Affairs. Members of the Council of Ministers
are appointed by the Emir but are considered members of the National Assembly, which affords them the
same voting rights as elected members in all legislative matters. Members of the Council of Ministers can
also be dismissed by the National Assembly in no-confidence motions.
Like many other countries in the region, Kuwait has experienced political upheaval in the wake of a series
of protests commonly referred to as the “Arab Spring”. In February 2012, young Kuwaitis, including a
number of illegal residents, held public demonstrations to demand better access to state democratic
institutions. Following these protests, the then-Prime Minister resigned from his post and the National
Assembly was dissolved by the Emir. After new elections were held, Islamist groups made large gains only
to have the Constitutional Court declare the election invalid four months later. In response to the turmoil, the
Emir dissolved the National Assembly yet again in October 2012 and decreed changes in the voting
mechanics by which members of the National Assembly were elected. This new framework for National
Assembly elections was dubbed “one person, one vote” whereby each voter was only able to select one
representative instead of previous elections where up to four representatives could be chosen. Although the
Emir expressed these reforms as facilitating fairer representation of independent candidates, opposition
forces viewed the measures as a means of diluting the power of the traditional voting blocs.
After the introduction of “one person, one vote”, opposition groups boycotted National Assembly elections
and were not represented in elections between 2013 and 2016. The Emir dissolved the National Assembly
again in October 2016 citing regional circumstances and security challenges. Kuwait’s seventh elections
since 2006 were held on 26 November 2016. For the first time in four years, opposition groups put forward
candidates and went on to win 24 out of 50 available seats in the National Assembly. The new heavy
concentration of opposition members in the National Assembly could potentially have a disruptive effect on
future deliberations regarding various reforms being put into place due to the low oil price environment, such
as the National Program for Fiscal and Economic Sustainability (the FES). The next National Assembly
election is scheduled for 2021, although the Emir retains the power to dissolve the National Assembly before
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that time if the current arrangement ultimately proves to be ineffective. Currently, there has not been a
National Assembly session that has served out its entire term since the Emir acceded to the throne in 2006.
Legal and Judicial System
Kuwait is primarily modelled on the French civil law system, Egyptian civil code and elements of Islamic
Shariah law. Although Kuwait is a democratic nation where sovereignty rests with the people, its system is
based on the principles of justice, liberty and equality and governed by a Constitution of delegated powers
to the legislative, the executive and the judicial authorities. In descending order of importance, the
Constitution is followed by laws and their implementing instruments such as regulations and ministerial
resolutions.
There are two methods by which to introduce draft legislation for a vote in the National Assembly: either
through the Council of Ministers or through members of parliament. Through the Council of Ministers, bills
may be drafted by any Ministry and then reviewed by the Legal Advice and Legislation Department (the
Government’s Legal Department). The Council of Ministers decides whether it will approve the bill upon
recommendations of the Government’s Legal Department. If the bill is approved by the Council of Ministers,
it will be submitted to the National Assembly, where it is reviewed by relevant committees. After the
introduction of legislation by either of these two methods, the National Assembly approves the draft
legislation by a majority of votes comprising the total number of attendees in the National Assembly session
including members of the Council of Ministers. The final step of the ratification process is the assent of the
Emir within 30 days from the National Assembly’s approval. In the event assent by the Emir is not granted
within the prescribed 30 day period, assent is deemed to have been granted. Within the 30 day period, the
Emir may request that the National Assembly reconsider a specific bill. In the event the Emir requests
reconsideration, approval of the bill requires a higher threshold of approval of a two-thirds majority vote if
in the same session or a majority of the total members of the National Assembly if in the next session. All
laws must be published in Kuwait’s Official Gazette, the Al-Kuwait Al-Yawm after receiving the Emir’s
assent.
Public services are handled by specific departments within the various Ministries and by municipal
government authorities in each of the six Governorates, although administrative authority ultimately rests
with the central Government. These services include road maintenance, urban planning, housing, sanitation,
waste disposal, food inspection, licensing and primary healthcare.
The Constitution maintains the independence of the judiciary, and Kuwaitis enjoy the right to appeal from
courts of first instance to a higher court. Kuwait’s judiciary system includes courts of first instance in each
administrative district, administrative courts, courts of appeals, the Court of Cassation and the Constitutional
Court. The Court of Cassation is divided into commercial, civil and criminal boards and serves as the final
court of appeal. Its decisions are not binding on lower courts but are given persuasive value. The
Constitutional Court was established in 1973 and has exclusive jurisdiction to interpret the constitutionality
of legislation and review electoral results. Although judges on lower courts can be non-Kuwaiti residents,
Constitutional Court judges must be Kuwaiti nationals and are selected by the supreme judicial council in a
secret ballot.
Additionally, Kuwait is a member of the GCC Commercial Arbitration Centre for the settlement of
commercial and business disputes. Courts generally do not exercise jurisdiction on cases with an expressed
agreement to refer a dispute to arbitration. Foreign judgments are enforced in Kuwait on the basis of
reciprocity, i.e., if the foreign court has enforced a judgment from a Kuwaiti court, or if any bilateral or
regional treaties have been signed. Kuwait has signed such bilateral treaties with several countries, including,
amongst others, Egypt, the Lebanese Republic (Lebanon) and Tunisia. Kuwait is also party to two regional
conventions relating to judicial cooperation and enforcement of judgments rendered by state courts; the
Riyadh Convention on Judicial Cooperation between the States of the Arab League and the GCC Convention
for the Execution of Judgments, Delegations and Judicial Notifications. Kuwait is a signatory of the New
York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. The Convention has been
in force in Kuwait since 27 July 1978. Kuwait is also a party to the 1965 Convention on the Settlement of
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Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States. The convention entered into force for
Kuwait on 4 March 1979.
Gender equality, labour policies and human rights continue to be advanced by judicial and legal reform. In
2005, the general election law was amended to grant women the right to vote and stand in parliamentary
elections and in 2012, the Emir introduced the “one person, one vote” policy, see “—Government and
Political System” above. Furthermore, Kuwait is party to a number of human rights treaties, including the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Kuwait Constitution of 1962
The Constitution was adopted by the constitutional assembly between 1961 and 1962. The Constitution was
signed by Emir Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah on 11 November 1962 and came into legal effect on 15 January
1963. The Constitution establishes Kuwait as a constitutional principality with a democratic system of
parliamentary government.
The Constitution is founded on democratic principles. The primary pillars of the Constitution are the
sovereignty of the State, public freedom and equality before the law.
The Constitution is comprised of 183 articles divided into five separate parts, namely: (1) the State and the
System of Government; (2) the Basic Foundations of Kuwait Society; (3) Public Rights and Obligations; (4)
the Powers of the Head of State, the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary; and (5) General and
Temporary Provisions.
The Constitution requires that Kuwait must have an elected National Assembly. The National Assembly is
the legislative branch and the Emir and the Council of Ministers constitute the executive branch. The
National Assembly has 50 seats, elected equally from five districts. The National Assembly can be dissolved
by the Emir, however, elections for members of a new National Assembly must subsequently be followed
within a period of two months from the date of dissolution.
Foreign Relations and International Organisations
Kuwait’s foreign policy is governed by its belief in mutual respect, equality and non-interference in the
internal affairs of other nations. Kuwait is a strong advocate of resolving international disputes amicably by
peaceful means and in compliance with principles enshrined in international treaties and laws. Kuwait
strongly believes in maintaining the independence and sovereignty of its lands, wealth and its people and
accords the same respect to other sovereign nations. Kuwait maintains strong bilateral relations with the
United States, China, India, the EU and its member states, including among others, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the United Kingdom), the Federal Republic of Germany (Germany),
the Italian Republic (Italy) and the French Republic (France).
Kuwait has signed bilateral economic, trade and technical cooperation agreements with many trading
partners, intended to promote and diversify bilateral trade in goods and services, such as providing necessary
facilities to participate in trade fairs and international markets. Kuwait is a signatory of 258 bilateral
economic agreements including many providing for the avoidance of double taxation, mutual protection and
encouragement of investment and other forms of investment cooperation. Kuwait also provides long-term
loans and guarantees to assist developing countries throughout Asia and the Pacific, South America, Europe,
Africa and the Middle East in strengthening their economics through the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED).
Kuwait is a member of the United Nations and some of its specialised and related agencies, including the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (the IMF) and the WTO. Regionally, Kuwait is a member of
the GCC, the League of Arab States (the Arab League), the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (the OIC)
and OPEC.
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Additionally, on 24 January 2017, North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) Secretary General, Jens
Stoltenberg, and permanent representatives at the North Atlantic Council visited Kuwait to inaugurate the
NATO-Istanbul Cooperation Initiative Regional Centre (the ICI) in Kuwait City. The ICI is the first of its
kind in the Middle East and aims to strength the partnership between the GCC states and NATO in the fight
against terrorism. The opening of the ICI reinforces NATO’s longstanding relationship with Kuwait in the
promotion of regional security by serving as a hub for cooperation in strategic analysis, civil emergency
planning, military-to-military cooperation and public diplomacy.
Relations with the Gulf Cooperation Council and other Arab countries
Gulf Cooperation Council
The GCC was created on 25 May 1981, by Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, the State of Qatar (Qatar), Saudi Arabia
and the UAE. Its main objectives are regional cooperation and integration in all economic, social and cultural
affairs, including trade, industry, investment, finance, transport, communications and energy. An agreement
to achieve economic unification between the countries of the GCC was signed on 11 November 1981 which
led, on 1 January 2008, to the creation of a common market in the GCC region.
In January 2015, the common market was further integrated, providing for full equality among GCC citizens
in government and private sector employment, social insurance and retirement coverage, real estate
ownership, capital movement, access to education, health and other social services in all member states. For
the year ended 31 December 2015, the GCC countries, as a whole, accounted for KD 1.5 billion, or 16.0 per
cent. of Kuwait’s total imports and KD 554.7 million, or 3.4 per cent., of Kuwait’s total non-oil exports.
Trade with the UAE remains the second most significant source of Kuwaiti imports accounting for KD 880.2
million, or 9.4 per cent., of total imports for the year ended 31 December 2015.
In December 2008, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi Arabia approved a monetary union agreement (the
Monetary Union Agreement) and a statute relating to the new Gulf Monetary Council (the Monetary
Council Statute), which set forth the legal and institutional framework for a proposed monetary union of
the relevant member states. See “Monetary and Financial System—GCC Monetary Union”. The GCC has
also agreed to a GCC-wide value-added tax framework agreement (5 per cent. value-added tax on goods and
services). On 30 January 2017, the Shura Council in Saudi Arabia announced the approval of the framework
agreement, becoming the first member state of the GCC to officially announce the adoption of the unified
GCC value-added tax regime. As part of the FES, Kuwait plans to implement a 5 per cent. value-added tax
on goods and services. See “—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan—
Public Administration and Economy” below.
In addition to the creation of a common market and a closer economic and social union, the member states
of the GCC cooperate on the development of a shared security strategy including reciprocal defence
obligations.
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait share many regional objectives as members of both OPEC and the GCC. The two
countries have committed to a number of joint operating agreements that govern activities along their mutual
border. Under the terms of the Uqair Convention of 2 December 1922, the area between the borders of Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait was left undefined and equal rights were declared over the territory, until a later
agreement was made between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait settling the border dispute. However, since the
discovery of oil in the province in 1938, the rights exercised over oil production in this territory, later known
as the PNZ, have been disputed. A partitioning agreement was finally signed by both governments on 7 July
1965, whereby each government administers half of the PNZ, but share joint authority over oil extraction
operations and oil revenues in all of the PNZ. However, since May 2015, the two oil field operations in the
PNZ, the offshore field in Khafji (the Khafji Joint Operations) and the onshore fields in Wafra, South Umm
Gudair and Humma (the Wafra Joint Operations) have been completely shut down as a result of certain
procedural and technical discussions between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Negotiations are underway for
production to resume later in 2017 following a planned refurbishment of the existing facilities. See “Risk
Factors—Factors that may affect the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its obligations under Notes issued under the
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Programme—Kuwait is targeting an increase in its oil production capacity by 2020 and a failure to achieve
this target may adversely affect its economy”.
Kuwait also maintains a strong trading link to Saudi Arabia, which accounts for KD 444.3 million, or 4.8 per
cent., of Kuwait’s total imports for the year ended 31 December 2015. A high level committee has been
formed to facilitate the establishment of more bilateral economic agreements between Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia in the years to come.
In addition, Kuwait has joined the nine country coalition led by Saudi Arabia that has been seeking to restore
the internationally recognised government in Yemen since March 2015. Pursuant to the GCC joint security
agreement, Kuwait has contributed fighter jets and ground troops to work within Saudi Arabia to defend the
Saudi border but has not engaged in any offensive action in Yemen. In the summer of 2016, Kuwait hosted
a UN-brokered dialogue regarding the Yemeni conflict, although the ceasefire was ultimately unsuccessful
because hostilities resumed. Kuwait continues to spearhead efforts to find a political solution to the Yemeni
conflict and to adequately address the conflict’s growing humanitarian needs.
Other Arab countries
Kuwait also maintains strong diplomatic and economic relationships with other Arab countries outside the
GCC, including other members of the Arab League and the OIC. The Government has strategic partnerships
with Iraq, Lebanon, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (Jordan) and the Kingdom of Morocco, among other
neighbouring countries, in the areas of economic development, counter-terrorism and national security.
Kuwait seeks to use its influence and diplomatic relations in the region to oversee peace negotiations, such
as in the summer of 2016 when it hosted a UN-facilitated dialogue regarding a resolution to the Yemeni
conflict. See “—Saudi Arabia” above. Kuwait also provides humanitarian support throughout the region.
Between 2013 – 2015, Kuwait hosted three International Humanitarian Pledging Conferences for Syria and
co-chaired a fourth conference in London in 2016 along with the United Kingdom, Germany and Norway.
Egypt
Kuwait maintains strong diplomatic ties with Egypt, a member of the Gulf War coalition. Egyptian nationals
are major contributors to the Kuwaiti economy and make up the second largest group of expatriates in
Kuwait with a population of approximately 450,000 as at 30 September 2016. In addition to enjoying
reciprocal aid and joint defence training arrangements, since 1964 Kuwait has pledged a total of U.S.$2.7
billion to Egypt in the form of long-term project loans through the KFAED. The majority of these project
loans have been in the energy sector, including the installation of power plants and stations across Egypt.
Kuwait’s humanitarian efforts in Egypt include grants and technical assistance through the KFAED worth a
total of U.S.$10.5 million since 1991. In 2013, Kuwait provided Egypt with U.S.$4 billion in aid which
included a U.S.$2 billion deposit with the Central Bank of Egypt, a U.S.$1 billion grant and U.S.$1 billion
worth of oil products. Later, in 2015, Kuwait deposited an additional U.S.$2 billion with the Central Bank
of Egypt as a testament to its continuing commitment to supporting Egypt’s economy.
In 2016, Kuwait loaned Egypt U.S.$310.2 million for the construction of water desalination plants in the
Governorate of South Sinai, Eastern Port Said City and South Helwan. Later that year, Kuwait granted Egypt
U.S.$0.7 million to conduct a feasibility study for solar cell production and the construction of a solar power
station. This grant was also used to fund programs for the integration of disabled children in educational and
other social institutions.
Relations with the United States, the United Kingdom and the European Union
Outside the GCC, Kuwait has strong trading, diplomatic and security relationships with many countries,
particularly major economies such as the United States, China, India, South Korea and a number of member
states of the EU including the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy and France.
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United States
The United States established diplomatic relations with Kuwait in 1961 following its independence from the
United Kingdom. Kuwait and the United States have since shared a history of friendship and economic,
political and military cooperation. These ties were strengthened during the U.S. operation to liberate
occupied Kuwait during the Gulf War. Furthermore, the support that Kuwait provided to the U.S.-led
coalition to liberate Iraq in 2002 contributed to their continuing close ties.
Kuwait and the United States have had a long tradition of sharing concerns for regional and global security.
In October 2016, Kuwait and the United States held a strategic dialogue meeting for the first time with the
aim of strengthening bilateral relations in the areas of military, security and economic cooperation.
Currently, the United States has troops stationed in Kuwait as part of a defence agreement, including the
United States Army Central Command Camp Arifjan base which is part of the United States Central
Command, Ali Al-Salem Air Base, Camp Buehring and Camp Patriot. Since 2004, Kuwait has been
designated a major non-NATO ally of the United States and has received military support and technical
assistance in the form of foreign military sales (FMS) and coordinated training. In turn, the two countries
continue to work together to confront the threat of terrorism in the region.
In addition to their strong military partnership, the United States is also Kuwait’s second largest import
partner, accounting for KD 859.7 million, or 9.2 per cent., of Kuwait’s total imports for the year ended
31 December 2015. The United States remains one of the main destinations of Kuwaiti investment. The KIA
manages Kuwaiti investments in the United States utilising funds under the General Reserve Fund (GRF)
and FGF to buy large amounts of stock in its technology and telecommunications industry, while the Kuwait
Direct Investment Promotion Authority (KDIPA) works on attracting U.S. investments to Kuwait. Numerous
cultural exchange programs are in place as well, with several thousand students of Kuwaiti origin studying
in the United States.
United Kingdom
Beginning with the Anglo-Kuwaiti agreement of 1899 through to the establishment of formal diplomatic
relations following Kuwait’s independence in 1961, the United Kingdom has been a constant presence in
Kuwait, helping to forge an alliance that spans cultural, economic and political concerns. During the Gulf
War, the United Kingdom played a key role as one of the major contributors of manpower with soldiers
deployed to defend Kuwait and thus solidified its standing as one of Kuwait’s most important strategic
partners.
After the removal of Iraqi forces, a UK/Kuwait Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in
February 1992 to build on the countries’ close historical ties and create a security arrangement that was
suitable to modern demands. A series of additional MoUs followed, with one signed on 9 August 2010 to
encourage working together in a range of international security-related areas, including human trafficking,
drug smuggling and cyber-crime. Another MoU, signed on 27 January 2014, focuses on healthcare
cooperation in light of the significant number of Kuwaiti patients who travel to the United Kingdom every
year for private healthcare, including initiatives to combat non-communicable diseases and to improve the
administration of public hospitals.
Representatives from both governments attend biannual meetings to discuss new ways that their countries
can collaborate on matters that touch upon their mutual interests, such as energy, trade, migration, security,
defence, healthcare, education and culture (the UK-Kuwait Joint Steering Group). The United Kingdom
constituted KD 272.9 million, or 2.9 per cent., of Kuwait’s total imports for the year ended 31 December
2015. In addition, there are numerous joint projects between the government of the United Kingdom and the
Kuwaiti Government currently underway targeting reform in the diverse fields of infrastructure, healthcare,
telecommunications, housing and education.
European Union
The EU is an important trading partner for Kuwait. Kuwait’s petroleum exports are purchased in most of the
EU member states and a number of EU petroleum companies are investors in Kuwait’s economy. Germany,
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Italy and France are Kuwait’s fifth, ninth and eleventh largest import partners, respectively, for the year
ended 31 December 2015.
Kuwait’s diplomatic and economic relationship with the EU is also framed within its membership of the
GCC. The EU established bilateral relations with GCC countries through a cooperation agreement in 1988,
which provides for annual joint councils and ministerial meetings between EU and GCC foreign ministers
and for joint cooperation committees at senior official level.
In July 2016, Kuwaiti Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Khalid Al-Jarallah, met with High Representative
of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Federica Mogherini, to sign a cooperation arrangement
between the European External Action Service and the Kuwaiti Ministry of Foreign Affairs to increase the
number of exchanges between officials and promote economic and political cooperative initiatives, including
a visa waiver program between Kuwait and members of the Schengen Area.
Relations with Asian countries
Many of Kuwait’s most significant trading partners are in Asia, and Kuwait continues to increase its presence
in the Asian market by broadening its economic ties to China and India. Some of Kuwait’s most significant
non-oil export destinations also include South Korea and Japan. In 2016, Kuwait hosted the second Asia
Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) Summit to discuss ways to enhance pan-Asian unity and regional cooperation
in the areas of energy, agriculture, biotechnology, tourism, poverty alleviation, IT development, e-education
and finances.
China
Since diplomatic relations were established between Kuwait and China in 1971, the two countries have
participated in an increasing number of economic programs involving crude oil trading, crude reserves
storage, refinery projects and refinery engineering services. China is Kuwait’s largest import partner,
accounting for KD 1.5 billion, or 16.4 per cent., of Kuwait’s total imports for the year ended 31 December
2015.
India
Due to their geographic proximity, India and Kuwait have historically enjoyed robust trade links. Since
Kuwait’s independence, India has consistently ranked among its top ten trading partners with Kuwait serving
as a large supplier of India’s oil imports. For the year ended 31 December 2015, India was Kuwait’s seventh
largest trading partner in terms of imports, accounting for KD 415.5 million, or 4.5 per cent., of Kuwait’s
total imports for the year ended 31 December 2015.
India and Kuwait also continue to share significant human capital. As at 30 September 2016, there were
approximately 540,000 Indian nationals living and working in Kuwait making up its largest single expatriate
community. This large expatriate population has helped to fill important skilled positions in the electronic,
industrial and engineering sectors as well as a large source of unskilled labour.
Iran
In its capacity as regional GCC envoy to Iran, Kuwait has initiated dialogue to normalise relations between
Iran and other countries in the Gulf. In January 2017, Kuwait’s Foreign Minister, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid,
travelled to Iran to meet with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani to discuss what steps can be taken to repair
economic and political ties with Saudi Arabia. In addition to its diplomatic role, Kuwait maintains a strong
trade relationship with Iran and continues to import many of its goods and invest in its private sector. Iran
constituted KD 72.7 million, or 0.8 per cent., of Kuwait’s total imports and KD 17.6 million, or 0.1 per cent.,
of Kuwait’s total non-oil exports for the year ended 31 December 2015. Kuwait complies with applicable
UN sanctions with respect to its trade with Iran and works closely with the GCC as well as its major
international allies in seeking to improve relations with Iran. See “Risk Factors—Kuwait is located in a
region that has been subject to ongoing political and security concerns”.
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Education
The education system in Kuwait has developed significantly over recent years owing to large-scale
investments in education infrastructure and various Government incentives towards advancement of the
education system. The public education system is divided into twelve grades, making up five years of
elementary study, four years of middle school, three years of secondary education and university level study,
respectively. According to Article 40 of the Constitution, education in Kuwait is considered a fundamental
right that is guaranteed by the Government.
Kuwait has high literacy levels with 95.98 per cent. of the population over the age of 15, which includes both
Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti nationals, able to read and write as of 2015, and the literacy rate of Kuwaiti
nationals is even higher. Education is mandatory for all children aged between six to fourteen years. All
levels of education, including the university level, are fully financed by the Government and are free for all
Kuwaiti citizens. Private institutions in Kuwait are also partially subsidised by the Government. Several
international schools have been established to serve the large and growing expatriate population offering
curricula from British, American, French, Indian, Pakistani and other educational systems’.
According to the Ministry of Education, there were 2,514 schools in Kuwait in the 2015 – 2016 academic
year, which included kindergarten, government, private, special needs, religious education, adult education
and illiteracy programmes. Over the same period, the total number of students enrolled in schools was
962,786 with 107,909 teachers.
The highest institution in the public education system is Kuwait University, and admissions are generally
restricted to Kuwaiti nationals. Founded in 1966, Kuwait University is one of the oldest universities in the
Gulf region. Kuwait University students can chose to study courses in law, arts, science, medicine,
engineering and petroleum, health services, business, education, Islamic studies, pharmaceuticals, dentistry,
social science, life sciences, architecture and computer engineering. For the 2015-2016 academic year,
approximately 38,000 students attended Kuwait University, and the University had over 1,600 faculty
members.
The Government is currently constructing the Sabah Al-Salem University Campus in Al-Shadadiyah, which
is scheduled for completion in 2019. This new partially “green” facility will have state-of-the-art technology
and equipment and is designed for a total capacity of approximately 40,000 students. It is currently expected
that Kuwait University will utilise the new campus when it is completed, although other options are also
under consideration. See “—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan—
Human Capital”.
The Government subsidises many full scholarships to encourage Kuwaitis to study abroad and provides for
a stipend for all individuals looking to pursue a post-graduate degree overseas. According to the Ministry of
Education, during the 2014-2015 academic year over 13,000 Kuwaiti students were studying overseas
including large numbers in the United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, Canada and France.
Other benefits are provided throughout the duration of a graduate’s degree course abroad including
allowances for family members and defrayed travel costs.
Students from foreign countries are also encouraged to study in Kuwait as part of an ongoing cultural
exchange. During the 2015-2016 academic year, over 400 exchange students were studying at Kuwait
University, including students from the United States, England, Canada and France, in addition to a number
of students from Arab states such as Jordan and Saudi Arabia. The largest number of foreign students
studying at Kuwait University comes from Saudi Arabia with over 1,000 students in the 2015-2016 academic
year.
In addition to public education and post-secondary colleges, a number of private post-secondary colleges
also exist, offering educational programs in alliance with various international universities in the United
States, the United Kingdom and Europe. Public and private specialised programs offer a more tailored
education, such as the High Institute for Theatrical Arts, the Musical Studies Institute and a number of
courses providing telecommunication and air navigation, electricity and water training, industrial training,
nursing, secretarial work, tourism and other vocational training. The Public Authority for Applied Education
and Training (the PAAET) was also established in 1982 as an academic and vocational training institute with
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the objective of providing technical manpower to the State of Kuwait. To date, the PAAET is one of the
largest suppliers of vocational training in the Middle East.
Women in Kuwait are granted equal rights to education and numerous initiatives have been implemented to
further the education of women across the country. As a result of these initiatives, the number of female
students has remained largely consistent with that of male students over the last ten years. Currently, there
are roughly equivalent numbers of women and men enrolled in public secondary schools and at the bachelor,
masters and post-graduate level of university study.
Healthcare
Public System
Kuwait has a comprehensive, well-developed and extensive public healthcare system, which is administered
by the central Ministry of Health and six regional health offices. The Ministry of Health is responsible for
planning, financing, allocating resources, regulating, monitoring and evaluating as well as delivering health
care services. Each regional health office supervises and manages at least one general hospital and a number
of primary health centres and specialised clinics. There are currently more than 70 primary care centres, six
regional hospitals and nine specialist hospital units managed in Kuwait.
In addition to this, a number of other public or semi-public institutions, such as the military and the KPC,
operate their own autonomous health care systems for their employees. According to the World Bank, life
expectancy in Kuwait has improved from 60 years in 1960 to 75 years in 2014. Public healthcare is easily
accessible through a large number of clinics and hospitals, which provide free or low-cost healthcare to all
Kuwaiti nationals and to those non-Kuwaiti nationals paying an annual fee of KD 50. The Government also
provides significant subsidies to non-Kuwaiti nationals who are required to pay additional fees for a variety
of medical procedures, including surgeries, hospital stays and radiology examinations. Non-Kuwaiti
nationals also pay KD 1 for each visit to public clinics and KD 2 to casualty sections at hospitals.
The services offered by primary health centres include general practitioner services, childcare, family
medicine, maternity care, diabetes patient care, dentistry, preventive medical care, nursing care and
pharmaceuticals. The seven regional hospitals (Jaber Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah hospital (Jaber
Hospital), Sabah hospital, Amiri hospital, Adan hospital, Farwaniya hospital, Mubarak Al-Kabir hospital
and Jahra hospital) include a general hospital, a health centre, specialised hospital units and dispensaries. See
“—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan—Healthcare” below.
Specialist hospital units include, among others, the Kuwait Cancer Control Centre, the Obstetrics Hospital,
the Ibn Sina Hospital for neurosurgery, the Hamed Al-Essa Transplant Centre and the Razi Hospital for
burns.
Kuwait continues to partner with leading international hospitals, such as Johns Hopkins Medicine
International, to further improve Kuwait’s healthcare standards. In 2014, in order to reduce the significant
expense related to Kuwaitis travelling out of the country for specialised treatment, the Ministry of Health’s
Overseas Medical Treatment Department began imposing new regulations to boost the standard of local
medical facilities, change negative perceptions regarding the quality of local medical care, reduce the daily
allowances that the Government provides to outbound patients and improve screening services for noncommunicable diseases such as diabetes and obesity. Nevertheless, a significant number of Kuwaitis
continue to seek medical treatment abroad.
The Government plans to increase the number of primary health care centres to 125 by 2020 and upgrade
and expand five of its public hospitals and four specialised hospital units. As part of its healthcare expansion
plan, the Government recently completed construction of a new hospital, the Jaber Hospital in the second
half of 2016, which is the largest in Kuwait and added approximately 1,200 extra beds to the public
healthcare system. The Jaber Hospital is currently scheduled to open by the end of 2017 and is only
accessible to Kuwaiti nationals. For the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, total Government expenditure on
health affairs and services in Kuwait was KD 1.5 billion.
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Private System
While the Government continues to be the main provider of healthcare, Kuwait also has several private
hospitals and healthcare groups. They will often offer private accommodation, suites, wellness services and
minimal waiting times. Some of the most prominent private hospitals are Dar Al-Shifa, Al-Salam
international hospital, New Mowasat hospital and Royale Hayat hospital. Dar Al-Shifa is the oldest of these
institutions and it began as a private maternity hospital and has since added services such as paediatric care,
plastic surgery, dermatology and cardiology. Al-Salam international hospital, founded in 1964, offers
obstetrics, paediatric services and vascular surgery and complies with Accreditation Canada standards. New
Mowasat hospital, which opened in 1965, also holds Accreditation Canada status and services available
include obstetrics, rheumatology, orthopaedics and wellness services. Royale Hayat hospital was founded in
2006 and focuses on women’s and children’s services. Royale Hayat has a partnership agreement with
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts, a global hospitality and wellness chain, in order to maintain a high standard
of service in its accommodation.
Given Kuwait’s sizeable non-Kuwaiti population (see “—Population” above), the Government has
recognised the value of the privatisation of the healthcare system, which constitutes a key component in the
New Kuwait Plan to lessen the problem of overcrowding in public hospitals. In September 2016, the Ministry
of Health announced the creation of a separate healthcare plan to ensure comparable quality of care for its
large non-Kuwaiti population. As part of the New Kuwait Plan, the Ministry launched the Kuwait Health
Assurance Company (KHAC), a public-private partnership (PPP) between the Government and the private
sector that aims to enhance the role of private investment to make the healthcare sector a fully-integrated and
world-class system. Under the KHAC partnership, the Ministry of Health plans to construct private hospitals
in Al-Ahmadi, Farwaniya and Jahra and 15 primary medical centres, in order to provide primary and
secondary care services. Once completed, the KHAC network will be able to serve around two million nonKuwaiti nationals working in the private sector and help to reduce reliance on the public healthcare system.
Employment
According to the Public Authority for Civil Information, the growth rate of Kuwait’s total labour force
increased to 4.8 per cent. during 2015, to bring Kuwait’s total labour force to a total of 2.6 million as at
31 December 2015. This increase was principally due to the increase in the growth rate of the non-Kuwaiti
labour force to 5.1 per cent. during 2015. As at 31 December 2015, non-Kuwaitis comprised 83.1 per cent.
of Kuwait’s total labour force.
In the past few years, the Government has made a number of announcements regarding its intention to
encourage a better balance of Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaiti nationals in the private sector workforce. This
process, known as “Kuwaitisation”, involves the establishment of suggested ratios for the numbers of
Kuwaiti nationals that should be employed by respective industries. However, despite these announcements,
the number of non-Kuwaitis in the private sector workforce has continued to increase, both in number and
as a percentage of the total labour force. Starting in March 2015, the Civil Service Commission started
encouraging all non-Kuwaiti nationals over the age of 50 working for the Government or in private sector
positions that have Kuwaiti nationals on a waiting list to retire from their posts.
The Government has also been developing initiatives to bolster non-Kuwaiti worker rights. Most foreign
workers in Kuwait are employed through a system of sponsorship, or  ﻛﻔﺎﻟﺔkafāla, whereby visas are
provided directly by their prospective employer. Recent steps have been taken to reduce domestic workers’
dependency on any one employer and allow for visas to be freely transferrable between different jobs
through the creation of the Government-run domestic employment company. In June 2015, Kuwait became
the first country in the GCC to regulate domestic employment by setting a minimum wage, limiting the work
day to 12 hours with rest, requiring a weekly day off and providing 30 days paid leave per year. Kuwait has
also created the Public Authority for Manpower, a unified employment contract for workers in the private
sector to provide more protection to foreign workers in their disputes with employers that came into effect
in January 2016.
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As at 31 December 2015, community, social and personal services activities employed the highest percentage of Kuwait’s total labour force at 47.0 per cent., which was
followed by trade, restaurants and hotels at 18.7 per cent. and construction at 14.2 per cent. The following tables set forth a breakdown of the employees in Kuwait’s labour
force by economic activity as a percentage of the total labour force as at 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
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As at 31 December 2015, Kuwait saw growth in the number of Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis employed in the private sector with 1,483,069, which was an increase of 87,721,
or 6.3 per cent., compared to 1,395,348 as at 31 December 2014. In addition, unemployment fell from 41,762 as at 31 December 2014 to 29,168, or 30.2 per cent., as at
31 December 2015. The following tables set forth a breakdown of the employees in Kuwait’s labour force by sector and national origin as at 31 December 2015, 2014,
2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

Environment
Kuwait’s population growth and economic expansion over the past few decades has increased pressure on its
natural resources. The Government has recognised the potentially adverse environmental impact of these
demographic changes and has incorporated environmental protection and sustainability measures into its
future development plans.
The Kuwait Environment Public Authority (the KEPA) was established in 1995 as an independent
governmental organisation with a mission to carry out all actions necessary to protect the environment in
Kuwait. The KEPA’s responsibilities include drafting the general state policy and strategy for conservation
of natural resources and the exploitation of natural resources in a manner that ensures the health and safety
of workers, setting standards for the release of pollutants, supporting research and studies regarding
maintenance of the environment including follow-up evaluation of results, study of regional and international
conventions relating to the environment, collaboration with local and international institutions, raising the
level of environmental awareness among the public at large, development of a comprehensive plan to address
environmental disasters and preparation of indicators and official statistical reports for the public.
The current goals of the KEPA are focused on educating the public about the benefits of a clearly defined
system of waste recycling, highlighting the negative effects of human behaviours on local wildlife
populations including marine life, maintaining the biodiversity of Kuwait and preserving the country’s
natural reserves. As part of the KEPA’s public outreach campaign, it has set up a new electronic interface for
making environmental inquiries and lodging complaints. Additionally, in 2016, the KEPA moved to its new
headquarters in a fully smart and eco-friendly building.
In January 2017, the KEPA signed a cooperation agreement with the UN Development Programme to
commence a two-year project to combat climate change in conjunction with local environmental protection
institutes. This project is expected to track various measures of the country’s climate such as the decrease of
rain levels, rise in average annual temperature and recession of the coast line. The goal of this joint project
will also be to increase KEPA’s capacity to address gaps in its current awareness scheme by offering training
sessions and helping to improve its use of data and information to promote regulatory compliance.
During the Gulf War, the Iraqi army set more than 700 oil wells on fire, and the oil spills resulted in the
creation of thousands of crude oil lakes. Following the withdrawal of Iraqi forces, the Government formed
the Kuwait National Focal Point (KNFP), a committee to study and supervise the execution of
environmental projects, in particular oil spill clean-up efforts. In February 2012, KOC awarded five-year
contracts to various international companies to aid in soil remediation in the areas affected by these spills
which are currently underway. See “—Gulf War (1990-1991)” and “The Economy—Principal Sector of the
Economy—Oil and Gas—Project Kuwait”.
Development Strategy of Kuwait
In 2010, the Government announced its new overall strategy for Kuwait’s future development through the
year 2035 known as “Kuwait Vision 2035”, which is based on three main themes:
•

Recovering the pioneering regional role of Kuwait and transforming it into a financial and trade
centre, attractive to investors, where the private sector plays the lead role in economic activity creating
competition and promoting efficiency; with supportive national governmental institutions providing
the adequate infrastructure, appropriate legislative framework and an inspiring business environment;

•

Providing a climate for balanced human development, safeguarding social values and national identity
and preserving the community’s values; and

•

Strengthening the democratic system, respect for the Constitution, and the promotion of justice,
political participation and freedom.
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The New Kuwait Plan
On 30 January 2017, the Government updated its long-term development strategy under the slogan “New
Kuwait 2035”. The New Kuwait Plan is based on the following seven thematic pillars and objectives:
•

Public Administration: Reform administrative and bureaucratic practices to reinforce transparency,
accountability and efficiency in the Government.

•

Economy: Develop a prosperous and diversified economy to reduce Kuwait’s dependency on oil
revenues.

•

Infrastructure: Develop and modernise the national infrastructure to improve the quality of life for
Kuwait’s citizens.

•

Living Environment: Ensure the availability of accommodation through environmentally sound
resources and tactics.

•

Healthcare: Improve service quality and develop national capabilities in the public healthcare system.

•

Human Capital: Reform the education system to better prepare Kuwait’s youth to become
competitive, productive and competent members of the workforce.

•

Global Position: Enhance Kuwait’s regional and global presence in spheres such as diplomacy, trade,
culture and philanthropy.

Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan
The Government plans to implement the New Kuwait Plan through a series of medium term five-year
strategic policy-based plans and short term one-year operational project-based plans. The following projects
based on the seven pillars and objectives of the New Kuwait Plan are currently underway:
Public Administration and Economy
The Government intends to reform administrative and bureaucratic practices to reinforce transparency,
accountability and efficiency in the government and aims to develop a diversified economy, reducing
Kuwait’s dependence on oil. Amid the fiscal pressure brought about by lower oil prices, the Government
launched the FES in March 2016. The two key objectives of the FES align with the public administration
and economy pillars in the New Kuwait Plan: the first is to balance Kuwait’s budget in the short to mediumterm and the second is to ensure that current fiscal challenges do not become structural issues by diversifying
Kuwait’s economy in the longer term.
The Government aims to control the government budget through specific measures which are now being
implemented across four main areas: (1) improving the Government’s efficiency, for example, through
reforming the budget process (see “Public Finance—Budget Policy and Process”) and capping public
spending, while prioritising capital spending; (2) normalising Government expenditures through capping
entities’ expenditures and rationalising the subsidy bill, with the revision of fuel, electricity and water prices;
(3) controlling the growth of the wage bills whilst safeguarding the rights of the employees; and (4)
diversifying public revenues through a proposed introduction of a 10 per cent. corporate tax, a 5 per cent.
value-added tax on goods and services and an increase in the prices for public goods and services.
The Government is also fostering diversification of the economy by focusing on increasing the private
sector’s contribution through the development of PPP projects, fostering small and medium size enterprises,
as well as initiating a nationwide privatisation strategy. See “The Economy—Economic Developments and
Plans—Diversification” and “The Economy—Economic Developments and Plans—Diversification—
Privatisation Programme”. In addition, Kuwait is also aiming to diversify its public revenues to avoid the
risks of heavy dependence on one source of income. These measures are expected to be implemented in 2018
and include the proposed introduction of a 10 per cent. corporate tax and a 5 per cent. value-added tax on
goods and services and increases in the prices for public goods and services.
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The FES has already started to yield tangible benefits, such as approximately KD 1 billion in savings from
budgeted to actual expenditures for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016. Those improvements were mainly
driven by targeted spending reduction measures as well as top-down budget caps at both the central and
regional entity levels. Decisions have been taken to restrict the formation of new Government entities and to
review the compensation of existing Government entity board members. A wage reform law, which will see
the alignment of public sector salaries to provide more fairness and transparency in the labour market, is
currently pending before the National Assembly. Additionally, one key measure recently implemented was
the partial lifting of fuel and gas subsidies in September 2016.
Kuwait is also working on improving the business environment, through the establishment of a robust
institutional framework. Legislation facilitating and encouraging foreign direct investment is already in place
to stimulate the development of the private sector. Kuwait has implemented reforms to allow 100 per cent.
foreign ownership of inward foreign investments in most non-oil and gas sectors and has established a fully
autonomous entity, KDIPA, to approve and license foreign investment in the country. See “The Economy—
Economic Developments and Plans—Diversification—FDI Law”. Beyond legislation, concrete measures are
being taken to facilitate private sector investment. One such example is the launch of a “one-stop-shop”,
enabling new businesses to streamline incorporation of new companies and removing administrative burdens
in the process. See “The Economy—Economic Developments and Plans—Diversification—Company Law”.
Infrastructure
A primary focus of the New Kuwait Plan is the development and modernisation of Kuwait’s national
infrastructure to improve the quality of life of its citizens. To achieve this goal, the Government intends to
repair, maintain and invest in its economy and infrastructure with a targeted overall investment increase of
11 per cent. each year. These efforts include a plan to expand the Kuwait International Airport, to build a
multipurpose urban area on Bubiyan Island and construct additional roadways to link metropolitan centres
throughout the country.
Expansion of Kuwait International Airport
The KD 1.4 billion expansion of Kuwait International Airport is currently underway with an expected
average annual cost of KD 120 million. The first phase of the expansion is expected to be completed in 2022.
The expansion of the Kuwait International Airport, through the addition of a new terminal building and a
new runway will significantly increase its current capacity. The first phase of the expansion has been set up
to accommodate 13 million passengers per year, with the flexibility to increase to 25 million passengers per
year and to accommodate 50 million passengers with future development.
Mubarak Al-Kabir port and Silk City
Construction has commenced on the first phase of the Mubarak Al-Kabir port, which is located on the east
coast of Bubiyan Island, an uninhabited island with a land area of approximately 850 square kilometres
situated at the mouth of the Tigris river. Once completed, this container port will have the capacity to handle
3.6 million twenty-foot equivalent units per year and will position itself to be the Upper Gulf’s major
container port and the main entrance gateway to the Northern Gulf region and hinterland countries. The
Mubarak Al-Kabir port will be located next to Silk City, a proposed 250 square kilometre planned urban area
in Subiya, northern Kuwait. Plans for Silk City currently include the construction of a skyscraper (Burj
Mubarak Al-Kabir), a nature reservation of 2 square kilometres, a duty-free area, which will be next to a new
airport, a large business centre and conference areas, as well as numerous tourist attractions, hotels, spas, and
public gardens. The Mubarak Al-Kabir port will cost an estimated total of KD 990 million with an average
annual cost of KD 7 million. Construction is now 47 per cent. completed and is scheduled to be finished in
2019.
Roads
Over 1,000 kilometres of additional roads are currently either planned or under construction to link various
Kuwaiti cities and areas. For example, the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah Causeway (Subiya Causeway),
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which will link Kuwait City to Silk City, is currently 60 per cent. complete. The Subiya Causeway will cost
an estimated KD 938 million with an average annual cost of KD 217 million and is scheduled to be finished
in 2018. Additionally, construction has begun on the Northern Regional Highway to accommodate Kuwait’s
increasing number of vehicles that will cost an estimated total of KD 274 million and will be completed in
2020.
Clean Fuels Project and Al-Zour Refinery
See “The Economy—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Oil and Gas—Oil Refining and Marketing—Clean
Fuels Project” and “The Economy—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Oil and Gas—Oil Refining and
Marketing—Al-Zour Refinery” for further information.
Living Environment
As part of the New Kuwait Plan, the Government has a goal of meeting 15 per cent. of power demand from
renewable sources of energy by 2030. As part of this plan, work started in 2016 on an integrated solar
combined cycle power plant working on parabolic technology located at Al-Abdaliya, Kuwait. The total
capacity of the power plant will be 280 megawatt (MW) with a solar contribution of 60 MW, which will
contribute to fuel savings. The project is being developed under a 25 year concession contract on a build,
operate and transfer basis. Once the plant is completed, its annual CO2 emissions will be 48,000 tonnes less
than that emitted by a conventional plant of comparable capacity. Additionally, the Government seeks to
provide environmentally sound living accommodations such as the West Abdullah Al-Mubarak suburb,
which will cost an estimated total of KD 46 million with an average annual cost of KD 22 million through
the year 2017, and the Jaber Al-Ahmad City apartments, which will cost an estimated total of KD 59 million
with an average annual cost of KD 19 million through the year 2019. These new urban centres will greatly
increase the availability of affordable public housing and will include such amenities as schools, central
markets and mosques, as well as power stations that utilise clean energy and efficient waste management.
Healthcare
The Government plans to improve service quality in the public healthcare system and develop national
capabilities at a reasonable cost. One of the objectives of the New Kuwait Plan is to double hospital bed
capacity by 2035, by adding an additional 8,000 hospital beds. The Government finished construction on the
Jaber Hospital in the second half of 2016 and it is currently scheduled to be open by the end of 2017. See
“—Healthcare—Public System” above. The Jaber Hospital will provide state-of-the-art medical services
comprising diagnostic and treatment services, a trauma centre and casualty services, outpatient services,
dental services, obstetrics and gynaecology services, inpatient care services, VIP suites for visiting heads of
states and another wing for VIP suites. The Jaber Hospital will be the largest medical centre in Kuwait,
adding approximately 1,200 additional hospital beds to the Kuwaiti public healthcare system. In addition to
the Jaber Hospital, other public hospitals in Kuwait are currently undergoing expansions to increase hospital
bed capacity to meet the 2035 objectives. These hospitals include the Amiri hospital, Al-Sabah hospital, a
new maternity hospital and children’s hospital and a police hospital. Construction on the Amiri hospital and
Al-Sabah hospital are 29 and 18 per cent. complete, respectively, and together will cost an estimated total of
KD 286 million through the year 2018.
Human Capital
Under the New Kuwait Plan, the Government aims to reform the educational system to better prepare youth
to become competitive and productive members of the workforce. These efforts include initiatives to reform
labour market imbalances, care for and integrate people with disabilities, improve elder care and promote
social cohesion. Among the Government’s specific projects are the establishment of comprehensive quality
standards for school administration, providing a workshop for individuals with mental disabilities and
building a sports centre for children.
In order to increase access to higher education, the Government is currently constructing the KD 1.6 billion
Sabah Al-Salem University Campus in Al-Shadadiyah, 20 kilometres west of Kuwait City. Completion is
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currently scheduled for 2019. The Sabah Al-Salem University Campus will consist of three campuses,
including 13 colleges and support facilities, a hospital, a hotel, a housing complex, sports facilities and
auditoriums. Once completed, Sabah Al-Salem University Campus will be capable of accommodating up to
40,000 students. In addition, the PAAET is expanding various existing educational facilities for technical and
vocational education and training in order to accommodate additional students.
Global Position
Kuwait plans to devote 1.5 per cent. of its GDP to enhancing the country’s regional and global presence in
diplomacy, trade, culture and philanthropy. The Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre (Cultural Centre)
was opened in October 2016 in Kuwait City. Built at a cost of approximately KD 300 million, the Cultural
Centre is made up of four connected buildings that create a home to showcase the performing arts in Kuwait,
featuring a theatre centre, music centre, conference centre and a national library. Together with the Sheikh
Abdullah Al-Salem Cultural Centre, which will feature four world-class museums once completed, the
Cultural Centre forms the focal point of Kuwait’s new national cultural district. Additionally, Kuwait plans
to continue to invest in humanitarian projects in partnership with KFAED.
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THE ECONOMY
General
Since oil was discovered in Kuwait in 1937, Kuwait’s economy has grown significantly, principally due to
the revenues generated from the export of crude oil and related products. Kuwait’s major industries include
petroleum, petrochemicals, cement, shipbuilding and repair, water desalination, food processing and
construction. Kuwait’s GDP grew by 1.8 per cent., 0.5 per cent., 1.1 per cent., 6.6 per cent. and 9.6 per cent.
in real terms (at constant 2010 prices) for the years ended 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively, to
reach KD 40.0 billion (U.S.$131.2 billion, assuming a KD to U.S. dollar exchange rate of U.S.$3.28) for the
year ended 31 December 2015, based on provisional figures. There are currently no official Government
statistics available on Kuwait’s GDP for the year ended 31 December 2016. However, according to the 2016
IMF Article IV Report, the IMF has estimated that real GDP grew by 3.6 per cent. for the year ended
31 December 2016. According to the World Bank, at U.S.$74,645.50, Kuwait has the sixth highest GDP (at
purchasing power parity) per capita in the world for the year ended 31 December 2015.
Kuwait’s economy benefits from some of the largest oil reserves in the world as well as very low relative oil
production costs. According to the OPEC 2016 Bulletin, Kuwait has the fifth largest oil reserves in the world
estimated at around 101.5 billion barrels (accounting for 6.8 per cent. of the world’s total oil reserves).
According to the OPEC 2016 Bulletin, Kuwait was the world’s eighth largest oil producer and exporter for
the year ended 31 December 2015, accounting for 3.8 per cent. of the world’s total oil production and 4.7 per
cent. of the world’s total oil exports for the year ended 31 December 2015, respectively. Kuwait’s production
levels were 2.9 million bpd on average for the year ended 31 December 2016. As a founding member of
OPEC, Kuwait’s oil production is subject to any agreements that are reached to limit oil production. Most
recently, in November 2016, OPEC reached an agreement to limit oil production for six months by
1.2 million bpd, which started in January 2017. According to this agreement, Kuwait has agreed to reduce
output by 131,000 bpd until July 2017. OPEC’s next scheduled meeting is in May 2017, where this
agreement will be re-evaluated.
Oil revenues comprised 88.6 per cent. of total Government revenues for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016
and oil and oil products represented 92.5 per cent. of total exports for the nine months ended 30 September
2016. Kuwait’s economy has generally benefitted from healthy fiscal and current account surpluses, although
lower oil prices since mid-2014 meant that Kuwait realised a net budget deficit (after transfers to the FGF)
for the fiscal years ended 31 March 2015 and 2016. The monthly average OPEC Reference Basket price per
barrel in June 2014 was U.S.$107.90, which has dropped to a monthly average price of U.S.$51.70 in
December 2016. The price per barrel of Kuwait Export Crude Oil (which is produced by Kuwait and
constitutes part of the OPEC Reference Basket) has also moved in line with these trends. In addition, Kuwait
plans to increase its production capacity to 4.0 million bpd by 2020, which includes production in the PNZ.
Production in the PNZ has been completely shut down since May 2015, but negotiations are currently
underway for production to resume in late 2017 following a planned refurbishment of the existing facilities.
While the oil industry has historically dominated and continues to be the largest part of, Kuwait’s economy
(with oil and oil products accounting for 52.4 per cent. of real GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015),
for the past several years, Kuwait has been concentrating on the diversification of its economy by
encouraging private sector participation and promoting foreign investment in non-oil sectors as articulated
in the New Kuwait Plan. See “Overview of Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait”. These efforts have
gained special importance in light of the onset in mid-2014 of the current low oil price environment. The
non-oil sector of the economy contributed 47.6 per cent. of Kuwait’s real GDP in the year ended
31 December 2015 and grew by 1.3 per cent. in real terms in the same time period.
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Key Economic Indicators
The following table sets forth selected economic indicators for Kuwait for each of the years 2016, 2015,
2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions, unless otherwise indicated)

Population (millions) ..............................
GDP at current prices ................................
GDP at constant prices (2010=100) ..........
Oil sector GDP at current prices................
Oil sector GDP at constant prices
(2010=100) ................................................
Inflation rate (%)(2) ....................................
Aggregate money supply (M3) ..................
Total Government revenues(3) ....................
Oil sector revenues(3) ..................................
Total Government expenditures(3) ..............
Budget surplus/(deficit)(3) ..........................
Ratio of budget surplus/(deficit)
to nominal GDP (%) ..................................
Budget net surplus/(deficit)(3) ....................
Current account surplus/(deficit) ..............
Ratio of current surplus/(deficit)
to nominal GDP (%) ..................................
Ratio of debt to nominal GDP (%)............
Per capita GDP at current prices
(U.S.$)(5) ....................................................
Per capita GDP at constant prices
(2010=100)(5) ..............................................
(1)

4.33
—(4)
—(4)
—(4)

4.24
34,314.6
40,033.2
15,713.1

4.09
46,285.0
39,307.4
29,224.4

3.97
49,392.2
39,111.4
32,682.6

3.82
48,722.2
38,667.4
33,171.4

—(4)
3.2
35,612.6
13,633.9
12,075.4
18,245.9
(4,612.0)

23,501.3
3.3
34,576.1
24,925.9
22,501.6
21,415.4
3,510.5

23,899.8
2.9
33,992.6
31,811.4
29,291.9
18,903.3
12,908.1

24,422.5
2.7
32,923.4
32,008.5
29,969.7
19,307.6
12,700.9

24,871.4
3.2
29,916.2
30,236.1
28,569.5
17,007.4
13,228.7

—(4)
(5,975.4)
—(4)

10.2
(2,721.1)
1,797.0

27.9
4,955.3
15,479.0

25.7
4,698.9
19,907.0

27.2
10,205.0
22,149.0

5.2
4.6

33.4
3.4

40.3
3.1

45.5
3.2

—(4) 26,551.48

37,100.45

40,858.89

41,793.98

—(4) 30,976.34

31,507.45

32,354.27

33,168.96

—(4)
—(4)

(1) Population estimates are as at 31 December in each respective year except for 2016. Population estimates for 2016 are as at 30 June.
(2) Average for the year ended 31 December.
(3) Government budget data is in respect of the fiscal year ended 31 March of each respective year.
(4) Data not yet available.
(5) Using a KD to U.S. dollar exchange rate of U.S.$3.28.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait and Ministry of Finance.

The oil sector continues to constitute the largest portion of Kuwait’s economy. KPC, which is Kuwait’s
national oil company, executes Kuwait’s oil policy and manages its domestic and foreign upstream and
downstream oil investments through its wholly-owned subsidiaries. See “—Principal Sectors of the
Economy—Oil and Gas—Organisation of the Kuwaiti Oil Sector”. According to the OPEC 2016 Bulletin,
Kuwait has an estimated 101.5 billion barrels of oil reserves as at 31 December 2015. For the fiscal year
ended 31 March 2016, the oil sector comprised 88.6 per cent. of total Government revenues, 92.5 per cent.
of total exports for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 and 52.4 per cent. of real GDP for the year
ended 31 December 2015.
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The following table sets forth the yearly average OPEC Reference Basket price (a weighted average of prices
per barrel for petroleum blends produced by the OPEC countries) and the price per barrel of Kuwait Export
Crude Oil for the years ended 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

OPEC Reference Basket price................
Kuwait Export Crude Oil price ..............

2015

40.76
38.38

49.50
46.89

2014
(U.S.$ per barrel)

2013

96.13
91.94

105.87
99.98

2012

109.45
104.64

Source: OPEC and Bloomberg.

International oil prices have decreased significantly since mid 2014, with the OPEC Reference Basket price
declining from a monthly average of U.S.$107.90 in June 2014, to a monthly average of U.S.$51.70 in
December 2016. The current sustained decline in global oil prices can be attributed to a number of factors,
including, but not limited to, a decline in demand for oil and natural gas due to a worsening of global
economic conditions, the increase in oil production by other producers and competition from alternative
energy sources.
The sustained period of low crude oil prices has affected Kuwait in a number of ways:
•

Kuwait’s nominal GDP was KD 34.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015, a decline of
25.9 per cent., as compared to KD 46.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s foreign trade volume in goods and services was KD 34.2 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 25.8 per cent. as compared to KD 46.1 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s total value of petroleum and its by-products exports was KD 14.6 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 47.1 per cent. as compared to KD 27.8 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014;

•

Kuwait’s trade balance in goods and services was a surplus of KD 2.6 billion as at 31 December 2015,
a decline of 84.4 per cent., as compared to a surplus of KD 16.9 billion as at 31 December 2014,
principally as a result of lower oil and gas export prices during 2015; and

•

Kuwait’s budget, which depends principally on oil and gas revenues, realised (after transfer to the
FGF of KD 1.4 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016) a net deficit of KD 6.0 billion for the
fiscal year ended 31 March 2016. Repeated budget deficits could also put pressure on Kuwait’s fiscal
position and lead to a decline in Kuwait’s fiscal reserves and/or debt accumulation.

Economic Developments and Plans
The Government’s goal is to develop Kuwait into a leading financial and commercial centre in the Gulf
region, which is done through a series of medium term five-year plans and short term one-year plans. See
“Overview of Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan”.
Diversification
A key component in Kuwait’s development plans includes taking steps to facilitate diversification in the
national economy and reduce its reliance on the oil sector. Since 2009, a number of economic laws have been
passed to promote diversification policies, such as forging partnerships between the public and private
sectors, moving towards the privatisation of Government entities, approving foreign direct investment (FDI)
initiatives, restricting anti-competitive behaviour, tackling the problem of corruption in business, protecting
intellectual property rights, reforming the Government procurement process and establishing a fund to
provide capital to small and medium size enterprises (SMEs).
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Company Law
In 2016, the National Assembly passed a new company law (1/2016), which requires the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry to establish a “one-stop shop” for entities or people that wish to incorporate a
company and start a business in Kuwait. This new law is intended to simplify the process for registering new
companies in Kuwait and to reduce wait times. Other key reforms in the law include the introduction of
professional, non-profit organisations and sole proprietorships as well as special purpose vehicles (SPVs).
The law also made changes to company management schemes for public shareholding companies by
separating chairmanship from executive roles and mandating boards to hold at least six meetings a year.
Under the new law, Shariah compliant companies were required to have a Shariah board and certain
protections were created for minority investors.
Kuwait Authority for Partnership Projects
The Government has sought to increase the role of the private sector in the economy through PPP projects.
In 2014, a new comprehensive law (116/2014) regulating PPPs was enacted which sought to improve on
existing laws. The new law replaced the Partnerships Technical Bureau with the Kuwait Authority for
Partnership Projects (KAPP) which enjoys greater independence and executive power to manage PPP
initiatives in Kuwait. KAPP currently has under consideration and assessment projects with a total cost of
approximately U.S.$6 billion, such as possible metro and railroad projects and the ongoing Khairan
independent water and power project.
Privatisation Programme
In May 2010, the National Assembly approved the Privatisation Law No. 37 of 2010 (the Privatisation
Law), which stipulates that privatising any public service will begin with a transition to a public
shareholding company. Under the Privatisation Law, no less than 35 per cent. of any such company’s shares
will be sold at an auction to a local or foreign investor, while up to 20 per cent. of the shares will be held by
the Government and up to 5 per cent. will be distributed to Kuwaiti employees. No less than 40 per cent. will
be sold to citizens in an initial public offering. Kuwaiti employees will have the right to retain their jobs in
the privatised service for at least five years with the same salary and benefits.
The Supreme Privatisation Council, which is chaired by the Prime Minister was set up in 2012 to oversee
Kuwait’s privatisation programme under the Privatisation Law. The three objectives of Kuwait’s privatisation
programme are to: (1) accelerate economic growth by enhancing the quality of products and services; (2)
create private sector jobs for Kuwaitis; and (3) reduce the operating expenditures of the Government. In April
2016, the Supreme Privatisation Council, together with external advisors, started mapping out the Kuwaiti
market and prepared a 25 year privatisation plan with the three objectives in mind. A significant number of
assets in non-oil sectors have since been identified and pre-feasibility studies are ongoing with respect to a
small number of projects, which have the potential for privatisation in the short to medium term.
In addition to the privatisation programme authorised by the Privatisation Law, the National Assembly
approved the privatisation of the Kuwait Stock Exchange and the privatisation of Kuwait Airways. The
privatisation of the Kuwait Stock Exchange commenced in April 2016, when the Boursa Kuwait officially
assumed responsibility for the Kuwait Stock Exchange’s operations. The handover of responsibility follows
the implementation of a detailed operational plan and strategic roadmap to ensure the smooth transition of
stock market operations, a process that was developed in close collaboration with the Capital Markets
Authority (the CMA). The transition period was completed on 5 October 2016, when the Boursa Kuwait
obtained its official licence to replace the Kuwait Stock Exchange and an initial public offering of the Boursa
Kuwait is now being contemplated. Despite the approval of the privatisation of Kuwait Airways, the
privatisation implementation plan of Kuwait Airways is still under discussion in the National Assembly.
SME Fund
In 2013, the National Assembly passed a law (98/2013) to support SME generation and growth. The law
established the National Fund for SME Development (the SME Fund), which was set up with capital of KD
2 billion to support eligible small businesses through financing measures. Financing for SMEs is disbursed
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through domestic commercial banks, some of whom have signed agreements with the SME Fund. In
November 2014, the SME Fund signed a MoU with Techstars, a prominent U.S. startup accelerator, to help
promote entrepreneurship and SMEs in Kuwait. The SME law also provides a guarantee that allows Kuwaiti
entrepreneurs who leave the public sector to return to their previous positions after a period of two years if
the SME venture proves to be unsuccessful.
FDI Law
The KDIPA is a fully autonomous entity established under Law No. 116 of 2013 regarding the promotion of
direct investment in the State of Kuwait, which repealed Law No. 8 of 2001, to implement Kuwait’s FDI
goals and oversee the process of approving and licensing foreign investments in the country. KDIPA has
assumed the role of an advocate for the benefits of doing business in Kuwait and coordinates national efforts
to streamline the current business environment in Kuwait. KDIPA’s mission is to target value added FDI to
attain positive economic impact in order to achieve the following goals: (1) economic diversification; (2)
transfer of technology and know-how expertise; (3) job creation for Kuwaiti nationals; (4) training and
capacity building for Kuwaiti nationals; (5) supporting local suppliers and producers; and (6) encouraging a
leading role for the private sector. In order to achieve these goals, businesses looking to invest can apply for
various incentives through KDIPA as long as they meet certain criteria. These incentives include allowing
100 per cent. foreign ownership when establishing Kuwaiti legal entities, corporate tax exemption of up to
ten years from the date of starting operations, full or partial customs exemption for equipment or raw
materials, enjoying the benefits of bilateral and regional treaties and the ability to employ non-Kuwaiti
labour that is required for the FDI investment. In addition, the Government through KDIPA also offers
guarantees ensuring the free transfer of foreign capital and earnings, protection from expropriation and
privacy of project proprietary information.
Anti-Corruption Authority
The National Assembly passed a law in 2016 (2/2016) which established the Kuwait Anti-Corruption
Authority. The Kuwait Anti-Corruption Authority is tasked with ensuring that Kuwait meets its obligations
under the UN Convention for Combating Corruption, by reducing the incidences of bribery and corruption
at Government ministries and institutions as well as working alongside civil society organisations to improve
Kuwait’s ranking on Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index. The Kuwait Anti-Corruption
Authority also seeks to establish a program for whistleblowers and to raise awareness about corruption
practices in business.
Competition Law
The National Assembly passed a competition law in 2007 (10/2007) which came into effect in 2009, which
prohibits anti-competitive behaviour in Kuwait including dumping, price fixing, price manipulation and
other monopolistic behaviour. The competition law established the Protection of Competition and AntiMonopolisation Body, which is affiliated with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and its powers include
endorsing policies and necessary procedures to protect and support competition, receiving competition
notifications, applications and complaints, investigating agreements, contracts and practices, compiling
market data, requiring disclosure from concerned persons and ruling on contracts, practices, mergers and
acquisitions. The Protection of Competition and Anti-Monopolisation Body investigates complaints about
unfair trade practices and abuse of a dominant position and any person has the right to inform the Protection
of Competition and Anti-Monopolisation Body of any prohibited agreements or practices.
Capital Markets Authority
In 2010, the National Assembly passed a law (7/2010) establishing the CMA to regulate financial markets
in the country. The law was amended in 2015 with law 22/2015. See “Monetary and Financial System—
Capital Markets Authority” for more information.
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Gross Domestic Product
Kuwait’s GDP grew by 1.8 per cent., 0.5 per cent., 1.1 per cent., 6.6 per cent. and 9.6 per cent. in real terms
(at constant 2010 prices) for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively,
to reach KD 40.0 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015, based on provisional figures. GDP growth
for the year ended 31 December 2015 can be attributable to high investment levels, as implementation of
various development projects accelerated over this period.
Kuwait’s nominal GDP was KD 34.3 billion for the year 31 December 2015, a decrease of 25.9 per cent., as
compared to KD 46.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014. This decline was principally due to a
decline in the nominal GDP of the oil and oil products sector by 46.2 per cent., which was the result of the
decline in global oil prices since mid-2014.
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2.1

922.0

23,501.3

21,369.4

Total oil ..................

Total non-oil............

(22.3)

(2,982.0)

40,033.2

Total real GDP(2) ....
1.8

0.8

(1,855.4)

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

21,086.7

39,307.4

(3,838.7)

(1,840.4)

(0.3) 44,986.5

1.3

Imputed Bank
and Insurance
Service Charges ......
Taxes less subsidies
on product ................

(2) Real GDP is presented at factor cost.

1,145.2

(1.7) 23,899.8

(19.5)

44,870.7

(1) Provisional figures.

Amount

(0.8) 22,754.7

Growth
(%)

Sub-Total ................

100.0

47.6

52.4

50.3

22,579.3

Crude Oil and
Natural Gas ..............
Manufacturing of
Coke, Refined
Petroleum Products
and Nuclear Fuel......

Amount

2015

Contribution
(%)

(1)

2014

100.0

46.9

53.1

2.5

50.6

Contribution
(%)

1,357.3

0.5

5.4

2.9

1.0

4.8

39,111.4

(3,642.2)

(1,788.5)

44,542.2

20,119.7

(2.1) 24,422.5

(15.6)

Growth
(%)

100.0

45.2

54.8

3.0

51.8

Amount

1,381.2

1.1

(4.6)

6.1

0.8

4.2

38,667.1

(3,818.7)

(1,685.2)

44,171.0

19,299.6

(1.8) 24,871.4

(1.7)

(1.8) 23,490.2

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

(1.3) 23,065.3

Growth
(%)

Contribution
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

100.0

43.7

56.3

3.1

53.2

Contribution
(%)

2012

6.6

17.8

(1.4)

7.2

3.4

10.3

16.0

10.0

Growth
(%)

36,264.1

(3,242.2)

(1,709.4)

41,215.7

18,668.2

22,547.5

1,190.6

21,356.9

Amount

45.3

54.7

2.9

51.8

Contribution
(%)

2011

9.6

19.2

(3.1)

8.7

3.4

15.6

8.8

16.0

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the relative contributions of the oil and non-oil sectors to Kuwait’s real GDP, at constant 2010 prices, for each of the years ended 31 December
2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

Real GDP by Oil and Non-Oil Sector

For the year ended 31 December 2015, the oil sector contributed 52.4 per cent. to real GDP and declined by
1.7 per cent. in real terms, following declines of 2.1 per cent. and 1.8 per cent. in real terms for the years
ended 31 December 2014 and 2013, respectively.
Kuwait’s main economic goal is to diversify Kuwait’s economy to reduce its reliance on the oil sector. The
non-oil sector contributed 47.6 per cent. to real GDP and grew 1.3 per cent. in real terms for the year ended
31 December 2015, following growth of 4.8 per cent., 4.2 per cent., 3.4 per cent. and 3.4 per cent., for the
years ended 31 December 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively. The decrease in the growth of the nonoil sector GDP in real terms in the year ended 31 December 2015 primarily reflects the slower growth in
community, social and personal services sector, financial intermediation and insurance sector and transport
and communication sector. The real estate and utilities sectors both recorded negative real growth rates of
1.4 per cent. and 9.8 per cent., respectively.
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12.1

14.9

13.1

34.5

2,594.7

3,183.0

2,805.7

7,363.3

21,369.4

Total non-oil
real GDP(3) ..............

100.0

1.3

2.4

(1.4)

3.4

1.1

9.5

2.3

(9.8)
7.8

0.4

(1.6)

4.2

21,086.7

7,192.9

2,844.3

3,077.2

2,565.8

340.2

1,465.7

1,302.2
789.5

1,236.9

94.7

177.4

Amount

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

(3) Real GDP is presented at factor cost.

(2) Excluding manufacturing of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel.

(1) Provisional figures.

1.7

5.5
4.0

1,174.6
855.9

372.4

5.8

1,242.3

7.0

0.4

93.2

1,499.6

0.9

184.8

Growth
(%)

100.0

34.1

13.5

14.6

12.2

1.6

7.0

6.2
3.7

5.9

0.4

0.8

Contribution
(%)

Contribution
(%)

Agriculture
and Fishing ..............
Activities of
Services related
to Extraction of
Crude Oil and Gas ..
Manufacturing
Industries(2) ..............
Electricity, Gas
and Water ................
Construction ............
Wholesale and
Retail Trade..............
Hotels and
Restaurants ..............
Transport, Storage
and Communication..
Financial
Intermediation
and Insurance ..........
Real Estate,
Renting and
Business Services ....
Community, Social
and Personal
Services ....................

Amount

2014

2015(1)

4.8

4.6

(2.6)

5.4

2.5

5.6

6.1

67.2
0.5

(10.7)

14.2

7.5

Growth
(%)

Growth
(%)

20,119.7

6,876.2

2,920.6

2,919.1

2,502.4

322.3

1,381.4

778.7
785.8

1,385.4

82.9

165.0

100.0

34.2

14.5

14.5

12.4

1.6

6.9

3.9
3.9

6.9

0.4

0.8

4.2

8.6

0.0

1.7

2.6

8.3

4.0

11.5
2.0

(0.9)

2.1

0.8

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

Contribution
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

19,299.6

6,333.2

2,921.4

2,871.2

2,436.7

297.6

1,327.7

698.5
770.4

1,398.0

81.2

163.7

Amount

100.0

32.8

15.1

14.9

12.6

1.5

6.9

3.6
4.0

7.2

0.4

0.8

Contribution
(%)

2012

3.4

3.0

0.7

0.0

7.8

2.5

(0.2)

(5.2)
3.3

23.2

(5.8)

(1.2)

Growth
(%)

18,668.2

6,146.1

2,901.3

2,871.2

2,260.5

290.2

1,330.6

737.1
744.8

1,134.4

86.2

165.8

Amount

100.0

32.9

15.5

15.4

12.1

1.6

7.1

3.9
4.0

6.1

0.5

0.9

Contribution
(%)

2011

3.4

8.2

3.7

(7.1)

(5.1)

6.5

(0.6)

11.3
1.9

28.5

11.4

11.0

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the relative contribution by type of economic activity to Kuwait’s non-oil GDP, at constant 2010 prices, for each of the years ended
31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

For the year ended 31 December 2015, community, social and personal services activity was the largest
contributor to non-oil real GDP at 34.5 per cent., followed by financial intermediation and insurance activity
at 14.9 per cent. and real estate, renting and business services activity at 13.1 per cent. The activities of hotels
and restaurants and construction grew the most in real terms at 9.5 per cent. and 5.6 per cent., respectively,
for the year ended 31 December 2015 as compared to 31 December 2014, while the activity of electricity,
gas and water decreased the most in real terms at 9.8 per cent. for the year ended 31 December 2015 as
compared to 31 December 2014.
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100.0

Imports .................... (13,641.8)

Total real GDP(2) ....

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

(2) Real GDP is presented at factor cost.

(1) Provisional figures.

(34.1)

26,673.9

Exports ....................

40,033.2

66.6

7,717.1

Gross capital
formation..................

19.3

18.2

7,283.0

Government
consumption ............

30.0

12,001.1

Private
consumption ............

Amount

26,420.0

6,829.5

7,318.1

11,720.2

1.8

39,307.4

5.1 (12,980.5)

1.0

13.0

(0.5)

2.4

Amount

100.0

(33.0)

67.2

17.4

18.6

29.8

Contribution
(%)

Contribution
(%)

Growth
(%)

2014

2015(1)

0.5

Contribution
(%)
Growth
(%)

26,054.1

6,532.4

7,378.5

11,170.8

39,111.4

100.0

(30.7)

66.6

16.7

18.9

28.6

5,996.7

6,921.1

10,646.1

Amount

1.1

38,667.1

(0.1) (12,034.5)

(4.0) 27,137.7

8.9

6.6

4.9

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

8.0 (12,024.3)

1.4

4.5

(0.8)

4.9

Growth
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

100.0

(31.1)

70.2

15.5

17.9

27.5

Contribution
(%)

2012

6.2

14.0

7.7

5.1

13.6

8.3

Growth
(%)

36,264.1

10,559.9

25,200.5

5,704.1

6,091.4

9,827.9

Amount

100.0

(29.1)

69.5

15.7

16.8

27.1

Contribution
(%)

2011

8.8

5.2

14.3

(2.3)

7.5

2.8

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the contribution by type of expenditure to Kuwait’s GDP, at constant 2010 prices, for each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014,
2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

Real GDP by Expenditure

For the year ended 31 December 2015, the contribution of gross capital formation to real GDP was KD 7.7
billion, which was an increase of 13.0 per cent. in real terms, as compared to KD 6.8 billion for the year
ended 31 December 2014. This increase was principally due to the acceleration of the implementation of
various development projects over this period. Key projects implemented during 2015 included phase one of
the building of the Al-Zour Refinery and implementing the Kuwait National Petroleum Company’s (KNPC)
Clean Fuels Project (the Clean Fuels Project) to upgrade Kuwait’s oil refining sector. See “—Principal
Sectors of the Economy—Oil and Gas—Oil Refining and Marketing—Clean Fuels Project” and “—Principal
Sectors of the Economy—Oil and Gas—Oil Refining and Marketing —Al-Zour Refinery”. Private
consumption contributed KD 12.0 billion to real GDP, which was an increase of 2.4 per cent. in real terms,
as compared to KD 11.7 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014, while government consumption was
KD 7.3 billion, which was a decrease of 0.5 per cent. in real terms, as compared to KD 7.3 billion for the
year ended 31 December 2014. The decrease primarily reflected an effort to tighten Government expenditure
following the decline in oil prices since mid-2014. See “Public Finance—Government Revenues and
Expenditures—Fiscal Year 2018 General Budget”.
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100

23,858.0

39,571.1

(2,011.3)

(3,245.2)

34,314.6

Total non-oil............

Sub-Total ................

Imputed Bank
and Insurance
Service Charges ......

Taxes less subsidies
on product ................

Total nominal GDP..

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

(1) Provisional figures.

15,713.1

938.1

Manufacturing of
Coke, Refined
Petroleum Products
and Nuclear Fuel......

Total oil ..................

14,775.0

Crude Oil and
Natural Gas ..............

Amount

100.0

60.3

39.7

2.4

37.3

1,165.2

23,156.2

(4,086.0)

(2,009.6)

(25.9) 46,285.0

(20.6)

0.1

(24.5) 52,380.6

3.0

(46.2) 29,224.4

(19.5)

(47.3) 28,059.2

Amount

100.0

44.2

55.8

2.2

53.6

Contribution
(%)

Contribution
(%)

Growth
(%)

2014

2015(1)

1,384.9

22,436.3

(3,770.1)

(1,956.6)

(6.3) 49,392.2

8.4

2.7

(5.0) 55,118.9

3.2

(10.6) 32,682.6

(15.9)

Contribution
(%)
Growth
(%)

100.00

40.7

59.3

2.5

56.8

Amount

1,406.6

1.4

(6.7)

9.7

1.1

5.0

48,722.2

(4,040.5)

(1,783.1)

54,545.8

21,374.4

(1.5) 33,171.4

(1.5)

(1.5) 31,764.8

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

(10.3) 31,297.7

Growth
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

100.0

39.2

60.8

2.6

58.2

Contribution
(%)

2012

14.6

21.0

1.3

14.6

9.6

18.1

16.9

18.1

Growth
(%)

42,511.6

(3,338.5)

(1,760.1)

47,610.2

19,510.7

28,099.5

1,203.4

26,896.1

Amount

100.0

41.0

59.0

2.5

56.5

Contribution
(%)

2011

28.5

22.7

(0.3)

26.7

8.0

44.1

9.9

46.1

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the relative contributions of the oil and non-oil sectors to Kuwait’s nominal GDP for each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013,
2012 and 2011, respectively.

Nominal GDP by Oil and Non-Oil Sector

While the contribution of the oil sector to Kuwait’s nominal GDP decreased to KD 15.7 billion, or 39.7 per
cent. of nominal GDP, for the year ended 31 December 2015, which was a decrease of 46.2 per cent. from
KD 29.2 billion, or 55.8 per cent. of nominal GDP for the year ended 31 December 2014, the contribution
of the non-oil sector demonstrated growth and increased as a percentage of total nominal GDP.
The contribution of the non-oil sector to Kuwait’s nominal GDP was KD 23.9 billion, or 60.3 per cent. of
total nominal GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015, as compared to KD 23.2 billion, or 44.2 per cent.
of nominal GDP, KD 22.4 billion, or 40.7 per cent. of nominal GDP, KD 21.4 billion, or 39.2 per cent. of
nominal GDP and KD 19.5 billion, or 41.0 per cent. of nominal GDP for the years ended 31 December 2014,
2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
In relative terms, the decrease in the percentage contribution of the oil sector and the increase in the
percentage contribution of the non-oil sector during 2014 and 2015 were primarily due to the decline in
global oil prices since mid-2014. See “—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Financial Intermediation and
Insurance”, “—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Real Estate, Renting and Business Services”, “—
Principal Sectors of the Economy—Transport, Storage and Communication”, “—Principal Sectors of the
Economy—Wholesale and Retail Trade” and “—Principal Sectors of the Economy—Manufacturing” for a
discussion on the largest contributors by type of economic activity to Kuwait’s non-oil nominal GDP for the
year ended 31 December 2015.
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102

5.8

4.6
4.2

7.5

1.7

10.5

14.5

14.2

35.7

1,373.6

1,090.4
1,002.9

1,784.7

408.1

2,504.6

3,450.0

3,380.1

8,526.5

23,858.0

Total non-oil
nominal GDP ..........
3.0

2.0

3.6

2.7

0.6

11.8

5.7

12.0
4.8

(1.9)

1.9

13.7

23,156.2

8,355.4

3,262.6

3,358.0

2,488.6

364.9

1,689.2

973.9
956.8

1,400.0

98.1

208.6

Amount

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

(2) Excluding manufacturing of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel.

(1) Provisional figures.

0.4

100.0

100.0

1.0

237.2

Growth
(%)

100.0

36.1

14.1

14.5

10.7

1.6

7.3

4.2
4.1

6.0

0.4

0.9

Contribution
(%)

Contribution
(%)

Agriculture
and Fishing ..............
Activities of Services
related to Extraction of
Crude Oil and Gas ....
Manufacturing
Industries(2) ..............
Electricity, Gas
and Water ................
Construction ............
Wholesale and
Retail Trade..............
Hotels and
Restaurants ..............
Transport,
Storage and
Communication........
Financial
Intermediation
and Insurance ..........
Real Estate,
Renting and
Business Services ....
Community,
Social and
Personal Services ....

Amount

2014

2015(1)

3.2

3.6

1.1

5.2

0.4

8.5

9.4

5.9
6.6

(7.8)

14.3

18.9

Growth
(%)

Growth
(%)

22,436.3

8,063.1

3,226.9

3,190.6

2,477.5

336.5

1,543.9

919.9
897.3

1,519.3

85.9

175.4

100.0

35.9

14.4

14.2

11.0

1.5

6.9

4.1
4.0

6.8

0.4

0.8

5.0

6.9

3.3

5.0

0.9

8.6

6.6

6.7
7.8

1.3

2.1

0.0

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

Contribution
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

21,374.4

7,541.5

3,125.2

3,039.1

2,455.8

309.7

1,449.0

862.5
832.7

1,499.4

84.1

175.3

Amount

100.0

35.3

14.6

14.2

11.5

1.4

6.8

4.0
3.9

7.0

0.4

0.8

Contribution
(%)

2012

9.6

15.2

3.2

2.7

7.6

7.2

3.4

11.6
7.7

26.8

(5.2)

(6.0)

Growth
(%)

19,510.7

6,548.8

3,027.7

2,958.1

2,282.8

288.9

1,400.7

772.6
772.9

1,182.9

88.7

186.6

Amount

100.0

33.6

15.5

15.2

11.7

1.5

7.2

4.0
4.0

6.1

0.5

1.0

Contribution
(%)

2011

8.0

15.3

8.2

(4.3)

(4.2)

6.1

4.7

16.7
5.8

34.0

14.6

24.9

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the relative contribution by type of economic activity to Kuwait’s non-oil nominal GDP for each of the years ended 31 December 2015,
2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

For the year ended 31 December 2015, community, social and personal services activity was the largest
contributor to non-oil nominal GDP at 35.7 per cent., followed by financial intermediation and insurance
activity at 14.5 per cent. and real estate, renting and business services activity at 14.2 per cent. Agriculture
and fishing and electricity and water grew the most at 13.7 per cent. and 12.0 per cent., respectively, for the
year ended 31 December 2015 as compared to 31 December 2014, while the activity of manufacturing
industries (excluding the manufacturing of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel) decreased the
most at 1.9 per cent. for the year ended 31 December 2015 as compared to 31 December 2014.
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8,427.1

8,580.0

Government
consumption ............

Gross Capital
Formation ................

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

(1) Provisional figures.

34,314.6

(45.3)

Imports .................... (15,531.8)

Total nominal GDP

54.4

25.0

24.6

41.3

18,660.2

Exports ....................

14,179.0

Private consumption..

Amount

7,539.9

8,218.1

13,413.6

(34.8) 46,258.0

6.4 (14,594.4)

(41.1) 31,707.7

13.8

2.5

5.7

Amount

(31.5)

68.5

16.3

17.8

29.0

Contribution
(%)

Contribution
(%)

Growth
(%)

2014

2015(1)
Contribution
(%)
Growth
(%)

7,088.5

8,093.8

12,419.7

(6.8) 49,392.2

10.5 (13,209.7)

(26.7)

70.9

14.4

16.4

25.1

6,253.5

7,337.4

11,524.3

Amount

1.4

48,722.2

3.2 (12,804.0)

(3.9) 36,411.0

13.4

10.3

7.8

(KD millions, except percentages)

Amount

(9.4) 34,999.8

6.4

1.5

8.0

Growth
(%)

2013

For the year ended 31 December

(26.3)

74.7

12.8

15.1

23.7

Contribution
(%)

2012

31,126.0

5,759.5

6,326.6

10,309.5

Amount

12.7

42,511.6

16.3 (11,010.0)

17.0

8.6

16.0

11.8

Growth
(%)

(25.9)

73.2

13.5

14.9

24.3

Contribution
(%)

2011

22.2

9.7

41.1

(1.4)

11.6

7.9

Growth
(%)

The following table sets forth the contribution by type of expenditure to Kuwait’s nominal GDP for each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and
2011, respectively.

Nominal GDP by Expenditure

For the year ended 31 December 2015, the contribution of gross capital formation to nominal GDP was KD
8.6 billion, which was an increase of 13.8 per cent., as compared to KD 7.5 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014. Private consumption contributed KD 14.2 billion to nominal GDP, which was an
increase of 5.7 per cent., as compared to KD 13.4 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014 and
government consumption was KD 8.4 billion, which was an increase of 2.5 per cent., as compared to KD 8.2
billion for the year ended 31 December 2014. The decrease in exports for the year ended 31 December 2015
of 41.1 per cent. as compared to the year ended 31 December 2014 was due to the decline in global oil prices
since mid-2014.
Principal Sectors of the Economy
Oil and Gas
According to the OPEC 2016 Bulletin, Kuwait has the fifth largest oil reserves in the world estimated at
around 101.5 billion barrels (accounting for 6.8 per cent. of the world’s total oil reserves) as at 31 December
2015, of which, according to The Oil & Gas Journal (January 2016), an estimated 5 billion of proven reserves
are held in the PNZ, which Kuwait shares with Saudi Arabia. For the year ended 31 December 2015, Kuwait
was the world’s eighth largest oil producer and exporter accounting for 3.8 per cent. of the world’s total oil
production and 4.7 per cent. of the world’s total oil exports, respectively, according to the OPEC 2016
Bulletin. Kuwait’s production levels were 2.8 million bpd on average for the fiscal year ended 31 March
2016.
According to the OPEC 2016 Bulletin, as at 31 December 2015, Kuwait had an estimated 63.0 trillion
standard cubic feet of proven natural gas reserves. For the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, Kuwait
produced 74 million standard cubic feet of gas per day (MMSCFD). Kuwait’s focus on diversification has
spurred an increased focus on natural gas exploration. Discoveries of non-associated gas (gas not associated
with oil production) in the northern region of the country has attracted interest from IOCs. However, new
natural gas discoveries tend to be geologically more complex, mainly in tight natural gas deposits that
require more sophisticated development activities and subsequently command higher capital costs.
Kuwait’s strategy for the oil and gas sector is to focus on increasing oil production capacity, to both provide
a buffer for future demand as well as to provide excess production capacity to cover reduced production
levels that are associated with maintenance shutdowns. In addition, Kuwait is seeking to expand its presence
in the petrochemical sector, both in Kuwait and globally, by building petrochemical complexes next to new
refineries. See “—Oil Refining and Marketing” and “—Oil Refining and Marketing—Al-Zour Refinery”.
Kuwait is targeting an increase of its oil production capacity to 4.0 million bpd by 2020. Most of the increase
in oil production capacity is expected to come from KOC projects, with total KOC capacity expected to reach
3.65 million bpd by 2020. The remaining increase of 350,000 bpd is expected to come from the Kuwait Gulf
Oil Company (KGOC) as a result of resuming production in the PNZ. Production in the PNZ has been
completely shut down since May 2015, but negotiations are currently underway for production to resume in
late 2017, following a planned refurbishment of the existing facilities. In addition, in December 2016, OPEC
reached an agreement to limit its oil output for six months by a total of 1.2 million bpd, which came into
effect in January 2017. Pursuant to that agreement, Kuwait has agreed to reduce its own oil output by
131,000 bpd. This agreement will be re-evaluated at OPEC’s next meeting which is scheduled for May 2017.
See “Risk Factors—Factors that may affect the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its obligations under Notes issued
under the Programme—Risks relating to the Issuer—Kuwait is targeting an increase in its oil production
capacity by 2020 and a failure to achieve this target may adversely affect its economy” and “—Exploration
and Production of the Oil Sector” below.
The oil and gas sector contributed to 45.8 per cent., 63.1 per cent., 66.2 per cent., 68.1 per cent. and 66.1 per
cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011,
respectively. The oil and gas sector contributed to 52.4 per cent., 53.1 per cent., 54.8 per cent., 56.3 per cent.
and 54.7 per cent. of Kuwait’s real GDP for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011,
respectively. Oil and gas sector GDP declined in real terms by 1.7 per cent., 2.1 per cent. and 1.8 per cent.
for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013, respectively, and grew in real terms by 10.3 per cent.
and 15.6 per cent. for the years ended 31 December 2012 and 2011, respectively.
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Organisation of the Kuwaiti Oil Sector
The Government owns and controls all development in the oil sector. Kuwait’s overall energy policy is set
by the SPC, which is led by the Prime Minister. The other members of the SPC, comprised of six ministers
and six representatives from the private sector, all serve three-year terms and are selected by the Emir. The
Ministry of Oil regulates and monitors all aspects of policy implementation in the upstream and downstream
portions of the oil and natural gas sector.
KPC, which is Kuwait’s national oil company, executes Kuwait’s oil policy and manages both domestic and
foreign oil investments through its wholly-owned subsidiaries. KOC is the upstream subsidiary of KPC that
manages all upstream development in the oil and natural gas sector. KNPC controls the downstream sector,
including Kuwait Aviation Fuelling Company (KAFCO), which supplies jet fuel in the country and the PIC
which oversees Kuwait’s petrochemical sector. The KGOC is responsible for the management of Kuwait’s
share of oil and gas resources in the PNZ. Export operations are overseen by both KNPC and the Kuwait Oil
Tanker Company (KOTC). The Kuwait Foreign Petroleum Exploration Company (KUFPEC) handles
foreign interests of KPC, including KPC’s foreign upstream oil and gas activities in eight countries and
Kuwait Petroleum International’s (KPI) downstream activities. In October 2016, KPC established a new
subsidiary, the Kuwait Integrated Petrochemical Industries Company that will be responsible for running
refining and petrochemical projects. There are also several companies that are not state-owned and operate
in Kuwait, including the Independent Petroleum Group, the Energy House Holding Company and Kuwait
Energy Company.
Onshore PNZ operations were initially developed by American Independent Oil Company, which was
nationalised in 1977. Getty Oil, which later became part of Chevron Oil Corporation (Chevron), was
brought in to develop the Wafra Joint Operations on behalf of Saudi Arabia. Chevron remains a partner along
with KPC in the Wafra Joint Operations, although all of KPC’s Wafra Joint Operations interests have been
transferred to KGOC. KGOC was initially established in 2002 to oversee the offshore PNZ operations for
KPC. Subsequently, KGOC, along with Aramco Gulf Operations Company, set up a joint operating
company, Al-Khafji Joint Operations Company, which manages the Khafji Joint Operations.
Exploration and Production of the Oil Sector
Most of Kuwait’s oil reserves and oil production are concentrated in a few mature oil fields discovered in the
1930s and 1950s. The Greater Burgan oil field, comprising the Burgan, Magwa and Ahmadi reservoirs,
discovered in 1938, account for most of both reserves and production in the country and is considered to be
the world’s second-largest oil field. The Greater Burgan oil field is located in the south-eastern part of the
country and currently produces around 1.7 million bpd of medium to light crudes, which represents more
than half of Kuwait’s total crude production for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016. KOC has initiated
projects to boost the Greater Burgan oil field’s capacity through enhanced oil recovery methods such as
injection of seawater and carbon dioxide.
Most of Kuwait’s other fields are in the northern part of the country, which have a total production capacity
of around 700,000 bpd and include Kuwait’s second-largest source of crude production at the Raudhatain
field with a capacity of 350,000 bpd. The Sabriya field, adjacent to Raudhatain, adds another 100,000 bpd.
The frontier fields of Ratqa (the southern extension of Iraq’s South Rumaila structure) and the smaller Abdali
field have capacities of 45,000 bpd and 30,000 bpd, respectively. Other production centres in the western
region of the country include Umm Gudair, Minagish and Abduliyah. Umm Gudair and Minagish produce a
variety of crude oil grades that largely fall in the medium range. The production centres in western Kuwait
have a total production capacity of around 500,000 bpd.
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The following table sets forth details of Kuwait’s oil production, for each of the fiscal years ended 31 March
2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(million barrels)

Total crude oil production ......................

990

1,044

1,046

1,068

1,087

2,925

2,978

(million bpd)

Average crude oil production ................

2,711

2,859

2,867

Source: KPC

Kuwait’s production levels were 2.7 million bpd on average for the year ended 31 December 2016. This
figure does not include oil production from the PNZ. Since 2015, production from both the Wafra Joint
Operations and the Khafji Joint Operations in the PNZ has been completely shut down as a result of certain
procedural and technical discussions between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The Khafji Joint Operations were
shut down in October 2014, which was then followed by a shutdown of the Wafra Joint Operations in May
2015. However, negotiations are currently underway for production to resume later in 2017 following a
planned refurbishment of the existing facilities.
Kuwait has announced that it is targeting an increase of its production capacity of crude oil to 4.0 million
bpd by 2020, despite continued lower crude oil prices. See “Risk Factors—Factors that may affect the
Issuer’s ability to fulfil its obligations under Notes issued under the Programme—Risks relating to the
Issuer—Kuwait is targeting an increase in its oil production capacity by 2020 and a failure to achieve this
target may adversely affect its economy”. The Government has also been pursuing two large scale initiatives
for the oil and gas sector in recent years, including Project Kuwait, which targets investment and
participation from IOCs, the Clean Fuels Project, which involves a series of refinery upgrades, and the
building of a new integrated refinery at Al-Zour. See “—Project Kuwait”, “—Oil Refining and Marketing—
Clean Fuels Project” and “—Oil Refining and Marketing—Al-Zour Refinery” below.
Several discoveries of lighter crudes have been made in the centre of the country, and in March 2016, KOC
announced new discoveries of light crude oil in the western and northern parts of the country. Feasibility and
technical studies are currently being conducted at the site of these discoveries, which are expected to boost
Kuwait’s production capacity and reserves for both light crude and natural gas. In addition, discovery of
heavy oil was made in 2006 in the Sabriya and Umm Niqa areas in the northern region of Kuwait, which
added an estimated 20 to 25 billion barrels of reserves. However, the heavy oil that was discovered is mostly
of a heavier, sour quality that is more technically challenging to develop. See “—Project Kuwait” below.
Project Kuwait
Project Kuwait is the key part of Kuwait’s target to attain a production capacity of 4.0 million bpd by 2020.
First formulated in 1997, Project Kuwait is an effort to create incentives to attract foreign participation,
particularly in the application of Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) techniques for the country’s mature
northern fields.
Since the Constitution prohibits all types of foreign ownership of Kuwait’s natural resources, including
PSAs, Kuwait has resorted to ETSAs as a mechanism to attract interest from IOCs. A number of IOCs have
existing agreements to assist Kuwait in the application of EOR techniques to Kuwait’s mature oil fields
through ETSAs. In September 2014, British Petroleum (BP) signed an ETSA with Kuwait to provide EOR
expertise to ensure that the production capacity of the Greater Burgan oil field is maintained at 1.7 million
bpd by boosting recovery rates through water injection. In January 2015, KOC awarded a U.S.$4 billion
contract to Petrofac for the first phase of the Lower Fars heavy oil project in an effort to develop the Lower
Fars reservoir of the northern Ratqa field. Facilities for the Lower Fars heavy oil project are currently under
construction and are expected to be completed in 2019. Additional capacity is expected to come from
associated liquids production from the Jurassic gas field, which is currently managed by Royal Dutch Shell
(Shell), see “—Gas Sector Organisation” below. The expansion of the Lower Fars heavy oil field would add
about 60,000 bpd by 2020, while the liquids from the Jurassic natural gas field could reach 350,000 bpd.
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An unconventional source of potential production will come from the clean-up of the large pools of crude
oil that have remained since the withdrawal of the Iraqi army after the Gulf War. During the Gulf War, the
Iraqi army set more than 700 oil wells on fire and estimates indicate that as much as 5 million bpd were lost
over the nine months it took to extinguish the fires. The oil spills resulted in the creation of thousands of
crude oil lakes. See “Overview of Kuwait—Gulf War (1990-1991)”. These crude lakes make it difficult to
access producing areas and known reserves, which further restricts exploration and production. In February
2012, KOC awarded five-year contracts to various international companies to aid in soil remediation which
could result in the recovery of significant crude oil volumes. The majority of those contracts have already
been tendered, and work is currently underway. See “Overview of Kuwait—The Environment” for further
information.
Oil Refining and Marketing
Kuwait’s refining capacity from its three refinery complexes, Mina Al-Ahmadi, Mina Abdullah and Shuaiba
is currently 936,000 bpd. All of Kuwait’s refineries are located near the coast about 30 miles south of Kuwait
City and are owned and operated by KNPC. The largest refinery, Mina Al-Ahmadi, has a refining capacity
of 466,000 bpd. Mina Abdullah and Shuaiba have total refining capacities of 270,000 bpd and 200,000 bpd,
respectively. The Shuaiba refinery is currently scheduled to be shut down in April 2017 to create the space
needed to implement the Clean Fuels Project. See “—Clean Fuels Project” below. KNPC is also currently
constructing a new refinery, the Al-Zour refinery, which will have a total refining capacity of 615,000 bpd.
See “—Al-Zour Refinery” below.
KPI manages KPC’s international refining and marketing operations. KPI’s operations include more than
4,400 retail stations across Europe, with a strong presence in Scandinavian countries. KPI has interests in
refineries abroad including the 50/50 joint venture with Italian oil major ENI in the 240,000 bpd capacity
refinery in Milazzo, Italy. KPI is also part of a joint venture with Vietnam National Oil and Gas Group (Petro
Vietnam), Idemitsu and Mitsui Chemical in the 200,000 bpd capacity Nghi Son Refinery and Petrochemical
Complex. KPI has a 35.1 per cent. share in the joint venture. Construction work on the refinery started in
October 2013, and refinery operations are targeted to commence in 2017. In November 2016, KPI signed an
MoU with Duqm Refinery & Petrochemical Industries Co. LLC (DRPIC), a joint venture of state-owned
Oman Oil Co. and the UAE’s International Petroleum Investment Company P.J.S.C., to cooperate in the
development of DRPIC’s 230,000 bpd refinery and petrochemical complex to be built in Oman’s Special
Economic Zone in Duqm. As part of the MoU signed between the companies, KPI has agreed to invest in
the project, which once completed, will produce transportation fuels and petrochemicals to meet rising
demand in Oman and abroad.
The following table sets forth Kuwait’s production of crude oil and refined products for each of the fiscal
years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(million barrels)

Crude oil ................................................
Refined products ....................................

990
343

1,044
337

1,046
339

1,068
359

1,087
328

Source: KPC

Clean Fuels Project
KNPC’s Clean Fuels Project involves the refurbishment of its Mina Al-Ahmadi and Mina Abdullah refineries
in order to upgrade, modernise and expand these existing refineries. In addition, the Clean Fuels Project will
transform the two refineries into an integrated merchant refining complex, where select offsite facilities of
the refineries, including storage, blending, shipping and logistics, will be integrated into operations. The
Clean Fuels Project will be more environmentally friendly and increase the combined capacity of the Mina
Al-Ahmadi and Mina Abdullah refineries from the existing 736,000 bpd to 800,000 bpd and will lower the
sulphur content of gasoline and gas oil to 10 parts per million (ppm). Kuwait’s current oil product prices are
approximately U.S.$6.00 less than the Brent weighted-average. After the implementation of the Clean Fuels
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Project, it is envisaged that Kuwait’s oil product prices will increase by approximately U.S.$4.00 per barrel
(bbl), thus lowering the differential from the Brent weighted-average to around U.S.$2.00 per bbl.
Investment in the Clean Fuels Project is estimated to be approximately KD 4.7 billion, and it is currently
scheduled for completion in 2019. The Clean Fuels Project will be funded through the capital expenditure
budget of KNPC and external financing.
Al-Zour Refinery
In February 2012, the SPC approved the construction of the Al-Zour refinery and site preparation works
commenced in 2015. Once completed, the Al-Zour refinery is expected to have the largest capacity in the
Middle East. It will be able to process 615,000 bpd of Kuwait Export Crude, or 535,000 bpd of mixed heavy
and medium crudes, raising Kuwait’s total refining capacity to approximately 1.4 million bpd (after the
implementation of the Clean Fuels Project). It will also provide Kuwait with the ability to refine 225,000 bpd
of low-sulphur fuel oil to meet the needs of Kuwait’s generating stations. In addition, a new petrochemical
complex will be attached to the Al-Zour Refinery.
The Al-Zour Refinery construction contracts were awarded in five groups. The first group is valued at KD
1.28 billion and was awarded to Technicas, Hanwha Engineering & Construction Corp. and China Petroleum
& Chemical Corp. The second and third groups are valued at KD 1.75 billion, which were awarded to Fluor
Corp., Daewoo and Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. The fourth group (valued at KD 475 million) was awarded
to Saipem and Essar Oil and the fifth group (valued at KD 454 million) was awarded to Hyundai Engineering
& Construction Co., Saipem and SK Holdings Co.
Investment in the construction of the Al-Zour Refinery is estimated to be approximately KD 4.9 billion and
its operation is scheduled to commence in December 2018. The Al-Zour Refinery will be funded through the
capital expenditure budget of KNPC.
Oil Exports and Consumption
Kuwaiti exports of crude oil for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were estimated at 2.0 million bpd.
Kuwait’s crude oil exports are a single blend of all its crude types. The largest proportion is the medium
Burgan crude, which is blended with heavier, sour crude from northern fields, as well as marginal amounts
from Minagish and Umm Gudair. Most Kuwaiti crude oil is sold on term contracts and is destined for the
Asian market. Kuwait’s main port for exporting crude oil is at Mina Al-Ahmadi. Kuwait also has operational
oil export terminals at Mina Abdullah, Shuaiba and Mina Al-Zour.
For the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, Kuwait refined about 0.8 million bpd of crude oil for domestic
consumption, leaving most of its domestic oil production available for exports. For the fiscal year ended 31
March 2016, the Asia-Pacific region received approximately 80 per cent. of total Kuwaiti exports, or about
1.65 million bpd of crude oil. See “Balance of Payments and Foreign Trade—Foreign Trade—Exports”. With
most of its crude oil export volumes headed to the Asian markets, Kuwait’s most significant price
benchmarks for exports are Dubai crude oil, Oman crude oil or a combination. Generally, Kuwaiti oil exports
are priced at a slight discount to these crudes. European buyers purchase from a benchmark linked between
a Brent weighted-average and Saudi Arabia medium. In addition to crude oil, according to the OPEC 2016
Bulletin, Kuwait also exports petroleum products averaging 739,000 bpd for the year ended 31 December
2015.
Gas Sector Organisation
All of Kuwait’s natural gas resources are owned by the Government. As the Constitution prohibits the use of
PSAs, see “—Principal Sector of the Economy—Oil and Gas—Project Kuwait” above, Kuwait uses
incentivised buy-back contracts (IBBCs) or ETSAs to bring in IOCs to develop more difficult projects. See
“—Gas Exploration and Production” below.
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Gas Exploration and Production
For the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, Kuwait produced 179 MMSCFD of non-associated gas,
representing an increase of 41 per cent. from the previous fiscal year.
Kuwait requires large supplies of natural gas domestically for power generation, water desalination and
petrochemical production, as well as for EOR techniques to boost oil production. Kuwait is shifting its
exploration efforts to focus on natural gas discoveries to reduce dependence on imports of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) and to decrease the share of oil used domestically, particularly for electricity and desalination
plants. KOC has announced a production target of 400 MMSCFD of non-associated gas by 2020, which will
increase to a target of 500 MMSCFD by 2030.
Associated natural gas production makes up most of Kuwait’s current overall gas production. Production of
non-associated natural gas from northern Kuwait is seen as the most promising source of future natural gas
production growth. In February 2010, Shell signed a five-year ETSA to develop the first phase of the nonassociated gas production programme at the northern Jurassic gas fields. However, the ETSA became the
subject of a National Assembly investigation, which looked into whether KOC overstepped its authority in
issuing the contract and whether Shell actually has operational control of the project, which is not permitted
under the Constitution. See “Risk Factors—Kuwait’s economy and growth could be affected by Kuwaiti
political considerations”. Shell’s ETSA was extended for one year in 2015, and was renewed again for
another year in 2016. The ETSA will expire on 31 March 2017.
In 2016, Kuwait awarded two contracts to Schlumberger Limited, one for the East Raudhatain Jurassic
production facility and the second one for the Sabriya Jurassic production facility, aiming at producing 110
MMSCFD of gas each as part of the second phase of the non-associated gas production programme at the
northern Jurassic gas fields. These Jurassic production facilities will be connected to Jurassic wells from both
the East Raudhatain and Sabriya fields. In addition, Kuwait awarded one contract to Safwan for West
Raudhatain to produce 110 MMSCFD of gas. The other prospect for non-associated natural gas production
is the Dorra gas field located in offshore PNZ. This field is shared by Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Iran. Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia originally planned to begin production at Dorra by 2017. However, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia have delayed project development as a result of negotiations over transportation and allocation of
resources.
Gas Consumption and Imports
According to the BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016, for the year ended 31 December 2015, Kuwait
consumed approximately 1.9 billion standard cubic feet of gas per day. Kuwait’s electricity demand, fuelled
increasingly by natural gas, has outpaced domestic natural gas production during the summer months. This
increased demand for electricity has resulted in the shutdown of refinery and petrochemical operations to
make more natural gas available to generate electricity. Kuwait is seeking to diversify its electricity
generation supply portfolio by replacing some petroleum products with more natural gas and renewables.
Insufficient domestic natural gas supply has caused Kuwait to resort to importing LNG as a stopgap measure
at its Mina Al-Ahmadi floating terminal. Kuwait has traditionally imported LNG to meet peak summer
demand (March – October), but in 2015, Kuwait continued to import LNG cargoes through to December
2015 and resumed LNG imports in February 2016. In 2016, Kuwait signed two medium term deals with BP
and Shell for the supply of LNG through to 2020 as well additional volumes from Qatar. For the year ended
31 December 2015, according to the BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016, Kuwait imported about
0.5 billion standard cubic feet of gas per day. Kuwait has imported LNG cargoes from other countries, such
as Nigeria, Qatar and Oman. In August 2013, KNPC signed a five-year agreement with Golar LNG to charter
a 170,000 cubic metre floating LNG vessel. The contract expires in 2019.
In order to meet its gas import needs, the Government is developing a permanent onshore import and regasification terminal at the Al-Zour Refinery, which is designed to have a processing capacity of 50.1 million
cubic metres per day. In 2016, KNPC awarded the KD 882 million contract for the construction of the LNG
import and re-gasification terminal to a consortium of Hyundai Engineering Co., Hyundai Engineering and
Construction Co. and Korea Gas Corporation. Construction has started on the new terminal and it is currently
expected to be completed in 2020.
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Pipelines
Kuwait has a network of pipelines that deliver crude oil, refined products and LNG throughout the country
as well as to Kuwait’s oil export terminals. KOC’s export and marine operations group is responsible for
exporting crude oil from Kuwait’s oil export terminals using KOTC tankers. Mina Al-Ahmadi is Kuwait’s
main port for the export of crude oil. Apart from Mina Al-Ahmadi, Kuwait also has oil export terminals at
Mina Abdullah and Shuaiba.
Community, Social and Personal Services
Community, Social and Personal Services accounted for KD 8.5 billion or 24.8 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal
GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015. Community, Social and Personal Services is comprised of public
administration and defence, health, education, social security and welfare, recreation and culture, personal
and household services and sanitary and related services. Community, Social and Personal Services saw
growth of 2.4 per cent., 4.6 per cent., 8.6 per cent., 3.0 per cent. and 8.2 per cent. in real terms for the years
ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
The growth in community, social and personal services during the periods under review was principally due
to growth in the public administration and defence sector, increases in health and education spending and
generous Government benefits, such as the one time grant of KD 1,000 to every Kuwaiti citizen in 2012.
Financial Intermediation and Insurance
Financial intermediation and insurance accounted for KD 3.5 billion or 10.1 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal
GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015. Financial intermediation and insurance saw growth of 3.3 per
cent., 5.4 per cent. and 1.7 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013,
respectively. There was no growth in real terms for the year ended 31 December 2012 and a decline of 7.1 per
cent. in real terms for the year ended 31 December 2011.
The growth in financial intermediation and insurance for the years 31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013 was
principally due to growth in the financial sector and businesses, following the global financial crisis of 2007
– 2008.
Real Estate, Renting and Business Services
Real estate, renting and business services accounted for KD 3.4 billion or 9.9 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal
GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015. Real estate, renting and business services saw a decline of 1.4
per cent. and 2.6 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015 and 2014, respectively. There
was no growth in real terms for the year ended 31 December 2013. Real estate saw growth of 0.7. per cent.
and 3.7 per cent. for the years ended 31 December 2012 and 2011, respectively.
The decline in the real estate, renting and business services for the years ended 31 December 2015 and 2014
was principally due to a slowdown in real estate market activity and a correction in real estate prices. The
growth in real estate, renting and business services for the years 31 December 2012 and 2011 was principally
due to the public and private sector developing new offerings that catered to a rising demand for housing,
and the development of a wide variety of retail outlets, including shopping malls and luxury stores across
the country.
Transport, Storage and Communication
Transport, storage and communication accounted for KD 2.5 billion or 7.3 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal
GDP for the year ended 31 December 2015. Transport, storage and communication saw growth of 1.1 per
cent., 2.5 per cent., 2.7 per cent. and 7.8 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014,
2013 and 2012, respectively. There was a decline of 5.1 per cent. in real terms for the year ended
31 December 2011.
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The growth in transport, storage and communication for the years 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012
was principally due to steady growth of consumers that increased their travel and communication spending
over the period.
Manufacturing
Manufacturing accounted for KD 1.4 billion or 4.0 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the year ended
31 December 2015. Manufacturing saw growth of 0.4 per cent., 23.2 per cent. and 28.5 per cent. in real terms
for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2012 and 2011, respectively. There was a decline of 10.7 per cent.
and 0.9 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2014 and 2013, respectively.
The growth or decline in manufacturing during the period was principally due to the rise and fall of ethylene
prices, as the production of petrochemical products contributes to the GDP of the manufacturing sector.
Petrochemicals
The petrochemical industry and the sale of its products is categorised under “Manufacturing” when
calculating Kuwait’s GDP and is considered a non-oil export. The sale of petrochemical products by the
EQUATE Group (as defined below) accounts for a large majority of Kuwait’s export value from the non-oil
sector for the year ended 31 December 2015. Another petrochemical company in Kuwait is the Kuwait
Aromatics Company which is owned by PIC (40 per cent.), KNPC (40 per cent.) and Qurain Petrochemical
Industries Company (20 per cent.) and is one of the largest private investors in the petrochemicals sector in
Kuwait.
In 1995, PIC entered into a joint venture with the Union Carbide Corporation (which was later acquired by
Dow) and established EQUATE Petrochemical Company K.S.C.C. (EQUATE). EQUATE was Kuwait’s first
international petrochemical joint venture and it commenced operations in 1997 as a manufacturer of
ethylene, polyethylene and ethylene glycol. In 2004, PIC and Dow entered into another joint venture that
established The Kuwait Olefins Company K.S.C.C. (TKOC and, together with EQUATE, the EQUATE
Group) to complement EQUATE’s olefins complex.
The EQUATE Group produces, distributes and markets ethylene glycol, polyethylene and their co-products
globally, including to Asia, North and South America, the Middle East, Turkey, India, Pakistan and Europe.
It also produces, distributes and markets polyethylene terephthalate in Europe. The EQUATE Group’s
products are used primarily by other industries as raw materials to produce or manufacture products used in
end markets. A significant proportion of the EQUATE Group’s products sales are used in consumer-driven
end markets including textiles and food and beverage packaging.
The EQUATE Group is the largest producer of petrochemical products in Kuwait and is one of the leading
producers of petrochemical products in the Middle East by sales and production volume. It operates five
manufacturing sites in three countries and, as at 30 June 2016, the EQUATE Group’s total production
capacity was approximately 3,570 kilo tonnes per annum of which 56 per cent. was in Kuwait, 34 per cent.
was in Canada and 10 per cent. was in Germany.
PIC is also part of a joint venture with both Bahrain’s National Oil and Gas Authority and Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation in Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company, which is located in Bahrain that produces
ammonia, methanol and urea.
PIC will expand and diversify its core petrochemical business portfolio inside Kuwait by executing a
petrochemical complex (Olefins-III and Aromatics-II) in Kuwait integrated with the Al-Zour Refinery. The
expected completion date is in 2023.
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Wholesale and retail trade accounted for KD 1.8 billion or 5.2 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the
year ended 31 December 2015. Wholesale and retail trade saw growth of 2.3 per cent., 6.1 per cent. and 4.0
per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013, respectively. There was a
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decline of 0.2 per cent. and 0.6 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2012 and 2011,
respectively.
The growth in wholesale and retail trade for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013 was
principally due to a very steady consumer sector, which was encouraged by steady employment and
Government benefits.
Electricity, Gas and Water
Electricity, gas and water accounted for KD 1.1 billion or 3.2 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the year
ended 31 December 2015. Electricity, gas and water saw a decline of 9.8 per cent. and 5.2 per cent. in real
terms for the years ended 31 December 2015 and 2012, respectively. There was growth of 67.2 per cent.,
11.5 per cent. and 11.3 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2014, 2013 and 2011,
respectively.
The growth in electricity, gas and water during the periods under review was principally due to stable
consumer, business and Government usage of electricity. Variations in growth from period to period are due
to certain external (global oil and gas prices) and internal (demand, accounting and subsidies) factors that
impact recorded prices.
Construction
Construction accounted for KD 1.0 billion or 2.9 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the year ended
31 December 2015. Construction saw growth of 8.4 per cent., 0.5 per cent., 2.0 per cent., 3.4 per cent. and
2.0 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
The growth in construction during the periods under review was primarily due to the increase in the number
of infrastructure projects in Kuwait.
Hotels and Restaurants
Hotels and restaurants accounted for KD 408.1 million or 1.2 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the
year ended 31 December 2015. Hotels and restaurants saw growth of 9.5 per cent., 5.6 per cent., 8.3 per cent.,
2.5 per cent. and 6.5 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and
2011, respectively.
The growth in hotels and restaurants during the periods under review was principally due to a growth in
consumer spending and household finances over the period.
Agriculture and Fishing
Agriculture and fishing accounted for KD 237.2 million or 0.7 per cent. of Kuwait’s nominal GDP for the
year ended 31 December 2015. Agriculture and fishing saw growth of 4.2 per cent., 7.5 per cent., 0.8 per
cent. and 11.0 per cent. in real terms for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2011,
respectively. There was a decline of 1.2 per cent. in real terms for the year ended 31 December 2012.
The growth in agriculture and fishing for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2011 was
principally due to a steady growth in growing food through hydroponics and carefully managed farms, as
well as large scale commercial fishing.
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Inflation
The following table sets forth the consumer price index (CPI) and annual inflation rate in Kuwait for the
years ended 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
Average for the year ended 31 December
2016

Consumer Price Index
(base year 2007=100) ............................
Inflation (percentage change,
year on year) ..........................................

2015

2014

2013

2012

141.7

137.3

133.0

129.2

125.8

3.2

3.3

2.9

2.7

3.2

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

For the year ended 31 December 2016, average annual inflation, as measured by the consumer price index,
was 3.2 per cent. Inflation rose to 6.8 per cent. for housing services and to 2.5 per cent. for transport. The
rise in the inflation rate for transport can be primarily attributed to cuts to fuel subsidies that were introduced
in September 2016. These increases in inflation were offset by lower inflation in other categories; inflation
fell to 1.9 per cent. for food and beverages and to 2.7 per cent. for furnishing equipment and household
maintenance.
The following table sets forth the principal components of Kuwait’s CPI, the percentage change, year on year
and the index weighting for the years ended 30 November and 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and
2012, respectively.
Average for the year ended 31 December
Relative
Weights

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(%)

Food and Beverages ..........
Cigarettes and Tobacco ....
Clothing and Footwear......
Housing Services ..............
Household Goods and
Maintenance Equipment ....
Health ................................
Transport ..........................
Communications ..............
Entertainment and Culture
Education ..........................
Hotels and Restaurants......
Other Goods and Services

18.4
0.3
9.3
28.9

1.9
0.7
(0.2)
6.8

3.4
6.0
(0.9)
6.0

2.9
7.8
2.2
4.4

4.0
7.1
(0.1)
3.8

4.8
6.6
4.3
2.3

11.3
1.6
7.9
4.0
4.3
3.0
3.3
7.8

2.7
1.7
2.5
0.5
(0.1)
3.1
3.1
1.0

3.4
1.7
0.5
0.4
(0.2)
4.4
5.7
1.9

4.8
(0.6)
1.5
(0.8)
0.9
4.7
3.1
(0.7)

3.2
1.2
1.3
(0.0)
1.9
0.8
0.5
2.3

3.3
3.4
2.6
0.1
2.9
1.6
2.9
4.5

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

Kuwait’s CPI for the period under review included twelve expenditure groups. The four groups with the
largest weighting in its CPI were housing services, food and beverages, household goods and maintenance
equipment and clothing and footwear, which showed inflation levels of 6.8 per cent., 1.9 per cent., 2.7 per
cent. and deflation of 0.2 per cent., respectively, for the year ended 31 December 2016. These four groups
accounted for 67.8 per cent. of Kuwait’s CPI in this period.
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BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND FOREIGN TRADE
Current Account
The following table shows the balance of payments for Kuwait for each of the years ended 31 December
2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
Year ended 31 December
2015(1)

2014

2013

2012

2011

(KD millions)

First: Current Account (1+2+3+4) ......
1 – Balance on Goods:(2) ......................
* Merchandise Exports (FOB),
of which:..............................................
Oil Exports ......................................
Other ................................................
* Merchandise Imports (FOB) ..............
2 – Services, of which: ..........................
*Transportation ......................................
*Travel ....................................................
*Government Services............................
*Other ....................................................
3 – Primary Income, of which:............
*Direct Investment Income ....................
*Portfolio Investment Income ................
*Other Investment Income ....................
*Other ....................................................
4 – Secondary Income: ........................
* Government Bodies ............................
*Other Sectors, of which: ......................
Workers’ Transfers ..........................

1,792.0
8,419.5

15,478.5
22,059.2

20,210.5
25,570.9

22,062.5
26,762.3

18,534
22,317

16,644.3
14,683.0
1,961.3
(8,224.8)
(5,773.8)
(1,188.1)
(3,560.9)
(313.2)
(711.6)
4,121.6
833.0
2965.0
249.0
74.6
(4,970.8)
(427.7)
(4,543.1)
(4,492.3)

29,737.4
27,753.0
1,984.4
(7,678.2)
(5,148.6)
(1,116.0)
(3,250.6)
(237.5)
(544.5)
4,451.3
1232.0
2685.0
484.0
50.3
(5,883.5)
(729.0)
(5,154.5)
(5,107.7)

32,824.1
30,789.5
2,034.6
(7,253.2)
(4,204.1)
(1,138.4)
(2,653.1)
(154.7)
(257.3)
3,759.0
1,137.5
2,368.2
206.1
46.4
(4,915.4)
(385.8)
(4,530.1)
(4,482.4)

33,491.2
31,813.4
1,677.8
(6,728.9)
(2,623.4)
39.5
(2,401.0)
(28.4)
(233.5)
2,729.2
512.0
1,620.7
539.3
57.2
(4,805.5)
(342.8)
(4,462.7)
(4,405.2)

28,411
26,689
1,722.0
(6,094)
(2,201)
68
(2,220)
(255)
206.0
2,481
441
1,693
295
52.0
(4,064)
(360)
(3,704)
(3,660)

Second: Capital Account......................

(123.3)

1,095.1

1,265.0

1,191.5

Third: Financial Account ....................

(2,066.0)

(16,353.6)

(20,432.9)

(23,565.5)

(17,789.0)

(917.6)

(1,231)

Fourth: Reserve Assets of
CBK (change)........................................

885.9

(362.6)

(957.2)

Fifth: Errors and Omissions (Net) ......

392.8

(219.9)

(1,042.6)

Sixth: Overall Balance Surplus
or (Deficit)..............................................

(885.9)

362.6

957.2

1,229.1
917.6

955

(469)
1,231.0

(1) Provisional figures.
(2) “Balance on goods” in the Balance of Payment Statistics prepared by the CBK differs from the “Trade Balance” in the Foreign Trade Statistics prepared by
the CSB due to the difference in the comprehensiveness of data on the value of merchandise exports and imports used in the preparation of the mentioned
balances.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

Kuwait’s balance of payments reflects the importance of its oil exports to its current account balance. Oil
exports accounted for 88.2 per cent., 93.3 per cent., 93.8 per cent., 95.0 per cent. and 93.9 per cent. of
Kuwait’s earnings from merchandise exports for the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and
2011, respectively. The value of Kuwait’s oil exports can be volatile as they depend on prevailing
international oil prices. As a result of the significant decline in global oil prices since mid-2014, the value of
Kuwait’s oil exports declined by 47.1 per cent. and 9.9 per cent. for the years ended 31 December 2015 and
2014, respectively. See “Risk Factors—Factors that may affect the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its obligations
under Notes issued under the Programme—Risks Relating to the Issuer—Kuwait’s economy and government
revenues are substantially based on oil production in Kuwait” and “—Foreign Trade—Exports” below.
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Current Account
Provisional figures for Kuwait’s balance of payments show that the current account surplus was KD 1.8
billion for the year ended 31 December 2015, a significant decrease from KD 15.5 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014. This decrease was principally attributable to the decrease in the surplus in the balance
of goods to KD 8.4 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015 from KD 22.1 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014, resulting from a decrease in the value of oil exports caused by a significant decline in
oil prices since mid-2014. In addition, the deficit in the balance of services increased by 12.1 per cent. to KD
5.8 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015 from a deficit of KD 5.1 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014. Remittances of non-Kuwaiti workers to other countries decreased by 12.1 per cent. to
KD 4.5 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015 from KD 5.1 billion for the year ended 31 December
2014. This was despite the increase in the number of non-Kuwaitis in Kuwait’s total labour force during this
period by 5.1 per cent. See “Overview of Kuwait—Employment”.
Capital Account
Provisional figures for Kuwait’s balance of payments for the year ended 31 December 2015 show that
Kuwait’s capital account recorded an outflow of KD 123.3 million, compared to an inflow of KD 1.1 billion
for the year ended 31 December 2014.
Financial Account
Provisional figures for Kuwait’s financial account for the year ended 31 December 2015 indicate that the net
value of the economy’s external assets increased by KD 2.1 billion as compared to an increase of KD 16.4
billion for the year ended 31 December 2014. The smaller financial account surplus for the year ended
31 December 2015 indicates a drop in the outflow of capital from Kuwait during this period, which was
primarily attributable to a decline in the CBK’s foreign assets of KD 797.1 million. See “Monetary and
Financial System—Foreign Assets”.
Foreign Trade
The total value of Kuwait’s foreign trade in goods was KD 16.8 billion for the nine months ended
30 September 2016, a decline of 15.1 per cent. from KD 19.7 billion for the nine months ended 30 September
2015, while Kuwait’s trade surplus in goods was KD 3.0 billion for the nine months ended 30 September
2016, a decline of 49.2 per cent. from KD 5.9 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. The
decline in the total value of foreign trade in goods and the balance of trade in goods for the nine months
ended 30 September 2016 was principally due to a decrease in the value of Kuwait’s total exports by 22.9
per cent. to KD 10.1 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 from KD 12.8 billion for the nine
months ended 30 September 2015. This decrease was principally attributable to the continued decline in
global oil prices during this period, as a result of which the value of Kuwait’s oil exports declined by 23.5
per cent. over this period.
The decline in the total value of foreign trade in goods and the balance of trade in goods for the year ended
31 December 2015 was principally due to a decrease in the value of Kuwait’s total exports by 43.1 per cent.
to KD 16.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015 from KD 28.6 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014. This decrease was principally attributable to the significant decline in global oil prices
during this period, as a result of which the value of Kuwait’s oil exports declined by 45.7 per cent. for the
year ended 31 December 2015. The total value of Kuwait’s foreign trade in goods was KD 25.6 billion for
the year ended 31 December 2015, a decline of 31.7 per cent. from KD 37.5 billion for the year ended
31 December 2014, while Kuwait’s trade surplus in goods was KD 7.0 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 64.8 per cent. from a trade surplus in goods of KD 19.8 billion for the year
ended 31 December 2014.
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The following table sets forth Kuwait’s trade exchange and balance of trade in goods for the nine months
ended 30 September 2016 and 2015 and each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and
2011, respectively.
For the nine months
ended 30 September
2016

2015

Year ended 31 December
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

(KD millions)

Total exports ..............
Total imports ..............

9,870.7
6,926.4

12,808.9
6,892.1

16,280.2
9,316.1

28,636.5
8,829.3

32,363.3
8,308.8

32,051.3
7,631.7

28,339.8
6,938.1

Trade Exchange(1)......

16,762.7

19,735.3

25,596.3

37,465.8

40,672.2

39,683.0

35,277.9

Balance of Trade(1) ....

2,978.6

5,882.5

6,964.1

19,807.2

24,054.5

24,419.6

21,401.8

(1) “Trade Balance” in the Foreign Trade Statistics prepared by the CSB differs from the “Balance on goods” in the Balance of Payment Statistics prepared by
the CBK due to the difference in the comprehensiveness of data on the value of merchandise exports and imports used in the preparation of the mentioned
balances.
Source: Central Statistics Bureau

Exports
The total value of Kuwait’s exports was KD 9.6 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2016, a
decrease of 22.9 per cent. compared to KD 12.4 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. The
total value of Kuwait’s exports was KD 16.3 billion, or 47.4 per cent. of total nominal GDP, for the year
ended 31 December 2015, a decrease of 43.1 per cent. compared to KD 28.6 billion, or 61.9 per cent. of total
nominal GDP, for the year ended 31 December 2014.
The following table sets forth a breakdown of Kuwait’s exports by value (including re-exports) for the nine
months ended 30 September 2015 and 2016 and each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013,
2012 and 2011, respectively.
For the nine months
ended 30 September
2016

2015

Year ended 31 December
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

(KD millions)

Crude oil ....................
Refined products ........

6,431.2
2,396.3

8,152.3
3,591.7

10,268.3
4,360.5

19,677.3
7,164.2

22,586.1
7,927.0

21,952.2
8,436.2

18,989.5
7,888.9

Total Petroleum and
its by-products ..........

8,827.5

11,744.0

14,628.8

26,841.5

30,513.5

30,388.5

26,878.4

..........

738.3

913.2

1,184.9

1,283.9

1,445.8

1,322.3

1,205.5

Total exports..............

9,541.4

12,442.6

15,766.4

28,117.6

31,951.2

31,698.8

28,074.3

(1)

Other exports

(1) Includes petrochemical products.
Source: Central Statistics Bureau

The value of Kuwait’s total petroleum and its by-products for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 was
KD 8.8 billion, a decline of 23.5 per cent. compared to KD 11.7 billion for the nine months ended
30 September 2015. The decline was principally attributable to the continued decline in global oil prices
during this period. The value of Kuwait’s crude oil exports decreased by 21.1 per cent. to KD 6.4 billion for
the nine months ended 30 September 2016 from KD 8.2 billion for the nine months ended 30 September
2015 and the value of Kuwait’s exports of refined products decreased by 33.3 per cent. to KD 2.4 billion for
the nine months ended 30 September 2016 compared to KD 3.6 billion for the nine months ended
30 September 2015.
Kuwait’s other exports, which includes petrochemical products was KD 738.3 million for the nine months
ended 30 September 2016, a decline of 19.1 per cent. from KD 913.2 million for the nine months ended
30 September 2015. This was principally due to a 6.6 per cent. decline in ethylene prices over the period.
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The value of Kuwait’s total petroleum and its by-products for the year ended 31 December 2015 was KD
14.6 billion, a decline of 45.7 per cent. compared to KD 26.8 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014.
The decline was principally attributable to the significant decline in global oil prices since mid-2014, as
Kuwait’s average daily production volumes of crude oil remained constant at 2.86 million bpd for the year
ended 31 December 2015 compared to 2.87 million bpd for the year ended 31 December 2014. The value of
Kuwait’s crude oil exports decreased by 47.8 per cent., to KD 10.3 billion for the year ended 31 December
2015 from KD 19.7 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014 and the value of Kuwait’s exports of refined
products decreased by 39.1 per cent., to KD 4.4 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015 compared to
KD 7.2 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014.
In terms of volume, Kuwait’s average daily crude oil exports were 2.00 million bpd, 1.90 million bpd, 2.01
million bpd, 1.98 million bpd and 1.91 million bpd for the years ended 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013
and 2012, respectively.
Kuwait’s other exports, which includes petrochemical products was KD 1.2 billion for the year ended
31 December 2015, a decline of 7.7 per cent., from KD 1.3 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014.
This was principally due to weaker ethylene prices in 2015 as compared to 2014.
Kuwait does not provide a detailed breakdown of its petroleum and its by products exports by destination.
However, currently, the majority of Kuwait’s petroleum and its by products are exported to South Korea,
Japan, China and Vietnam.
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19.8

27.4

22.1

30.8

13.6

8.8

849.9

217.1

1,067.0

Jordan..........................................

Indonesia ....................................

Bahrain........................................

Oman ..........................................

Egypt ..........................................

Malaysia......................................

Total Top 15 ..............................

Total Rest of the World ............

Total non-oil exports ................

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

28.1

27.4

United States ..............................

Pakistan ......................................

55.5

Iraq ..............................................

12.7

128.8

UAE ............................................

Turkey ........................................

156.5

India ............................................

42.5

159.7

Saudi Arabia................................

Qatar............................................

116.2

China ..........................................

Value

2016

100.0

20.3

79.7

0.8

1.3

2.9

2.1

2.6

1.9

2.6

1.2

4.0

2.6

5.2

12.1

14.7

15.0

10.9

Share
(%)

1,400.0

216.7

1,183.3

19.3

25.5

19.7

26.4

30.7

33.8

36.8

39.6

57.4

53.3

98.8

189.7

175.1

191.8

185.4

Value

2015

100.0

15.5

84.5

1.4

1.8

1.4

1.9

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

4.1

3.8

7.1

13.6

12.5

13.7

13.2

Share
(%)

For the nine months ended 30 September

1,696.1

507.2

1,188.9

24.2

24.3

26.0

30.6

35.7

38.5

45.4

48.3

58.0

60.7

129.9

198.0

227.2

242.1

242.9

Value

2015

Value

Share
(%)

100.0

15.6

84.4

1.4

1.4

1.5

1.8

2.1

2.3

2.7

2.8

3.4

3.6

7.7

11.7

13.4

14.3

14.3

1,802.8

274.5

1,528.3

21.9

19.0

30.2

25.0

51.6

35.0

57.0

38.4

53.6

35.3

193.9

217.4

247.7

208.3

294.0

100.0

15.2

84.8

1.2

1.1

1.7

1.4

2.9

1.9

3.2

2.1

3.0

2.0

10.8

12.1

13.7

11.6

16.3

(KD millions, except percentages)

Share
(%)

2014

1,857.9

326.8

1,531.1

28.4

12.9

36.5

27.2

52.5

33.9

63.0

84.2

45.7

56.7

160.0

236.8

202.7

197.2

293.4

Value

2013

100.0

17.6

82.4

1.5

0.7

2.0

1.5

2.8

1.8

3.4

4.5

2.5

3.1

8.6

12.7

10.9

10.6

15.8

Share
(%)

Year ended 31 December

1,674.7

312.3

1,362.4

28.6

18.0

52.9

31.6

94.3

33.6

63.7

67.7

47.0

80.9

24.7

204.8

182.2

197.4

235.0

Value

2012

100.0

18.6

81.4

1.7

1.1

3.2

1.9

5.6

2.0

3.8

4.0

2.8

4.8

1.5

12.2

10.9

11.8

14.0

Share
(%)

1,471.1

290.2

1,180.9

29.4

16.5

22.8

22.9

35.2

31.5

68.2

62.9

39.3

51.8

15.8

189.3

176.3

190.0

229.0

Value

2011

100.0

19.7

80.3

2.0

1.1

1.5

1.6

2.4

2.1

4.6

4.3

2.7

3.5

1.1

12.9

12.0

12.9

15.6

Share
(%)

The following table sets forth a breakdown of Kuwait’s non-oil exports by destination (excluding re-exports) for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 and 2015 and
each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

Saudi Arabia represented the largest share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the nine months ended
30 September 2016 accounting for KD 159.7 million, or 15.0 per cent. of total non-oil exports, a decrease
of 16.7 per cent. compared to KD 191.8 million for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. Non-oil
exports from India represented the second largest share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the nine months
ended 30 September 2016 accounting for KD 156.5 million, or 14.7 per cent. of total non-oil exports, a
decrease of 10.6 per cent. compared to KD 175.1 million for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. The
UAE represented the third largest share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the nine months ended 30 September
2016 accounting for KD 128.8 million, or 12.1 per cent. of total non-oil exports, a decrease of 32.1 per cent.
compared to KD 189.7 million for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. For the nine months ended
30 September 2016, non-oil exports from Kuwait’s top 15 countries by destination accounted for 79.7 per
cent. of total non-oil exports.
China represented the largest share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the year ended 31 December 2015
accounting for KD 242.9 million, or 14.3 per cent. of total non-oil exports, a decrease of 17.4 per cent.
compared to KD 294.0 million for the year ended 31 December 2014. Non-oil exports from Saudi Arabia
represented the second largest share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the year ended 31 December 2015
accounting for KD 242.1 million, or 14.3 per cent. of total non-oil exports, an increase of 16.2 per cent.
compared to KD 208.3 million for the year ended 31 December 2014. India represented the third largest
share of Kuwait’s non-oil exports for the year ended 31 December 2015 accounting for KD 227.2 million,
or 13.4 per cent. of total non-oil exports, a decrease of 8.3 per cent. compared to KD 247.7 million for the
year ended 31 December 2014. For the year ended 31 December 2015, non-oil exports from Kuwait’s top 15
countries by destination accounted for 84.4 per cent. of total non-oil exports.
Imports
The total value of Kuwait’s imports was KD 6.89 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2016, a
decrease of 3.3 per cent. compared to KD 6.9 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. The
total value of Kuwait’s imports was KD 9.3 billion, or 27.1 per cent. of total nominal GDP, for the year ended
31 December 2015, an increase of 5.5 per cent. compared to KD 8.8 billion, or 19.1 per cent. of total nominal
GDP, for the year ended 31 December 2014.
The following table sets forth a breakdown of Kuwait’s imports by value for the nine months ended
30 September 2016 and 2015 and each of the years ended 31 December 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011,
respectively.
For the nine months
ended 30 September
2016

2015

Year ended 31 December
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

(KD millions)

Machines, Appliances
and Electrical
Equipment ..................
Transport Equipment ..
Chemical Products......
Metals and Metal
Products ......................
Vegetable Products ....
Foodstuffs ..................
Textiles and Clothing..
Jewellery, Precious
Metals and Stones ......
Live Animals and
Animal Products ........
Other goods ................
Total imports ............

1,756.2
920.7
675.1

1,702.7
1,123.8
611.2

2,171.5
1,446.8
845.8

1,992.2
1,406.9
898.2

1,816.2
1,449.3
722.4

1,748.7
1,346.8
650.2

1,635.8
980.9
620.3

752.7
341.7
368.0
313.1

630.9
405.4
361.1
340.2

817.3
519.1
496.0
455.8

825.1
458.5
441.5
435.0

842.0
400.4
417.2
410.6

810.0
383.4
386.6
386.0

828.0
389.5
375.2
340.9

213.7

319.5

421.4

421.3

399.6

232.1

212.5

301.3
1,249.6

322.5
1,299.4

430.2
1,712.1

417.2
1,533.2

384.9
1,466.2

356.1
2,270.7

354.2
1,200.8

6,892.1

6,926.4

9,316.1

8,829.3

8,308.8

7,631.7

6,938.1

Source: Central Statistics Bureau
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Imports of machines, appliances and electrical equipment represented the largest component of Kuwait’s
imports for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 and accounted for KD 1.8 billion, or 25.5 per cent.,
of total imports, an increase of 3.1 per cent. compared to KD 1.7 billion for the nine months ended
30 September 2015. Transport equipment represented the second largest component of Kuwait’s imports for
the nine months ended 30 September 2016 accounting for KD 920.7 million or 13.4 per cent. of total
imports, a decrease of 18.1 per cent. compared to KD 1.1 billion for the nine months ended 30 September
2015. Metals and metal products represented the third largest component of Kuwait’s imports for the nine
months ended 30 September 2016 accounting for KD 752.7 million, or 10.9 per cent. of total imports, an
increase of 19.4 per cent. compared to KD 630.5 million for the nine months ended 30 September 2015.
Imports of machines, appliances and electrical equipment represented the largest component of Kuwait’s
imports for the year ended 31 December 2015 and accounted for KD 2.2 billion, or 23.3 per cent., of total
imports, an increase of 9.0 per cent. compared to KD 2.0 billion for the year ended 31 December 2014.
Transport equipment represented the second largest component of Kuwait’s imports for the year ended
31 December 2015 accounting for KD 1.4 billion, or 15.5 per cent. of total imports, an increase of 2.8 per
cent. compared to KD 1.4 billion for the year ended 31 December 2015. Chemical products represented the
third largest component of Kuwait’s imports for the year ended 31 December 2015 accounting for KD 845.8
million, or 9.1 per cent. of total imports, a decrease of 5.8 per cent. compared to KD 898.2 million for the
year ended 31 December 2014.
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122

125.3

115.6

108.0

121.9

5,313.9

1,578.2

6,892.1

Australia......................................

Switzerland ................................

Thailand ......................................

Turkey ........................................

Total Top 15 ..............................

Total Rest of the World ............

Total Imports ............................

Source: Central Statistics Bureau

141.6

France..........................................

369.2

India ............................................

171.2

336.7

Saudi Arabia................................

United Kingdom ........................

450.9

Germany......................................

311.4

434.8

Japan ..........................................

Italy ............................................

591.2

UAE ............................................

321.6

662.2

United States ..............................

South Korea ................................

1,052.3

China ..........................................

Value

2016

100.0

22.9

77.1

1.8

1.6

1.7

1.8

2.1

2.5

4.5

4.7

5.4

4.9

6.5

6.3

8.6

9.6

15.3

Share
(%)

6,926.9

1,603.5

5,323.4

140.6

112.1

127.6

128.3

136.9

193.2

244.1

222.0

318.1

340.3

393.0

446.6

672.7

689.3

1,158.6

Value

2015

100.0

23.1

76.9

2.0

1.6

1.8

1.9

2.0

2.8

3.5

3.2

4.6

4.9

5.7

6.4

9.7

10.0

16.7

Share
(%)

For the nine months ended 30 September

9,316.1

2,258.4

7,057.7

170.8

155.8

174.0

175.6

190.4

272.9

326.7

290.3

415.5

444.3

531.2

645.3

880.2

859.7

1,525.0

Value

2015

Value

Share
(%)

100.0

24.2

75.8

1.8

1.7

1.9

1.9

2.0

2.9

3.5

3.1

4.5

4.8

5.7

6.9

9.4

9.2

16.4

8,829.3

2,021.8

6,807.5

150.8

160.9

172.8

185.9

224.6

232.3

342.7

354.3

368.5

433.8

597.6

638.2

817.8

860.4

1,266.9

100.0

22.9

77.1

1.7

1.8

2.0

2.1

2.5

2.6

3.9

4.0

4.2

4.9

6.8

7.2

9.3

9.7

14.3

(KD millions, except percentages)

Share
(%)

2014

8,308.8

1,998.6

6,310.2

130.7

130.5

166.2

162.3

212.2

235.7

354.9

324.0

332.2

398.4

562.1

631.0

730.0

824.4

1,115.6

Value

2013

100.0

24.1

75.9

1.6

1.6

2.0

2.0

2.6

2.8

4.3

3.9

4.0

4.8

6.8

7.6

8.8

9.9

13.4

Share
(%)

Year ended 31 December

7,631.7

1,803.7

5,828.0

109.1

133.5

127.2

160.0

178.5

235.7

363.0

342.8

364.7

401.5

488.0

599.0

554.3

762.8

1,007.9

Value

2012

100.0

23.6

76.4

1.4

1.7

1.7

2.1

2.3

3.1

4.8

4.5

4.8

5.3

6.4

7.8

7.3

10.0

13.2

Share
(%)

6,938.1

1,615.4

5,322.7

115.6

109.2

110.0

183.5

153.3

186.6

265.9

263.7

412.2

398.0

457.6

458.4

442.3

741.7

1,024.7

Value

2011

100.0

23.3

76.7

1.7

1.6

1.6

2.6

2.2

2.7

3.8

3.8

5.9

5.7

6.6

6.6

6.4

10.7

14.8

Share
(%)

The following table sets forth a breakdown of Kuwait’s imports by origin for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 and 2015 and each of the years ended 31 December
2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

China represented the largest share of Kuwait’s imports for the nine months ended 30 September 2016
accounting for KD 1.1 billion, or 15.3 per cent. of total imports, a decrease of 9.2 per cent. compared to KD
1.2 billion for the nine months ended 30 September 2015. Imports from the United States represented the
second largest share of Kuwait’s imports for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 accounting for KD
662.2 million, or 9.6 per cent. of total imports, a decrease of 3.9 per cent. compared to KD 689.3 million for
the nine months ended 30 September 2015. The UAE represented the third largest share of Kuwait’s imports
for the nine months ended 30 September 2016 accounting for KD 591.2 million, or 8.6 per cent. of total
imports, a decrease of 12.1 per cent. compared to KD 672.7 million for the nine months ended 30 September
2015. For the nine months ended 30 September 2016, imports from Kuwait’s top 15 countries by origin
accounted for 77.1 per cent. of total imports.
China represented the largest share of Kuwait’s imports for the year ended 31 December 2015 accounting
for KD 1.5 billion, or 16.4 per cent. of total imports, an increase of 20.4 per cent. compared to KD 1.3 billion
for the year ended 31 December 2014. Imports from the UAE represented the second largest share of
Kuwait’s imports for the year ended 31 December 2015 accounting for KD 880.2 million, or 9.4 per cent. of
total imports, an increase of 7.6 per cent. compared to KD 817.8 million for the year ended 31 December
2014. The United States represented the third largest share of Kuwait’s imports for the year ended
31 December 2015 accounting for KD 859.7 million, or 9.2 per cent. of total imports, a decrease of 0.1 per
cent. compared to KD 860.4 million for the year ended 31 December 2014. For the year ended 31 December
2015, imports from Kuwait’s top 15 countries by origin accounted for 75.8 per cent. of total imports.
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MONETARY AND FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Central Bank of Kuwait
Kuwait’s monetary, banking and financial system is regulated and supervised by the CBK, which was
incorporated by Law No. 32 of 1968 (as amended) (the CBK Law). The CBK commenced operations on
1 April 1969. According to Article 15 of the CBK Law, its core objectives are to:
•

issue currency on behalf of Kuwait;

•

secure the stability of the Kuwaiti dinar and its free convertibility into other currencies;

•

direct credit policy in order to contribute to Kuwait’s social and economic progress and the growth of
national income;

•

supervise the banking system in Kuwait;

•

serve as a banker to the Government; and

•

render financial advice to the Government.

The CBK is independent of Kuwait’s executive and legislative branches and is managed by a Board of
Directors, consisting of the Governor of the CBK, who also acts as the Chairman, the Deputy Governor of
the CBK, a representative from each of the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
and four additional members, each of whom must be a Kuwaiti national and must be nominated by the
Minister of Finance (after obtaining the approval of the Council of Ministers). The four additional Board
members are drawn from expert practitioners in the fields of economics, finance or banking and are
appointed by an Emiri Decree for a three-year renewable term. The Governor and the Deputy Governor of
the CBK are each appointed by an Emiri Decree for a five-year renewable term.
The following table sets forth CBK’s balance sheet data as at 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and
2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

Assets:
Foreign Assets ........................................
Other Assets............................................

8,889.5
172.6

7,799.5
78.5

8,596.6
65.4

8,255.6
366.8

7,329.1
63.7

Total Assets ............................................

9,062.1

7,878.0

8,662.0

8,622.4

7,392.7

6,331.8
977.5
228.5
374.8

6,193.2
853.9
141.1
330.0

7,279.9
616.3
79.8
300.0

6,831.9
635.1
115.1
300.0

5,787.6
542.9
164.4
300.0

196.8
952.6

24.9
335.0

8.4
377.6

5.1
735.2

6.2
591.7

9,062.1

7,878.0

8,662.0

8,622.4

7,392.7

Liabilities:
Reserve Money (Monetary Base) ..........
Government Accounts ............................
Deposits against L/Cs ............................
Capital and Reserve ................................
Accounts of International
Organisations and Banks ........................
Other Liabilities......................................
Total Liabilities ....................................
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The CBK’s total assets as at 31 December 2016 were KD 9.1 billion, an increase of 15.0 per cent. as
compared to KD 7.9 billion as at 31 December 2015. This increase was primarily a result of an increase in
foreign assets held by the CBK. Total foreign assets as at 31 December 2016 were KD 8.9 billion, an increase
of 14.0 per cent. as compared to KD 7.8 billion as at 31 December 2015.
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Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy
Kuwait’s monetary and exchange rate policy is set and managed by the CBK. Its main monetary policy
objective is to maintain monetary stability with the aim to mitigate the impacts of inflation and to enhance
social and economic progress in Kuwait and the growth of national income.
The CBK’s policy for the Kuwaiti dinar exchange rate aims at maintaining and enhancing the relative
stability of the Kuwaiti dinar against other currencies and shielding the domestic economy against the
impacts of imported inflation. These responsibilities reflect the importance of the exchange rate policy in the
Kuwaiti economy where no restrictions are imposed on the movement of capital.
Since 1975, the Kuwaiti dinar has been pegged to the Kuwaiti Dinar Basket, except between January 2003
and May 2007, when the Kuwaiti dinar was pegged to the U.S. dollar within margins around a parity rate.
This exchange rate policy contributes to maintaining the relative stability of the KD exchange rate against
other currencies and strengthens the CBK’s ability to implement a monetary policy aimed at reducing
inflationary pressures, particularly those resulting from fluctuations in the exchange rates of world
currencies. The CBK has the ability to adjust the Kuwaiti Dinar Basket at its discretion.
The following table sets forth the U.S. dollar exchange rate against the Kuwaiti dinar and some other major
currencies based on daily data for the year ended 31 December 2016.
High

KD ................................................................................
Pound Sterling..............................................................
Euro ..............................................................................
Swiss Franc ..................................................................
Japanese Yen ................................................................

306.2
0.822
0.961
1.029
121.2

Low

298.3
0.674
0.867
0.953
100.1

Difference

7.9
0.148
0.094
0.076
21.165

Change (%)

2.65%
21.98%
10.87%
7.98%
21.15%

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The difference between the highest and the lowest exchange rate of the U.S. dollar against the Kuwaiti dinar
for the year ended 31 December 2016 reached 2.65 per cent. which was the lowest when compared to the
exchange rate of the U.S. dollar against other major currencies, which witnessed significant fluctuations for
the year ended 31 December 2016, where the difference between the highest and the lowest exchange rates
of the U.S. dollar reached 21.98 per cent. against the Pound Sterling, 10.87 per cent. against the euro, 7.98
per cent. against the Swiss Franc and 21.15 per cent. against the Japanese Yen.
Interest Rates
The CBK raised its discount rate by 25 basis points on 15 December 2016 from 2.25 per cent. to 2.5 per cent.
The rate increase on 15 December 2016 followed a similar raise on 17 December 2015 of 25 basis points,
from 2 per cent. to 2.25 per cent. These two increases in the discount rate were the first changes in the
discount rate following a reduction of 50 basis points from 2.5 per cent. to 2 per cent. in October 2012, both
of which followed the announcement of the U.S. Federal Reserve that it was increasing the target federal
funds rate by 25 basis points. The marginal increase in the discount rate in December 2016 helped the CBK
signal its commitment to maintain continued attractiveness of the domestic currency, particularly in
comparison to the historically low levels of interest rates prevailing in many other advanced countries.
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The following table sets forth certain information on KD interest rates for the years ended 31 December
2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
Maximum Contractual Interest Rates on all forms of
KD Lending Transactions
Discount
Rate

Up to
One Year

Over
One Year

Consumer
Loans

(% per annum)

2016..............................................................................
2015..............................................................................
2014..............................................................................
2013..............................................................................
2012..............................................................................

2.50
2.25
2.00
2.00
2.00

5.00
4.75
4.50
4.50
4.50

6.50
6.25
6.00
6.00
6.00

5.50
5.25
5.00
5.00
5.00

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The CBK’s instruction on interest rates provides that the maximum limits for interest rates on KD loans to
corporates should not exceed:
•

2.5 per cent. over the CBK’s discount rate in the case of commercial loans with a maturity of one year
or less; and

•

4 per cent. over the CBK’s discount rate in the case of commercial loans exceeding one year.

Interest rates for housing and consumer loans denominated in Kuwaiti dinar are currently capped at the CBK
discount rate plus 3 per cent. for each block of five years. Such interest rates may be adjusted by no more
than plus or minus 2 per cent. for each subsequent block of five years.
Interest rates for loans in currencies other than the Kuwaiti dinar are not regulated by the CBK.
The following table sets forth the average interest rates on customer KD and U.S. dollar deposits with local
banks for the years ended 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
Average Interest Rates on
Customer 1-Month Deposits
KD

U.S.$

Average Interest Rates on
Customer 3-Month Deposits
KD

U.S.$

(%)

2016..............................................................................
2015..............................................................................
2014..............................................................................
2013..............................................................................
2012..............................................................................

0.868
0.619
0.594
0.563
0.737

0.278
0.154
0.157
0.164
0.208

1.070
0.789
0.779
0.750
0.985

0.409
0.269
0.277
0.287
0.353

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

Money Supply
As at 31 December 2016, money supply (M2) increased to KD 35.6 billion, an increase of 3.1 per cent.
compared to KD 34.5 billion as at 31 December 2015. The increase in M2 was principally a result of the
CBK’s continuous efforts to manage the levels of domestic liquidity and deliver an appropriate environment
to boost the growth of various domestic economic sectors and the increase in the net assets of local banks
for the period. See “—Banking System” below.
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The following table sets forth an analysis of Kuwait’s money supply as at 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014,
2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

Money (M1) ..........................................
Currency in Circulation ......................
KD Sight Deposits ..............................
Quasi-Money ........................................
KD Deposits ........................................
Foreign Currency Deposits..................

9,589.1
1,645.6
7,943.5
26,023.5
23,101.4
2,922.1

9,392.4
1,496.5
7,896.0
25,148.1
21,557.3
3,590.8

9,605.2
1,492.6
8,112.6
24,367.5
21,476.0
2,891.4

8,985.1
1,481.3
7,503.9
23,881.8
20,760.1
2,121.7

7,873.3
1,339.9
6,533.3
22,014.9
19,742.7
2,272.2

Money Supply (M2)..............................

35,612.6

34,540.6

33,972.6

32,866.9

29,888.1

Deposits with Investment Companies(1)..

6.1

35.5

20.0

56.5

28.1

Money Supply (M3)..............................

35,618.7

34,576.1

33,992.6

32,923.4

29,916.2

(1) Companies that accept deposits in accordance with their articles of association.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

Foreign Assets
The following table sets forth a breakdown of the CBK’s foreign assets, as at 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014,
2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

Gold ........................................................
Deposits and Cash Balances ..................

31.7
8,857.7

31.7
7,767.8

Total........................................................

8,889.5

7,799.5

2013

2012

31.7
8,564.8

31.7
8,223.8

31.7
7,297.3

8,596.6

8,255.6

7,329.1

(KD millions)

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The CBK’s foreign assets are principally held in deposit accounts with banks outside Kuwait or are invested
in securities and treasury bills issued by non-Kuwaiti issuers and as at 31 March 2017, are free from any
encumbrances.
Banking System
Kuwait has a well-developed financial sector, which is predominantly bank-centric. The CBK supervises a
whole network of banking and financial institutions that are comprised of: 11 Kuwaiti banks, branches of 12
foreign banks, 70 investment companies (with regards to their financing portfolio), 42 exchange companies
and two financing companies.
The following table sets forth the developments in the local bank structure as at 31 December 2016, 2015,
2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

Number of head offices ..........................
Number of local branches ......................
Number of external branches..................
Number of representative offices............
Total branches/representative offices......

2015

23
420
16
4
440

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait
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2014

23
401
16
4
421

2013

23
419
16
4
439

2012

22
400
16
3
419

22
384
16
3
403

As at 31 December 2016, there were 11 Kuwaiti banks of which there are:
•

5 conventional banks (National Bank of Kuwait, Burgan Bank, Gulf Bank, Commercial Bank of
Kuwait and Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait);

•

5 Islamic banks (Kuwait Finance House, Boubyan Bank, Kuwait International Bank, Ahli United
Bank and Warba Bank); and

•

1 specialised bank (Industrial Bank of Kuwait).

In addition, 12 foreign bank branches also operate in Kuwait. These are the Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait,
BNP Paribas, HSBC, National Bank of Abu Dhabi, Citibank, Qatar National Bank, Doha Bank, Mashreq
Bank, Al-Rajhi Bank, Bank Muscat, Union National Bank and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
Limited.
Additionally, several Kuwaiti banks have sizeable presences in numerous other countries, with total assets
of their subsidiaries and branches abroad accounting for 22.3 per cent. of the total assets of the banking
system as at 31 December 2016.
The following table sets forth the aggregate balance sheet of all 11 Kuwaiti banks and their subsidiaries (the
local banks) as at 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

Assets
Cash ........................................................
Due from CBK ......................................
Due from Banks......................................
Due from Other Financial Institutions ..
Investments in Government Securities ..
Investments in Other Fixed Income
Securities ................................................
Equity Investments ................................
Real Estate Investments..........................
Net Loans ..............................................
Fixed Assets ..........................................
Goodwill ................................................
Other Assets ..........................................

1,452
4,187
7,561
—
5,995

1,599
3,307
8,290
—
5,227

1,638
4,294
7,618
—
5,157

1,537
3,808
5,388
—
4,678

749
2,725
4,790
38
4,365

2,308
2,188
880
41,775
732
556
1,767

2,079
2,418
903
41,522
751
657
1,389

1,922
2,474
833
38,824
1,340
797
1,503

1,835
2,708
948
34,744
1,238
809
1,504

1,291
2,680
919
31,881
1,152
872
1,437

Total Assets ............................................

69,400

68,141

66,399

59,195

52,899

Liabilities
Due to CBK ............................................
Due to Banks ..........................................
Due to Other Financial Institutions ......
Deposits (Private and Governmental) ....
Securities Issued ....................................
Other Borrowed Funds ..........................
Other Liabilities and Payables ..............
Shareholder’s Equity ............................

1
6,157
9,845
40,541
634
1,574
1,823
8,825

1
7,000
8,820
40,372
322
1,561
1,462
8,603

0
6,993
8,341
39,419
226
1,466
1,589
8,366

0
4,657
7,483
36,810
83
959
1,524
7,679

0
3,678
6,369
33,477
111
704
1,421
7,139

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’
Equity ....................................................

69,400

68,141

66,399

59,195

52,899

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

As at 31 December 2016, total assets in the Kuwaiti banking system, including Kuwaiti banks’ branches
abroad, were KD 69.4 billion, representing an increase of 1.8 per cent. compared to KD 68.1 billion as at
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31 December 2015. Net loans as at 31 December 2016 were KD 41.8 billion, representing 60.2 per cent. of
the total assets.
Bank Credit
The following table sets forth the credit facilities granted by local banks in various sectors as at 31 December
2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

Trade ......................................................
Industry ..................................................
Construction............................................
Real Estate ..............................................
Equity Purchase Loans(1) ........................
Investment Companies............................
Banks ......................................................
Services(2) ................................................
Households(3) ..........................................
Other(4) ....................................................

4,901
3,141
2,996
9,581
2,881
1,104
2,427
3,779
10,699
2,652

4,721
3,159
2,824
9,792
3,003
1,218
3,052
3,857
10,105
2,005

4,647
3,044
2,668
9,494
2,876
1,133
2,444
3,282
9,133
2,133

4,290
2,923
2,448
8,702
2,767
1,334
1,388
2,722
8,168
1,894

3,693
2,746
2,190
8,119
2,756
1,750
1,290
2,762
6,992
1,353

Total........................................................

44,161

43,736

40,854

36,635

33,651

(1) Equity Purchase Loans sector includes corporates and individuals.
(2) Services sector include public and private (e.g. telecommunication).
(3) Households sector includes credit card advances, instalment (personal long-term loans utilised by customers for non-commercial purposes, particularly for
restoring or purchasing private residences that are repaid in monthly instalments within a period of 15 years) and consumer loans.
(4) Other include, among others, the oil and gas and agriculture and fishing sectors.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The household sector was the largest recipient of bank credit, accounting for 24.2 per cent. of total loans as
at 31 December 2016. Within the household sector, instalment loans represented approximately 84.8 per
cent. of total household loans, which were granted for purposes such as the repair and purchase of private
homes. The CBK has introduced a number of regulations to limit the exposure of local banks to the
household sector. For example, loans that are extended in the household sector are primarily extended to
Kuwaiti nationals, provided that loan repayments are not over 40 per cent. of their salary (net of all
deductions). In part due to these proactive measures, the non-performing loan (NPL) ratio for loans in the
household sector is 2.0 per cent. as of 31 December 2016.
The real estate sector is the second largest recipient of bank credit, accounting for 21.7 per cent. of total loans as
at 31 December 2016 and has a NPL ratio of 2.6 per cent. The trade sector is the third largest recipient of bank
credit, accounting for 11.1 per cent. of total loans as at 31 December 2016 and has a NPL ratio of 2.6 per cent.
Bank Deposits
The following table sets forth deposits in local banks (in both KD and foreign currency) distributed by type
as at 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

Retail ......................................................
Government ............................................
Other Financial Institutions ....................
Other ......................................................

23,622
6,854
9,845
10,065

23,895
6,138
8,820
10,339

23,726
5,379
8,341
10,315

22,281
5,112
7,483
9,417

19,123
4,775
6,361
9,691

Total........................................................

50,386

49,192

47,760

44,293

39,950

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait
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Total deposits were KD 50.4 billion as at 31 December 2016, an increase of 2.4 per cent., from KD 49.2
billion as at 31 December 2015. Retail deposits account for 46.9 per cent. of total deposits in local banks as
at 31 December 2016, as compared to 48.6 per cent. as at 31 December 2015.
Bank Regulation and Supervision
Off-site and On-site Supervision Department
The CBK’s off-site supervision department receives periodic financial reports from institutions under its
supervision, issues supervisory regulations, resolutions and instructions to such institutions, examines
ongoing banking and financial trends and monitors their impact on the soundness and stability of these
institutions. The department also conducts studies to assess applications to establish new banking and
financial institutions or for new branches, articles of association, banking services and by-laws; and
organises and maintains registers of the institutions subject to CBK supervision. The off-site supervision
department also prepares CBK recommendations on issues concerning banking and supervisory conditions,
and develops a dialogue with worldwide supervisory bodies and concerned international institutions, to stay
informed and updated on the latest global trends and developments in the area of supervision of banking and
financial activities.
The CBK also has an on-site supervision department that is responsible for monitoring the activities of
institutions under its supervision to ensure their compliance with the provisions of relevant laws and
supervisory regulations and instructions. In addition, the on-site supervision department is responsible for
the combat of money laundering and financing of terror (through an Anti-Money Laundering section within
the on-site supervision department), following up on complaints and appeals submitted to CBK by those
dealing with CBK-regulated entities, and proposing related supervisory regulations and instructions.
Financial Stability Office
The CBK has also established a Financial Stability Office (the FSO), which aims to contribute to a sound
financial system in Kuwait capable of withstanding financial and economic shocks by identifying key
vulnerabilities in the financial system and suggesting appropriate corrective measures. The FSO annually
publishes its flagship Financial Stability Report (the FSR), covering key developments in the banking sector
(making an assessment of financial intermediation, analysing key risks in the banking sector and examining
the trends in banks’ profitability, solvency and resilience against major shocks), domestic markets (money,
foreign exchange, equity and real estate markets) and the payment and settlement systems. The aim of
publishing the annual FSR is to promote transparency and encourage informed public discourse on various
developments in the financial system.
The FSO also prepares other analytical reports, for internal use on major developments and key risks in the
banking sector and financial markets, making use of appropriate tools and techniques, such as stress testing,
in early identification of vulnerabilities in the financial system.
New Regulations
Over the past few years, the CBK has refined its existing regulations to reflect global best practices. The
CBK has already implemented the full set of Basel III regulations, covering capital adequacy, leverage and
liquidity. The CBK has enhanced its capital adequacy regime by setting out higher and better quality capital
for Kuwaiti banks to further strengthen their loss absorbing capacity. The CBK has also put up additional
capital requirements for systemically important banks and introduced the Leverage Ratio as a supplementary
measure to ensure that Kuwaiti banks do not become overly leveraged. The CBK has also introduced the
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) guidelines, which are aimed to
improve banks’ capacity to withstand liquidity stress and to make their funding structure stable. See “—
Soundness of the Banking System—Liquidity” below.
In addition, the CBK has also issued comprehensive guidelines around strong internal controls, prudent risk
management and meticulous compliance to make Kuwaiti banks’ corporate governance more robust.
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Moreover, the CBK Board of Directors has resolved, in its session held on 20 December 2016, to issue
instructions on “Shariah Supervisory Governance for Kuwaiti Islamic Banks.” The issuance of these
instructions is in line with the continuing CBK efforts to promote Islamic banking activities in Kuwait and,
accordingly, to develop Shariah supervisory regulations for Islamic banks as per applicable best practices.
Soundness of the Banking System
Despite the low oil price environment since mid-2014, the Kuwaiti banking system has remained stable.
Results from the CBK’s quarterly stress testing exercise have revealed that Kuwaiti banks, individually and
collectively, have been able to broadly withstand various shocks in credit, market and liquidity simulated
under a wide range of micro and macro-economic scenarios, in part due to the CBK’s conservative policies.
See “—Capital Adequacy”, “—Asset Quality” and “—Liquidity” below.
The following table sets forth certain key financial soundness indicators as at 31 December 2016, 2015,
2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
As at 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(%)

Capital Adequacy
Regulatory capital to Risk Weighted
Assets(1) ..................................................
Regulatory tier 1 capital to Risk
Weighted Assets......................................
Capital to assets ......................................

18.6

17.5

16.9

18.9

18.5

16.7
12.8

16.1
11.8

15.6
11.1

17.1
12.2

16.4
12.4

Asset Composition and Quality
Gross NPLs to total loans ......................
Total provisions to gross NPLs ..............
Large exposures to tier 1 capital ............

2.2
236.9
94.7

2.4
204.8
101.1

2.9
163.9
97.1

3.6
134.6
87.2

5.2
95.1
97.8

Profitability
Return on average assets ........................
Return on average equity........................

1.1
8.5

1.1
8.8

1.1
8.7

1.0
7.4

1.2
9.1

24.1
58.4
108.9
72.9

24.3
59.2
108.3
73.5

24.7
59.4
103.6
70.4

22.5
62.2
99.5
71.7

21.0
63.3
100.5
73.5

76.8

78.7

—

—

—

Liquidity
Core liquid assets to total assets ............
Deposits to assets....................................
Loans to deposits(2) ................................
Loans to liabilities ..................................
Net loans to available sources
of funds(3) ................................................

(1) Capital adequacy numbers are based on Basel III for 2014 onwards and on Basel II for all the previous years.
(2) The ratio of gross loans (including loans to banks) to private and government deposits (excluding other financial institutions deposits).
(3) CBK has amended its maximum lending limit regulation, through setting a certain percentage on amounts that can be lent by local banks to be 90 per cent.
of qualifying sources of funds. Where qualifying sources of funds are private sector deposits, government deposits, financial institutions deposits (excluding
banks), medium and long-term loans, deposit certificates issued and issued bonds.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

Capital Adequacy
Kuwaiti banks maintain high capital levels, given the CBK’s strong focus on ensuring a stable financial
system where a robust capital adequacy plays a critical role. As at 31 December 2016, local banks’ capital
adequacy ratio (CAR) on a consolidated basis improved from 17.5 per cent. as at 31 December 2015 to 18.6
per cent. Despite experiencing a decline in CAR in 2014 due to the implementation of Basel III capital
adequacy standards, banks were able to expand their capital base in 2015 and 2016, even in a challenging
economic environment. At 18.6 per cent., local banks’ CAR stood at a fairly high level and well above the
CBK’s requirement of 13.0 per cent. for 2016.
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The improvement in CAR was essentially due to relatively stronger growth in banks’ total capital (up by 10.3
per cent.) compared to the growth in their Risk Weighted Assets of 4.0 per cent. in 2016. The breakdown of
total capital reveals that both Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital posted positive growth, increasing by 7.7 per
cent. and 39.4 per cent., respectively, for the year ended 31 December 2016. Local banks’ strong CAR levels,
which are driven largely by high quality Tier 1 capital underscores the strength of the Kuwaiti banking
system in weathering major stress scenarios. The overall leverage ratio of local banks was 10.1 per cent. as
of December 2016 which is also substantially higher than the 3 per cent. global benchmark.
Asset Quality
The NPL ratio of local banks has continued its steady decline over the last seven years to reach 2.2 per cent.
by 31 December 2016, a historically low level. At the same time, the coverage ratio (provisions to gross
NPLs) has climbed to a record high of 236.9 per cent., substantially greater than the pre-2008 financial crisis
ratio of 87.0 per cent. that was observed in 2007.
Liquidity
In line with CBK policy to implement the full package of Basel III reforms, the CBK issued its LCR
regulations in 2014 and the CBK Board of Directors approved, in its session held on 25 October 2015, the
NSFR guidelines for both conventional and Islamic banks, including the branches of foreign banks operating
in Kuwait.
The CBK has introduced LCR in a phased manner, setting a benchmark of 70 per cent. in 2016 which would
later reach 100 per cent. by 2019. Banks are required to submit, along with existing liquidity reports, their
LCR reports on a daily and monthly basis for monitoring purposes as well as LCRs by major currency.
The minimum required NSFR is calculated as a percentage of available stable funding to required stable
funding that should not be less than 100 per cent. This requirement is effective from the beginning of 2018.
Banks have been required, since January 2016, to start reporting their NSFR to the CBK. However, until the
official implementation of NSFR in 2018, banks will have sufficient time to upgrade their systems, revise
their methodologies of asset/liability management and make relevant changes to their sources and uses of
fund structures in accordance with the new guidelines.
Financial Stability Law and Deposit Guarantee Law
In response to the global financial crisis in 2008, the Government took a number of measures, including the
passing of Decree No. 2 of 2009 (the Financial Stability Law). The Financial Stability Law sought to
stabilise the financial sector in Kuwait and other economic sectors so as to encourage the financing of such
sectors by local banks.
As a further measure, the Government passed Law No. 30 of 2008 regarding the guarantee of deposits held
with local banks (the Deposit Guarantee Law). Under the Deposit Guarantee Law, the Government has
undertaken to guarantee the principal (but not interest) of all deposits held with local banks in Kuwait,
including savings accounts and current accounts.
Capital Markets Authority
The CMA was established in April 2011, with the implementation of Law No. 7 of 2010 for the
Establishment of the Capital Markets Authority and the Regulation of the Activity of Securities.
The CMA is responsible for developing and supervising the activities of capital markets in Kuwait and
creating an attractive investment environment that gains investors’ trust. Its objectives are to regulate
securities activities in a fair, transparent and efficient manner, grow Kuwait’s capital markets and diversify
and develop capital markets investment instruments in accordance with best international practice, enhance
investor protection, reduce systemic risks arising from securities activities, impose requirements of full
disclosure in order to achieve fairness and transparency, prevent conflicts of interests and the use of insider
information, ensure compliance with the rules and regulations related to securities activities, enhance public
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awareness of securities activities and of the benefits, risks and obligations arising from investments in
securities and encourage their development.
Boursa Kuwait and the Kuwait Stock Exchange (the KSE)
Boursa Kuwait is a private entity that was established in April 2014, with the aim to take over and manage
the KSE and progressively transition its operations, while delivering on three main fronts: transparency;
efficiency; and accessibility. The KSE was privatised and Boursa Kuwait assumed management in April
2016. The KSE itself was established in 1977 and reached a market value of more than KD 26.3 billion at
the end of 2016 according to Boursa Kuwait. Its average daily trading volume reached 119.3 million shares
worth KD 11.5 million, with a total of 184 listed companies during the same period.
The following table sets forth the number of listed companies, the number of traded shares, the value of
traded shares and the number of executed transactions for each of the years ended 31 December 2016, 2015,
2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

Number of listed companies(1) ................
Number of traded share (millions) ........
Value of traded shares (KD millions) ....
Number of executed transactions (000s)

2015

184
30,505.0
2,880.5
719.2

190
41,509.7
3,943.7
960.7

2014

193
52,986.1
6,087.0
1,185.9

2013

196
126,507.2
11,102.6
2,136.1

2012

199
83,136.1
7,214.7
1,198.3

(1) As at 31 December.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

GCC Monetary Union
In December 2008, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi Arabia approved the Monetary Union Agreement and
the Monetary Council Statute, which set forth the legal and institutional framework for a proposed monetary
union of the relevant member states.
Kuwait ratified the Monetary Union Agreement on 8 December 2009 and it came into force on 27 February
2010, while the Monetary Council Statute became effective on 27 March 2010. The Gulf Monetary Council,
which was established in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, held its inaugural meeting on 30 March 2010. The primary
strategic aim of the Gulf Monetary Council is to improve the efficiency of financial services, lower
transaction costs and increase transparency in the prices of goods and services. An essential part of this
strategy is the establishment of a GCC central bank followed by a common currency for the countries that
have acceded to the Monetary Union Agreement. No timeline for the implementation of a GCC single
currency has yet been set. Most recently, the board of directors of the Gulf Monetary Council appointed
Dr. Khalid Al-Saad from Kuwait as its President.
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PUBLIC FINANCE
Overview
The Government’s primary source of budget revenues has been and continues to be oil-related revenues,
which accounted for 88.6 per cent. of total revenues for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, compared to
90.3 per cent., 92.1 per cent., 93.6 per cent. and 94.5 per cent. of total revenues for the fiscal years ended
31 March 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. Oil revenues are principally derived from sales of oil and
oil by-products principally in export markets (principally in Asia) after deduction of the KPC’s production
costs, which includes capital expenditure costs associated with oil and gas production. Non-oil revenues are
principally derived from customs duties, services revenue and taxes. Currently, there is no income tax or
corporate tax payable in Kuwait other than corporate tax payable by foreign companies and by companies
listed on the Boursa Kuwait. In addition, non-oil revenues include payments from Iraq to the Compensation
Fund.
In addition, Kuwait’s public finances benefit from one of the world’s largest sovereign wealth funds. Based
on third party public sources, as at 30 June 2016, the KIA was ranked as the world’s fifth largest sovereign
wealth fund with more than U.S.$500 billion in assets. The KIA is prohibited by law from publicly
discussing the exact size of its holdings. The KIA is responsible for the management of Kuwait’s GRF and
its FGF, as well as other funds entrusted to it by the Minister of Finance for and on behalf of Kuwait. On an
annual basis, by law, a minimum of 10 per cent. of all Government revenues are transferred to the FGF. The
GRF is available to fund budget deficits in Kuwait and Kuwait has never drawn down on the funds in the
FGF since the FGF’s inception in 1976. See “—Kuwait Investment Authority” below.
Government Revenues and Expenditures
The following table sets forth the actual revenues, expenditure and overall surplus/deficit of the Government
for each of the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively and the budget
for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018 and 2017.
Fiscal year ended 31 March
(1)

(2)

2018

2017

Budget

Budget

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

(KD millions)

Public Revenues:
Oil Revenues ..............
Non-Oil Revenues ......

11,710.7
1,613.6

8,623.4
1,614.7

12,075.4
1,558.5

22,501.6
2,424.3

29,291.9
2,519.5

29,969.6
2,038.9

28,569.5
1,666.6

Total Revenues ..........

13,324.3

10,238.1

13,633.9

24,925.9

31,811.4

32,008.5

30,236.1

Public Expenditures(3):
Current Expenditures.. 16,481.3
Capital Expenditures ..
3,418.7

15,625.0
3,267.0

15,313.1
2,932.8

18,889.9
2,525.6

16.674.4
2,228.9

17.011.8
2,295.8

14,832.8
2,174.6

Total Expenditures....

19,900.0

18,892.0

18,245.9

21,415.5

18,903.3

19,307.6

17,007.4

Surplus/(deficit) ........

(6,575.7)

(8,653.9)

(4,612.0)

3,501.4

12,908.1

12,700.9

13,228.7

Transfer to the FGF(4)

(1,332.4)

(1,023.9)

(1,363.4)

(6,222.6)

(7,952.9)

(8,002.1)

(3,023.6)

Net Surplus/(deficit) ..

(7,908.1)

(9,677.8)

(5,975.4)

(2,721.2)

4,955.2

4,698.8

10,205.1

(1) Pending approval from National Assembly. Developed and approved assuming an oil price per barrel of U.S.$45.00.
(2) Developed and approved assuming an oil price per barrel of U.S.$35.00.
(3) Reflects recent revisions to expenditure breakdown.
(4) At the end of every fiscal year, 10 per cent. of total revenues are transferred to the FGF. For the fiscal years ended 31 March 2013, 2014 and 2015, this
percentage was increased to 25 per cent. of total revenues.
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Revenues from the oil sector, which were KD 12.1 billion in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, decreased
by 2.3 per cent., 23.2 per cent. and 46.3 per cent. for the fiscal years ended 31 March 2014, 2015 and 2016,
respectively, following an increase of 4.9 per cent. for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2013. The decline in
oil revenues since the fiscal year ended 31 March 2014 has been driven by the decline in global oil prices,
as oil production levels over this period has remained relatively steady.
In order to decrease its reliance on the oil sector, the Government has aimed to diversify Kuwait’s economy
in recent years. Revenues from the non-oil sector decreased by 35.7 per cent. and 3.8 per cent. for the fiscal
years ended 31 March 2016 and 2015, respectively, following growth of 23.6 per cent. and 22.3 per cent for
the fiscal years ended 31 March 2014 and 2013, respectively, to reach KD 1.6 billion for the fiscal year ended
31 March 2016. The decrease in the revenues from the non-oil sector for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016
was primarily because Kuwait had been granting Iraq a deferral of the final instalment of reparations from
the Compensation Fund for Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait in the Gulf War for each year since 2014. See
“Overview of Kuwait—History—Gulf War (1990 – 1991)”. Payment has currently been deferred to 2017.
Budget Policy and Process
Kuwait’s budget plays a central role in its economy and is a key tool in achieving the Government’s strategy.
See “Overview of Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait”. The Government’s fiscal year begins on
1 April and ends on 31 March the following year. The Government prepares its budgets on a top-down and
annual basis, taking into account its key priority areas during each budget process. Kuwait has a single
budget process with both the recurrent and capital budget process coordinated by the Budget Division within
the Ministry of Finance. The Ministry of Finance is currently moving from the annual incremental budgets
to medium-term budgets starting in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018 and the planned introduction of
three-year expenditure ceilings.
Budget procedures are guided by a budget calendar and budget circulars issued in late May or early June
which serve to inform upon the policy context, the requisite submission formats, as well as provide useful
preparation guidelines. The various Government ministries, departments and agencies have approximately
eight weeks to prepare their budget bids after which they hold budget negotiations with the Ministry of
Finance at the end of September. After review by the Ministry of Finance, the budget proposal is submitted
to the Council of Ministers and then to the National Assembly for legislative approval. In February 2017,
budget preparation for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2019 has already started which further improves
budget processes. The improvements will entail introducing three-year aggregate expenditure ceilings and
setting ministerial ceilings that are conveyed in the budget circular which would reflect governmental
policies and priorities. These changes are currently being discussed with the Council of Ministers for its
endorsement.
Kuwait seeks to maintain a conservative budgeting process and typically has not exceeded its budgeted
expenditures in previous fiscal years. Similarly, Kuwait seeks to prudently budget its oil revenues, and
assumed an oil price per barrel of U.S.$35.00 and U.S.$45.00 for the fiscal years ended 31 March 2017 and
2018, respectively.
Fiscal Year 2018 General Budget
On 30 January 2017, the Ministry of Finance announced preliminary figures for the fiscal year ended
31 March 2018 budget. Revenues for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018 are budgeted at KD 13.3 billion,
of which KD 11.7 billion are budgeted as oil revenue. Expenditures for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018
are budgeted to be KD 19.9 billion, of which salaries and wages, subsidies and investments are budgeted at
KD 10.8 billion, KD 3.1 billion and KD 3.4 billion, respectively. The budget deficit is budgeted at KD
6.6 billion and the net deficit is budgeted at KD 7.9 billion. For the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018, the
Government estimates that its fiscal breakeven price of oil (the oil price at which the fiscal balance is zero)
is approximately U.S.$66.00 before accounting for its contribution to the FGF and approximately
U.S.$74.00 per barrel after accounting for its contribution to the FGF.
The Government’s priorities for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2018 are to implement the ongoing key
projects that are part of the New Kuwait Plan, such as, among others, the expansion of the Kuwait
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International Airport, the completion of the Mubarak Al-Kabir Port and the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmed AlSabah Causeway. See “Overview of Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New
Kuwait Plan”.
The Government is currently seeking to control expenditures in the current low oil price environment, while
maintaining investment capital expenditures and providing employment opportunities. In particular the
Government is reviewing its subsidy framework and has made progress, such as the total removal of
kerosene and diesel subsidies in January 2015, the introduction of new electricity and water tariff structures
to reduce the related subsidies and the partial removal of gasoline subsidies in September 2016. See
“Overview of Kuwait—Development Strategy of Kuwait—Implementation of the New Kuwait Plan—Public
Administration and Economy”. The Government has not set a specific deficit ceiling, but expects to
prudently manage its public finances in light of its development and sustainability goals.
Public Revenues
The following table sets forth a breakdown of public revenues by category for the fiscal years ended
31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively, and the budget for the fiscal year ended 31 March
2017.
Fiscal year ended 31 March
2017

(1)

Budget

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

(KD millions)

Total Oil Revenues ..........
8,623.4
Total Non-Oil Revenues..
1,614.7
– Taxes on Net Income
and Profits ......................
126.7
– Taxes and Fees on
Property..........................
26.6
– Taxes and Fees on
Goods and Services........
9.3
– Taxes and Fees on
International Trade and
Transactions ..................
312.2
– Services Revenues, of which: 884.1
*Electricity and Water
260.6
*Transport and
Communications ........
240.9
*Fiscal Stamps
Revenues ....................
70.0
*Security and Justice ..
119.7
*Housing and
Facilities ....................
44.5
*Healthcare ..................
103.3
*Other ..........................
45.1
– Miscellaneous Revenues
215.2
and Charges(2) ................
– Capital Revenues............
40.6

12,075.4
1,558.5

22,501.6
2,424.3

29,291.9
2,519.5

29,969.6
2,038.9

28,569.5
1,666.6

141.8

100.3

87.0

73.8

86.3

15.9

21.4

21.0

15.5

14.5

10.1

7.7

4.6

2.3

2.5

318.2
759.2
211.3

290.6
822.6
240.9

275.9
703.2
192.5

259.0
706.7
190.7

222.9
576.7
136.9

177.2

172.7

182.5

204.2

143.8

88.4
108.2

87.9
113.1

85.6
80.7

81.9
72.1

79.7
67.9

67.3
102.3
4.4

109.4
94.0
4.7

64.9
91.9
5.2

71.1
82.5
4.1

65.3
78.9
4.0

311.5
1.8

1,180.5
1.1

1,402.7
25.1

954.9
26.6

746.4
17.3

– Total Revenues..............

13,633.9

24,925.9

31,811.4

32,008.5

30,236.1

10,238.1

(1) This table reflects historic classifications of revenue data. The 2017 budget utilizes different classifications of revenue but has been restated here to reflect
historic presentation of data.
(2) Funds received from the Compensation Fund.
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Total revenues during the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were KD 13.6 billion, a decrease of 45.3 per cent.
as compared to total revenues of KD 24.9 billion during the fiscal year ended 31 March 2015. Revenues are
categorised as oil revenues and non-oil revenues.
Oil revenues accounted for 88.6 per cent., 90.3 per cent., 92.1 per cent., 93.6 per cent. and 94.5 per cent. of
total revenues in the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. Oil
revenues are budgeted to account for 84.2 per cent. of total revenues in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2017.
Total oil revenues for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were KD 12.1 billion, a decrease of 46.3 per cent.
as compared to total oil revenues of KD 22.5 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2015. This decrease
is principally a result of the significant decline in global oil prices since mid-2014 and the consequential
decrease in revenues attributable to the oil sector during the same period. Oil revenues are budgeted at KD
11.2 billion in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2017, a decrease of 28.6 per cent., as compared to total oil
revenues of KD 12.1 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016, which is principally attributable to
depressed oil prices.
Total non-oil revenues for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were KD 1.6 billion, a decrease of 35.7 per
cent. as compared to total non-oil revenues of KD 2.4 billion for the fiscal year ended 31 March 2015. This
decrease is principally a result of the deferment of the final instalment of reparations from the Compensation
Fund for Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait in the Gulf War in this period. Kuwait has received KD 1.1 billion, KD
1.3 billion, KD 0.9 billion and KD 0.7 billion from the Compensation Fund for the fiscal years ended
31 March 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. Non-oil revenues are budgeted to increase slightly in the
fiscal year ended 31 March 2017 to KD 1.6 billion.
Public Expenditures
Total expenditures during the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were KD 18.2 billion, a decrease of 14.8 per
cent. as compared to total expenditures of KD 21.4 billion during the fiscal year ended 31 March 2015. Total
expenditures during the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 were 4.9 per cent. lower than budgeted
expenditures for that year of KD 19.2 billion.
Expenditures are categorised as current expenditures and capital expenditures. Current expenditures
comprised of 83.9 per cent., 88.2 per cent., 88.2 per cent., 88.1 per cent. and 87.2 per cent. of total
expenditures in the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. Current
expenditures are budgeted to account for 82.7 per cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal year ended
31 March 2017. Capital expenditures comprised of 16.1 per cent., 11.8 per cent., 11.8 per cent., 11.9 per cent.
and 12.8 per cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012,
respectively. Capital expenditures are budgeted to account for 17.3 per cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal
year ended 31 March 2017, which will primarily be spent on major projects identified in the New Kuwait
Plan, such as the construction of the Al-Zour Refinery and expansion of Kuwait International Airport.
The following table sets forth a breakdown of public expenditures by category for the fiscal years ended
31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively and the budget for the fiscal year ended 31 March
2017.
Fiscal year ended 31 March
(1)

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

Budget

2018

Budget

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Salaries and Wages ....
Subsidies ....................
Capital Expenditures ..
Other ..........................

10,759.7
3,139.5
3,418.7
2,582.1

10,435.1
2,932.0
3,267.0
2,257.9

9,896.7
3,147.4
2,932.8
2,269.0

11,035.8
5,110.1
2,525.6
2,744.0

10,219.4
4,251.7
2,228.9
2,203.3

9,490.3
4,745.6
2,295.8
2,775.9

8,533.6
4,119.8
2,174.6
2,179.4

Total Expenditures(2)

19,900.0

18,892.0

18,245.9

21,415.5

18,903.3

19,307.6

17,007.4

(KD millions)

(1) Pending approval from National Assembly.
(2) Reflects recent revisions to expenditure breakdown.
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Salaries and wages comprised of 54.2 per cent., 51.5 per cent., 54.1 per cent., 49.2 per cent. and 50.2 per
cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
Salaries and wages are budgeted to account for 55.2 per cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal year ended
31 March 2017. Salaries and wages decreased by 10.3 per cent. in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 as
the last annual payment of KD1.1 billion each fiscal year for the last five fiscal years to fund the actuarial
deficit of the Public Institute for Social Security was made in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2015. See
“Overview of Kuwait—Employment”.
Subsidies comprised of 17.2 per cent., 23.9 per cent., 22.5 per cent., 24.6 per cent. and 24.2 per cent. of total
expenditures in the fiscal years ended 31 March 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. Subsidies
are budgeted to account for 15.5 per cent. of total expenditures in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2017.
Subsidies decreased by 38.7 per cent. in the fiscal year ended 31 March 2016 primarily as a result of lower
oil prices, which lowered the cost of production of electricity and water. Due to the lower cost of production
of electricity and water, the amount that the Government had to pay for subsidising electricity and water
services decreased. In addition, subsidies have been budgeted to decrease by another 6.4 per cent. in the
fiscal year ended 31 March 2017. This decrease can be primarily attributable to the cut in gasoline subsidies
that was introduced in September 2016.
Kuwait Investment Authority
The KIA is the oldest sovereign wealth fund in the world. Its predecessor was the Kuwait Investment Board,
which was established in 1953. In 1982, the KIA was created by Law No. 47 as an autonomous governmental
body responsible for the management of the assets of Kuwait. Based on third party public sources, as at 30
June 2016, the KIA was ranked as the world’s fifth largest sovereign wealth fund with more than U.S.$500
billion in assets. The KIA is prohibited by law from publicly discussing the exact size of its holdings. Its
main office is in Kuwait City with offices in Beijing and London.
General Reserve Fund and Future Generations Fund
The KIA is responsible for the management of Kuwait’s GRF and its FGF, as well as other funds entrusted
to it by the Minister of Finance for and on the behalf of Kuwait. The GRF acts as the main treasurer for the
Government. It receives all of Kuwait’s revenues (including oil and gas revenues) and all expenditures are
paid out of the GRF. The GRF also holds all government assets, including the KPC and Kuwait’s
involvement in multilateral and international organisations such as the IMF, World Bank and the Arab Fund.
On an annual basis, by law, a minimum of 10 per cent. of all Government revenues are transferred to the
FGF.
The FGF was created in 1976 by transferring 50 per cent. of the GRF at that time. In addition to the minimum
10 per cent. of all Government revenues that is transferred to the FGF on an annual basis, all investment
income is reinvested and any transfer from the FGF requires specific legislation authorising any withdrawal.
In the fiscal years ended 31 March 2013, 2014 and 2015, transfers to the FGF in those years were increased
from 10 per cent. of all Government revenues to 25 per cent. The FGF invests its assets outside Kuwait based
on an approved “Strategic Asset Allocation” in various asset classes. While the KIA does not disclose the
geographic breakdown of its portfolio, it does state that its goal is to achieve a breakdown consistent with
each country’s share of world GDP, with the exception of core holdings in certain companies, such as
Daimler AG or BP p.l.c.
Governance
The KIA is an independent public authority that is managed by its board of directors (the Board). The Board
is comprised of the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Oil, the Governor of the CBK, the Under Secretary
of the Ministry of Finance and five other Kuwaiti nationals from the private sector that are appointed by an
Emiri decree. In addition, at least three of the private sector appointees cannot hold any other public office.
The Board selects a Managing Director and his deputies, who may not (during their respective terms of
office) undertake any work, with or without pay, for any employer other than the KIA. The KIA’s current
Managing Director is Mr. Bader M. Al-Saad.
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An executive committee, made up of five board members, of whom at least three are private sector
appointees and that is chaired by the Managing Director, assist the Board in setting the strategic goals and
objectives of the KIA.
In addition, the KIA’s managed accounts are jointly audited annually by two external audit firms and it is
required to submit statements of its assets to the State Audit Bureau semi-annually and reports annually to
the Council of Ministers. The KIA also appears periodically before committees of the National Assembly to
discuss its performance.
Objectives
The KIA’s mission is to achieve a long-term investment return on the financial reserves entrusted by Kuwait
to the KIA, providing an alternative to oil reserves, which will enable Kuwait’s future generations to face the
uncertainties ahead with greater confidence. The KIA does not base its investment decisions on the political
or foreign policy interests of Kuwait. The KIA has a long-term investment horizon and has the ability to bear
risk and accommodate short-term volatility and Kuwaiti law prohibits the KIA from borrowing. The KIA
invests its funds through external fund managers who are based outside of Kuwait and typically seeks to
invest its assets in developed and non-hydrocarbon markets. In addition, the KIA does not invest in sectors
were gaming and alcohol-related activities constitute the main source of business.
The KIA’s stated investment objectives are:
•

•

•

to aim to achieve a rate of return on its investments that, on a three-year rolling average, exceed the
composite benchmark by:
o

designing and maintaining an asset allocation, consistent with the return and risk objectives
that are mandated to it;

o

selecting investments and investment managers who will outperform the respective index for
each asset class;

o

making tactical changes to its asset allocation so as to benefit from the emerging economic and
market trends;

to endeavour to be a world-class investment management organisation committed to continuous
improvement in the way it conducts business by:
o

holding itself to performance standards comparable with those of a peer group of large
investment bodies, endowments or pension funds worldwide;

o

staying properly informed of the best practices in the investment community through
continuous training and development of staff;

o

developing and maintaining a work environment and culture that is dynamic and motivated to
constantly seek improvement in the investment process;

to commit to the excellence of the private sector in Kuwait while ensuring that it does not compete
with or substitute it in any field and:
o

to contribute to the formation of human capital in Kuwait by attracting talented and ambitious
young Kuwaitis and training and preparing them to become the best investment professionals
the market can offer;

o

to participate in the growth of the investment sector in Kuwait by doing business with the best
performing companies and investing in their creative ideas; and

o

to reinforce sound corporate governance practices, transparency and high ethical standards of
business associates and portfolio companies.
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INDEBTEDNESS
The CBK issues domestic public debt instruments on behalf of the Ministry of Finance with long-term (one
year and over – Bonds and Tawarruq) and short-term (less than one year – Bills) maturities that are purchased
by local banks and investment companies subject to its supervision. During the year ended 31 December
2016, the CBK issued Treasury Bonds and Treasury Tawarruq with a nominal value of KD 2.95 billion.
During the same period, previous issues matured with a total nominal value of KD 1.27 billion. Accordingly,
the outstanding balance of public debt increased by KD 1.68 billion to KD 3.27 billion at the end of 2016.
The following table sets forth certain information regarding the domestic public debt instruments issued by
the CBK during each of the years ended 31 December 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively.
For the year ended 31 December
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(KD millions)

New Issuances(1):
Treasury Bills..........................................
Treasury Bonds ......................................
Treasury Tawarruq ..................................

—
1,640.0
1,310.0

—
1,250.0
—

—
1,210.0
—

—
1,217.3
—

250.0
1,635.0
—

Total........................................................

2,950.0

1,250.0

1,210.0

1,217.3

1,885.0

Maturing Debt:
Treasury Bills..........................................
Treasury Bonds ......................................
Treasury Tawarruq ..................................

—
1,270.0
—

—
1,250.0
—

—
1,150.0
—

—
1,445.0
—

375.0
1,728.0
—

Total........................................................

1,270.0

1,250.0

1,150.0

1,445.0

2,103.0

Balances at Year End:
Treasury Bills..........................................
Treasury Bonds ......................................
Treasury Tawarruq ..................................

—
1,957.3
1,310.0

—
1,587.3
—

—
1,587.3
—

—
1,527.3
—

—
1,755.0
—

Total........................................................

3,267.3

1,587.3

1,587.3

1,527.3

1,755.0

(1) Includes Tawarruq issuance which started in April 2016.
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

The following table sets forth the maturity schedule of the Government’s current outstanding domestic public
debt instruments as at 31 December 2016.
Less than
1 year

1 – 5 years

More than
5 years

Total

(KD millions)

Payments due by period
Treasury Bonds ............................................................
Treasury Tawarruq........................................................

1,000.0
600.0

902.3
685.0

55.0
25.0

1,957.3
1,310.0

Total ............................................................................

1,600.0

1,587.3

80.0

3,267.3

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait

Kuwait does not currently have any international public debt instruments outstanding and has never issued
public debt instruments in the international capital markets. In addition, apart from comfort letters provided
for Kuwait Airways for aircraft financing, the Government is not exposed to any contingent liabilities in
companies in which it has ownership interests or companies that are systemically important to the Kuwaiti
economy.
In anticipation of the establishment of the Programme and the issuance of the Notes, Kuwait has established
a Debt Management Department (the DMD) to centrally coordinate the management of Kuwait’s future
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external debt. Currently, the DMD is responsible for developing core support debt management functions for
Kuwait, including the annual definition of its debt management strategy that will be proposed to the Ministry
of Finance’s Debt Management Committee, scenario analysis and risk management. Execution (front office)
and operational (back office) activities are currently led by the CBK for domestic debt issuances and the KIA
with the support of the DMD for international debt issuances. As the DMD builds up its role, it is expected
to gradually include further activities under its remit of operations.
While the Notes will be denominated in U.S. dollars, foreign exchange risk will not negatively affect
Kuwait’s debt service costs, as oil prices and most of Kuwait’s oil revenues are denominated in U.S. dollars
and the U.S. dollar plays a significant role in determining the KD exchange rate, although the relationship
with any given currency or basket of currencies cannot be readily ascertained. See “Monetary and Financial
System—Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy”.
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BOOK-ENTRY CLEARANCE SYSTEMS
The information set out below is subject to any change in or reinterpretation of the rules, regulations and
procedures of DTC, Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg (together, the Clearing Systems) currently in
effect. Investors wishing to use the facilities of any of the Clearing Systems are advised to confirm the
continued applicability of the rules, regulations and procedures of the relevant Clearing System. None of the
Issuer nor any other party to the Agency Agreement will have any responsibility or liability for any aspect
of the records relating to, or payments made on account of, beneficial ownership interests in the Notes held
through the facilities of any Clearing System or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records
relating to such beneficial ownership interests.
Book-entry Systems
DTC
DTC has advised the Issuer that it is a limited purpose trust company organised under the New York Banking
Law, a member of the Federal Reserve System, a “banking organization” within the meaning of the New
York Banking Law, a “clearing corporation” within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code
and a “clearing agency” registered pursuant to Section 17A of the Exchange Act. DTC holds securities that
its participants (Direct Participants) deposit with DTC. DTC also facilitates the settlement among Direct
Participants of securities transactions, such as transfers and pledges, in deposited securities through
electronic computerised book-entry changes in Direct Participants’ accounts, thereby eliminating the need
for physical movement of securities certificates. Direct Participants include securities brokers and dealers,
banks, trust companies, clearing corporations and certain other organisations. DTC is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC). DTCC is the holding company for
DTC, National Securities Clearing Corporation and Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, all of which are
registered clearing agencies. DTCC is owned by the users of its regulated subsidiaries. Access to the DTC
System is also available to others such as securities brokers and dealers, banks and trust companies that clear
through or maintain a custodial relationship with a Direct Participant, either directly or indirectly (Indirect
Participants and, together with Direct Participants, Participants). More information about DTC can be
found at www.dtcc.com and www.dtc.org, but such information is not incorporated by reference in and does
not form part of this Base Prospectus.
Under the rules, regulations and procedures creating and affecting DTC and its operations (the DTC Rules),
DTC makes book-entry transfers of Registered Notes among Direct Participants on whose behalf it acts with
respect to Notes accepted into DTC’s book-entry settlement system (DTC Notes) as described below and
receives and transmits distributions of principal and interest on DTC Notes. The DTC Rules are on file with
the Securities and Exchange Commission. Direct Participants and Indirect Participants with which beneficial
owners of DTC Notes (Owners) have accounts with respect to the DTC Notes similarly are required to make
book-entry transfers and receive and transmit such payments on behalf of their respective Owners.
Accordingly, although Owners who hold DTC Notes through Direct Participants or Indirect Participants will
not possess Registered Notes, the DTC Rules, by virtue of the requirements described above, provide a
mechanism by which Direct Participants will receive payments and will be able to transfer their interest in
respect of the DTC Notes.
Purchases of DTC Notes under the DTC system must be made by or through Direct Participants, which will
receive a credit for the DTC Notes on DTC’s records. The ownership interest of each actual purchaser of
each DTC Note (Beneficial Owner) is in turn to be recorded on the Direct Participant’s and Indirect
Participant’s records. Beneficial Owners will not receive written confirmation from DTC of their purchase,
but Beneficial Owners are expected to receive written confirmations providing details of the transaction, as
well as periodic statements of their holdings, from the Direct Participant or Indirect Participant through
which the Beneficial Owner entered into the transaction. Transfers of ownership interests in the DTC Notes
are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of Participants acting on behalf of Beneficial Owners.
Beneficial Owners will not receive certificates representing their ownership interests in DTC Notes, except
in the event that use of the book-entry system for the DTC Notes is discontinued.
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To facilitate subsequent transfers, all DTC Notes deposited by Participants with DTC are registered in the
name of DTC’s partnership nominee, Cede & Co., or such other name as may be requested by an authorised
representative of DTC. The deposit of DTC Notes with DTC and their registration in the name of Cede &
Co. or such other DTC nominee effect no change in beneficial ownership. DTC has no knowledge of the
actual Beneficial Owners of the DTC Notes; DTC’s records reflect only the identity of the Direct Participants
to whose accounts such DTC Notes are credited, which may or may not be the Beneficial Owners. The
Participants will remain responsible for keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers.
Conveyance of notices and other communications by DTC to Direct Participants, by Direct Participants to
Indirect Participants, and by Direct Participants and Indirect Participants to Beneficial Owners will be
governed by arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in
effect from time to time.
Redemption notices shall be sent to DTC. If less than all of the DTC Notes within an issue are being
redeemed, DTC’s practice is to determine by lot the amount of the interest of each Direct Participant in such
issue to be redeemed.
Neither DTC nor Cede & Co. (nor any other DTC nominee) will consent or vote with respect to DTC Notes
unless authorised by a Direct Participant in accordance with DTC’s MMI Procedures. Under its usual
procedures, DTC mails an Omnibus Proxy to the Issuer as soon as possible after the record date. The
Omnibus Proxy assigns Cede & Co.’s consenting or voting rights to those Direct Participants to whose
accounts the DTC Notes are credited on the record date (identified in a listing attached to the Omnibus
Proxy).
Principal and interest payments on the DTC Notes will be made to Cede & Co., or such other nominee as
may be requested by an authorised representative of DTC. DTC’s practice is to credit Direct Participants’
accounts upon DTC’s receipt of funds and corresponding detail information from the Issuer or the relevant
agent (or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorised representative of DTC), on the relevant
payment date in accordance with their respective holdings shown in DTC’s records. Payments by
Participants to Beneficial Owners will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is
the case with securities held for the accounts of customers, and will be the responsibility of such Participant
and not of DTC or the Issuer, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from
time to time. Payment of principal and interest to DTC is the responsibility of the Issuer, disbursement of
such payments to Direct Participants is the responsibility of DTC, and disbursement of such payments to the
Beneficial Owners is the responsibility of Direct Participants and Indirect Participants.
Under certain circumstances, including if there is an Event of Default under the Notes, DTC will exchange
the DTC Notes for definitive Registered Notes, which it will distribute to its Participants in accordance with
their proportionate entitlements and which will be legended as set forth under “Subscription and Sale and
Transfer and Selling Restrictions”.
A Beneficial Owner shall give notice to elect to have its DTC Notes purchased or tendered, through its
Participant, to the relevant agent, and shall effect delivery of such DTC Notes by causing the Direct
Participant to transfer the Participant’s interest in the DTC Notes, on DTC’s records, to the relevant agent.
The requirement for physical delivery of DTC Notes in connection with an optional tender or a mandatory
purchase will be deemed satisfied when the ownership rights in the DTC Notes are transferred by Direct
Participants on DTC’s records and followed by a book-entry credit of tendered DTC Notes to the relevant
agent’s DTC account.
DTC may discontinue providing its services as depositary with respect to the DTC Notes at any time by
giving reasonable notice to the Issuer or the relevant agent. Under such circumstances, in the event that a
successor depositary is not obtained, DTC Note certificates are required to be printed and delivered.
The Issuer may decide to discontinue use of the system of book-entry-only transfers through DTC (or a
successor securities depositary). In that event, DTC Note certificates will be printed and delivered to DTC.
Since DTC may only act on behalf of Direct Participants, who in turn act on behalf of Indirect Participants,
any Owner desiring to pledge DTC Notes to persons or entities that do not participate in DTC, or otherwise
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take actions with respect to such DTC Notes, will be required to withdraw its Registered Notes from DTC
as described below.
Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg
Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg each holds securities for its customers and facilitates the clearance
and settlement of securities transactions by electronic book-entry transfer between their respective
accountholders. Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg provide various services including safekeeping,
administration, clearance and settlement of internationally traded securities and securities lending and
borrowing. Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg also deal with domestic securities markets in several
countries through established depositary and custodial relationships. Euroclear and Clearstream,
Luxembourg have established an electronic bridge between their two systems across which their respective
participants may settle trades with each other.
Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg customers are world-wide financial institutions, including
underwriters, securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies and clearing corporations. Indirect
access to Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg is available to other institutions that clear through or
maintain a custodial relationship with an accountholder of either system.
Book-entry Ownership of and Payments in respect of DTC Notes
The Issuer may apply to DTC in order to have any Tranche of Notes represented by a Registered Global Note
accepted in its book-entry settlement system. Upon the issue of any such Registered Global Note, DTC or
its custodian will credit, on its internal book-entry system, the respective nominal amounts of the individual
beneficial interests represented by such Registered Global Note to the accounts of persons who have
accounts with DTC. Such accounts initially will be designated by or on behalf of the relevant Dealer.
Ownership of beneficial interests in such a Registered Global Note will be limited to Direct Participants or
Indirect Participants, including, in the case of any Regulation S Global Note, the respective depositaries of
Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg. Ownership of beneficial interests in a Registered Global Note
accepted by DTC will be shown on, and the transfer of such ownership will be effected only through, records
maintained by DTC or its nominee (with respect to the interests of Direct Participants) and the records of
Direct Participants (with respect to interests of Indirect Participants).
Payments in U.S. dollars of principal and interest in respect of a Registered Global Note accepted by DTC
will be made to the order of DTC or its nominee as the registered holder of such Note. In the case of any
payment in a currency other than U.S. dollars, payment will be made to the Exchange Agent on behalf of
DTC or its nominee and the Exchange Agent will (in accordance with instructions received by it) remit all
or a portion of such payment for credit directly to the beneficial holders of interests in the Registered Global
Note in the currency in which such payment was made and/or cause all or a portion of such payment to be
converted into U.S. dollars and credited to the applicable Participants’ account.
The Issuer expects DTC to credit accounts of Direct Participants on the applicable payment date in
accordance with their respective holdings as shown in the records of DTC unless DTC has reason to believe
that it will not receive payment on such payment date. The Issuer also expects that payments by Participants
to beneficial owners of Notes will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is the
case with securities held for the accounts of customers, and will be the responsibility of such Participant and
not the responsibility of DTC, the Principal Paying Agent, the Registrars or the Issuer. Payment of principal,
premium, if any, and interest, if any, on Notes to DTC is the responsibility of the Issuer.
Transfers of Notes Represented by Registered Global Notes
Transfers of any interests in Notes represented by a Registered Global Note within DTC, Euroclear and
Clearstream, Luxembourg will be effected in accordance with the customary rules and operating procedures
of the relevant Clearing System clearing system. The laws in some States within the United States require
that certain persons take physical delivery of securities in definitive form. Consequently, the ability to
transfer Notes represented by a Registered Global Note to such persons may depend upon the ability to
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exchange such Notes for Notes in definitive form. Similarly, because DTC can only act on behalf of Direct
Participants in the DTC system who in turn act on behalf of Indirect Participants, the ability of a person
having an interest in Notes represented by a Registered Global Note accepted by DTC to pledge such Notes
to persons or entities that do not participate in the DTC system or otherwise to take action in respect of such
Notes may depend upon the ability to exchange such Notes for Notes in definitive form. The ability of any
holder of Notes represented by a Registered Global Note accepted by DTC to resell, pledge or otherwise
transfer such Notes may be impaired if the proposed transferee of such Notes is not eligible to hold such
Notes through a Direct Participant or Indirect Participant in the DTC system.
Subject to compliance with the transfer restrictions applicable to the Registered Notes described under
“Subscription and Sale and Transfer and Selling Restrictions”, cross-market transfers between DTC, on the
one hand, and directly or indirectly through Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear accountholders, on the
other, will be effected by the relevant Clearing System in accordance with its rules and through action taken
by the Registrar, the Principal Paying Agent and any custodian (Custodian) with whom the relevant
Registered Global Notes have been deposited.
On or after the Issue Date for any Series, transfers of Notes of such Series between accountholders in
Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear and transfers of Notes of such Series between participants in DTC
will generally have a settlement date three business days after the trade date (T+3). The customary
arrangements for delivery versus payment will apply to such transfers.
Cross-market transfers between accountholders in Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear and DTC
participants will need to have an agreed settlement date between the parties to such transfer. Because there
is no direct link between DTC, on the one hand, and Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear, on the other,
transfers of interests in the relevant Registered Global Notes will be effected through the Registrar, the
Principal Paying Agent and the Custodian receiving instructions (and, where appropriate, certification) from
the transferor and arranging for delivery of the interests being transferred to the credit of the designated
account for the transferee. In the case of cross-market transfers, settlement between Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg accountholders and DTC participants cannot be made on a delivery versus
payment basis. The securities will be delivered on a free delivery basis and arrangements for payment must
be made separately.
DTC, Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear have each published rules and operating procedures designed
to facilitate transfers of beneficial interests in Registered Global Notes among participants and
accountholders of DTC, Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear. However, they are under no obligation to
perform or continue to perform such procedures, and such procedures may be discontinued or changed at
any time. None of the Issuer, the Agents or any Dealer will be responsible for any performance by DTC,
Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear or their respective direct or indirect participants or accountholders of
their respective obligations under the rules and procedures governing their operations nor will the Issuer, any
Agent or any Dealer have any liability for any aspect of the records relating to or payments made on account
of beneficial interests in the Notes represented by Registered Global Notes or for maintaining, supervising
or reviewing any records relating to such beneficial interests.
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TAxATION
General
Prospective purchasers of Notes are advised to consult their tax advisers as to the consequences, under the
tax laws of the countries of their respective citizenship, residence, ordinary residence or domicile, of a
purchase of Notes, including, but not limited to, the consequences of receipt of payments under the Notes
and their disposal or redemption. This summary is based upon the law as in effect on the date of this Base
Prospectus and is subject to any changes in law that might take effect after such date.
Kuwait
This summary of taxation in Kuwait is based on the Kuwait Income Tax Decree No. 3 of 1955 (the Decree),
as amended by Law No. 2 of 2008 “Amending Certain Provisions of Kuwait Income Tax Decree No. 3 of
1955” (the Amendment), the Executive Bylaws of the Amendment (the Regulations) and various ministerial
resolutions and circulars relating thereto issued by the Ministry of Finance (the MOF) (together, the Taxation
Laws) as interpreted and implemented by the MOF’s Department of Income Tax (DIT) as at the date of this
Base Prospectus. Any subsequent changes in either the Taxation Laws or the interpretation or
implementation of the same by the DIT would alter and affect this summary.
Income tax
Under the Taxation Laws, income tax (at a flat rate of 15 per cent.) is levied on, inter alia, the net income
and capital gains realised by any corporate entity (interpreted by the DIT to mean any form of company or
partnership), wherever incorporated, that conducts business in Kuwait. However, the DIT to date has granted
amnesty to such corporate entities incorporated in Kuwait or in any other GCC country (being referred to in
this Base Prospectus as GCC corporate entities) and has only imposed income tax on corporate entities
which are not GCC corporate entities (being referred to in this Base Prospectus as non-GCC corporate
entities) which, for the avoidance of doubt, include shareholders of GCC corporate entities which are
themselves non-GCC corporate entities, in each case, conducting business in Kuwait. The following
paragraphs in this section are therefore applicable only to non-GCC corporate entities. Pursuant to the
Regulations, income generated from the lending of funds inside Kuwait is considered to be income realised
from the conducting of business in Kuwait, and is therefore subject to income tax.
It is worth noting that pursuant to Law No. 22 of 2015 amending Law No. 7 of 2010 (the CMA Amendment),
yields of securities, bonds, finance sukuk and all other similar securities regardless of the issuer thereof shall
be exempted from taxation. Additionally, the tax exemptions provided under the CMA Amendment were
acknowledged by the recent Administrative Resolution No. 2028 of 2015, issued by the Minister of Finance
(the Administrative Resolution, and the CMA Amendments, collectively the Tax Exemptions). Although the
Tax Exemptions are yet to be tested, they appear to provide for a tax exemption to the Noteholders.
It is worth noting that the explanatory memorandum in relation to the exemption provisions in the CMA
Amendment (the Explanatory Memorandum) provides that the exemption only relates to issuers which are
corporate entities listed on the Kuwait Stock Exchange regardless of whether the listed company is a Kuwaiti
or non-Kuwaiti entity. The intention behind the foregoing is, according to the Explanatory Memorandum, to
encourage issuers of securities to apply for listing on the Kuwait Stock Exchange.
However, as per Kuwaiti law, explanatory memoranda are not “legislative instruments” (and tax, as a matter
of constitutional law, may only be levied and/or exempt by virtue of statute). The foregoing means that in
the event of conflict between the plain and unambiguous language of a statutory provision such as the CMA
Amendment with that of its explanatory memorandum such as the Explanatory Memorandum, the Kuwait
Courts would not be restricted from arriving at conclusions that support the plain meaning of the statutory
provision and contravention with the explanatory memorandum. Therefore, although untested, there appears
to be a technical argument, given the clear definitions of “security” and “issuer” under Law No. 7 of 2010
(as amended) and how the plain language of the text of Article 150(bis) in the CMA Amendment reads, that
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the term “regardless of issuer” confers an absolute exemption from tax on the returns of securities issued by
any issuer whether or not listed on the Kuwait Stock Exchange.
However, given the lack of precedent in this regard, it is not possible to state definitively how the DIT and/or
the Kuwait Courts may implement or enforce the Tax Exemptions.
Individuals are not subject to any Kuwaiti income tax on their income or capital gains.
Retention
Under the Regulations, a Kuwaiti-based party (including, but not limited to, ministries, authorities and other
public juristic persons) making a payment (being referred to in this section as the payer) to any other party
(being referred to in this section as the payee), wherever incorporated, is obliged to deduct five per cent. of
the amount of each such payment until such time as the DIT issues a tax clearance certificate approving the
release of such amount. Unlike the position relating to withholding tax, the payer is not required to directly
transfer the deducted amount to the DIT immediately, but instead retains such amount and releases it: (i) to
the payee upon presentation to the payer by such payee of a tax clearance certificate from the DIT confirming
that the payee is not subject to or is exempt from income tax, or has realised a loss, or has paid or guaranteed
the payment of its income tax; or (ii) in the absence of such a tax clearance certificate, to the DIT, on demand.
According to a literal interpretation of the Regulations, payments which are subject to a deduction as
described above would include principal and interest payments.
Although payments made by the Issuer would likely not be subject to retention because of the Tax
Exemptions, there is a lack of guidance on this issue currently from the DIT, and as such, there is a possibility
that retention could apply. Accordingly, the Issuer could be required to deduct five per cent. from every
payment made by it to a Noteholder, which amount would be released by the Issuer upon presentation to it
of a tax clearance certificate from the DIT.
The Tax Exemptions do not address the issue of whether or not there remains an obligation to effect a
retention as specified above.
However, the Noteholders shall be able to rely on the provisions in the terms and conditions of the Notes,
which requires the Issuer to gross up each payment by an amount equal to any retention, irrespective of
whether a tax clearance certificate is presented or not.
Other taxes
Save as described above, all payments in respect of the Notes may be made without withholding, deduction
or retention for, or on account of, present taxes, duties, assessments or governmental charges of whatsoever
nature imposed or levied by or on behalf of Kuwait.
No stamp, registration or similar duties or taxes will be payable in Kuwait by holders of Notes in connection
with the issue or any transfer of the Notes.
U.S. Federal Income Taxation
The following is a summary of certain material U.S. federal income tax consequences of the acquisition,
ownership and disposition of Notes by a U.S. Holder (as defined below). This summary deals only with
purchasers of Registered Notes that are U.S. Holders, acquire such Registered Notes at initial issuance at
their issue price (as defined below) and will hold the Registered Notes as capital assets (generally, property
held for investment).
The discussion does not cover all aspects of U.S. federal income taxation that may be relevant to, or the
actual tax effect that any of the matters described herein will have on, the acquisition, ownership or
disposition of Notes by particular investors. In particular, this summary does not discuss all of the tax
considerations that may be relevant to certain types of investors subject to special treatment under the U.S.
federal income tax laws (including, without limitation: (i) financial institutions; (ii) insurance companies;
(iii) dealers or traders in stocks, securities, or currencies or notional principal contracts; (iv) regulated
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investment companies; (v) real estate investment trusts; (vi) tax-exempt organisations; (vii) partnerships,
pass-through entities, or persons that hold Notes through pass-through entities; (viii) investors that hold
Notes as part of a straddle, hedge, conversion, constructive sale or other integrated transaction for U.S.
federal income tax purposes; (ix) U.S. Holders that have a functional currency other than the U.S. Dollar and
(x) U.S. expatriates and former long-term residents of the United States) all of whom may be subject to tax
rules that differ significantly from those summarised below. This summary does not address U.S. federal
estate, gift or alternative minimum tax considerations, Medicare contribution tax on net investment income
considerations, or non-U.S., state or local tax considerations.
As used herein, the term U.S. Holder means a beneficial owner of Registered Notes that is for U.S. federal
income tax purposes, (i) a citizen or individual resident of the United States, (ii) a corporation created or
organised in or under the laws of the United States or any state thereof, (i) an estate the income of which is
subject to U.S. federal income tax without regard to its source, or (iv) a trust if a court within the United
States is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of the trust and one or more United
States persons have the authority to control all substantial decisions of the trust.
If a partnership (or any other entity or arrangement treated as fiscally transparent for U.S. federal income tax
purposes) holds Notes, the tax treatment of a partner in such partnership generally will depend upon the
status of the partner and the activities of the partnership. Any such partner or partnership should consult their
tax advisers as to the U.S. federal income tax consequences to them of the acquisition, ownership and
disposition of Notes.
This summary is based on the tax laws of the United States including the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, its
legislative history, existing and proposed regulations promulgated thereunder, published rulings and court
decisions, all as currently in effect and all of which are subject to change at any time, possibly with
retroactive effect. No rulings have been or will be sought from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (the IRS)
with respect to any of the matters discussed below, and no assurance can be given that the views of the IRS
or a court with respect to those matters will not differ from those described below.
INVESTORS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR TAx ADVISERS TO DETERMINE THE TAx
CONSEQUENCES TO THEM OF ACQUIRING, OWNING AND DISPOSING OF REGISTERED
NOTES, INCLUDING THE APPLICATION TO THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION OF THE U.S.
FEDERAL INCOME TAx CONSIDERATIONS DISCUSSED BELOW.
The Issuer generally intends to treat Notes issued under the Programme as debt, unless otherwise indicated
in the supplemental U.S. federal income tax disclosure provided in a prospectus supplement or otherwise.
U.S. Holders
Payment of Interest
General
Interest on a Note held by a U.S. Holder, including the payment of any additional amounts whether payable
in U.S. dollars or a currency other than U.S. dollars (foreign currency interest on a Foreign Currency
Note), other than interest on a “Discount Note” that is not “qualified stated interest” (each as defined below
under “Original Issue Discount — General”), will be taxable to such U.S. Holder as ordinary income at the
time it is received or accrued, in accordance with the U.S. Holder’s method of accounting for tax purposes.
Interest paid by the Issuer on the Notes and original issue discount (OID), if any, accrued with respect to the
Notes (as described below under “Original Issue Discount — General”) and payments of any additional
amounts generally will constitute income from sources outside the United States subject to the rules
regarding the foreign tax credit allowable to a U.S. Holder (and the limitations imposed thereon). Prospective
purchasers should consult their tax advisers concerning the foreign tax credit implications of the payment of
any foreign taxes with respect to the Notes (if applicable).
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Original Issue Discount
General
The following is a summary of certain U.S. federal income tax consequences to a U.S. Holder of the
ownership of Notes issued with OID. The following summary does not discuss Notes that are characterised
as contingent payment debt instruments for U.S. federal income tax purposes (CPDIs). If Notes are issued
that are characterized as CPDIs, supplemental U.S. federal income tax disclosure may be separately provided
in a prospectus supplement or otherwise.
A Note, other than a Note with a term of one year or less (a Short-Term Note), will be treated as issued with
OID (a Discount Note) if the excess of the Note’s “stated redemption price at maturity” (as defined below)
over its issue price is at least a de minimis amount (0.25 per cent. of the Note’s stated redemption price at
maturity multiplied by the number of complete years to its maturity). An obligation that provides for the
payment of amounts other than qualified stated interest before maturity (an instalment obligation) generally
will be treated as a Discount Note if the excess of the Note’s stated redemption price at maturity over its issue
price is equal to or greater than 0.25 per cent. of the Note’s stated redemption price at maturity multiplied
by the weighted average maturity of the Note. A Note’s weighted average maturity is the sum of the
following amounts determined for each payment on a Note (other than a payment of qualified stated
interest): (i) the number of complete years from the issue date until the payment is made multiplied by (ii) a
fraction, the numerator of which is the amount of the payment and the denominator of which is the Note’s
stated redemption price at maturity. Generally, the issue price of a Note under the applicable Final Terms
will be the first price at which a substantial amount of such Notes included in the issue of which the Note is
a part is sold to persons other than bond houses, brokers, or similar persons or organisations acting in the
capacity of underwriters, placement agents, or wholesalers. The stated redemption price at maturity of a
Note is the total of all payments provided by the Note that are not payments of “qualified stated interest”. A
qualified stated interest payment generally is any one of a series of stated interest payments on a Note that
are unconditionally payable in cash or in property (other than in debt instruments of the Issuer) at least
annually at a single fixed rate (with certain exceptions for lower rates paid during some periods), or a variable
rate (in the circumstances described below under “— Variable Interest Rate Notes”), applied to the
outstanding principal amount of the Note. Solely for the purposes of determining whether a Note has OID,
the Issuer will be deemed to exercise any call option that has the effect of decreasing the yield on the Note,
and the U.S. Holder will be deemed to exercise any put option that has the effect of increasing the yield on
the Note. If a Note has de minimis OID, a U.S. Holder must include the de minimis amount in income as
stated principal payments are made on the Note, unless the U.S. Holder makes the election described below
under “— Election to Treat All Interest as Original Issue Discount”. A U.S. Holder can determine the
includible amount with respect to each such payment by multiplying the total amount of the Note’s de
minimis OID by a fraction equal to the amount of the principal payment made divided by the stated principal
amount of the Note.
U.S. Holders of Discount Notes must include OID in income calculated on a constant yield method before
the receipt of cash attributable to the income, and generally will have to include in income increasingly
greater amounts of OID over the life of the Discount Notes. The amount of OID includible in income by a
U.S. Holder of a Discount Note is the sum of the daily portions of OID with respect to the Discount Note
for each day during the taxable year or the portion of the taxable year in which the U.S. Holder holds the
Discount Note (accrued OID). The daily portion is determined by allocating to each day in any accrual
period a pro rata portion of the OID allocable to that accrual period. Accrual periods with respect to a Note
may be of any length selected by the U.S. Holder and may vary in length over the term of the Notes as long
as (i) no accrual period is longer than one year and (ii) each scheduled payment of interest or principal on
the Note occurs on either the final or first day of an accrual period. The amount of OID allocable to an
accrual period equals the excess of (a) the product of the Discount Note’s adjusted issue price at the
beginning of the accrual period and the Discount Note’s yield to maturity (determined on the basis of
compounding at the close of each accrual period and properly adjusted for the length of the accrual period)
over (b) the sum of the payments of qualified stated interest on the Note allocable to the accrual period. The
adjusted issue price of a Discount Note at the beginning of any accrual period is the issue price of the Note
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increased by (x) the amount of accrued OID for each prior accrual period and decreased by (y) the amount
of any payments previously made on the Note that were not qualified stated interest payments.
Acquisition Premium
A U.S. Holder that purchases a Discount Note for an amount less than or equal to the sum of all amounts
payable on the Note after the purchase date, other than payments of qualified stated interest, but in excess of
its adjusted issue price (any such excess being acquisition premium) and that does not make the election
described below under “— Election to Treat All Interest as Original Issue Discount”, is permitted to reduce
the daily portions of OID by a fraction, the numerator of which is the excess of the U.S. Holder’s adjusted
basis in the Note immediately after its purchase over the Note’s adjusted issue price, and the denominator of
which is the excess of the sum of all amounts payable on the Note after the purchase date, other than
payments of qualified stated interest, over the Note’s adjusted issue price.
Election to Treat All Interest as Original Issue Discount
A U.S. Holder may elect to include in gross income all interest that accrues on a Note using the constant
yield method described above under “— General”, with certain modifications. For purposes of this election,
interest includes stated interest, OID, de minimis OID, market discount, de minimis market discount and
unstated interest, as adjusted by any amortisable bond premium (described below under “Original Issue
Discount — Notes Purchased at a Premium”) or acquisition premium. If a U.S. Holder makes this election
for the Note, then, when the constant yield method is applied, the issue price of the Note will equal the U.S.
Holder’s adjusted basis immediately after its acquisition of the Note, the issue date of the Note will be the
date of acquisition, and no payments on the Note will be treated as payments of qualified stated interest. This
election generally will apply only to the Note with respect to which it is made and may not be revoked
without the consent of the IRS. However, if the Note has amortisable bond premium, the U.S. Holder will
be deemed to have made an election to apply amortisable bond premium against interest for all debt
instruments with amortisable bond premium, other than debt instruments the interest on which is excludible
from gross income, held as of the beginning of the taxable year to which the election applies or any taxable
year thereafter. If the election to apply the constant yield method to all interest on a Note is made with respect
to a Market Discount Note, the electing U.S. Holder will be treated as having made the election discussed
below under “— Market Discount” to include market discount in income currently over the life of all debt
instruments with market discount held or thereafter acquired by the U.S. Holder. U.S. Holders should consult
their tax advisers concerning the propriety and consequences of this election.
Variable Interest Rate Notes
Notes that provide for interest at variable rates (Variable Interest Rate Notes) generally will bear interest
at a “qualified floating rate” and thus will be treated as “variable rate debt instruments” under U.S. Treasury
regulations governing accrual of OID. A Variable Interest Rate Note will qualify as a “variable rate debt
instrument” if (a) its issue price does not exceed the total non-contingent principal payments due under the
Variable Interest Rate Note by more than an amount equal to the lesser of (i) 0.015 multiplied by the product
of such total non-contingent principal payments and the number of complete years to maturity of the
instrument (or, in the case of a Note providing for the payment of any amount other than qualified stated
interest prior to maturity, multiplied by the weighted average maturity of the Note) or (ii) 15 per cent. of the
total non-contingent principal payments, (b) it provides for stated interest, paid or compounded at least
annually, at (i) one or more qualified floating rates, (ii) a single fixed rate and one or more qualified floating
rates, (iii) a single objective rate, or (iv) a single fixed rate and a single objective rate that is a qualified
inverse floating rate, and (c) it does not provide for any principal payments that are contingent (other than
as described in (a) above).
A qualified floating rate is any variable rate where variations in the value of the rate can reasonably be
expected to measure contemporaneous variations in the cost of newly borrowed funds in the currency in
which the Variable Interest Rate Note is denominated. A fixed multiple of a qualified floating rate will
constitute a qualified floating rate only if the multiple is greater than 0.65 but not more than 1.35. A variable
rate equal to the product of a qualified floating rate and a fixed multiple that is greater than 0.65 but not more
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than 1.35, increased or decreased by a fixed rate, will also constitute a qualified floating rate. In addition,
two or more qualified floating rates that can reasonably be expected to have approximately the same values
throughout the term of the Variable Interest Rate Note (e.g., two or more qualified floating rates with values
within 25 basis points of each other as determined on the Variable Interest Rate Note’s issue date) will be
treated as a single qualified floating rate. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a variable rate that would otherwise
constitute a qualified floating rate but which is subject to one or more restrictions such as a maximum
numerical limitation (i.e., a cap) or a minimum numerical limitation (i.e., a floor) may, under certain
circumstances, fail to be treated as a qualified floating rate unless the cap or floor is fixed throughout the
term of the Note.
An objective rate is a rate that is not itself a qualified floating rate but which is determined using a single
fixed formula and which is based on objective financial or economic information (e.g., one or more qualified
floating rates or the yield of actively traded personal property). A rate will not qualify as an objective rate if
it is based on information that is within the control of the Issuer (or a related party) or that is unique to the
circumstances of the Issuer (or a related party), such as dividends, profits or the value of the Issuer’s stock
(although a rate does not fail to be an objective rate merely because it is based on the credit quality of the
Issuer). Other variable interest rates may be treated as objective rates if so designated by the IRS in the
future. Despite the foregoing, a variable rate of interest on a Variable Interest Rate Note will not constitute
an objective rate if it is reasonably expected that the average value of the rate during the first half of the
Variable Interest Rate Note’s term will be either significantly less than or significantly greater than the
average value of the rate during the final half of the Variable Interest Rate Note’s term. A qualified inverse
floating rate is any objective rate where the rate is equal to a fixed rate minus a qualified floating rate, as
long as variations in the rate can reasonably be expected to inversely reflect contemporaneous variations in
the qualified floating rate. If a Variable Interest Rate Note provides for stated interest at a fixed rate for an
initial period of one year or less followed by a variable rate that is either a qualified floating rate or an
objective rate for a subsequent period and if the variable rate on the Variable Interest Rate Note’s issue date
is intended to approximate the fixed rate (e.g., the value of the variable rate on the issue date does not differ
from the value of the fixed rate by more than 25 basis points), then the fixed rate and the variable rate
together will constitute either a single qualified floating rate or objective rate, as the case may be.
A qualified floating rate or objective rate in effect at any time during the term of the instrument must be set
at a “current value” of that rate. A current value of a rate is the value of the rate on any day that is no earlier
than three months prior to the first day on which that value is in effect and no later than one year following
that first day.
If a Variable Interest Rate Note that provides for stated interest at either a single qualified floating rate or a
single objective rate throughout the term thereof qualifies as a “variable rate debt instrument”, then any
stated interest on the Note which is unconditionally payable in cash or property (other than debt instruments
of the Issuer) at least annually will constitute qualified stated interest and will be taxed accordingly. Thus, a
Variable Interest Rate Note that provides for stated interest at either a single qualified floating rate or a single
objective rate throughout the term thereof and that qualifies as a “variable rate debt instrument” generally
will not be treated as having been issued with OID unless the Variable Interest Rate Note is issued at a “true”
discount (i.e., at a price below the Note’s stated principal amount) in excess of a specified de minimis
amount. OID on a Variable Interest Rate Note arising from a true discount is allocated to an accrual period
using the constant yield method described above by assuming that the variable rate is a fixed rate equal to
(i) in the case of a qualified floating rate or qualified inverse floating rate, the value, as of the issue date, of
the qualified floating rate or qualified inverse floating rate, or (ii) in the case of an objective rate (other than
a qualified inverse floating rate), a fixed rate that reflects the yield that is reasonably expected for the Variable
Interest Rate Note.
In general, any other Variable Interest Rate Note that qualifies as a “variable rate debt instrument” will be
converted into an “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument for purposes of determining the amount and accrual
of OID and the qualified stated interest on the Variable Interest Rate Note. Such a Variable Interest Rate Note
must be converted into an “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument by substituting any qualified floating rate
or qualified inverse floating rate provided for under the terms of the Variable Interest Rate Note with a fixed
rate equal to the value of the qualified floating rate or qualified inverse floating rate, as the case may be, as
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of the Variable Interest Rate Note’s issue date. Any objective rate (other than a qualified inverse floating rate)
provided for under the terms of the Variable Interest Rate Note is converted into a fixed rate that reflects the
yield that is reasonably expected for the Variable Interest Rate Note. In the case of a Variable Interest Rate
Note that qualifies as a “variable rate debt instrument” and provides for stated interest at a fixed rate in
addition to either one or more qualified floating rates or a qualified inverse floating rate, the fixed rate is
initially converted into a qualified floating rate (or a qualified inverse floating rate, if the Variable Interest
Rate Note provides for a qualified inverse floating rate). Under these circumstances, the qualified floating
rate or qualified inverse floating rate that replaces the fixed rate must be such that the fair market value of
the Variable Interest Rate Note as of the Variable Interest Rate Note’s issue date is approximately the same
as the fair market value of an otherwise identical debt instrument that provides for either the qualified
floating rate or qualified inverse floating rate rather than the fixed rate. Subsequent to converting the fixed
rate into either a qualified floating rate or a qualified inverse floating rate, the Variable Interest Rate Note is
converted into an “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument in the manner described above.
Once the Variable Interest Rate Note is converted into an “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument pursuant to
the foregoing rules, the amount of OID and qualified stated interest, if any, are determined for the
“equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument by applying the general OID rules to the “equivalent” fixed rate debt
instrument and a U.S. Holder of the Variable Interest Rate Note will account for the OID and qualified stated
interest as if the U.S. Holder held the “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument. In each accrual period,
appropriate adjustments will be made to the amount of qualified stated interest or OID assumed to have been
accrued or paid with respect to the “equivalent” fixed rate debt instrument in the event that these amounts
differ from the actual amount of interest accrued or paid on the Variable Interest Rate Note during the accrual
period.
If a Variable Interest Rate Note, such as a Note the payments on which are determined by reference to an
index, does not qualify as a “variable rate debt instrument”, then the Variable Interest Rate Note will be
treated as a contingent payment debt instrument. The proper U.S. federal income tax treatment of Variable
Interest Rate Notes that are treated as contingent payment debt may be more fully described in the applicable
Final Terms.
Short-Term Notes
In general, an individual or other cash basis U.S. Holder of a Short-Term Note is not required to accrue OID
(calculated as set forth below for the purposes of this paragraph) for U.S. federal income tax purposes unless
it elects to do so (but should be required to include any stated interest in income as the interest is received).
Accrual basis U.S. Holders and certain other U.S. Holders are required to accrue OID on Short-Term Notes
on a straight line basis or, if the U.S. Holder so elects, under the constant yield method (based on daily
compounding). In the case of a U.S. Holder not required and not electing to include OID in income currently,
any gain realised on the sale or other disposition of the Short-Term Note will be ordinary income to the
extent of the OID accrued on a straight line basis (or a constant yield basis if an election is made to accrue
the OID under the constant yield method) through the date of sale or other disposition. U.S. Holders who are
not required and do not elect to accrue OID on Short-Term Notes will be required to defer deductions for
interest on borrowings allocable to Short-Term Notes in an amount not exceeding the deferred income until
the deferred income is realised.
For purposes of determining the amount of OID subject to these rules, all interest payments on a Short-Term
Note are included in the Short-Term Note’s stated redemption price at maturity. A U.S. Holder may elect to
determine OID on a Short-Term Note as if the Short-Term Note had been originally issued to the U.S. Holder
at the U.S. Holder’s purchase price for the Short-Term Note. This election shall apply to all obligations with
a maturity of one year or less acquired by the U.S. Holder on or after the first day of the first taxable year to
which the election applies, and may not be revoked without the consent of the IRS.
Market Discount
A Note, other than a Short-Term Note, that is not acquired at its original issue generally will be treated as
purchased at a market discount (a Market Discount Note) if the Note’s stated redemption price at maturity
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or, in the case of a Discount Note, the Note’s revised issue price, exceeds the amount for which the U.S.
Holder purchased the Note by at least 0.25 per cent. of the Note’s stated redemption price at maturity or
revised issue price, respectively, multiplied by the number of complete years to the Note’s maturity (or, in
the case of a Note that is an instalment obligation, the Note’s weighted average maturity). If this excess is
not sufficient to cause the Note to be a Market Discount Note, then the excess constitutes de minimis market
discount. For this purpose, the revised issue price of a Note generally equals its issue price, increased by the
amount of any OID that has accrued on the Note and decreased by the amount of any payments previously
made on the Note that were not qualified stated interest payments.
Any gain recognised on the maturity or disposition of a Market Discount Note (including any payment on a
Note that is not qualified stated interest) will be treated as ordinary income to the extent that the gain does
not exceed the accrued market discount on the Note. Alternatively, a U.S. Holder of a Market Discount Note
may elect to include market discount in income currently over the life of the Note. This election shall apply
to all debt instruments with market discount acquired by the electing U.S. Holder on or after the first day of
the first taxable year to which the election applies. This election may not be revoked without the consent of
the IRS. A U.S. Holder of a Market Discount Note that does not elect to include market discount in income
currently generally will be required to defer deductions for interest on borrowings incurred to purchase or
carry a Market Discount Note that is in excess of the interest and OID on the Note includible in the U.S.
Holder’s income, to the extent that this excess interest expense does not exceed the portion of the market
discount allocable to the days on which the Market Discount Note was held by the U.S. Holder.
Market discount will accrue on a straight line basis unless the U.S. Holder elects to accrue the market
discount on a constant yield method. This election applies only to the Market Discount Note with respect to
which it is made and is irrevocable.
Notes Purchased at a Premium
A U.S. Holder that purchases a Note for an amount in excess of its principal amount, or for a Discount Note,
its stated redemption price at maturity, may elect to treat the excess as “amortisable bond premium”, in which
case the amount required to be included in the U.S. Holder’s income each year with respect to interest on the
Note will be reduced by the amount of amortisable bond premium allocable (based on the Note’s yield to
maturity) to that year. Any election to amortise bond premium shall apply to all bonds (other than bonds the
interest on which is excludable from gross income for U.S. federal income tax purposes) held by the U.S.
Holder at the beginning of the first taxable year to which the election applies or thereafter acquired by the
U.S. Holder, and is irrevocable without the consent of the IRS. See also “Original Issue Discount — Election
to Treat All Interest as Original Issue Discount” above. A U.S. Holder that does not elect to take bond
premium (other than acquisition premium) into account currently will recognise a capital loss when the Note
matures.
Sale or Other Disposition of Notes
A U.S. Holder’s tax basis in a Note generally will be its cost, increased by the amount of any OID or market
discount included in the U.S. Holder’s income with respect to the Note and the amount, if any, of income
attributable to de minimis OID and de minimis market discount included in the U.S. Holder’s income with
respect to the Note, and reduced by (i) the amount of any payments other than qualified stated interest
payments, and (ii) the amount of any amortisable bond premium applied to reduce interest on the Note.
A U.S. Holder generally will recognise gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of a Note equal to the
difference between the amount realised on the sale or other disposition and the tax basis of the Note. Except
to the extent described above under “Original Issue Discount — Market Discount” or “Original Issue
Discount — Short-Term Notes” or attributable to accrued but unpaid interest or changes in exchange rates
(as discussed below), gain or loss recognised on the sale or other disposition of a Note will be capital gain
or loss and generally will be treated as from U.S. sources for purposes of the U.S. foreign tax credit
limitation. In the case of a U.S. Holder that is an individual, estate or trust, the maximum marginal federal
income tax rates applicable to capital gain are currently lower than the maximum marginal rates applicable
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to ordinary income if the Notes have been held for more than one year at the time of the sale or other
disposition. The deductibility of capital losses is subject to significant limitations.
Foreign Currency Notes
Interest and OID
If an interest payment is denominated in, or determined by reference to, a foreign currency, the amount of
income recognised by a cash basis U.S. Holder will be the U.S. dollar value of the interest payment, based
on the exchange rate in effect on the date of receipt, regardless of whether the payment is in fact converted
into U.S. dollars. An accrual basis U.S. Holder may determine the amount of income recognised with respect
to a Foreign Currency Note in accordance with either of two methods.
Under the first method, the amount of income accrued will be based on the average exchange rate in effect
during the interest accrual period (or, in the case of an accrual period that spans two taxable years of a U.S.
Holder, the part of the period within the taxable year). Under the second method, the U.S. Holder may elect
to determine the amount of income accrued on the basis of the exchange rate in effect on the last day of the
accrual period (or, in the case of an accrual period that spans two taxable years, the exchange rate in effect
on the last day of the part of the period within the taxable year). Additionally, if the last day of the accrual
period is within five business days of the date of receipt of the accrued interest, a U.S. Holder that has made
such election may translate accrued interest using the spot rate of exchange in effect on the date of receipt.
The above election will apply to all debt obligations held by such U.S. Holder and may not be changed
without the consent of the IRS. A U.S. Holder will recognize, as ordinary income or loss, foreign currency
exchange gain or loss with respect to accrued interest income on the date the interest is actually or
constructively received, reflecting fluctuations in currency exchange rates between the spot rate of exchange
used to determine the accrued interest income for the relevant accrual period and the spot rate of exchange
on the date such interest is actually or constructively received.
OID for each accrual period on a Discount Note that is denominated in, or determined by reference to, a
foreign currency, will be determined in the foreign currency and then translated into U.S. dollars in the same
manner as stated interest accrued by an accrual basis U.S. Holder, as described above. Upon receipt of an
amount attributable to OID (whether in connection with a payment of interest or the sale or other disposition
of the Note), a U.S. Holder may recognise foreign exchange gain or loss (taxable as ordinary income or loss)
equal to the difference between the amount received (translated into U.S. dollars at the spot rate on the date
of receipt) and the amount previously accrued, regardless of whether the payment is in fact converted into
U.S. dollars.
Market Discount
Market discount on a Note that is denominated in, or determined by reference to, a foreign currency, will be
accrued in the foreign currency. If the U.S. Holder elects to include market discount in income currently, the
accrued market discount will be translated into U.S. dollars at the average exchange rate for the accrual
period (or portion thereof within the U.S. Holder’s taxable year). Upon the receipt of an amount attributable
to accrued market discount, the U.S. Holder may recognise U.S. source exchange gain or loss (which will
be taxable as ordinary income or loss) determined in the same manner as for accrued interest or OID. A U.S.
Holder that does not elect to include market discount in income currently will recognise, upon the disposition
or maturity of the Note, the U.S. dollar value of the amount accrued, calculated at the spot rate on that date,
and no part of this accrued market discount will be treated as exchange gain or loss.
Bond Premium
Bond premium (including acquisition premium) on a Note that is denominated in, or determined by
reference to, a foreign currency, will be computed in units of the foreign currency, and any such bond
premium that is taken into account currently will reduce interest income in units of the foreign currency.
On the date bond premium offsets interest income, a U.S. Holder may recognise U.S. source exchange gain
or loss (taxable as ordinary income or loss) equal to the amount of offset multiplied by the difference
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between the spot rate in effect on that date, and the spot rate in effect on the date the Notes were acquired
by the U.S. Holder. A U.S. Holder that does not elect to take bond premium (other than acquisition premium)
into account will recognise a capital loss when the Note matures.
Sale or Other Disposition of Notes
A U.S. Holder’s tax basis in a Foreign Currency Note will be determined by reference to the U.S. dollar cost
of the Note. The U.S. dollar cost of a Note purchased with foreign currency generally will be the U.S. dollar
value of the purchase price on the date of purchase or, in the case of Notes traded on an established securities
market, that are purchased by a cash basis U.S. Holder (or an accrual basis U.S. Holder that so elects), on
the settlement date for the purchase.
A U.S. Holder generally will recognise gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of a Note equal to the
difference between the amount realised on the sale or other disposition and its tax basis in the Note. The
amount realised on a sale or other disposition for an amount in foreign currency will be the U.S. dollar value
of this amount on the date of sale or other disposition or, in the case of Notes traded on an established
securities market, sold by a cash basis U.S. Holder (or an accrual basis U.S. Holder that so elects), on the
settlement date for the sale. Such an election by an accrual basis U.S. Holder must be applied consistently
from year to year and cannot be revoked without the consent of the IRS.
A U.S. Holder will recognise U.S. source exchange rate gain or loss (taxable as ordinary income or loss) on
the sale or other disposition of a Note equal to the difference, if any, between the U.S. dollar values of the
U.S. Holder’s purchase price for the Note (or, if less, the principal amount of the Note) (i) on the date of sale
or other disposition, or, in the case of Notes traded on an established securities market sold by a cash basis
U.S. Holder (or an accrual basis U.S. Holder that so elects), on the settlement date for the sale and (ii) the
date on which the U.S. Holder acquired the Note. Any such exchange rate gain or loss (including any
exchange gain or loss with respect to the receipt of accrued but unpaid interest) will be realised only to the
extent of total gain or loss realised on the sale or retirement.
Foreign Tax Credit Considerations
If Kuwaiti taxes were to be imposed on payments with respect to the Notes, see “Taxation — Kuwait”,
subject to applicable limitations and holding period requirements, a U.S. Holder may be eligible to elect to
claim a credit against its U.S. federal income tax liability for any such Kuwaiti taxes. A U.S. Holder that does
not claim a U.S. foreign tax credit generally may instead claim a deduction for any such Kuwaiti taxes, but
only for any taxable year in which such U.S. Holder elects to do so with respect to all non-U.S. income taxes.
The rules relating to foreign tax credits are very complex, and each U.S. Holder should consult its own tax
advisers regarding the application of such rules and the creditability or deductibility of any Kuwaiti taxes.
Backup Withholding and Information Reporting
In general, payments of principal, interest and accrued OID on, and the proceeds of a sale, redemption or
other disposition of, Notes, payable to a U.S. Holder by a U.S. or certain U.S.-related paying agents or
intermediaries will be reported to the IRS and to the U.S. Holder as may be required under applicable
regulations. Backup withholding will apply to these payments (including payments of OID) if the U.S.
Holder fails to provide an accurate taxpayer identification number or certification of exempt status or
otherwise comply with the applicable backup withholding requirements. Certain U.S. Holders are not subject
to backup withholding.
Backup withholding is not an additional tax. The amount of any backup withholding from a payment to a
U.S. Holder will be allowed as a credit against the U.S. Holder’s U.S. federal income tax liability and may
entitle the U.S. Holder to a refund, provided that the required information is timely furnished to the IRS in
the manner required. Certain U.S. Holders (including, among others, corporations) are not subject to
information reporting or backup withholding. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers as to their
qualification for exemption from information reporting and/or backup withholding.
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The proposed financial transactions tax (FTT)
On 14 February 2013, the European Commission published a proposal (the Commission’s Proposal) for a
Directive for a common FTT in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, Portugal,
Slovenia and Slovakia (the participating Member States). However, Estonia has since stated that it will not
participate.
The Commission’s Proposal has very broad scope and could, if introduced, apply to certain dealings in Notes
(including secondary market transactions) in certain circumstances. Primary market transactions referred to
in Article 5(c) of Regulation (EC) No. 1287/2006 are expected to be exempt.
Under the Commission’s Proposal the FTT could apply in certain circumstances to persons both within and
outside of the participating Member States. Generally, it would apply to certain dealings in Notes where at
least one party is a financial institution, and at least one party is established in a participating Member State.
A financial institution may be, or be deemed to be, “established” in a participating Member State in a broad
range of circumstances, including (a) by transacting with a person established in a participating Member
State or (b) where the financial instrument which is subject to the dealings is issued in a participating
Member State.
However, the FTT proposal remains subject to negotiation between participating Member States. It may
therefore be altered prior to any implementation, the timing of which remains unclear. Additional EU
Member States may decide to participate.
Prospective holders of Notes are advised to seek their own professional advice in relation to the FTT.
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SUBSCRIPTION AND SALE AND TRANSFER AND SELLING RESTRICTIONS
The Dealers have, in a programme agreement (the Programme Agreement) dated 28 February 2017, agreed
with the Issuer a basis upon which they or any of them may from time to time agree to purchase Notes. Any
such agreement will extend to those matters stated under “Form of the Notes” and “Terms and Conditions of
the Notes”. In the Programme Agreement, the Issuer has agreed to reimburse the Dealers for certain of their
expenses in connection with the establishment and any future update of the Programme and the issue of
Notes under the Programme and, subject to the terms of the Programme Agreement, to indemnify the Dealers
against certain liabilities incurred by them in connection therewith.
Transfer Restrictions
As a result of the following restrictions, purchasers of Notes in the United States are advised to consult
legal counsel prior to making any purchase, offer, sale, resale or other transfer of such Notes
Each purchaser of Registered Notes (other than a person purchasing an interest in a Registered Global Note
with a view to holding it in the form of an interest in the same Global Note) or person wishing to transfer an
interest from one Registered Global Note to another or from global to definitive form or vice versa, will be
required to acknowledge, represent and agree, and each person purchasing an interest in a Registered Global
Note with a view to holding it in the form of an interest in the same Global Note will be deemed to have
acknowledged, represented and agreed, as follows (terms used in this paragraph that are defined in Rule
144A or in Regulation S are used herein as defined therein):
(a)

that either: (i) it is a QIB, purchasing the Notes for its own account or for the account of one or more
QIBs and it is aware, and any person on whose account it is acting has been advised, that any sale to
it is being made in reliance on Rule 144A or (ii) it is outside the United States;

(b)

that it, and each account for which it is purchasing, will hold and transfer at least the minimum
denomination of Notes;

(c)

that the Notes are being offered and sold in a transaction not involving a public offering in the United
States within the meaning of the Securities Act, and that the Notes have not been and will not be
registered under the Securities Act or any other applicable U.S. State securities laws and may not be
offered, sold, pledged or otherwise transferred except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a
transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act;

(d)

that, unless it holds an interest in a Regulation S Global Note and is a person located outside the
United States, if in the future it decides to resell, pledge or otherwise transfer the Notes or any
beneficial interests in the Notes, it will do so prior to the expiration of the applicable required holding
period determined pursuant to Rule 144 of the Securities Act from the later of the last Issue Date for
the Series and the last date on which the Issuer or an affiliate of the Issuer was the owner of such
Notes, only (i) to the Issuer or any affiliate thereof, (ii) inside the United States to a person whom the
seller and any person acting on its behalf reasonably believes is a QIB purchasing for its own account
or for the account of a QIB in a transaction meeting the requirements of Rule 144A, (iii) outside the
United States in compliance with Rule 903 or Rule 904 of Regulation S under the Securities Act, (iv)
pursuant to the exemption from registration provided by Rule 144 under the Securities Act (if
available) or (v) pursuant to an effective registration statement under the Securities Act, in each case
in accordance with all applicable U.S. State securities laws;

(e)

it will, and will require each subsequent holder to, notify any purchaser or transferee, as applicable,
of the Notes from it of the resale and transfer restrictions referred to in paragraph (d) above, if then
applicable;

(f)

that Notes initially offered and sold in the United States to QIBs in reliance on Rule 144A will be
represented by one or more Rule 144A Global Notes and that Notes offered and sold outside the
United States in reliance on Regulation S will be represented by one or more Regulation S Global
Notes;
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(g)

it understands that before any interest in Notes represented by a Rule 144A Global Note may be
offered, sold, pledged or otherwise transferred to a person who takes delivery in the form of an interest
in a Regulation S Global Note, it will be required to provide to each of the Principal Paying Agent and
the Registrar a written confirmation substantially in the form set out in the Agency Agreement,
amended as appropriate to the effect that such offer, sale, pledge or other transfer is being made in
accordance with Regulation S;

(h)

that the Notes in registered form, other than the Regulation S Global Notes, will bear a legend to the
following effect, subject as provided in Condition 2.5:
“THIS SECURITY HAS NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S.
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE SECURITIES ACT), OR ANY OTHER
APPLICABLE U.S. STATE SECURITIES LAWS OR WITH ANY SECURITIES REGULATORY
AUTHORITY OF ANY STATE OR OTHER JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED STATES AND,
ACCORDINGLY, MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN THE UNITED STATES EXCEPT
AS SET FORTH IN THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE. BY ITS ACQUISITION HEREOF, THE
HOLDER: (A) REPRESENTS THAT IT IS A “QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL BUYER” (AS
DEFINED IN RULE 144A UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT) PURCHASING THIS SECURITY
FOR ITS OWN ACCOUNT OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OF ONE OR MORE QUALIFIED
INSTITUTIONAL BUYERS; (B) AGREES THAT IT WILL NOT RESELL, PLEDGE OR
OTHERWISE TRANSFER THIS SECURITY EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AGENCY
AGREEMENT AND PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE APPLICABLE REQUIRED
HOLDING PERIOD DETERMINED PURSUANT TO RULE 144 OF THE SECURITIES ACT
FROM THE LATER OF THE LAST ISSUE DATE FOR THE SERIES AND THE LAST DATE ON
WHICH THE ISSUER OR AN AFFILIATE OF THE ISSUER WAS THE OWNER OF SUCH
SECURITIES, OTHER THAN (1) TO THE ISSUER OR ANY AFFILIATE THEREOF, (2) INSIDE
THE UNITED STATES TO A PERSON WHOM THE SELLER AND ANY PERSON ACTING ON
ITS BEHALF REASONABLY BELIEVES IS A QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL BUYER WITHIN
THE MEANING OF RULE 144A UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT PURCHASING FOR ITS OWN
ACCOUNT OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OF A QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL BUYER IN A
TRANSACTION MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF RULE 144A, (3) OUTSIDE THE
UNITED STATES IN COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 903 OR RULE 904 OF REGULATION S
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT, (4) PURSUANT TO THE EXEMPTION FROM
REGISTRATION PROVIDED BY RULE 144 UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT (IF AVAILABLE)
OR (5) PURSUANT TO AN EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION STATEMENT UNDER THE
SECURITIES ACT, IN EACH CASE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE SECURITIES
LAWS OF THE STATES OF THE UNITED STATES AND ANY OTHER JURISDICTION; AND
(C) IT AGREES THAT IT WILL DELIVER TO EACH PERSON TO WHOM THIS SECURITY IS
TRANSFERRED A NOTICE SUBSTANTIALLY TO THE EFFECT OF THIS LEGEND. NO
REPRESENTATION CAN BE MADE AS TO THE AVAILABILITY OF THE EXEMPTION
PROVIDED BY RULE 144 OF THE SECURITIES ACT FOR RESALES AND OTHER
TRANSFERS OF THIS SECURITY.
THIS SECURITY AND RELATED DOCUMENTATION (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
THE AGENCY AGREEMENT REFERRED TO HEREIN) MAY BE AMENDED OR
SUPPLEMENTED FROM TIME TO TIME, WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF, BUT UPON NOTICE
TO, THE HOLDERS OF SUCH SECURITIES SENT TO THEIR REGISTERED ADDRESSES, TO
MODIFY THE RESTRICTIONS ON AND PROCEDURES FOR RESALES AND OTHER
TRANSFERS OF THIS SECURITY TO REFLECT ANY CHANGE IN APPLICABLE LAW OR
REGULATION (OR THE INTERPRETATION THEREOF) OR IN PRACTICES RELATING TO
RESALES OR OTHER TRANSFERS OF RESTRICTED SECURITIES GENERALLY. THE
HOLDER OF THIS SECURITY SHALL BE DEEMED, BY ITS ACCEPTANCE OR PURCHASE
HEREOF, TO HAVE AGREED TO ANY SUCH AMENDMENT OR SUPPLEMENT (EACH OF
WHICH SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND BINDING ON THE HOLDER HEREOF AND ALL
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FUTURE HOLDERS OF THIS SECURITY AND ANY SECURITIES ISSUED IN EXCHANGE
OR SUBSTITUTION THEREFOR, WHETHER OR NOT ANY NOTATION THEREOF IS MADE
HEREON).”;
(i)

if it is outside the United States, that if it should resell or otherwise transfer the Notes, it shall do so
in accordance with all applicable U.S. State securities laws; and it acknowledges that the Regulation
S Global Notes will bear a legend to the following effect unless otherwise agreed to by the Issuer:
“THIS SECURITY HAS NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S.
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE SECURITIES ACT), OR ANY OTHER
APPLICABLE U.S. STATE SECURITIES LAWS AND, ACCORDINGLY, MAY NOT BE
OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN THE UNITED STATES EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
AGENCY AGREEMENT AND PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OR PURSUANT TO AN EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION
STATEMENT UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT.”; and

(j)

that the Issuer, each Agent, each Manager and their affiliates or, as the case may be, the relevant
Dealer and its affiliates and others will rely upon the truth and accuracy of the foregoing
acknowledgements, representations and agreements and agrees that if any of such acknowledgements,
representations or agreements made by it are no longer accurate, it shall promptly notify the Issuer
and the Managers or, as the case may be, the relevant Dealer; and if it is acquiring any Notes as a
fiduciary or agent for one or more accounts it represents that it has sole investment discretion with
respect to each such account and that it has full power to make the foregoing acknowledgements,
representations and agreements on behalf of each such account.

No sale of Legended Notes in the United States to any one purchaser will be for less than U.S.$200,000 (or
its foreign currency equivalent) principal amount and no Legended Note will be issued in connection with
such a sale in a smaller principal amount. If the purchaser is a non-bank fiduciary acting on behalf of others,
each person for whom it is acting must purchase at least U.S.$200,000 (or its foreign currency equivalent)
of Registered Notes.
Selling Restrictions
United States
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state
or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold within the United States except in
certain transactions exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Terms
used in this paragraph have the meanings given to them by Regulation S under the Securities Act.
Notes in bearer form having a maturity of more than one year (taking into account any unilateral right to
extend or rollover the term) are subject to U.S. tax law requirements and may not be offered, sold or
delivered within the United States or its possessions or to a United States person, except in certain
transactions permitted by U.S. Treasury regulations. Terms used in this paragraph have the meanings given
to them by the Code and Treasury regulations promulgated thereunder.
In respect of Bearer Notes where TEFRA D is specified in the applicable Final Terms each Dealer will be
required to represent, undertake and agree (and each additional Dealer appointed under the Programme will
be required to represent, undertake and agree) that:
(a)

except to the extent permitted under U.S. Treas. Reg. Section 1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(D) (or any substantially
identical successor United States Treasury regulation issued for the purposes of Section 4701 of the
Code) (the D Rules), (i) that it has not offered or sold, and during the restricted period it will not offer
or sell, Bearer Notes to a person who is within the United States or its possessions or to a United States
person, and (ii) that it has not delivered and it will not deliver within the United States or its
possessions definitive Notes in bearer form that are sold during the restricted period;
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(b)

it has and throughout the restricted period it will have in effect procedures reasonably designed to
ensure that its employees or agents who are directly engaged in selling Bearer Notes are aware that
such Notes may not be offered or sold during the restricted period to a person who is within the United
States or its possessions or to a United States person, except as permitted by the D Rules;

(c)

if it is a United States person, it is acquiring Bearer Notes for purposes of resale in connection with
their original issuance and if it retains Bearer Notes for its own account, it will only do so in
accordance with the requirements of U.S. Treas. Reg. Section l.163-5(c)(2)(i)(D)(6) (or any
substantially identical successor regulations issued for the purposes of Section 4701 of the Code);

(d)

with respect to each affiliate that acquires Bearer Notes from a Dealer for the purpose of offering or
selling such Notes during the restricted period, such Dealer either (i) repeats and confirms the
representations and agreements contained in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) on such affiliate’s behalf
or (ii) agrees that it will obtain from such affiliate for the benefit of the Issuer the representations and
agreements contained in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c); and

(e)

it will obtain from any distributor (within the meaning of U.S. Treas. Reg. Section 1.1635(c)(2)(i)(D)(4)(ii) or any substantially identical successor United States Treasury regulation issued
for the purposes of Section 4701 of the Code) that purchases any Bearer Notes from it pursuant to a
written contract with such Dealer (except a distributor that is one of its affiliates or is another Dealer),
for the benefit of the Issuer and each other Dealer, the representations contained in, and such
distributor’s agreement to comply with, the provisions of subparagraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of this
paragraph insofar as they relate to the D Rules, as if such distributor were a Dealer hereunder.

Terms used in this paragraph have the meanings given to them by the Code and Treasury regulations
promulgated thereunder, including the D Rules.
In addition, to the extent that the Final Terms or the subscription agreement relating to one or more Tranches
of Bearer Notes specifies that the applicable TEFRA exemption is TEFRA C, such Notes must be issued and
delivered outside the United States and its possessions in connection with their original issuance. In relation
to each such Tranche, each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the
Programme will be required to represent and agree that it has not offered, sold or delivered, and shall not
offer, sell or deliver, directly or indirectly, such Notes within the United States or its possessions in
connection with their original issuance. Further, in connection with the original issuance of such Notes, it
has not communicated, and will not communicate, directly or indirectly, with a prospective purchaser if
either such purchaser or it is within the United States or its possessions, or otherwise involve its U.S. office
in the offer or sale of such Notes. Terms used in this paragraph have the meanings given to them by the Code
and regulations promulgated thereunder, including TEFRA C.
Until 40 days after the commencement of the offering of any Tranche of Notes, an offer or sale of such Notes
within the United States by any dealer (whether or not participating in the offering of such Tranche of Notes)
may violate the registration requirements of the Securities Act if such offer or sale is made otherwise than in
accordance with an available exemption from registration under the Securities Act.
Accordingly, the Notes are being offered and sold only outside the United States in offshore transactions in
reliance on, and in compliance with, Regulation S.
Dealers may directly or through their respective U.S. broker-dealer affiliates arrange for the resale of Notes
to QIBs pursuant to Rule 144A and each such purchaser of Notes is hereby notified that the Dealers may be
relying on the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A.
This Base Prospectus has been prepared by the Issuer for use in connection with the offer and sale of the
Notes outside the United States and for the resale of the Notes in the United States. The Issuer and the
Dealers reserve the right to reject any offer to purchase the Notes, in whole or in part, for any reason. This
Base Prospectus does not constitute an offer to any person in the United States, other than any QIB to whom
an offer has been made directly by one of the Dealers or its U.S. broker-dealer affiliate.
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Public Offer Selling Restriction under the Prospectus Directive
In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus
Directive (each, a Relevant Member State), each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further
Dealer appointed under the Programme will be required to represent and agree, that with effect from and
including the date on which the Prospectus Directive is implemented in that Relevant Member State (the
Relevant Implementation Date) it has not made and will not make an offer of Notes which are the subject
of the offering contemplated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the applicable Final Terms in relation
thereto to the public in that Relevant Member State except that it may, with effect from and including the
Relevant Implementation Date, make an offer of such Notes to the public in that Relevant Member State:
(a)

at any time to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;

(b)

at any time to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the
Prospectus Directive) subject to obtaining the prior consent of the relevant Dealer or Dealers
nominated by the Issuer for any such offer; or

(c)

at any time in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,

provided that no such offer of Notes referred to above shall require the Issuer or any Dealer to publish a
prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article
16 of the Prospectus Directive.
For the purposes of this provision:
(a)

the expression an offer of Notes to the public in relation to any Notes in any Relevant Member State
means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the
offer and the Notes to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the
Notes, as the same may be varied in that Member State by any measure implementing the Prospectus
Directive in that Member State; and

(b)

the expression Prospectus Directive means Directive 2003/71/EC (as amended, including by
Directive 2010/73/EU), and includes any relevant implementing measure in the Relevant Member
State.

United Kingdom
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that:
(a)

in relation to any Notes which have a maturity of less than one year, (i) it is a person whose ordinary
activities involve it in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or agent)
for the purposes of its business and (ii) it has not offered or sold and will not offer or sell any Notes
other than to persons whose ordinary activities involve them in acquiring, holding, managing or
disposing of investments (as principal or as agent) for the purposes of their businesses or who it is
reasonable to expect will acquire, hold, manage or dispose of investments (as principal or agent) for
the purposes of their businesses where the issue of the Notes would otherwise constitute a
contravention of Section 19 of the FSMA by the Issuer; and

(b)

it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to anything
done by it in relation to any Notes in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

State of Kuwait
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that no Notes will be offered in Kuwait except through a licensed person
duly authorised to undertake such activity by the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority, and unless all necessary
approvals from the competent authorities in Kuwait pursuant to Decree Laws No. 50 of 1987, No. 13 of
1989, No. 7 of 1991 and No. 3 of 2009 (and the ministerial resolution by the Minister of Finance related
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thereto) (all as amended or replaced) together with, and only to the extent applicable, Law No. 7 of 2010,
and its executive bylaws (each as amended) in addition to the various resolutions, regulations, directives and
instructions issued pursuant thereto, or in connection therewith (regardless of nomenclature) or any other
applicable law or regulation in Kuwait, have been given in respect of the offering, marketing, and sale, of the
Notes.
United Arab Emirates (excluding the Dubai International Financial Centre)
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that the Notes to be issued under the Programme have not been and will not
be offered, sold or publicly promoted or advertised by it in the United Arab Emirates other than in
compliance with any laws applicable in the United Arab Emirates governing the issue, offering and sale of
securities.
Dubai International Financial Centre
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that it has not offered and will not offer the Notes to be issued under the
Programme to any person in the Dubai International Financial Centre unless such offer is:
(a)

an “Exempt Offer” in accordance with the Market Rules (MKT) Module of the Dubai Financial
Services Authority (the DFSA) rulebook; and

(b)

made only to persons who meet the Professional Client criteria set out in Rule 2.3.3 of the DFSA
Conduct of Business Module of the DFSA rulebook.

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
No action has been or will be taken in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia that would permit a public offering of
the Notes. Any investor in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia or who is a Saudi person (a Saudi Investor) who
acquires any Notes pursuant to an offering should note that the offer of Notes is a private placement under
Article 10 or Article 11 of the “Offers of Securities Regulations” as issued by the Board of the Capital
Market Authority resolution number 2-11-2004 dated 4 October 2004 and amended by the Board of the
Capital Market Authority resolution number 1-28-2008 dated 18 August 2008 (the KSA Regulations) for
the purposes of Article 9 of the KSA Regulations, through a person authorised by the Capital Market
Authority (CMA) to carry on the securities activity of arranging and following a notification to the CMA
under the KSA Regulations.
The Notes may not be advertised, offered or sold to any person in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia other than
to “sophisticated investors” under Article 10 of the KSA Regulations or by way of a limited offer under
Article 11 of the KSA Regulations. Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer
appointed under the Programme will be required to represent and agree, that any offer of Notes to a Saudi
Investor will be made in compliance with the KSA Regulations.
Investors are informed that Article 17 of the KSA Regulations places restrictions on secondary market
activity with respect to the Notes, including as follows:
(a)

a Saudi Investor (referred to as a transferor) who has acquired Notes pursuant to a private placement
may not offer or sell Notes to any person (referred to as a transferee) unless the offer or sale is made
through an authorised person where one of the following requirements is met:
(i)

the price to be paid for the Notes in any one transaction is equal to or exceeds Saudi Riyals 1
million or an equivalent amount;

(ii)

the Notes are offered or sold to a sophisticated investor; or

(iii)

the Notes are being offered or sold in such other circumstances as the CMA may prescribe for
these purposes;
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(b)

if the requirement of paragraph (a)(i) above cannot be fulfilled because the price of the Notes being
offered or sold to the transferee has declined since the date of the original private placement, the
transferor may offer or sell the Notes to the transferee if their purchase price during the period of the
original private placement was equal to or exceeded Saudi Riyals 1 million or an equivalent amount;

(c)

if the requirement in paragraph (a)(ii) above cannot be fulfilled, the transferor may offer or sell Notes
if he/she sells his entire holding of Notes to one transferee; and

(d)

the provisions of paragraphs (a)(i), (ii) and (iii) above shall apply to all subsequent transferees of the
Notes.

Kingdom of Bahrain
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that it has not offered or sold, and will not offer or sell, any Notes except on
a private placement basis to persons in the Kingdom of Bahrain who are “accredited investors”.
For this purpose, an accredited investor means:
(a)

an individual holding financial assets (either singly or jointly with a spouse) of U.S.$1 million or
more;

(b)

a company, partnership, trust or other commercial undertaking which has financial assets available for
investment of not less than U.S.$1 million; or

(c)

a government, supranational organisation, central bank or other national monetary authority or a state
organisation whose main activity is to invest in financial instruments (such as a state pension fund).

State of Qatar (including the Qatar Financial Centre)
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that it has not offered, sold or delivered, and will not offer, sell or deliver,
directly or indirectly, any Notes in the State of Qatar including the Qatar Financial Centre, except: (a) in
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of the State of Qatar; and (b) through persons or
corporate entities authorised and licensed to provide investment advice and/or engage in brokerage activity
and/or trade in respect of foreign securities in the State of Qatar.
Japan
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of
Japan (Act No. 25 of 1948, as amended; the FIEA) and each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each
further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be required to represent and agree, that it will not offer
or sell any Notes, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to, or for the benefit of, any resident of Japan (as defined
under Item 5, Paragraph 1, Article 6 of the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act (Act No. 228 of 1949,
as amended)), or to others for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to, or for the benefit of,
a resident of Japan, except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of, and otherwise in
compliance with, the FIEA and any other applicable laws, regulations and ministerial guidelines of Japan.
General
Each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be
required to represent and agree, that it will (to the best of its knowledge and belief) comply in all material
respects with all applicable securities laws and regulations in force in any jurisdiction in which it purchases,
offers, sells or delivers Notes or possesses or distributes this Base Prospectus and will obtain any consent,
approval or permission required by it for the purchase, offer, sale or delivery by it of Notes under the laws
and regulations in force in any jurisdiction to which it is subject or in which it makes such purchases, offers,
sales or deliveries and neither the Issuer nor any of the other Dealers shall have any responsibility therefor.
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Neither the Issuer nor any of the Dealers represents and agrees that Notes may at any time lawfully be sold
in compliance with any applicable registration or other requirements in any jurisdiction, or pursuant to any
exemption available thereunder, or assumes any responsibility for facilitating such sale.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Authorisation
The establishment of the Programme and the issuance of Notes thereunder has been duly authorised by virtue
of a number of decree laws and various ministerial resolutions (including Resolution No. 66 of 2016 dated
3 November 2016) issued by the Ministry of Finance of the State of Kuwait.
Listing of Notes
It is expected that each Tranche of Notes which is to be admitted to the Official List and to trading on the
Main Securities Market will be admitted separately as and when issued, subject only to the issue of one or
more Global Notes initially representing the Notes of such Tranche. Application has been made to the Irish
Stock Exchange for Notes issued under the Programme during the period of twelve months from the date of
this Base Prospectus to be admitted to the Official List and trading on the Main Securities Market. The
approval of the Programme in respect of Notes is expected to be granted on or before 28 February 2017.
It is further expected that the admission of Notes issued under the Programme to listing on the UKLA
Official List and to trading on the regulated market of the London Stock Exchange will be granted after the
Central Bank of Ireland has provided the UK Listing Authority with a certificate of approval attesting that
the Base Prospectus has been drawn up in accordance with the Prospectus Directive.
Walkers Listing Services Limited is acting solely in its capacity as Irish listing agent for the Issuer in
connection with the Notes and is not itself seeking admission of the Notes to the Official List or to trading
on the Main Securities Market for the purposes of the Prospectus Directive.
Documents Available
For the period of 12 months following the date of this Base Prospectus, copies of the following documents
will, when published, be available for inspection in physical form from the business address set out herein
of the Issuer and during normal business hours from the specified office of the Principal Paying Agent for
the time being in London:
(a)

the budget for the current fiscal year (as set out on page 135 of this Base Prospectus);

(b)

the Agency Agreement (including the forms of the Global Notes, the Notes in definitive form, the
Coupons and the Talons) and the Deed of Covenant;

(c)

a copy of this Base Prospectus; and

(d)

any future offering circulars, prospectuses, information memoranda, supplements and Final Terms to
this Base Prospectus and any other documents incorporated herein or therein by reference.

Clearing Systems
The Notes have been accepted for clearance through Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg (which are the
entities in charge of keeping the records). The appropriate Common Code and ISIN for each Tranche of
Notes allocated by Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg will be specified in the applicable Final Terms.
In addition, the Issuer may make an application for any Notes in registered form to be accepted for trading
in book-entry form by DTC. The CUSIP and/or CINS numbers for each Tranche of such Registered Notes,
together with the relevant ISIN and (if applicable) common code, will be specified in the applicable Final
Terms. If the Notes are to clear through an additional or alternative clearing system the appropriate
information will be specified in the applicable Final Terms.
The address of Euroclear is Euroclear Bank SA/NV, 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels. The
address of Clearstream, Luxembourg is Clearstream Banking, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg.
The address of DTC is 55 Water Street, New York, New York 10041, United States of America.
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Conditions for determining price
The price and amount of Notes to be issued under the Programme will be determined by the Issuer and each
relevant Dealer at the time of issue in accordance with prevailing market conditions.
Significant Change
There has been no significant change in the tax and budgetary systems, gross public debt, foreign trade and
balance of payments, foreign exchange reserves, financial position and resources, income and expenditure
figures of the Issuer since 31 March 2016.
Litigation
The Issuer is not, nor has it been, involved in any governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including
any such proceedings which are pending or threatened of which the Issuer is aware) in the 12 months
preceding the date of this Base Prospectus which may have, or have had in such period, a significant effect
on the financial position of the Issuer.
Dealers transacting with the Issuer
Certain of the Dealers and their affiliates have engaged, and may in the future engage, in investment banking
and/or commercial banking transactions with, and may perform services to the Issuer in the ordinary course
of business for which they may receive fees. They have received, or may in the future receive, customary
fees and commission for these transactions.
In addition, in the ordinary course of their business activities, the Dealers and their affiliates may make or
hold a broad array of investments and actively trade debt and equity securities (or related derivative
securities) and financial instruments (including bank loans) for their own account and for the accounts of
their customers. Such investments and securities activities may involve securities and/or instruments of the
Issuer or its agencies. Certain of the Dealers or their affiliates that may, from time to time, have a lending
relationship with the Issuer may routinely hedge their credit exposure to the Issuer consistent with their
customary risk management policies. Typically, such Dealers and their affiliates would hedge such exposure
by entering into transactions which consist of either the purchase of credit default swaps or the creation of
short positions in securities, including potentially the Notes issued under the Programme. Any such short
positions could adversely affect future trading prices of Notes issued under the Programme. The Dealers and
their affiliates may also make investment recommendations and/or publish or express independent research
views in respect of such securities or financial instruments and may hold, or recommend to clients that they
acquire, long and/or short positions in such securities and instruments.
Business address
The business address of the Issuer is Kuwait Investment Authority, Ministries Complex, Block 7, P.O. Box 9,
Safat, Kuwait City, 13001, State of Kuwait and its telephone number is +965 22463151.
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